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FOREWORD
The new urbanized technological society has brought the urgency for an abrupt turnaround in thinking about the place of the school in our world.

.

Our economy's rapidly changing character with large industry remote from residential
areas, surrounded by fences, and protected by security guards dues not permit youngsters
to see their parents or others at work.

Many children's parents are recipi-ents of public assistance checks, a situation which
compounds the problem of teaching job-centered values.
.
A Career Orientation Program Guide has been available as have curriculum guides in
the K-6 Career Motivation Program and the 9-10 Career Exploration Program. We hope
that the Career Orientation Curriculum Supplement will provide further direction.and
help for teachers in individualizing the curriculum.
1

Martin W. Essex
Superintendent of Public Instruction_
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INTRODUCTION
The Career Orientation Program at Glades 7 and 8 was the initial component of the
K-10 Career Development Program and beganin Ohio in 1970. In 1972, a Career Orientation
Curriculum Guide was iiitten and published through the inputs of personnel in the participating school districts. The Guide was revised in 1973, again utilizing local personnel.

The Ctirrietdoliji, -Guide provided sample objectives and activities te aid school district*:
personnel in the curriculum development process. This Supplement provides actual units
t, which have been utilized in Career Orientation Programs throughout the State of"Ohio.
4tor

Mat4riars for this .publication were screened by James Black, Parma; Margaret Diet lin,
South-Western; and Eugene Woolery, Dayton. State staff assistance, was provided by Linda
A. Keilholtz.

Byrl R. Shoemaker
Director of Vocational Education
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CARRER ORIENTATION CURRICULUM SUPPLEMENT

The purpose of this publication is to present a variety -of srograms that demplify
career orientation in action. This task was pursued to provide school districts now in
the Career Development Program with materials to enhance their existing programs.
Also, this document is intended toprovideschoolsystems wishing to plan Career Orientation
Programs with some concrete examples of working programs.
'Because school systems, like students,are individualistic in nature, it is not recommended
that any system adopt .the bellowing. unite 'in toto." The materials wilLhOWeys_17, proVkIR
a basis for individual development and do incorporate the concepts of the Career-Orientation
Program.
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Art
This unit clearly defihes the job clusters as well as art activities that integrate' the careers.

PABAA:`

Career Orientation in At
Grades 7 and 8
Cluster Identification List
I. Field of Study: Commericial illustration
Communications and Media
Marketing and Distribution
Public Service
Fine Arts and Humanities

Activity: The student will illustrate a story or poem for magazine-or book reproduction
II.- Field of Study: Commercial'Design

Marketing and Distribution
Communications and Media
Public Service
Fine Arts and Humanities

Activity: The student will design a greeting card suitable for reppduction and retail
trade.
III. Field of Study: Commercial Poster Design
Communications and Media
Marketing and Distribution

Public Sece
Environmai

Activity: The student will design a car card or a spot advertisement reflecting
contemporary themes, such as travel, p011ution, drugs, or sports.

IV. Field of Study: Cartooning
Communications and 'Media
Fine Arts and Humanities
Public SerVice
HoSpitality and Recreation
,

Activity: Create original cartoons suitable for newspaper or magazineteproduction, reflecting contemporary situations, political or humorous.
'

,6
3

Field of Study: Commercial Textile Printing
'Consumer and Homemaking Related Occupations
Fine Arts and Humanities
Manufacturing

Activity: To create a design for use on a fabric, utilizing a printing method reIated-to
commercial reproduction.
VI: Field of Study: Commercial Advertising
Communications and Media
Manufacturing
Marketing and. Distribution

Activity: The student will design a trademark (logo) for a specific product, company,
.
club, or organization.
4

VII. Field of Study: Stage Set Design and Related-Areas
Fine Arts and Humanities
Consumer and Homemaking Related Occupations
Construction
**.*

0

6

Activity: The student will design and construct a moNel stage set, diorama, or
phvate home.

VIII. Field-of Study: Commercial Pottery and Sculpture
Fine Arts and Humanities
Manufacturing
Consumer and Homemaking Related Occupations

Activity: The student will design a bas-relief to be used on interior wall or exterior
facade.

IX. Sample lesson plans supplement units where special procedures are necessary
Silk Screen
Stencil Printing
Linoleum Block Printing
Tie and Dye
Batik '

..

X. Art and Art Related Careers List

Cl

4

Career Orientation in Art
I. Field of Study -- Commercial Design
General Goals:

1. To make the student aware of the scope of commercial art illustration and
an .

the - depth -of- train'
.

o m e e s en aware of the importance Of-Visual communication in
relationship to many'appects of daily living.

3. To help the student become more skillful in lettering, layout, and illustration:
.

Objective:
1. Given the fundamentals of drawing, illustration, and pictorial design relative to
specific commercial areas, the student will drawan original composition suitable
for commercial reproduction.

Suggested ActivitiesThe following projects-should emphasize illustration and color limitations relative
to publishing-requirements:
(1) Design an album cover

(2) Illustrate a poem or short story
(3) Illustrate an athletic event for a sports magazine
(4) Design a book cover

(5) Design an illustrative travel poster

:Procedures:

1. Films
Poster Making - Silk Screen
The Lively Art of Picture Books
Basic Reproduction Processes in the Graphic' Arts

2. Filmstrips/records

,

Graphic Design: Lay Out

Tools of the Graphic Designer

Careers in Illustration
Careers in Fashion
.3.. Field trip to publishing company

4. Teacher demonstration
5. -Examples of current work

6. Handbook--Job Descriptims
'T.' Pamphlets

Occupational Briefs:
"Corximercial Artist, IllitstratiOn""Fashion Illustrator")
9

i'D
5
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Preparation:
1. A thorough understanding of color theory including background in colbr mixing,
value and intensity.
2, Experiences in painting techniques.

3. An exposure to a wide range of lettering techniques and styles.
A

ow e

e o -figure -dr-awing and portraiture.

5. Training and experience with scratchboard technique.
Materials: Select according to the technique listed beloW--

1. Scratchboard
2. Ink wash or pen and ink

3. Watercolor

4. Tempera paint

.

5. Silkscreen
A

Evaluation:

1. Self-evaluation as well as group evaluation should be a continual process
through-out the project,
2. Student art should be displayed
displayed in a school showcase.
4

RefeVences:

Books-Art for Today's Schools, George F. Horn.
Davis Publications, Iric., 1967.
Crafts Designs, Mosely Johnson, Koenig.
wadoworth Publishing Co., Inc., 1962.
Elements of Design, Donald M. Anderson,
Holt, Rinehart, Winston, Inc., 1961

u. Field of Study--Commercial Poster Design
General Goals:
1. To gain an awareness of the powerful influence ,exerted by the commerdial
designer on the home and community.

2. To understand the possibilities and the limitations of various tools, media,
and processes used by others for the solution of problems in visual zoriimunication.

Objective:
1. After' having been provided with the opportunity to explore color, lettering, and
layout techniques, the student will be able to express unusual design relation
ships through interpretation and development, of skills in illustration.
6
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Suggested Activities:
1. Design ,a greeting card with emphasis on design principles utilized by commer-

cial artists.
2. Design note paper with floral design or butterflies.
a,

3. Design a logo representing one of the following-

/

Club
School-

Airline
Public Service'
Centennial Theme

4. Design a cover for, a textbook,
5. 'Design a plaque in clay or plaSt'er suitable for reproduction...

Procedures;

4

(

1. Film
Howa Commercial Artist Works
.

2, Filmstrips
Graphic Design: Layout and

Toole.of the Grallic Resigner (Bailey Films) ,

/

3. Field trips to co Merciata.rt Studio
4. Teacher demoilstratidn,,

5. Examples of current work
6: Books-7
Discovering Design, Downer
Design Graphic, Martin

Basic Design, Principles and Practia, Bates

7. Handbboks--Job Description
8. Pamphlets -- Occupational Briefs

o'Commercial Artist"

Preparation:
1. Knowledge of color theory and value
2. _Experience in painting techniques
3. Understanding stylization
4. Exposure to three-dimenssional

Materials.:
Tempera paint
2. Pens (drawing and lettering)
3. Watercolor
,
4. Plaster and clay
5. Manila.or white tagboard

,

Evaluation:
Self-eiraluation during and after project with critique by teacher.
2. Student work will be evaluated by the students.

References:
1. Books

Art For Today's Schools, George F. Hon. Davis Publications, Inc., 1967

2, Correspondence
NatiOnal Society of Art Directors
Society of Designers and Illustrators
The Magazine Publishers Dissociation, Inc.
Addressograph-Multigraph Company
.American Association of Advertising Agencies
NAEA

III. Field of Study--Commercial Poster Design

General Goals:

1. To develop an understanding of the processes and techniques characteristic
to commercial art.
D

a

2. .To gain an awareness of the influence of the commercial artist or designer
4

on thehome and community.
-4S

Objectives:
1. After being presented with adirertising design principles andtechniques involving

lettering, illustration, and advertising color theory for emotional appeal, the
student will express an original idea from its beginning stages through layout
and workup to final color design for reproduction..

Suggested Activities:
Design a poster or, car card for the.dontemporary topics listed below-Food products
Visit the zoo
Support the hospital
Support the orchestra
Pollution problems
Travel
Drugs
Keep scjiool clean or keep the community clean

Procediires:-:
1. Sample from high school art clasS

2. Boas

Paster Designing, Making and Reproducing, George F. Horn.

13

3. Movies
Poster Making Design and Technique
Poster Making with Silk Screen
How a Commercial Artist Works

4. Examples of different types of lettering found in magazines by the students.
5: Examples- -

Representative fine productions of advertising art taken from magazines,
newspapers, and brochures:

6. Teacher Demonstration-Emphasize lettering, layout, principles, or color and design

Stress the importance of the number of .colors to be used and the size of

the design

-

Discuss the procedure of thumbnail sketches, color sketches, and transfer
of design to the final board of paper.

7. Notebook Insert- -Job Description

8. Pamphlets:
Occupational Br kefs--

"Commercial Artist and the Commercial Designers
"Graphic Communication," Addressograph-Multigraph Corporation
"What Advertising Agencies Are, What They Do, and How They Do It,"
American Association of Advertising Agencies

"Advertising: A Career of Action and Variety for Exceptional Men, and
Women," American Association of Advertising Agencies
"Careers in Art," NAEA Publications

Preparation:
1. Color theory, color schemes, and mixing techniques

2. Lettering

.

Cut paper
Standard Gothic using speedball pen points

Creative and E*pressive

Materials:
0

1. Paper--Newsprint fOr thumbnail sketches
Tissue or tracing for transferring of design or lettering
Heavy white paper, or illustration board for the final

2. Equipment -- Tempera paint, brushes, India ink, felt pens, rulers, and scissors
.3. Silkscreen equipment if t

decides the project warrants A.,-

Advditising Art:
'Evaluation--

4
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1. It is imperative that the student either participate in a group evaluation or student-

teacher evaluation 'luring the, design process. Careful planning andrequent

evalugtit n will strengthen the student's. work as well as his confidence.
2. The student's work should be ,displayed in the school showcase.

1V. Field of StudyCartooning
.

General Goals:

1. To encourage awareness of the uses for cartooning in advertising`art such
public relations, political satire, entertainment, information, and educational

'

purpoSes.

2. To gkin an awareness of the specialized art training-necessary for the pzto''
ductibn of cartoangAna___11 forms.

Objectives:

1. Given instruction in cartooning techniquei such use of line, Contrast,' and
-exaggeration of facial feAtures and body gettures for emotional impact, the

,

student will create a humorous cartoon of a fellow student.

2. After being presented with, various directions in cartooning such as public
-

sdrvice or political satir-e, the student will create an original cartoon sUitable`for
reproduction;

Suggested Activities:
-

,

1.-Draw a figure in a humorous situation,

2. Create an original cartoon reflecting contemporary situations.' such as drugs,
pollution, smokilig, parental communication, and political or sports activities.
3. Create a sequential cartoon strip with appropriate phraSiology.
.

4. Draw an animated cartoon in flip book form.

.

Procedures:
1. Film

Creating Cartoons Behind the Scenes at Walt Disney

2, Filmstrips
Hank Ketcham (cartoon)

3. Books
.Cartooning
Copies of Figures and Faces
Cartooning the Head and Figure

4. Teacher demonstration on cartooning techniques

Preparation:
1. .Pen and ink techniques
2. Underitanding line, value, and figure proportion,
3. Cartooning with stylization exercises

Materials:
1. Newsprint, Manila and antique board
2. Tracing paper
3. India ink and various pen points and wash brushes
.-)

io

c

Evaluation;

.

1. Continual evaluation by teacher and student irtthe initial stages and the progression toward the final cartoon.;

.

2. Evaluation of the finished product by the teacher and student.
I

V,. Field of study -- Commercial Art (Textile Printing)
General Goals:

1, To gain an awareness of godd design 'relative to textile printing which will
fulfill consumer needs and raise the level of ,public taste.

2. To acquaint the student with the variety of careers in the field of text ile design
and' printing.

Objectives:

1. After receiving full information about textile design and printing techniques,
the student will be able to create an original design applicable to a fabric for a
specific decOi!ative .purpose.

2,, After
having had experience with printmaking processes, the student will be
.
aware of the
many ways in which one can execute a repeat pattern.
.-.

4

.

.

.

-

Suggested. Activit,ie

-1. Create a de'sign for use on fabric utilizing one of the methods listed below:
Batik
Silk Screen
Linoleum Block
Tie-Dye

Procedures:
1. 1. Films

Silk Screen Textile Printing
How to.IVIake,a LinoleumBlock Print
How to Make a Stencil Print
Batik :Costuthe besign

2. Filmstrips
Careers in Fashion - record
Batik I and, II

Block Printing on Textile I and II
Silk Screening Textiles I and II
Painting Textiles
Tie-Dye Textiles
I

3. Field trip to wallpaper company

4, Teacher demonstration

16
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5. Examples of current wo k borrowed from local department and fabric stores.
.

6. Handbook--Job Descriptio

Pamphlets.Occupational Fiefs:

a. "Careers in Commercial Art - Free Lance Artist Illustrator"
b. "Designers - Cloth Designers",

Preparation:
1. A strong background in color theory including knowledge of color mixing, value
and intensity.
exposur.e to the technique of free brush.

Eicperience in simple printing procedures using linoleum or eraser prints.
4. An understanding of good design including the skill in using the design elements
and principles.
.5. Special .lesion involving principles of repeating motifs.
,

Materials:
a. Refer to individual units on class methods for junior high.

.Evaluation:
.

4
. .

.

4.

1. It is imilerative that the stu dent either participa 4n a group evaluation or
student-teacher evaluation during the design proc ss. The techniques to be
usecP in the printing will greatly affect the design, pilItil planning and frequent
evaluation will strengthen the student's' work as veil: 1"his confidence.

,

;.

.

,

References:_
1. Books

P

Crafts Design Mosley, Johnson,' Koenig.

:

4i."'

41sworth Publishing Co., 1962

..,,,,i

2. Correspondence:
, ,, ,:.. American Textile Manufacturers institute, Inc.
Trait Tex industry
Society of Designers and Illustrators

12
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VI. Field of Study--Commercial Art (Advertising)
General Goals:
1. To gain an awareness and understanding of the emotional impact of the advertisement on the public with emphasis on the artist who is responsible for its
creation and production.

Objectives:

1. After being presented with design and construction methods, the student will
draw a flat or three-dimensional design for a product or item for the retail trade.
Suggested Activities:

1. Design or re-design a container or package for an item with which the student
is familiar, i.e., cereal, soap, perfume, powder, cookies, shaving lotion.

2. Draw a layout for an advertising campaign, using the design of the student's
choice.

3. Design a logo for a specific company, club, or organization.

Procedures:

1. Films
Boxed to Sell
Design into Space

Of the People, For the People
How a Commercial Artist Works

2. SpeakerRepresentative for a display company or artist from a commercial
art studio

3. Teacher demonstration
4. Eicarriples

of current advertisements and work from students in the area._

5. Notebook insert--Occupational Briefs:
a. "Industrial Designer"
b. ;`Designer"
c. "Commercial Artist"

Preparation: Special Training in Art Technique

1. Color theory is needed to enable the student to mix the color he desires.
2. Lettering is required as an integral part- of the advertising.
3. Painting,

experience is desirable to permit the student to better express his

ideas.

Materials: T e usual equipment found in the art department
1. Tempera paint, brushes, rulers, pencils, tracing paper, and ink
2, Illustrati n board, discarded cardboard, and usable discarded boxes

18
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Student Evaluation:
1. The Itudentevaluates the products, displays and ads.
2. A discussion(of the Variety of jobs in the three-fold project.

3. A display in the school showcase for evaluationby students who are not members

of the art class.

References:
1. Books

Job Family Series: Job in Art
Dictionary of Occupational Titles

Encyclopedia and Vocational Guidance of CareersGuide to Careers and Professions (Cowles)
Occupational Outlook Handbook

2. Correspondence
Addressograph-Multigraph Company
Designers Society of America
Industrial Designer's Institute
Packaging Institute
American Association'of Advertising Agencies

VIZ Field of StudyStage Set Design and Related Areas
General Goals:
design
1. To expose the student to the wide range of careers in three-dimensional
environment.
home,
community,
and
cultural
and construction, relative to his
2. To encourage involvement in a group situation stressing cooperation, responsiS;
'bility, and experience.
'

Objectives:

and the necessary
1. Given. the principles of three-dimensional construction
design
a
scale model stage
specific function, the student will
research for
set, diorama, of home.
of
2: After being exposed to the principles of prespective and thethisfundamentals
knowledge
in
color theory, texture, and lighting, the student will apply
the creation of depth and mood.

Suggested Activities:

To design and complete the construction of a miniature stage set, a diorama, or
or model of a home.

Procedures:

1. Films

Art Director
How to Make and Use Diorama
How to Make a House Model

Creative World of Interior Design
Designing a Better .Tommorrow: Career in Architec re

2. Field Trips
Ohio Display Co.
Art Museum of History Museum - Diorama
Local television studio

Enosure to live plays - local theater or school production,
Architect's studio,
3. A classroom demonstration by the teacher should be limited to individual student
.problems. Presentation of these different projects can easily be handled through

the aid of films, filmstrips, and speakers. Field trips should be scheduled

only if they are beneficial to the entire group of students and should be pre-

planned with extreme care.
4. Handbook --Job Description

5. Pamphlets-Occupational Briefs
a. 'Industrial Designer"
b. 'Interior Decorator"
6. "Careers in Industrial Design"
d. 'Careers in Commercial Arts
e. "Art Gallery Operation. as. a Career"
reparation: 'Special Training in Art Techniques
1. A background in color theory and painting technique

2. Perspective--either one-point or two-point
3. Exposure to scale and an ability to use both ruler and triangle.
Materials:
1. Stage set and house model
Cardboard boxes or, illustration board
X-ACTO Knives

Balsa0woOd or styrofoam
Watercolor or tempera paint
Brushes
Cloth scraps, pieces of. sponge, twigs, collection of odds and ends
.

St ?dent' Evaluation:
1. Group work should be continually evaluated by the individuals within the group.
2. Finished work should be displayed in,school showcase.

20
15

References:
1, Books

Desiining for Ty, 1952
Stakes

of the World, Theature Arts Prints, Springfield, Illinois, 1949,

The House and the Art of its Desio, Kennedy, Reinhold, New York, 1953.
2 Correspondence

National Society Of Art Directors
Should You be An Architect? (New York Life Insurance Company)

VIII. Field of StudyCOmmercial Pottery and Sculpture
General Goals:
1. Maki the student aware pf the many career oppor,tunities in the field of pottery
and ceramic sculpture.

2. Expose the student to the many uses of ceramics in his daily living, from large
atohitectural murals and facades to small utilitarian objects.

3. Enable the students to realize the significance of the pottery industry relative
to the productiOn of objects both decorative and functional.

Objectilies:

1. Presented with techniques in sculpture . and pottery-making, the student will
construct a decorative or functional ceramic objector sculpture,
*am.

Suggested Activities:
y.k

The student will be exposed to the procedures for working With ceramic clay.

Special attention will be given to design, modeling, texture, and decoration relative
to the article of the student's choice.

1. Sculpture

a. An animal figure or free form suitable for use in a home or garden setting.

b. Design a bas-relief to be used on an interior wall or eXterior facade.
c. Design and sculpt a plaque or emblem that could be reproduced in plaster.

2. Pottery
a. Ceramic pot, coil, or slab mqhod, with attention given to decorative
elements.

b. Design a pot or vase that is utilitarian.

.

Procedures:

e

1. Films on pottery, sculpture, and ceramics in general.

2. Lecture and demonstration by teacher on techniques and decorative elements.
16

21

3. Slides and photographs reflecting sculpture forms of stylized and utilitarian
objects.

4. Visit. a pottery manufactuier.
5. Have a ceramic consultant speak on the ceramic industry,
Materials:

1. Ceramic clay - -white talc clay or terra cotta suitable for building and modeling
techniques.
2. Modeling tools, woad rollers, and blocks for flat work.
3. Ceramic glazes for decoration and color as applied to Clay.

Evaluation:
1. The student will do continual self-evaluation during the progress of the lesson.
2. The teacher will evaluate during and after the project and will have an individual
critique with the student.

3. The .project will be evaluated in terms the purpose for which it was designed,
Reference:
1. Books
Sculpture, Rogers, L.R., Oxford Univ. Pr., 1969
Ceramic Design, Kenny, John B.
Step by Step Ceramics, Hofsted, Jolyon
The Complete Book of Pottery Making, Kenny, John B.

2. Career Related Books
Fells Guide to Commercial Art, Nelson, 1967
Opportunities in Industrial Design Careers, Pulod, 1972
e's

2 '?
.

.

17
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The list below each Career-Oriented project contains the titres of jobs connected with that
particular phase of commercial art.
Commercial Art: Industrial Design
Sign Painter
Design Draftsman
Airbrush Man
Sign Writer
Colorist
Engrosser
Display Man (trimmer)

Director
.

Advertising Layout Man.
Layout Artist

-Letterer
Production Manage$
Manager of Display
Information Specialist
Package Designer

Paste -up Man

Display Man
.4.-

dommercial Art: Repeat Design (Textile)
Cartoon Designer
Sample Maker
-Engraver
Manager of Display
Display Man (retail)

Color Expert
*- Colorist

Letterer

Artist
Print Maker
Stencil Cutter

.

Designers
Shoe

Interior
Decorator

sank' Note

. .

Crest Pattern-maker.
Fishing Lures

.Cloth

Commercial

Novelities
Fixttires
Embroidery

Floral
Pottery Decorator

Women's Garments
Safety Clothing
Mural
Float

Fur

Furniture
Ffatware
Ornamental
Stainel-glass

.

Handbag
Hats (Men & Women)

Stuffed Toy,
ac.

Tile

Jewelry
Commercial Pottery And Sculpture
Commercial Desi er

Sculor

Auto and Body Pa

Industrial Designer
Artist

'Designer

Stage Set Design
.

Miniature Set Constructor
.
Set Decorator
Stage-set Designer
Model'Maker

Sketcher
Stage-Scenery Director
Scenic Artist
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Commercial Art: Illustration
Art Layout Man
Cover Designer

Illustrator
Layout

Letterer
Medical Illustrator
Ben-Day Man

Production Manager
Manager of Display

.

Sign Painter
Airbrush Painter
Photo Re-toucher
Colorist
Engrosser
Paste-up Man
Sketchmaker
Artist

Cartooning
`Cartoonist
Cartoon Background Artist

Color Advisor
Colorman.,
Sketcher

Supervisor--Scenic Arts
Inker and Opaquer
Painter--Animated Cartoons
Sports Cartoonist
Political Cartoonist

Others: Professional And Related

Fine Arts Painter
Painter-Restorer

PainterGlass Stainer

Teachers of Art
Director of Art
Museum qurator
Furniture Reproducer
Wood-burner (Jewelry).

Appraiser of Art
Architect
Delineator
Draftsman
Art. Critic
Printmaker
Art Librarian
Landscape Architct

Note: DescriptiOns of these will be discussed in class and also be included in sheets to be
placed in the notebook for reference.

24
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PARNIA
Guidance
Thii is an excellent "spelling out" of how one school district perceives guid' ance services being incorporated into the career orientation program.
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Goals and Objectives of the Guidance Department for Career Education
-,

.

.

The Guidance Department for the Parma 1?ublic SchOols will be able to assist the student
i
in- understanding himself better by--

.

.

1. Aiding the s udent in seeing hirgself as a total person
staff in making career ,information available to students and faculty

2. Working w
i

3._ Assisting
and Comm
t

providing general orientation to the career progrAm,for staff, students
ity

4. Providing g neral orientation to the world of work
5. Guiding the student in individual curricular chalices
,

6. Providing

-service training for staff on career resources

7: Administering and/or supervising the administration Of qUestionnaires, inventories,
aptitude, 2nd achievement tests
-'ke

8. Interpreting results of tests to students, faculty, and parents either on an individual
or sroup_basis
e

9. Providing information on existing,eitra-cu' kular,activities and assisting in the estab,
lishment oflew activities,
10. Supplementing and assisting departments as litburce people
11. Communicating with administration and coordinators with suggestions for curriculum
development, rexision, and evaluation
2

12. ,Continciik,g,to inform the community of the on-going career program

I)

--r
4

fI

2t)
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Orientation to Career Program
Staff
1. General introduction of career program by the principal and designated persons
Philosophy of program
Goals
Role of each depgrtment
'Role of Guidance Department

2. New staff hired throughout the year to be given the above overview and orientation
background

3: ,Meet with all department chairmen early in the fall.

a. Each chairman is to outline his department's career program.
b. Counselors and chairmen will resolve-conflicts.
4. Have faculty meeting following counselor and department chairmen's meeting.

a. Present over-all career program.
5. Continue to correiate activities with department chairmen throughout the year.
P

Students
1. General introduction of school's career program by principal and designated persons
(early in year).
2. Grade levels
a. Seventh Grade
'(1) Small group meeting during the school year
(a) Lay foundation,for school's - career program
(b) Introduce self-evaluation techniques
(c) Expose to clusters of career opportunities

4?

(d) Work with all departments where necessary in special career orientation
presentations
(e) Orientation to Parma's .vocational offerings
-'(f) Assist with aiding students to apply for social security cards
(g) Inform students of school's extra-curricular and volunteer activities
(2) Individual follow-up conferences when necessary for curricular selectiont,
b. 'Eigth Grade

--

(1) Smallgroup meetings
(a) Review career clusters discussed in seventh-grade.
(b) Enlarge on career offerings presented in seyeA grade.
(c) Review self-evaluation techniques.
(d) Assist students in the techniques of evaluating a specific career.
in
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,

(e) Explain%Parmeg vocational offerings and reqments.
and/or, vocational counselors
(f) Arrange for high school vocational
to meet with students.
a. To explain and discuss their piograms and requirementg.
(g) Assist in arranging for-dpecial career projects.,
(Ii) Arrange visitations to colleges or technical schools, if possible.
(i) Assist in having students learn procedures for job application.
(,j) Review school's extra-curricular and volunteer activities.

(2) Individual conferences for currioular selection
-

c. Ninth Grade

(1) 'Catch-up" session to enable students new to th syStem to learn of the school's
`.
.
career program
(2) Survey to determine career interests of students_
(3) Have small group meetings of students interested in specific career ideas.
(4) Review the high school vocational offerings and requirements.
(5) Arrange visitation to high school vocational classes for those interested.
(6) Arrange to have representatives from four-year campuses, two-year campuses;
and special fraining areas.
<(7) Review social security and work permit infdrmation.
(8) Assist' in studying procedures for applying for a job.
(9) Inform students regarding community volunteer opportunities and part-time jobs.
(10) Individual conferenceSt for curricular selection, when
necessary
3
3. Orientation of the individual school community

a. Arrange a Parent's Night
(1) Present overview of career program
12) Explanation of curricular offerhigs
(a) Vocational areas
(b) Professional
(c) Technical

fi -

(d) -Special fields

(3) Requirements for the various programs
b. Individual parent conferences and further communications as needed

26
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Testing
Objectives
1, To have all students become aware of their' scholastic ability and how it relates to school
achievement

2, To help students understand indicated strengths and weaknesses in their academic
background

3. To provide students with information to guide them in educational and career planning
4. To present 'explanations of relationships within data, people, and,things hierarchies, and
workers trait components
5.

To identify job clusters of high interest for further exploration of educational plans

6. To supplement test results withother sources of information, such as transcripts, teacher,
and counselor recommendations, and studdnt motivation to assist in the decisidn- making `-)
process

7. To share information not only with the students but also with all adults concerned with
their education

Orientation
1. Administration and staff

a. Arrange meeting to explain teachers' role and responsibility in the test program.
(1) Explanation of the three tests administered at the junior high level
(2) Explanation of the various methods of reporting test results:
National norms and local norms
Percentile ranks
Stanines
Grade equivalent
Standard deviation

(3) Explanation of use of test results in educational and career planning
2. Students

a. Present an overview of testing programs in conjunction with the initial general career
orientation,
b. Prior to the testing program, give specific orientation as to what the testing peogram,
will, include.

(1) Preparing students to take the test
(2) Explp.inhig use of test results in educational and career planning

Administration
1. Mental ability test

'2. Interest inventories

2 fi
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3. Achievement tests

4. Aptitude tests

5. Personality tests
6. Miscellaneous tests
The 1972-73 Test Program
Seventh grade: Otis-Lennon Intelligence Test
Eighth grade: Ohio Vocational rnterest Survey
Stanford Achievement Test
Ninth grade:
The testing program will be conducted within the framework established by the
central office and building administration. Supplemental testing willbe used to meet
individual needs.

Interpretation
1. Faculty

a. Interpret test results to all teachers.
(1) Individually
(2) In groups

2. Students

a. Distribute and interpret test-Tesults.
(1) Group sessions
(2) Individual conferences, when necessary

3. Parents
a. Send home a brochure containing a complete explanation of the testing program and
the resulfrof the child's test.

.b. Interpretation d test results and surveys to be available on individual basis.

Evaluation and Curriculum Implications
1. Participate in system-wide reviews of the testing program.

2. Assist in analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of curriculum as evidenced by the
test results.

r-

S
MR*

3, 0
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Knowi g Yourself

Our society offers an individual many hoices--choices of where to live, choices of leisure
time activity, and choices of occup ons, to name a few, Theconceprof choice requires
alternati4es to consider and criteria or selection. Choice, many times, implies compronilse
between desires of an individual and opportunities available. Keeping this in mind, being
able to explore one's attitudes and values enables an individual to know himself better.
Allowing a student to explore his value system and recognize different values in others
is a step in setting individnal goals and wise decision - making.
Objectives: -"

-

I. To help a student clarify his own_ values

2. To recogniZe different values, in others

3. To recognize that values are constantly changing

4. To encourage 'students to continually re-evaluate their goals through their value system
5. to help students understand the process of choice and valuing
6. 'TO help the students become more effective decisions makers
,

7. To Einopurage students to think before they act
,

.

To help theStudent gain artincreased'understanding of himself
7/.ifhiS unit, is divided into tbe.folloNjang major ,fodal points:

I: The Different You
U. The Changing You,
The "Value"able You
IV. The Future You
V. The Successful You
VI., It Begins With You

The Different You
1. Physical feature's'
.Mental abilities and skilld

3. Interests
cr

4. Pergonality

'Related Activities:
1. Refer to testing programs and interpretations Of tests.

2; Class discusSion-a.

,
That do we regly know about ourselves?

b. What part of us is °inherited° and what part is "acquired'?

26 3 1
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The Changing You
1. Changing society

a. 'Increasing experi nce
-a °

b. Awareness of otlis, group and cultural value codes
C. Evaluating your o s code

2. Changing and growing

Related Activities:
4

1. Class aiscussiori:
a. How have your ide

4

changed since coming to junior high school?

b. What in your peer de differs from ideas in adult society?

The "Value"able You
1. Valuing prsiocess - judg

a. Choosing -.alternat es
b. Prizing r being hap y with choice
c. Acting - doing som King with the choice

2. Values
a. Definition of values

b. Sources f values
(1) Fami y
(2) Chur h
(3) Socie y

3. Importance f value;
a. To carry on and imp ove society
b. To grow

individu

(1) Know self better
(2) Make better personal decisions
(3) Re-e aluation of ideas

4. Suminary of values

The following eas should be covered through classroom activities in values:
a. Definitioj of values
b. Student xplOratign of his personal values
c. Recognition of values in others

3 2..
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d. No right and wrong values

e. Values acquired through experiences
f. Importance of values to society and the individual

Related Activities for A and B:
ValueS, goals, and decisions are many times of a very personal nature. Students
should not be made to participate verbally or share their values if they do not wish to.
(Note:

This allows them to be honest with themselves-.)

1. List, five personal values (to be kept confidential). This should be done before the general
class discussion. These should be kept by the student until completion of the unit when
they will be asked to list five personal values again.

2. Group discussion:
-a. Student, definitions of values

'b. Each member of the group should publicly state one value. List on board. Discuss
difference in value&

3. Written activities:
a. Values and people

4,

(1) Qualities I like in oiliers
(2) Qualities dj,slikfilfilithefs
(3) Qualities-I like in myself

.'`.

(4) Qualities I dislike ArignSiself

(5) Whom do I resgectIMoalthree choices)
,three choices)
(6) Whom do I respect 1
b. Values and experiences
Happiest
12) SaddesVexper
(3) High poin,t of.a6sweek

iO4-9-.11)

(4) L'Iow patnt of the, week
(5) Things` I would keep the same in school

::.(6) Things I Would change in?school
,t;(7) The kind' of work I really like to do
..;;4(8) Some jobs I think I would digiike

;,,Related Activities for C:
s,

I. Class discussiim
:
a. Values in odr ociety vs. ether societies
girig values to improve society
:values do others see in,us?
'"}',,I need to become a good friend?

What. qualitits
do I need to hold a job?
-r
1.

What does an employer expect of me?

J'f
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2. Interview three people; ask them which three values they would place as most important
to them. Discuss the results with the class.

Related Activities for I):
1. The following qualities can be used to supplement any class discussion:
Intelligence
Loyalty
Initiative
Generosity
Self-confidence
Perseverance
Honesty
Conscientiousness
Self-control
Courage
Integrity
Competence
Kindness
Dedication
Sincerity
Concern
Dependability
Foresight'

Understanding
Sense of Humor

Humility

Friendliness

Conformity
Care
Consistency

2. The following topics can be used to supplement value judgement discussion:
War 'vs. Peace
The Drug Scene
.
Parental Control and'Authority
Smoking

Crime
Race Relations
Environmental Conservation
If I Were an Employer

3. Display a series of pictures depicting qualities in people, attitudes, and values. Each
student is to write a word which describes the picture to him. Follow with class discussion.
-\
4. Complete the fol \owing sentences.
I like
I want

I would fight for

I would be willing to spend time for
I would give money for

I love to

I feel
I wish I could

The Future You
1. Making decisions
a.. Alternatives

b. Compromise
c. De.cision-making vs, problem solving

2. Effects of decisions
,

a. To you b. To others
1

c. Right now

d. Later on

34
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3. Importance of values in decision-making

.

4. Arriving at the same decision with different values

Related Activities:
1. Rank order - -ask students to rank in order of preference several very pleasant or several
very undesirable alternatives; Class discussion should follow, bringing out students'
values and judgements.
,

Example: Rank the following activities in importance to you:

a. Be the lead in the class play
b. Achieve good grades
c. Tutor another student
d. Be an office page
Example: Rank the following activities in im ortance to you:
a. Hold a high payingjob which is ry repetitious
b. Hold a medium paying job whith volves working with people
c. Hold a lower paying job which is v ry adventurous
d. No hold a job at all

Ask students to make a decision on a continuum nd ask them to support their decision.
Example: Your best friend has taken something fr m a store. The extremes in alternatives from which to Choose would be: to o nothing or to involve the police.
Each person must make a decision and p ce their mark on the continuum.
INTO one may choose the exact center point. Sup ort your decision.
GO TO POLICE

DO NOTHING

3. List 20 things you like or dislike to do. After this liSt is co plete:
a. Mark those items with a kT* that you like to do with Some ne else.
b. Mark those items with an aA* that you would like to do alo e.
c. Mark those five items that you would like most with a "sta
d. Mark ten items that you would like second most with the letter "M.R
e. Underline things that cost money...
What did you find out about yourself:
1. Do I do things that I like frequently?
2. Do I like to do things alone or with people?
3. Are my, likes expensive?

4. Happy words--state one word that had a appy, nie ning for you in your life during the,

.

following periods. Dismiss you reasons.
a. Ages I - 5 or prez-scipol
b. Ages 6 r 12 or elementary school
c. Ages 13 - 15 or junior high school

,-

The Successful You
1. ,Programming your life
a. What do I want?
b. What are my abilities?
c. 'Inventory interests
d. Explore.the future
,

-35.
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2. Forming goals
3. Daring to be different
4. Disappointments

5. Dealing with frustration
a. Aggression
b. Emotions
c. Re-evaluating alternatives
6: Spending leisure time

Related Activities:
1. Class discussion:

a. Why can some people cope with disappointment and frustration better than others?
b. How do you feel when you are frustrated?
c. How do you relieVe your frustrations?
2. Written activities:
a. My goal for today is
b. My goal for the week is

c. My goal for this school year is
d. My goal before I leave junior high school is

e. My goal after graduation from high school is

f. My goal for life is
3. Use newspaper articles to show aggression and frustration.

4. Use comics for examples of frustrating experiences.

It Begins With You
1. Cah you recommend yourself?
2. Can you keep your standards high?

3. What are you investing in the future?
V

Related Activities:
1. List fiv.g personal values. Compare them with the values written at the beg

unit. --r

2. Class discussion:
a. Do personal values change in importance?
. b. 'Is it always tomorrow?' or "Get it while you can.' What,is your philosophy?
c. What
I have to in est for the future?
Exair/ple: money, ti e, hope, trust%ideas,
31
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Registration
4'

As students progress through junior high school, registration for their subjects for thefollowing year become increasingly directed toward their career goals, Other guidance
activities, such as orientation, testing, test interpretation, self-evaluation, and vocational
information are important criteria for selecting courses of study which help them achieve
the goals they have set Or the future.
1. Guidance Responsibilities

a. Registration of present junior high ;students
b. Registration of parochial students to the public schools

c. Registration of students new to the-community
2. Guidance Procedures

a. Faculty
(1) Registration procedures
(2) Registration calendar
(3) Curricular changes
b. Students
(i.) Registration procedures
(2) Requirements
(3) Electives
(4)9-Subject choices related to career clusters
c, Parent InVolvement

(1) Registration
(2) Requirements
(3) Relationship of courses to career orien tion an exploration
o

-

3. Implementation.

a.- Large group activities
(1) Group didcussion
(2) Visits to parochial schools
(3) Claqsroom visits
(4) Parent meeting
(5) Elementary contacts

b. Small-group or individual,activities
(1) Seventh-, eighth-,- andminth'-grade individual confierences as requested
(2) New-entry conferences

.

(3)'_Sinail groups with similiar needs or interests /
conferencesp
`(4) Eve
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-Sample Letter From Principal
lYIessake from the Principal's desk:
One must, /see through himself - -in order to see himself through.

One of / the more important responsibilities that students and parents have during each
school / year is the selection of subjects and a course of study for the following year.
.,.4

Your /guidance counselor and each of your teachers will play an important role in helping
you make the correct selections by providing their guidance and recommendations along
with other information about you. This advice and information about yourself is to be added
to /what you and your parents already know about you and your futurein helping yOu select
c Urses for your next year at school.

We will consider our job well done when you feel confident that your selection of subjects
and your registration is complete to the satisfadtion of both you and your parents,

The real test of a mature and independent person is when he knows enough about himself
to plan his life in a way that his talents and interests will be used to bring about opportunities for self-fulfillment and happiness.

We trust that you will start toward this goal by giving this new experience in registration
your serious consideration--and please feel free to ask guidance and assistance from all
of us at school.

A Sample Letter From Principal - Early in School Year
Junior High School Students

To parents of
From the desk of
/

Principal

7

As we move toward the twentieth century, life is becoming more and more intricate,
Thus, education for the next century must, of necessity, be broad and as all inclusive as
possible.
Parma Public Schools are attempting to provide the students with not only basic training
/but the know-how in selecting and planning for a career,
We know that many new jobs will develop during the lifetime of your son or daughter,
Thus4 we hope to a4d them to develop techniques for selecting and evaluating new job
opportunities as well as the current ones.
This year teachers will arrange for group sessions to discuss vocations, educational
planning, and numerous Activities related to the World of.Work, Counselors will supervise
testing and arrange sessions for interpreting of test results and their significance to career
planning,

Included in the career orientation will be a night for parents where the genb'ral career

program will be explained. We hope you will also attend Open House later thismonth where
teachers will relate how their subject area is involyed in career planning,

Speakers will be provided, visitations planned, and numerous_ career references will be
made available - all to aid students in developing an awareness of the careers and career
decisions in the future,
33
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4rt.Informational.Mattrials
There' are many current materials on careers and occupations which are valuable to both
educators and students. The following is far from being a complete list but can serve the
schools as a foundation for references on careers:
Career Files
Dictionary of Occupational Titles :(DOT)
Occupational Outlook Handbook
Encyclopedia of Careers and Vocational Guidance
Audiovisual materials

A Chronicle File and a Science Research Associates (SRA) file of jobs, available in the
* library, lists careers alphabetically by title. These jobs are coded according to the accepted
code numbers used in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles and the Occupational Outlook
Handbook, and information in the files can be cross-referenced with these two sources.

Also available are free materials on occupations and jobs. There is a wealth and variety
of information in the pamphlets which are offered. Professional organizations, manufacturers, and service organizations are realizing the need for current and accurate information
on careers and are responding to this need by offering pamphlets, brochures, fact sheets,
'movies, and filmstrips, for use by young adults.
DICTIONARY OF OcdUPATIONAL TITLES (DOT)

The Dictionary of Occupational Titles is a two-volume classification system of jobs and
occupations. It proyides a current inventory of jobs in the American economy And gives an
extensive analysis and des,cription of what each involves and what traits are needed by the
worker.
1. Volume I -- Definitions of Titles
a. Contains an Introduction which explains:
(1) Job definitions
(2) Occupational classification and code system used in the DOT
(3) Arrangement and uses of the DOT

b. The bulk of Volume I is the alphabetical arrangement of definitions of jobs.
ere are
21,741 seperate occupations defined, known by 13,809 additional titles, making atotal of
35,550 job titles defined.
c. Job definitions are of two types - coded and uncoded, the uncoded type being alternate

titles. -

to
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2 Volume II --.0ccupational Classifications
a. Contains major sections in which jobs are arranged according to different groupings,
have the same basic occupational, industrial or worker characteristics. The classification is a six-number code, the first number designating the major occupational
group.

(1) 0-1 Professionatteehnieal and managerial occupations
(2)
2 Clerical and sales occupations
3 Service occupations
4 Farming, fishery, forestry and related occupations
5 Processing occupations
.
6 Machine trades occupations

(3)
(4)
(5)
.(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

7 Bench work occupations
8 Structural work occupations
9 Miscellaneous work occupations

b. Code explanation
Teacher, Elementary School
DOT Code
092.2;8
The 092 refers to the occupation grouping
0
Professional Occupation
9 a sujagrouping within "Professional
pation*
2 a slibgrouping within 'Professional rotation"

The 228 refers toVorker-Trait components
2
involvement of data used by worker
2 involvement of people whom the worker will work with
8 involvement of things which the worker will use in his job'
I. 4

t.
,

c. Glossary of technical terms used in the definitions
d. Appendices
(1) 'Explanation Of 'relationship within, data, people, thinN*,,categories
(2) Disctis4ion of worker-trait components
'
.
,
i

. .

,

e. In using the second volume, one must refer to different selitionsV)btaid.the most
i

complete information about a job and its description and guar ications
.
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3.---How to find occupational titles and "Code

I, -to&

.

a. Look up the job titles, the definition, and the code(vol. I)

,

fp

'

..

.

'
+

,

P

l

(1) If necessary, invert the title (eXample:
Elementary -school -teadier/-- Teacher;.
$.!
r
.
elementary school)
.
a.
.
(2) Look;for possible titles (Man-of-all-work: handyman,-, odd-job Man)

(3) Look ug industrial designation if you know .what industry the job, is in,, bit yOli
:don't know the job title (IndustrialArrangement of Titles, Volt TI)
...
(4) Refer to. Volume:I for job titles, a definition and cdile.
,,,..,,
,,. : .;.
,,
,

-

,

b. Using Volume I, read he job! definition, then turn to Appe.ndiX 4 A folumel.tO give
the description-of the last three digits ,in the code (data, people, thing e tateg?1194
i
..
,
.
,
'1,
If you need assistance in using the Dictionary of occupational' yitles, plea.se see a counSelor.

!

11

,

,

1

;

'

:

1,

4
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Ocqupational Outlook Handbook
The Occupational Outlook Handbook is ,probably the best and most usuable single source
ccupational information. Copies are available from each counselor and in the library.

F,'

of

Thi is a one-volume source of information published-iby the U.S. Department of Labor
and revised every two years to keep it up to date.

The Handboolethay be used in several ways:
1. Gain an overview of the World of Work by studying the "Table of Contents' in the
front of the book.

2. Look ahead to your working years by reading "Tomorrow's Jobs,' on page 11-19.
1

3. Read about particular occupations in which you maybe interested. To find a particular

one use the 'Table of Contents' in the front or the "Index" in the back of the book.

Over 700 occupations are discussed in the Handbook.
These 700 occupations include those of greatest interest to young people. Most of the
large ones requiring long periods of educationor training are discussed, as are a number
of small but rapidly growing fields and other occupations of special interest.
Each occupation is discussed under the following headings:
Mature of Work
Where Employed
Training and Other Qualifications
Employment Outlook
Earnings and Working Conditions
Where to Gscr for More Information
tOt

For further information
Fop further information concerning the use of the Occupational Outlook Handbook see
pages 3 - 6 of the handbook.

'Encsyclopedia of Careers and Vocational Guidance
This is a.two-volume encyclopedia, Volume I is entitled "Planning Your Career' and includes
two selections "You and Your -Career" and' "Career Fields." The editor says "It is expected
that you will use Volume I for ideas, for guidance, and to get the flavor of the number of

particularly, important areas of work." Seventy-one general career areas are discussed.
Each concludes with a listing of related articles in Volume H. This volume can be especially'
helpful in showing the variety of range of occupations in a general area. At the end of Volume
I is a listing of accredited colleges, arranged by state.

Volume II is entitled "Careers and Occupations", specific occupations are grouped under
these headings:

Clerical Occupations
Farming Occupations
Managerial and Official Occupations
Professional Occupations
Sales OccupatiOns

Semi-Professional and Technical Occupations
Semi-Skilled and Unskilled Occupations
Service Occupations
Skilled Occupations

41
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At the beginning of each group ,:there is a generaltis mission. Then each of 3 number of
occupations is discussed
titerhis -of :
. .
,

.

..

^

.
./. Definglon
.
History
.
Nature of.:work
Requirements'
t
Special requirements Opportunities for experience and explOration

.
Advancement
Employment outlook
Earnings
4
Conditions of work

-

Metho'oi entering
.

)

t

Social and psychological factors
sources of additional information

.

:4'

-

Audiovisual Materials

.,

::

..,,,

T6 assist anti supplement the tea-Ching of career information and opportunity, there is an
abundance of audiovisual material available to teachers and counselors:

Filer"

a

Filinstrips

4'

Books'

Career catalogs
.

, 4 4,

I

'

Tapes
Film loops
Video tapes
,Handout materials and pamphlets

a

'

,

4
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Implementation Activities

.

Many devices and activities may be used to expoSe students to all facets of career orientation

and exploration. Each building will develop theirlrivn activities designed to fit into their
facilities.
.The following are a few activities:
I. Suggested Activities
Prerequisites to the World of Wor k
III. Speakers

N. 'Field Trips

V, High School Course Selections

z

VI. Career Carnival

I. Suggested Activities ,
1. Group Guidance'Classes:

These classes would be a. part of the regular curriculum and designed to fit in with

the master schedule.
2. Career Units:

These are units worked into a regular subject class. They may be a seperate unit of.
an on- going, unit thrOughout the year.
3. Homeroom Period:

.'
A career program might be organized and be presented during this period. The program
could utilize time on the basis of once-a-week,,,or
frequently as persounel.felt
the need.

.

.

'4. School Clubs:
.4

Career speakers and audiovisual presentations are always popular programs for school

clubs to sponsor.

5.' BulletinBoafds:

Attractiire and uplto-date bulletin boards can arouse interest in career information,show relationships between school` subjects and careers, and direct students to sources

' of inforniation.

;.

6. School Newspaper:

.

A special column in the school newspaper can list on-going and future career plai iing
activities.
.o.

"I. Field Trips:
Field trips can be made to local business and industrial establishmentknothai students
may observe people at work.

8., Career Conference:
Career 'planning is an activity continuing through the whole yea,r, but a conbentrated

period- of time of special emphasis may be beneficial to allow all studentsa career
exposure.

9 Assemblies s ,
Assemblies involving people from the community and parents can be infofmative and

gtertaining.

10, Small Groups:
Students interested in one career fieldmay meetto explore and discuss related and complementary areas of specialization within a career cluster.
,
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11. Individual Conferences:
.
A
student
with
a
special
need
and
interes
may
need
a
one-to-one
conference.
'
:',.--,

,

.

Id

_. 12. Career Carnival:

,

'..'

.

,

,

s

II..Prerequisities to the World of
.

,

.

Counselors are-also resource persons for job entry information. Several-activities could
be implemented to explain and aid in the understanding of securing a job.
1. Social Security Cards (used in seventh -:grade groups)

a. Contact local social security office

)

b. Assembly for entire .seventh grade' for introduction of :social security program
Film
Speaker
Question and answer period

.

,c. Classroom follow-up
Further study utilizing social security literature
Fill out applications provided by social security office.

d, Return applications

e. Materials for absentees available in counselor's .offices,
2. Work Permits (used ia.eigth-grhtle 'groups).
and out brochure explaining. Work permits.

b. Evla nation and discussion of methodolOgy in securing work per,mits; including necee-

sary foring,

,---

,.-c; When needed, forms will.be available in theOffice.'
trob. Applications (used -in;nintli-gradeigroupS) :

-a.- ProCedures for applying fora job.:

..

a). Reivie* of Social security and,,wOrk permit information,

,

.:

r e for findii*-available jobs
.(2) Soucs

.--

.

(3) Appearance' and conduct while- applying for a Job- -___...,
(0 Filling out art actual. application form utilizing-AV-A- material_ s
e
(5) .Set up mock inter,view; ;
.._-----:.
,
(6) Discussion of "Why ponft-1-6et Itired-?-1:
-

,

:

.

(al Lack of basicAearning skill's (reading, arithmetic, speaking
(b) Lack.of. basic 000.2 skills (spelling, filiiig, typing),
(p) 'Lack of work world orientation and job-search skills"
rci) Lack of dependability and. reliability. (evidenced by poor sciictal attendance,
goastribdic Work'histOrryi aroriid arrests)
,

.(e)- Indifferent -attitude ,._

..

.

.-- 1a..Roor work attitude'.

,- --..

lb. Distrust of authority figures
.1c, :Hypersensitive to Criticism.
1d. High anxiety,' ',
',-,.
: le. Liaclt of motivation andfcr assertiveness
-,

,

.1f Appear8nce

44
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,.

b. Culminate activity by using a speaker involved in personnel work.

,

III. Speakers
Speakers frOni the business world are a great .asset to anderstanding different careers.

IV: Field Trips
0

Field trips can be an exciting addition to the study of a career or joJ area. Throughout
Cleveland many businesses and large industries are available. for tours.

V. HigbSchoof Course Selections'

E.

Name

. :

A Tentative look into my future in respect to vocation and avocation.

In my leisure, I like to
For my career. (vocation), I think I would like to

My best subjects are
My tests show my strong skills are
.

.

My weak 'skills.are in.
To reach my career goal, I need the _following skills:

The educatipnal 'requirements for my tentative career are:
Further vocational (technical) training

High saliooi diploma

College degree

High school graduation requireinents: 17 credits

4 credits in English (includes 1/22credit inspeech, 1/2 credit in composition,, and
.
1 credit in literature)
2 credits in Social Studies (must includ e U.S. History and IL S. Goveimment)
1 credit 'Sciende
1 credit Mathematics .
1,-credit Phydical Education

The 17 credits must include the.,equivaletit of two majprs and two -Minors

Major - Three oy more: credits in atik one departrnelit
Minor - Two credits in any one department
.
.

,

-.

,

(Provide form fOr student 'ielention.9f high schooli ?ourse6.).
r

VI. Career Carnival

A Career Carnival is a means of making career information available to students. However,
it is such a major project that it must, to be successful, be a project of the total school.
This material is included here because the Career Carnival has been an activity of no one
acadernie'.depalrnent and counselprs have played a major role in it.
Since the initiation of the career education program, two Career Carnivals have been held at
Pleasant- Valley Jtinior High School -- one in the fall of 1969 and one in the spring of 1972.
The Career Carnivals provide valuable information, but are very demanding in terms of
staff time and comMunity cooperation in supplying leadership.
As additional junior high schools become involvedin the Career Education Program, several
alternatives may need to be considered. If a Career Carnival in each school each year is not
practical from a time standpoint, the activity might be rotated among schools; one school
using the activity one year, another the next, etc. Possibly, a joint Career Carnival could
be planned. (A joint plan has been used by the three Parma senior high schools.)

Following are some comments, on aspects of the Career Carnivals held at Pleasant Valley
Junior High SchoOl.

1. General Format
In so far as possible, speakers arrived during. the 4th period. They were greeted by student
hosts and hosilesseS and taken to lunch as guests of the school. This luncheon was fo,llowed
by a brief period when those planningthe Career Carnival might meet with the guest leaders.

For the afternoon (periods 6,7, and 8 -- or 2 hours, 30 minutes), all regular classes were
replaced by the Career Carnival. This time was divided into five periods, each 25-30 minutes
student had named seven, listed in the
in length. From a list of the groups available,
was given a schedule including his first five
order of his interest. in so far as possible, each was
choices. Then each student followed a school day schedule. Groups met in all regular classrooms plus the gyms, library, and cafeteria-study hall. Room assignments were planned so
that the largest (most popular) groups were in the largest Mom.

2. Time in School Year
Ideally, a.. Career Carnival should be timed for maximum contribution to the on-going
.

Career Education Program and at the time to best utilize student readiness for the inforpation.

4.

.1n Pleasant Valley, it has been impossible to divide the total school population into Career
Carnival interest groups and fit them into the available space. (Total space, including gyms
and study hall, could not be utilized as efficiently as for the regular school program.)
,,,Sinee this consideration had to take priority over the more ideal one, each Career Carnival
involved two grades (7 and 9 in 1969, 7 and 8 in 1972) while one grade was out of the building,
on afield trip.
*,. 3, ,Stndent,,Orientation

Value gained from the Career Carnival increases with adequate student preparation and
orientation. There is a need for student orientation in choosing of &Cups lo attend and
also in attending so as to learn the most from the presentation.
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4. Scheduling Student Choices

-

Planning a master schedule of groups available, then scheduling choices for each student,
proved to be a very large job -7 almost as great as planning the master schedule and studeni
schedules Joy the school for the year. For the first Pleasant Valley Career-Carnisval, all
of this was done "by hand" (an overwhelninig task). For the second Career Carnival,
arrangements were made to have the students' schedules planned and printed (two copies
each) by the Data Processing Department. Of course, these arrangements need to be made
well in advance.

5. Teacher Involvement

ti

Prior to the Career

Carnivai;l, many teaChers were involved in student orientation and in
suggesting and securing speakers, especially for groupsyelated to their subject matter areas.

On the afternoon of the Carnival; a teacher was present in each group at all times. All
teachers, librarians, and study half aides in the building were called upon that afternoon.
For the first Career Carnival, teachers as well as students followed schedules and rotated
among groups. Interests of students, as well as teachers were honored as much as possible.
Having a faculty member present in each session took precedence over teacher's personal
choice. For the second Career Carnival, a particular teacher remained with the same group
all afternoon.
r6. Speakers and Groups Leaders

For each group there was one or more speakers -- usually a community person engaged
in the occupation. For the first carnival, Pleasant Valley staff recruited the leadership
-- but with a great deal of help from others in the school system. For the second carnival,
a major share of the leadership recruiting was done by the P.A.C.E. Association.

Types of presentations varied. Method's of presentati,on included lecture, discussion,
question-answer, panel presentation, films and .filmstrips.

Many speakers' also handed out materials to the students attending.

Evaluation and Follow-Up of the Role of Guidance Department
I. Devise questionnaire cooperatively

1.' Have all departments and staff assist.

a. For students
b. For parents
c, For faculty
11. Summarize questionnaires for report to staff and coordinator.

III. Report recommended areas to be continued and areas to be changed.

47'
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LORAIN
Health
This is an example of the Application of the seven developmental areas to the
study of health not only as one of the job clusters but also as an academia area.

-

'LORAIN.
Health Careers Curriculum

Introduction
The preservation of health is the responsibility of everyone. It is a community responsibility to educate students to assume the responsibility for supporting and improving public
health.
(

Health careers can provide opportunities for students with varied interest in medicine,
engineering, mathematics, nursing, science, music, art, photography, crafts, sports, food
and ciiiMputeth. These are some of the many areas of interest through which students can
find meaningful expression in an occupation in the health care field. The health care field
is the nation4jhird largest, industry. It is an occupational area which offers a wide variety
of opportunities. Each occupation plays an important and necessary role in the maintenance
of good health Ore.

Many students are interested in careers in the health field. It is our desire through
career education to permit students to explore the many occupational possibilities in the
health fields.

This particular course will familiarize. students with a wide range of health information
and health occupations. It is also our aim to inform students of their responsibility for
Maintaining good health habit3 and to realize that health information and advice comes from
many souces, both scientific and unscientific, including one's family and friends.

General Objectives
1. ,To develop a positive concept-of

2. To develop an awareness and acceptance that work is a way ,of life.
3. To expose students to the, wide variety of health.occupations.

4. To help the student recognize his interest, abilities and Weaknesses.
5. To "show students how careers in the health field require varying amounts of education
, and training.
/

6. To help students interested in health fields relate their interest to course.bfferings.
7. To develop an awareness of and respect for all types of work and workers.
O

8. To understand that people work for various reasons, money, personal needs, social needs,
enjoyment. '

4d
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7th
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.
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.

. Learning Activities

.
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-

-
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5.

4..

...-

for list of agencies

-

Write State of Ohict
Dept. Of Health

Vol. 12

Oct. -Nov. 1972 -

Sept. 1972
Vol. 11

Vol,. 1:

phies
Nov.-Dec. 1970

3b. Vocational Biogra-

.

b. Outline job clIssificationsI,education requireMents.

Same-as 2

.

Same as 1

1

List of Community
Agencies United
Health Services

Resources

a. Ohio EMployment
Information series

3.

2.

1.

..

a. Included in the discussion would be career opportunities in his particular agency.

Have students outline what services each agency provides.
.
.
Have a speaker from one of the agencies discuss the
ways in whichhis,agency helps the community. .

.

4. " Discuss the; role.of the state and federal government
in community health.

..,

.

.

Have students make a list of agencies which provide
information-or protection regarding health hazards.

... .. - .

. 3.

2.

1.

.

-

LeaininOtitcome:-,Students will be able to apply the information regarding health hazards to his own life.

.

Objective: Students will be acquainted withthe agenies that protect thepubliC and the related occupations.

.

,

Concept: There are agencies within the community that provide informdtion or protection regarding health hazards.,
..

''

,

,

:-_,-%

,

'.

.

,

.

.
.

.

.

,.

... ..
Evaluation

-' .'.

.

,

.

.

..

.

.

..

.

.

.'

5. Write a papei on ',Wow.
COmmunity Agencies
Help the ptiblic"

-.

3.

,

2:.

.

1.

.

.

,

,cx.r
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Health..

8th

4

Subject

Level'

,

.

,,

...,-

:

,..

..,

.

1,;

,

.
e

.

,

.

;

4.

A

1. professional
2. semi- professional
- 3. technical and
4. semi-skilled
5. unskilled .

I

Have student's classify
these occupations under the
.
following --

4. T.B. Sanatorium

3. 'Mental Hospital

2. Hospital')

. . Bureau of Public -Health

Have students list the different joboccupations found
in the following,agencieS.

3a. Students identify and crilicizt the various factors
which are suggested by the group.

-

Wily-does the assertion that cikarette.sineking contrite
butee to lung cancer deter some front smoking While ,',
others are snot affected .by this claim?,

of quacks'?

What are the possible reasons for seeking the services

. _

.

Ask Students what'are someVariableeW/tich- motivate
one's choice of health inff3rniationl'and services?

-.Learning' Activity

.

i

5.

Dictiopary-tit'Occupational Titles

at

mation Series Part I. 1

4b. Ohio Employment 1nfort

Handbook

'Dictionary of Occupational Titles

Smoking Past

and Present

a. Occupational Outlook

.

3a.

.

Same as 1.

LeveliPages 8-9

HealdtEducatiqn "A,
Conoeptual4p.ipmq:crl

.Resources"

;4.o .1:1.41,oupations in each

5. $tudentsiwill understand
etheidistinotion made in,
:ea-eoutialis6nal classifiea,` tion-system by being.able

4a.

4. Students will be able to
list 10 occupations associated with community
agencies.'

3a.

1. Prdvide students with a
list of six variables and
forces that influence
selection of health information and services;
Have students write
opposite each item three
examples of how the
Choice or action may be
influenced by one or
more variables either
positively or negatively.
Evaluate Papers on the
basis of the degree to
which students are able
to think of examples for
each variable.

Evaluation

tO'CorreC(I4 'Own tleiicieficfeS 'and will be able tcrevaluate health infOrmation objectiVely.
. Learning Outcome: The student will be motivated
.
.
,
4,

.
, ..
Objective: Students will be given information concerning the.varioupthealth hazards:
.
-

Concept: There are agencieswithin the,community that provide 1nforraatton e,t; protection regarding health hazards.

4'r

.

a.

.

-8ti

.

Level'
. .

.

.

<

...

.

..= .

,

.

.

.

.

0

.:

.4,

.

.

Health (Cont)

.

Subject

-

,

:

4.

.

,,

-

.

.
.

- .

.

-

3. professional

2. quack

1. -variable

.

.

.

.
.

,,,

_

. 8. skilled

-

.

,7. technical

.-

6. unskilled

.

.

.

5..bemi-skilled

,

-

.

,

.

.

.
,

s

.

.

.

-

.
.

.

. .

.

,

,

.

Students will be able to identify the follo*Ing..terms:

Learning
Activity
.
.

.s .4. semi - professional

-

_.

.

-

.

,,

.

,

.

.-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

'

Resources

.

.

.

,

.

.

.:

,,

.

.

.

...-

-

..

'.

3. professional -

2. quack

1. variable

,

,...

8. skilled

7. technical

6. unskilled

.

5. semi-skilled

-

.

Students will be evaluafed on their knowledge
of the following terms.

Evaluation

- 4. semi-professional

..,, 6.

.,

-

_

l.)

..."1

.

,

'

..

.

.

Health

17th

.

Subject

Level

,

.

.

,

.

3.

.

2.

*--...

L

.

..

.

.

,

.

.."

.

.

.

.
So.

-..
..

Provide students with "hands-on" experience by
visiting the local health agencies.

..

'Director of Public Health.
Services in Lorain
(Teacher can utilize speakers from other agencies
being studied).
.

5.-unskilled

4,. semi-skilled

3. technical and skilled

2. semi-professional

1. professional

.

.
.

Resource Speaker

.

-

Field trip

1

.
.

2a. Film We Served

2.

le. same as d.

'3.

.

1

Handbook

ld' 'Ohio Employment
Information Series
(Part I)

'

-lc. Occupation Outlook

lc. Have students classify occupations under the following:

,

-

lb, Dictionary of Occupa.
tional Titles

Services

"kb. List occupations within the varioup, hpalth services.
Under each listing have- students look up qualifications, educational background, type of occupation.

,

.

/. United Comm'unity .

.

la.

-

t

List institutions within the community that provide
health services.

Resources.

la. Under each listing have students find out the type of
health services provided.

1.

Learning Activity

i

Learning Outcome: Students will become familiar with health services witIL the community and related occupations.'

Objective: Students will explore the various health occupations related to. health services within the community.

Concept: There are many institutions within the community that provide health services.

.

V

...

. -

.

.

i

,

vide,

Evaluation

.

-

4.

-

-'

3'.

.

.

i..

.

,

I

I-

,

-..

.......

-

Write a brief report On
things students ob'served on the field trip.

,

tudents will be able to
li ten agencies and
the rvices they,pro.-

1

2a. Discuss information
gained from the film
and speakers.

..

1

la.

1.

.

AO.

;

-IC"

.

.

.

,8th

-

.

Level

.

-

'

4

.

.

.

..

.,

,

.

_

_

r

.

'

.

'
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,

-
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Subject

.

..

-

.

-

..0""

-'

.

-

.

.

.

_

-

..

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

-

.

'.

...

speCialists.,

a
.

.

(The same type of criteria. caii be developed forOther health
;services.)
. ,
.
.
.
3.. 'Have- students interview parents and adults to determine
MAT they select their physicians, dentists and health

I

, 4. Is he tryingg to'improve your health or his wealth?
.

3. Is he a member of the medical association?

.

2. Associated with an accredited hospital?

1. 'Pitofessional baCkground

advisor .
.

Make sure that two groups are developing criteria
for health services and health information respectively:.

.

illation.

Divide the class into small groups of four or five
students.- Each groupis assigned the task of developing a check list of questions, which can be used
as criteria'for evaldating healthservices or infor-

Learning Activity

2a. Examples of stIch criteria which might be developed
by studentg exaniining the qualifications of a health

2.

.

-

I..

.

_

.,.

3.

2.:

1.

Resources

..

.

Quackery in Health
Services

.

Film The Problem of

.

.

United Community

. Services

.

Health Education
A Conceptual
Approach Level IV.

Learning Outcome: Students will understand how to secure health services within his community.

..

Objective: Students wftl be acquainted with health services provided within their tomfnunity.

Concept; There are many institutions within the community that provide health services.

3.

1.

.

&

..

,

..

.

physicians.

" tii

Develop criteria for
parents and adults se -`
letting of dentist,
health specialists, -

-

,

..

-

.

.

Appraise procedure
outlined by students
in chOosing medical and
' dental advisors as diby problem'
solving inquiry pro -

Evaluation
.----,

V4,

co

.1=

.

%as "I

1

,

.

I

I

.

Students wilL be familiarized withloccupations where a knowledge offirst aid is required. To give studentJ the ability to act in emergency
.situations.

,

Health

8th

...

Subject

Level

...

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

.

.

---,

.

a

,

#1.

,

-,

)

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

-""

Resources.

.

.

strate first aid procedures.

Person to demon-

number. of persons
employed in these
occupations.

Local statistics on

.

.

.

Film Emergency 17

.

Fireman, Policemen
Ambulance driver

,

Dictionary of Occupational Titles.

kizr\ r

Role-play accident situations having students perform
,
various duties of emergency personnel.

c. special training

b. education

a. job classification

Discuss the number of workers involved in administering assistance to accident victims.

.

Classify newspaper articles according to different types of accidents.

;

Have several speakers come to the school and talk
to the students on how the knowledge of first aid is
important on their jobs.
.,,

-

List occupation that require workers to have a
knowledge of first aid.

Learning Activity

.

.

A

6.

..

5.

4.

3.

.;#

,

,

-

,

t

'

Students will discusS
how they Would react
in simulated emergehcy
situations. .
2
,

-

Studentswill under- s.
stand meaning of job ..'
clas'sification
.

Iti

A

Students will be familiar
with these occupations

2, DisOuss and evaluate
information gained
by speaker.
11

1.

Evaluation

.

Learning Outcome: The student will have a understanding
of emergency procedures as they relate to health and other Accupations that require a
. .,
knowledge of first aid..
s ,r

Objective_ :

Concept: There area workers within the community that must have a th9rtugh knowledge of first aid.
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,

.

1

.
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-
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'
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8th

.

Subject

Level

. .

-

5.

4.

-'

b. psychiatrist.

a. psychologist

.

-

,.....

,

.

.-

.

.

Have a psychologist talkwith students concerning
personality development and how individual personality changes.
..
,
.
.
Have students discuss various personality types and
temperaments.

ig . C. psychometrists

3.

Ask each Student to choose a health occupation. Have
them write a personality sketch of the kind of person
who woad be suited for.the occupation.
.
.. - '
Have students define the following careers.

-,

-

2.

-

Discuss the psychological needs of p ple and show
how work can satisfy these needs.
-

Learning Activity

I.

-

.

#

5.

4.

3.

t

2.

1.

_

.

Speaker - school
psychologist

Health Careers Kit

,

.

.

Dictionary of Occupational Titles

Occupational Outlook
Handbook

,

Occupational View
Deck
.

Resources

5.

-.

.

.

.

(

o
.

.

-

.

Have students -write g..
paper dealing with
strengas and weaknesses

.

Evaluation

Learning Outcome: Students will cultivate attitudes' and habits that are conducive to good relationship with others. They will realize that everyone
can change anctimi)rovehis personality.
- ,
.

Objective: 'To help students understand that each personality is unique and to indicate to Students how they can improve their personalities.

Concept: An.underStanding and acceptanct of self is important throughout life.

0

.

0

-

.

.

.

_

.

.

.

--,

.

Health

7th

.

Subject

Level

.

.

.-

,

.

i

5.

.

.
.

Educational Opportunities

Educational Requirements

Personal Qualificatiqns

Working Conditions

Dues

Functions

...

..

.

_

...-.

-.

.

Have students research a number of health occupations to find out the following information:

-

Have a resource person discuss with the class
personal qualifications for entering the health field.

4.
.

Each student will write a portrait of himself entitled "Who Am I" in which he includes a brief
physical description of himself, discusses his present interest, tells the kind of person he most admires, and what he hopes to do after high school.

ti.

and weaknesses.

Have students write a resume listinghis strengths

Discussion session with students to focus on values,
such as work, thrift, honesty, promptness, dependability, involved in specific occupations.

3.

2.

1.

.

li

Learning Activity

Learning Outcome: The student wil have a better understanding of himself.

.

,

.
;

.

.

matron Serielr

Employment Inforl-

i51-

Personnel director
of local hospital

.

.

Resource Guide
.Too Many Chiefs

Career Education

Resources

.

.

Y.,7

11

1

.

-

,

.

_

.

4

.

. .

.

4 ..

,

6

.

a

.

Evaluation
.

$

.

.

Objective: Students ,would find o t if they have the personal qualification to be successful in a health career. They will identify their o.vn value system.

Concept: An understanding andacceptaiice of self is important throughout life.

t.

i

.

.

.

sq. 5t

t.

,..

.

Health

7th

'

Subject

Level

~

.

.

,-

'''.*

....

,.

,
.

\k

,

.

,

.1

,

e,,.x.ray
,., technician
,

.

.d. laboratory technician

.

c. medical secretary

.

b. nurse

, a. doctor

.

..

.
.

.

-,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

...

provide son1e for students to work within class.

.

Rap sessions with students to focus on values, 'work,
thrift, honesty, involied in specif4c occupations."

d. jealousy

C. personality differences

..19 ;

'-'

b.- misunderstandings
.

-

a. lack of Communication ----,

situations that might arise between per,sons, such as

3.. Explain the use of the Career Kits to students and ...."
..

. ,,
. ..-:

\-

.2.

-

1.

'

.
.
Have students listfactorS that may cause conflict

Learning Activity

t

.

'

,

tion 'Resource Ouide;
,page,160 '

.

.

2.

..C.

,

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

Film
Acting with
Maturity

-

.

S

.

.. -.

.,

1.

.

.-

.,,

,

.

'

.

.

Etaluatiolt:

.

.

-'

;

.

.

..

3.,

.
.

'

9'

.

<'

...2f- Write an essay corn', ' paring'the problems of
c
teenagers in uhder. standing.older persons
and those of parents in
trying to undefatand
.
. teenagers. : ',1

-

.

"Constructive Confronraticin," Career Educa-

lsourcets

lb. Film The Beholder, .

1:

.

Learning Outcome: The students will learn to value the rights of others as well as their own rights.

Objective: Students will develop an understanding of and respect for persons who are different.

Concept: Persons need to be recognized'as having dignity and worth'.

,

Co

,

8th
.

.

''':

Level.

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

., ,

.

Health;,

Subject

.

-

.

.

,

..
.,,

"

.-

.

-

.

r

Learning Activity

4.

3.

2.

,

.
,

,
.

,

.

-

,

-

,

)

A. -

. temperament, interest and abilities of client in re. lation to that vocation.

titular vocation and counselor asks queptions about

Ask students to play roles of-client and employment

...

8th grade students will be administered the 0.V,I.S.
Have results interpreted to the students.
A

List a range of abilities that person's Way possess.

the efficiency of the.operatiorts.

1. ',Project: Study the organization of a hospital.
Analyze how each person's job contributes to

.

.

..
.

_

Resources
.

.

;

e

tions;" Career
,
Education Resource
Guide, page 183

4b. "Abilities & Ambi-

Resource Guide
page 77:

Community Careers

Film Code Blue

--

'4a. Career Education

4.

3.

2.

Public relations director
of local hospital'

.1..eariiinkbutComez To respect the dignity and worth of each individual with whom Lve associate.

.

;-

.

.

2.

t - ...

.

.

.

,

\'''

,

.

.,,

\

Evaltiatiqa

,

'

.

.

:.

,

;

.

'

,

4 .,,'

.,

\

...

f
Obfective: Students will demonstrate how each person's work contributes to the welfare of society and that each indiyi.dual,possessesa digifiet:setof
abilities.,

..Concept: Personi needs to` be recognized as having dignity Andworth.

'

t

l

'7.4='1,-5

..

P

.

.

.

..:,

.:

-

:.

: s''.;

...

-..

-

7th

.

,

-. .

..4

4

..

.

,

;1±;eilei 4

4

-

a

-

-

,.

-'

.:- .--;

-'

'

. -Health

-.--SUbject:'; '''`.

.

.

.

3.
,

.

.

.

g.

.

,--

'
.

.

,-

c. Pediatrician

b. Specialist
.

,

.

.

.

:

,

.

:
:

,
.

/

.

.

.
...

.

-

.

,

- .

.

-

1;

..

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

r.

,

1

.

.

-.44

.

"
.

.'

.'

Field trip to local hbsi)ital to observe people at work
hi'Llhe various departments.
.

-.

k. (Others).

-.'

.
i.. Plgsical Therapist;

.

i. .La1;1.techilician

4. g-Ray gechnicjap

g:_lItire

.f:Po'Oiatrist., = .

e,zOrthbpedie

,

a, General Practitioner

- cl. . Opthamologist

.

..

Define these oceupatiOns

..

4..,

'
.Discuss
personnel experiences of students related
to. health services they Or their families have used
recently. Lint
health occupations involved.

Learning Activity

,

s

4-

.

.

.

.

Film To Seek To
Teach To Heal

Representative from
the local health department to explain
local health services.

.

Resources

-

,

.

.

)

.

.

,

.

.

"'

.

..

.-

.

,

.

play on health'occupations-

'2c. Bulletin board Os- ,,

.

2b. fiiCtionaryof Occu:
pational Titles

2a. -Occupational Out/.
look Handbook ; ;

-2.

1.

.

Learning'OutcOnie:"Stuclents will understapd how the health occupations contribute to the welfare of society.

.

,

.

.

.

.

"

.

-

,

...z.

3.

--

.

2.

1.

.

..

k

,4.

.

.

,

#

.

.

-

4

.

..

.

,

,,.,

A

,:

4

.

.

1

.,

'report on things that
interest them.

They will write a rief

.

.

.4

.

.

'''

.'.

:-

Students will discuss ....4
-field trip to hospital.

.

-

,.

.......

terns.

.

..
Objective Test Studentd
define health occupation

"' "

-

,

standing of ideal health,
- services.'",
'''':
'

.

Check'staentss under

Evaluation

Students will deqlortstrate that occupations exist to produce goods or services. Health occupations are service occupations..

J-C.66CPPt 664uPation0:exist"for
a purpose.',
.

..,

e

.

.

j

Health

8th

.

Subject

Level

.

.

'

-

5.

Discuss how the development of improved health

2.

5.

Identify some careers that function in support of
health services.

7.

for the purpose of determining what advancements
have been made in the health fields.

Field trip -- visit tne Cleveland Health Museum

6.

,,

prove the quality of life.

services are related to society's desire to in--

Resourc'bs

1.

Hance dbook
.

,

.

Film Corps Profound '

s

Speaker-: The local
director of the medical
association

.

Speaker - Discuss how
health occupation contributes to the welfare
of the community.

la. Rictionary of Occupational Titles

4.

.

-

.

I. Occupational Outlook

Answer the question -- "Do we have adequate
numbers of persons in the health fields in our
community?"

A...

Draw a comparison between the'availability of doctors in the early days of our-country and presently.

...,

Have students interview someone in a health field
to determine why they chose the field.

.

Have students list and define as many health occupations as possible.
.
.

Learning Activity

4.

3.

2.

:1.

.

Learning Outcome: Students will understand how the health occupations are interrelated.

.

-,

.

.

,

.

.

2

I

..

.

.

Evaluation

Objective: Students will demonstrate that health occupations contribute to the welfare of the community, the country acid the world,

Concept: Occupations exist for,sa purpose.

o

;

,

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

rn

c.n

r.

)

,

Subject

Health

Level

7th

e

.

1

-

.

,

.

Have students survey one occupation dealing with
patient care and one dealing with support.

I

3.

.

Have students make posters on health careers in
which they are interested.

Eicam,ple: X-Ray technician
Laboratory Assistant
Office Staff
Maintenance

d. Those that operate in support of patient care.

Example: Nurse
Physician
Orderly

..

c. People directly related to patient care.

b. Skill and trairiing

a. Education

Discuss with students the various ways that health
careers can be classified.

.

2.

1.

.
Learning Activity

.

.

-

-

Iv:

Learning
Outcome: Students will have a through.knovnedge of the health career fields.
.

i)

Resources
.

.

I

:

-

-

.

.

1

1

.

occupations and 'support
occupations

Speaker -- patient care

Use D.0J....
T. for data-people
things classifications

Objective: Students should understand that workers in the health fields give service to humanity.

Concept: There is a wide variety of health careers which may be classified in several ways.

1

-s

..

.

IL.

.

.

E Valuation

.

.

'

.

r
L.

Evaluate job surveys

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

cn

Health

8th

.Z\D

Subject

Level

Make sure that two groups are developing criteria
for health services and health information respectively.

2.

3.
Sr

Ha've students interview parents and adults to determine how they selected their physicians, dentists,
and health specialists

servites.

The same 'type of criteria can be developed for health

d. Is he a member of the medical association?

c. Is he trying to improve your health or his wealth?

b. Is he associated with an accredited hospital?

What is his professional background?

Examples of such Criteria which might be developed
by students examining the qualifications of a
'health advisor.

Divide class into small gi-oups of four or five students. Each group is assigned the task of developing
a check list of questions which can be used as criteria for evaluating-health services or information.

1.

Learning Actisiity

Film The problem of
quackery in health services

Page 29

)(conceptual Approach Level IV

Resources
Health Ed-.

Learning Outcome: Students will understand how to secure health services within his community.

Objective: To explore the various health occupations related to health services within the community.

Concept: There are ,many institutions within the community that provide health services.

sicians, dentist,

Develop criteria for parents'
and adults' selection of phy-

Appraise procedure outlined
by students in choosing medical and dental advisors as
directed by problem solving
inquiry process.

Evaluation

414

.

,

-

se.

.

c

.

's

.

-

.

.

.

-

.

.,

.

.

e

'

-

.

9

'

':.

-

Health

iithT.,

.

Subject

-

Level

.-

.

.

,,

.

,

.:.

.

.

.

,
.

Learning ActiVity

.
'

..,

.

.

,

,

.c. psychometriit

.

. a. psychologist
b. psychiatrist

A

.

,

.

.,

.

Define the following careers:

'

.

.

,

.

..

..

.

.

.

. .

,

.

-

.

,

.

-

..

a

change.

.s'

.

.

.

' ..

-

"
,

.

-

5. Havelstudents discuss personality types'and temper5.'
aments. List.desixable vg. undesirable personality' t.
'traits. Have students discuss Ways that people,can.

.

,

4. Have a psychologist talk with students concerning
, personality development and how ,peopie can change.

.

3.

.

write a 'personality sketch of the kind of person
who would be suited
the occupation.'

2., Each student will choose a health, occupations and

.

1. Discus the psychapgical need of people and how
- work can satisfy these needs.
.

.

.

,

-

,

--

..

..

-

.

,

,

.
.

.

''

.
.

PractIting Psyqhologist or school.
psychologist

'

Pirture Service),

(Modern "Taiking

Film. Horizons.
Unlimited -

D.O.T

Occupational
-Outlook-Handbook,

Careers Health Kit

Ohio

' Healtn Careers of

.

.

Resource

,

-

.

.

,

.

s

.

,
,
,
-Occupational View.
Deck

Change

5. -'Film 'A Time of'`

.

3.

'

2,

1.

'

_

4.:

{

-.

'

-

.
.

5.

,

4.

3.

2.

-.. '

.. .
.

,

.'

- ..

,

.

,.

,

.

'`

. .

':

.

:

,.

-

..- .

.
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

weaknesses.

.

.'''

"..

',.
write a paperlisting -'
their strengths and

The students will

.

,,

s

Devise a rating "scale
'that students may use
to score iheir Own per

.

'

,

' sonality....,
-

.

1:4

-.

:7---Kiraluation

,

Learning Outcome; They students Willcultivaleattitudea_and habitS that are conducive
to good relationships With'Otherti.They 'tivliitealize that every=
.
bqe can change and imprOve his personality.

4.

.

.

each personality is' unique and to indicate to students how, they can iinprime their"Personalitie.
Objective; Students will understand that e,ach

.

'

.

.

.

*

8th -

NTI

.

,

Studed

.

'-

.

,

-

--',

.

'

.

..

.

.

Health

.."--

..

...

:

.

...

i

._

'

r
.
.

.1. "Lear6ing Attivity-

.

.

,
,-,,

....

Reganries .-

.

.

---: .
-,

.:

.

.

.

.
,

-... '..''', .,z; ,
'

.. s

-

--..

.

ort,ng.

.

.

,

;
.

.

,

,-..
.,.

'

..

'

...

.

.`classificatiOns id.[ dz 2..
-

.

;,

.
.

...

-s.

-

..

..,

11.%':'

seledtion of highedikidel bduried as they apply to.

3. . Have guidandetcolulaelortalk to class

e: uripkill0

,. d. semi - skilled

andOleil44',
c:.techniCal and
.

Gkaduate"kofessio
CLaseily heartlinCenpatiOnpa

.itigh.,School'IjIploma,i.''',.-,'!".
.
inil ra pi.n. g

paC,'calliikeate. Degree.

'-,
a. protegaion*
' '..b:
.. semi-kanisi4nal*.

:

'2

-

Example;
E)campre; 6:n:tine-ate

.

.

.

,4

-

.,

3.1i1aspitiel
AsgOeiating
.
.. a
, -.

Greeter"

.7

...

,

_,
.

director will'discuns
classifications

Hospital personnei" -..

-

Ohio Health Career
Packet.

intfrnist

' portrait of- an

' Filni In a Medical
.,
.Laboratory

..if-,r

,

-

:"

1,... -finite studenter make-uplia(oehearth
Ocettlintions..
-tHealth'Gar-eeri ; ,
.
.
.,,.
thatreqUire-various,itnOnnts of 'education. - -," ' : ', ; '''' Eidiidational,-Giiid-"

.' , '

, . .'4.

..

Subject

.

pill be familiar with the:aourees ofinformatiOn);an healthl'Careers.
.-

bevekaiWaYe.

'Students will be aware of the widerange ot" opportunities in the health field,

There is awide variety of health careers Which:may be classitfied

r--

,

,.

4,

-;

,

/

.

-

,

,

.

41.

.

..

...

..

.
`

..

.-

-...-

.

,

7

' E.valuatiod
.

.

.

.

,

'

..-

.:

.

.

1.

-et

'

.

.

.,.

-

.q.

frsits,and

.

.

.,

.

Health

.

S b
Subject
t

.

2.

I.
.

.

.

,

.
.

,-.

I
.P,

Arrange for student interviews, role-playing situations where students play the role of employer
and employee.

.

list skills, training, abilities, types of .personality traits, for each job.
.'4
.

Have students pickthree health occupations they
-would like to know more about. HaVe students

-

.

i A tiVit
Learning
cy

Have students participate in your work sampling
iccordhig to their individual interests so they
may learn more about themselves in relation to
what is expected of a worker.

.

.

.

.

'

.

tional Title13:,

,

--.

,

.

.

S.

.

,

'

s'

..' a

24.

Student will us&the
3.
p,0 T for inforpa- w.
which,relate`sto job
and himself,
:,

.

or persoDs-from an.
employment agency

.

Gather work .sauipling 1 I.
material trot& the
health. fields, Use
Dictionary ofOecutia.--

.

Res'o e rce s

.

2. ,Directpr of personnel

11.

,

Evaluation.

. ...

.

-

-

.

,,

..

.

'

';:

,

1

Health

;,,,.,..

7th

'

Subject

Level

1

.

Learning Activity

..

-

4.

1

i

ality characteristics that employeis require.

Invite a, staff member of the Ohio-State EMployment
Office to talk.about the mininium skills and person-

.,

'the theme "It payssto plan your High School Career.

3. i Student can organize a slogan or poster contest on

'

2. ''Make a list of health occupations students would
be interested in knowing more about. Have stu.
dents look up perti9ent information concerning
, -the occupations they chose.

1.:' .Demonstrate the occupational view deck. have . stu dents do temperament check list.
t

-

.--

.

.

4.

3.

.

...

4

s.

1;
4

.,

.

sentative of Ohio
State Employment Sex.
vice

Speaker - Repre-

Art Teadher--

1

i

11

Resources '.

Dictionary Of
Occupational Titleb
..

,

.

tZ

1

4.

1.

,,

,

.

..

.

.

.

,

..

.

Have students defind
personality

.

.

,-

1

...

Students will understand
their own temperament;

.

Evaluation
.
.

°

,

.

.1,
. : :(; '
Evaluate job surveys

4

_Check for inderstin4-iqg
of preparigg:for an
interview;
.

,

..

..
Learning Outcturte:, Students would be aware of how they might fit into a health occupation based on their personality and character trAter.

,

.

..

Students repOrt.oxf:work
sampling activitie,s .. q,

,

''

Objective; Students will demonstrate how one's personality affects the-choice of a eareeand that his character, "traits may affect his career.

Concept: Individuals can find self-expression in the work they do.

'

8th

Level

Learnuig Outcome: Students would be aware of how they might fit into a. health occupatidn based on their:personality and character tratts,:.

Objective: Students will:understand that the health fields offer .o.pportunitiei to individaalo sAiti). a variety

.

Concept; Individuals can find self-expression
in the-work they do.
,

I

1-

cr)

.

.

7th

Level

O

-

1

Health

Subject

Learning Outcome.:-

.

.

.

-

r.,

I

_____,_ -

their occupations. They will also discuss their
likes or dislike0b-dut their jobs;

to find out what subjects they took in - preparing for

Students will interview a nurse, doctor, medical
secretary, x-ray technician, laboratory assistant

-

3.

4,,

Students will construct a bulletin board showing the
different typeS....orjobs
in the health field.
,

1

Have students plan courses for a future as a nurse,
doctor, medical secretary, x-ray technician,
laboratory assistant.' i
\

'

2.

1.

Learning Activity

I

.

0

,-

Resources

.

.

tudents will have a knowledge of health occupations as they relate to varying amounts of education...

.

s.

.

Objective: The student will lie 'able to know how careers in the health fields; require varying amounts of education and training)

.1

Concept: Educationland work
are interrelated.
-

.

1
.

N
Evaluation

,

-.

ORRVILLE
c_

.

Health
.

c

c

-

-

.

,

.

.

The Orrville 'City Schbols Health Unit has an extensive list orresouroes that
wial be helpful to allteachers in dealing with this subject area.

'TABLE OF CONTENTS

I.
k

Objectives

,,

:

..-

Unit I - Developing Your Concept of Health.(alsoHealth Services 7 Unit XVI)
Unit -1,i - promoting Yotir Mental Health,

Unit III - Gtowing Toward"Matukty

.,

UnitIV - Developing NI Understanding of-Sexuality
'.

Unit V - Developing Sound Food P'aetices
Unit VI - Pronioting YoUr Oral Health,
Unit Vft - Achieving Vitality for Living

Unit VIII - concerning Your Vision and Hearing
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Objectives
.

The objectives of this program are to develOp in each elementary student an awareness

of a number of occupations in the various career clusters; to cultivate and expand this
interest and awareness in junior high student§ for greater career orientation; and to assist
high school students in self-appraisal and exploration relative to specific career opportunities.
K-6. The objectives of the career motivation level of this program are to develop a respect
for all work; to develop an awareness of the wide spectrum of jobs and careers through
an exposure to this spectrum; and to motivate each student to participate in the work
withthe understanding that this is a part of life.
g

7-8. The objectives of the career orientation level of this program are:to familiarize all
students, through. "hands on" and classroom experiences, with a variety of vocations
in at least three career clusters; to help all students identify, their own interests
in various vocations; and to expose all students to the type of training needed for entry
into these' vocations. 4

9-10. The objectives of the career exploration level of this program are to familiatize all
students,through "hands on" acid classroom experience, with a variety of vocations
relative to their own aptitude and interests; to expose each student to at least three
occupational taxonomies through on-the-job experiences in business, industry and at.
the Wayne County Joint Vocational School; and to utilize co-curricular activities
as vehicles for-career oriented experiences.
This program should help bridge any gaps that exist betWeen the academic environment
of the school and community living. As a result of the integration of the following activities,
students will cease to look at education and living as two separate entities but will realize
that education and life are one.
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Unit I Dekeloping YOur Concept of Health
also Health services Unit XVI)
Related Behavioral Obj ctives
.

,

.1. After visiting the hospitals and viewing the film, the students will be able to describe and
explain some of the jobs that personnel in the hospital perform.

2. After visiting the hospitals and viewing the film, bulletin boardi and notes, students
will be able to name the jobsof at least six to eight of the persona that work in a hospital.

.'

3. After the reports on the' educational requirements of the personnel n the hospital, the
student will be able td specify the job description and educational requirements of atb
least six jobs.
.
,

4. After making the tip ko .two general hospitals, stud.ents willbe able to write down the
basic differences in phildisophies in the hospitals.
5. Alter studying the bulletin board display, students will, be able to list the main departments in the hospitals.
6. Hiving seen the film or slides- on the' hospital, the students will be able to explain the
services available to them from a hcispilal.
7. Having visited a larggr hospital, the students will be able to list the additional services
available in a larger hospital compared to local hospitals.
9,
8. Having, heard the candy stripers talk, the students will be able to describe and list their
main duties.
PrOctIdure

11.

1..ContaCt the local hospitaf administrators and make arrangements for job interdiews
with personnel. '
2. ,Match the students with the person to be interviewed.
3.. Decide the questions to be asked.

4. Organize the Students in committees to work on.the,bulletin bbard displays.
5. Di cu s the 't esources available for .their work.

6. Generally discuss what comprises a good bulletin board display and backg'round informationon this.
A
7. Organlie students to research job description, job qualifications, adv4ntages and die -i
advantages of the jobs under study.

8. Assign.a committee to research and repbrton the local hospitals.
9. Arrange their interview with the administrator or doctor froln both hospitals. They may

tape this intervi4.
.,

.

.k,,:;,,,.
,I..,,..,

IR. Assign a committee tp research and organi st information concerning the various de...partments in thkhospitals and the personn 1.1,,frhey should work with the bulletin board
,
committee, The-k*hould also develop a sleet to.be duplicated and passed out to students
for note taking anciisttidying this material in an organized manner.
.
,

.
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11. Secure a film or slides on the hospitals well in advance ot the presentation.

12. Make arrangements .for the hospital tour of the various jobs and services available.
This might be for all 7th and 8th grade students or on.1V.for interested students.

13. Make arrangements to talk with a local student who is a candy striper.

,

.

14. Discuss with students some questions they can ask the candy striper about her job and
other jobs that they have heard.' about that students can do that relate. to hospital work.

activities
1. Select student representatives from the various classes to visit and interview specific
individuals in the two hospitals. (Studenti should have interest in the job.) Include the
following vbcations:

Doctors
H.ead Nurse (possibly)
Licensed PractiCal Nurse
Nurses Aid
Medical Assistant
Candy Stripers
Ward Secretary .
Hospital Attendant
Receptionist
Medical Records Librarian
Orderly
Lab Technician
Bacteriologist
Pathologist
-Other lab workers
.

4.

'2. Have students research the educational requirements for some of the jobs in which they
express interest. Also the advantages and disadvantages.

3. Have a committee write up a list of all the persons involved in hospital work. This will
be passed out to students, for note taking of the job description and educational requirements.
4. Assign a committee to mAke a bulletin board display of the various departments in the
two hospitals with colorful illustrations of the various .works.
5. Show a film or slides on the work of the hospital and the various workers.

6. A specific interview should be assigned -to two students to interview the administrator
or a doctor in both hospitals in which an overview of each hospital's philosophy is explained..

'7. Organize a committee to prepare a bulletin board dealing with careers in health and
health-related areas as we study them. Rotate committee members each month to
help keep a fresh flow of ideas.

ti

'8. Visit a'large hospital.
Q. Invite a local student who has worked as a candy striper to relate some of her work
experiences and those of other students working in related health jobs.

/
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Resources
..."

career Booklets by Institute for Research

*2. Science Research Associates Career Series ahcPOccupational Exploration Kit (SRA)
3. Dunlap Hospital, Orrville
4. Wayne General Hospital, Orrville

5. Slides of these two hospitals-

6. Films
.

Horizons Unlimited #3033 (26.min:I
Modern Talking Pictures
-2238 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

We Haven't Had that Yet #3470 (14
Modern Talking Pictures, 1960
2238 Euclid Avenue .
Cleveland, Ohio 44115.
;

A Place to Get Well (20 min.)
Merck Sharp & Dohm Film Lib.
West Point, Pa. 19486

7. Filtistrips
School Health Today, 1951, (silent)
National TB-Respiratory
Disease Association
1740 Broadway
New York) New York 10019

8. AV Center-School

*9. Educators Index of Free Materials

*10. Grade Guide a Educator Index to Free ivlat'ki'arlEduealtojrs. Progress 'beryl c e,
Randolph, Wis.

,

,

.

*11. Occupational Literature by Gertrude Forester.
Libiary
12.
*13: Government Occupational Handbook of Information on Careers

*14. Educators Guide to Free Filmstrips, Educators Progress Service, Randolph, Wis.
*15. Education Guide to Free Films,
Educators Progress Service
Randolph, Wis.

*16. Educators Guide to Free Science Materials'

*Note - These will be used in the reference list in all units. ,
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Alio free career leaflets:

"Mental Health Careers," .s
--..(cOntait 'opal)
.

e copy free, National Association of Mental Health..

.

;Z.-Health Career Leaflets;.
"Medieal Record Librarian".
"American. Medical Record A,ssistant" from American Hospital Alsociation
S40 North Lake Shore Drivp
.

sosn

J.. "Your Opportunities in Medicine"-by Chirles Pfizer and Company; Inc,
Educational Services Department
-235 East42m1 Street
.
,
.
New York, N.Y. 10017
: -

.

,

.

4; "What does a Nurse do?" by American HosPital Associatiofr.,
840 North Lake Shore Drive
..

'

Vhipag0,-..111. 60611

,
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Unit II - Promoting YOur Mehtat Health
Related Behtiviorl 'Objectives
.

1. HayAig heard foe probition officers discussion on his work and the various other Protesions 'related to this work, the students, should be able to describe the work these
persons 46 and how they relate to a specific case or. problem.
Having "viewed the filmstrip or film on- a state institution or had a worker as a,guest
speaker, the student should be able to describe the atmosphere in that institution and

-

-list-theirAripu,s "workers.
a_

3: Having viewed the filin or. filnistrip and used the outlined study sheet, the student .should
be able to describe the work and fundtions of the various kinds of state, national, local,
and private and public. institutions and name a variety of the jobs available in these
situations.
,
.

.

t

.

.

4. Having heard a taped interview. or speaker, the student will be able to describe the work
of a social worker in the different job situations discussed, the advantages and disadVantages,
opportunitieS, and educational requirements.
...
t
.

;

-.,

-

$

-

5. Having done the background work mentioned above, the student should be able to pick
out specific problems -and generally list the persons available for help.
1

..,

6. Having summarized the desirable ,personality characteristics in the areas of mental. ,

'health- related Work, the students should be able to list these.
.
,
.7. Having ,studied the material on the bulletin board and display on a specific institution,
$

.

the student will be able to name sortie of the various departments and the variety of ,perso/Lthat work in the institutions._
i

8. Hgvirig observed a TV program directed at personal adjustment problems, the students
,

should be able to identify problems and make reasonable suggestions about where

,these"persons .shouldand should not seek help.
.

.

5.,

.

,

I

Procedure
,

..,

.1, Contact a probation officer who .works with the courts in the 'city.
.

2. Have a committee research the job and compile 'questionb'they would 'like answered.
3. Assign a 'committee to work on' compiling alist of the different institutions, private and
public, in mental, health' that have been studied and the various personnel involved.
z--....,..\.
4. *ire this committee Work 'On the bulletin board display committee.
r'
5. 'Select several TV prpgrams in two consecutive days. Assign the students lii iratch one
,
- of these programs..
.
.
.,
.
a. TheY- are Cf'sereetproplem or several problems that occur in the show.
,
.
. .
*b. They are toanal i.what the person did to solve his problem or plans to do.,
,
.. 4 They are to analytically evaluate(hiS procedure. ,
"-d. Tlieyareto make recommendations or suggestions,
.
.:
,/,'
: - -- , ,,,,,
.
4
,,, , .
.

.

.,

,

'6; Sdt up the fiizz groups and have a secretary appointed to take notes on the 'kinds of
persons *they 'like ta,tallc to and do not like to talk to, and" relate this discussion to the
areas
Studi.ed.
,.,
,
, , '

-

'

.,

t

-
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7. Select a film or filmstrip on mental institutions -- the different kinds and the various
vocations.

.

8. Contact the head of social workers at a state hospital for a talk to the class or taped
interview,

9. Discuss with students possible questions and compile a list which can be.presented to
the worker in advance.

10. Contact a student's parent that works at Apple Creek to give a talk about her job and
_

,

about the work that students might be able to do for experience.

11., Have students write up a case study of a fictitious person or someone they know and
list persons that could possibly help them.

'Activities
1. Invite a probation officer to speak on specific case studies. Have speaker relate
psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, and guidance centers to his job.

2. Fildistrip or film on a state institution, its operation and pehonnel. Social work filmstrip. Professional or an aide'or orderly.
3. Invite worker from a state institution to talk about the atmosphere and the various per-

sonnel involved in that work. Use student's mother or relative as resource person.
Include such jobs as recreation leaders, houseParents, school teacher, administrator,
clerical staff, setretaries..Ask questions on work students can do there as volunteers.

4. Invite speaker or have a -taped interview on the work in institutions and the social
worker's role.

i

5. Haire a committee investigate and outline the qualifications of some of the personnel
studied in the area of mental health and determine education requirements, rate of
.

advancement, advantages, and disadvantages of occupation.

.

.

6. Have students write up a case study of an individual and ask class to explain the Persons
tha would be available for help. (Should have a cross section of different problems
and
orders). ,
.
7. In buzz groups have students describe the kindof personality required in these areas, i.e.,
guidance workers, case workers, psychologist, psychiatrist, social worker. What kind
of person do you like to talk to? What kind of person do you not like to talk to?

8. Have, the assigned bulletin board committee set up a display on a specific state institu-

tion such as Apple Creek and illustrate various departments and workers involved.

9. Observe TV programs that are directed at personal adjustment problems. Criticize
the evaluation of methods used in solving problems. Make selective list of programs for
two days. Require watching one program.'

10.- Have a representative of Boys Village tell about life there and jobs related to this type
of work.

P

P

g,
.
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Resources
1. Ohio State Departnient of Mental Health for filnat.filmstrip and pamphlets.
2. Probation officer in city government.
3. Apple Creek

4. Head of social workers at state hospital.

5. IFR
'6'. SRA

7. Occupational Handbook of Information on Careers (government)

8. TV

9. Guidance center
10. Boys Village
11. Film' The Time of Growing, 1965 (29 min.)
Metropolitan Life Insurance
N.Y., N.Y. 10010

-4
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Unit III Growing -Toward Maturity

ro

Related Behavioral Objective's

1. Having heard a pediatrician and obstetrician or gynecologist, the students will be able
..
to describe their work and the educational requirements.

/

/

2. Having heard the general practitioner's talk, the students should be able to list the
educational requirements, the advantages and. disadvantages, and ,flis relationship to
specialized doctors.

.

t

.

3. Haying studied the material compiled by the student committee and had a discussion
ou these doctors, the students will be able to name these.doctorsnd describe their
roles and functions in people's lives.
PIOCPCI Li re

1. Contact a pediatrician, obstetrician, or gynecologist, and arrange an interview with a
student.

2. Assign student for this taped interview.

3. Compile questions during class discussionthat you wish to have answered by these
specialists.
4. Set up a committee to make some pokers on these areas.
Activities
1. Assign two students to report on an interview with a pediatrician and an obstetrician
or gynecologist on tape concerning the educational requirements, the rewards of their
profession and shortcomings, some interesting experiences, their role in the lives of
-pregnant women, the young mother, and the child,

2. Have a committee of students compile an outline of the above information for the students as a study guide of these professions.
3. Get a general practitioner to tell about his work, the advantages and disadvantages
compared to a specialized area, and his relationship to other fields of medicine. Allow
for opportunities for.students to ask questions.

4. Discuss these doctors and their role in the student's life.

5. Assign a committee to make some posters with clippings that illustrate the roles of
these various dcictors in our lives.

r

r-

Resources
1. Tape or videotape of interview.
2. Magazines with illustrations
3. SRA

4. IFR
71

Unit IV - Developing an Understanding of Sexuality
Related Behavioral Objective
1. Having heard the marriage counselor and discussed the various aspects of his job and
Studied the outline in class, the students should be able to list his various functions,
educational requirements, the advantages and disadvantages of this work.

2. Having done the outline for the class, the student should be able to organize pertinent
information concerning careers quickly and efficiently, particularly as it relates to
himself.

3. Having written questions, to ask of a marriage counselor, the students should be able
to ask pertinent questions of,,persons in various careers.

mar- ,

4. Having role-played, a student should better be able to describe the functions of a
riage'ccrUnselor and the kinds of help they have to offer.
Procedure

1. Contact a marriage counselor and notify him of areas you wish to have discussed.
2. Set up committee of students. They will compile list of questions to be given to marriage counselor.
?

3. Have a committee research the educational requirements, the job description, and advantages and disadvantages of this job.

4. Assign role-pig gying activity to a buzz group and ask students to choose3a role ind.setting
relating to (a) problem and going to see counselor and (b) counseling before marriage.
Activities

1. Secuiera speaker who is a marriage counselor (or in the area of guidance) who discusses
his work as related to counAling. Tape this speaker.

2. Have questions compiled by students concerning this profession given to speaker in
advance.

3. Have a committee compile an outline of the educational requirementS, job opportunities,
advantages and disadvantages of this professipn.,

4. Have students role-play a situation'
(a) where they have marriage problem, and go to'marriage counselor.
(b) when they are going to get married and want counseling.
Resources

1. Marriage counselor (reference from guidance department).
2. SRA

3. IFR
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V. Dezo$ping Sound Food.Praciides
a

Related Behavioral Objectives'

1. Having heard the school dietiCian and had a class discussion, the sluderits shoula bye
'able to describe the eating ,habits of students, what a good menu consists of, the pro:of

plem4 in a job df this type, anti the qualifications.
.

.2. Having, heard thp hospital dietiCian the students should be able to liitand describe
the responsibilities as well as job training and qualifications for this work.

4

3. 'Having heard the food technologist and.studied research material, the students Should
be able to list the job opportunities available .in food technology as well as the job
qualifications, advantages, and disadvantages of this work.,,

4. Having heard the above speakers, as well as discussion and practice ih making balanced
menus, the students should be able to objectively view menus for balance in nutrition
and constructively criticize eating habits of felloW c <ass members, and be able to select
foods that comprise a balanced meal.

Procedure
1. Contact the school dietician and make a angements with high school cafeteria for tour
of facilities.
discuss,
2. Set tip committee. Then decide the areas you would like the school dietician to
,.
having had a class .discusSion on this area With students.
.

3. Make arrangements for students who work iq the cafeteria to talk about their jobs.

4. Make arrangements for the hospital dietician to talk to class. Make list of specific
areas you wish to have covered.

5. Contact food technolOgist. Ask him to talk about his work and other job opportunities
in research.
6. Assign students to plan balanced menus. Make

posts of these.

7. Select typical menus of students, put on board and ,criticize.,

,

8. Assign committees to compile job qualifications and job desciiption of these workeri.
Have them outline these and pass out to'allitudents._
.

-.5

,

9. Assign committee to make posters on these jobs studied.,

16

Activities
1. Have the school dietician speak to the ,class about her job._
2. Through committee work,, ask students to coiripile:questions they wish to ask her about
eating habits .of students, the planning of the school menus, problems and satisfaction
of job, qualifications and other pertinent questions,

3. Ask the dietician from the hospital to tell about her job (taped interview).
.

'76
.

.
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4

.

4., Ask a 'fo'

technologist to talk about the research work she performs.

I

5. Using posters ha

students make *ell balanced menus for aleast three days meals.

6. Place menus on blackboard so that students can analyze and cri,ticize works of peers.
7. Have committee of students compile the job qualifications and job description of the
dietician in ,the hospital and school and the food technologist, and list other related
jobs.: These should be' handed out to the students in outline form.

8. Have committee assigned to make posters to help students picture these jobs and the
qualifications necessary.
9. 'Visit the school cafeteria and see what jobs are involved.'

10. Have student who works in cafeteria explain his job and the various procedures.
Resources
1; School dietician

2. Materials on: nutrition from Heart Association.

-3. ForrestO's Guide to Free Literary' Material.
4. Educators Index of Free Materials

5. Filmstrip
Take a Good Look (12'inkn.)
Association Film Inc.

(film on ca,p,ers in dietetics)
512 Burlingtoff Avenue
LaGrange, III( 6'0525-

,

k'
(careers in these areas)

#14 Food Production 'series

'Listening Library, Inc.
Park Avenue
Old Greenwich,, Conn. 06870

,1

6. Film

.

-

Search for Meaning #3291 (5 1/2 min.)
Modern Talking, Picture
(career dietetics)-

,

.

h

Free Gui,dance Materials
`;Dietetic Internship"
Amerien Dietetic Association
620 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Ill. 60611

"Careers in Nutrition"
'
American Institute of Nutrition
.4

RoekvillO,Pike
Bethesda,. Maryland 20014

79
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VI - Promoting Your Ort Health

I-

Related Behavioral Objectives
1. The students should be able to list and describe the variety of jobs available in the area
of dentistry.
2., The students should be able to specifically tell about the work a dentist and dental
tant does; their job requirements, education, and training.
c
2

Ssis-

3. The student should be able to describe a good oral health program.

Procedure
1. Contact a dentist,and dental assistant and make arrangements for their talk.
2. Set up discussion for finding out.questions students wish answered in these areas. Have

assigned committee compile these questions to be given to speakers ahead of time.
3. Assign committee tq organize material studied so that students will have study guide
to follow.

Activities

A

,

1. Invite a dental assistant (dental hygienist) to speak about her job--advantages and dis? advantages, 'educational requirements, training.
2. Invite a dentist to talk about his job, advantages, disadvantages, educational requirements, other opportunities and other areas relating to dentistry and,icare of the teeth.
3. Have students list questions they would like answered concerning these areas. Have
committee compile list of relevant questions they canpresent to dentist and dental assistant aliead of time:
4. Bet up committee tq, work on organizing this material and hand out to students for study
guide. .

Resources
1. SRA

2. Ii'R
3. Dental Health Association, AMA

4. Forresters Handbook of OcdupationarLiterature
5. Videbtape = tape recorder
6. Film
.

Lab of the Bodx."(28 min.)

American Dental Assoc:
Bureau of Audiovisual Service
211 E. Chicago Ave.
Chicago, 111. 60611

7: Educators Index of Free Materials
8. 'Dental Assistant
9, 'Dentist

Free Career Mateiial.

'"Dental Asiisting,"
American Dental Assistants, Association
Room 1230 211 E. Chidago Ave,

_Chicago', 111.

60611'

80
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VII. Achieving'Vitality for Living
(Relate to Physical Education throughout Yar)
Related Behavioral Objedtke

.

/

1. Te students should be able to list the advantages and disadvantages of going into re-.
fg.
cieation.
2. The students should be able to name many of the job opportunities available in phySical
education and recreation, the educational requirements and how and where one can get
experience in these areas.

.

3. The student interested in these areas should seek experience in the physical education
department's activities:
.

4. The student's should be able to name other professions that relate to physical education
and recreation-- such as writers and artists.

5. The students should be able to relate these activities to other professions as well.
6. The students will. pursue and seek to get specific experience in the vocational areas
in which he is interested in our school situation.
7. The students will be able to identify common foot problems.
8. The students, will be able to walk properly or will know where to seek help.

9. The student will
A

ow the work of a podiatrist and his job qualifications.

10' The'students will be able to explain the importance of relaxation in our day - to - day
living and be able to identify specific activities that encourage relaxation.

11. The student will maintain good posture and be able to generally identify and correct
the simpler posture problem.
12. He will be-able to specify where he can go for help in problene of posture.

13. The student will participate in physical activities throughout hii life7to maintain physical fitness.
14. The students will describe a program for keeping physically fit as it relateb to himself.
15. The students will be able to describe the research aspect of physical education.

Procedure

4.

1. Invite recreation department head for talk. Explain area coverage wanted.
2. Invite YMCA representative to talk on opportunities in this area and tell about the YMCA,
YWCA, programs.

3. Work with physical education teacher in seeing that interested students get maximum
exposure in leadership, planning, and spepific experiences inactivities and programs.
4. Assign students to compile list, of recreation activities' and
opportunities in recreation
1
and related jobs.

81
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It

5. Arrange for panel discussion of high school or college students on workavailablain
the summer and during school in areas of recreation and physical education.
6. Assign committee to head compiling clippings of opportunities in recreation and physical
education to be used in bulletin board or poster display.

7. Put up drawings in locker room tone by artists.

,

8. Contact artist and inform him about areas students are interested in.
Contact podiatrist to schplule his visit. Explain areas to he covered.
10. Ask physical education instructor-to tell aboUt rest, relaxation and exercises.,

11. Assign students to role-play physical education instructor seeking posture. problems
and corrections:
12. Role-play physical education instructor and importance of physical fitness.

13. Assign students in gro,ups to check pulse rates and recovery rates. Compile statistics.
3

14. Have students order booklets on job.opportunities, physical fitness and other areas..
15. Order film on podiatry.*

Activities

1. Invite recreation department head to talk about various opportunities in the area of
recreation, also advantages, disadvantages and educational requirements.

2. Invite YMCA representative to talk about opportunities in areas and the functioin
the organization.

of .

3. Constantly work in conjunction with physical education classes to give students an oppor-,
tunity in planning activities, leading activities, helping teach activities by squad system,
demonstration system; use of gym assistant, and officiating various activities.

4. Have students list as many opportunities as they can in the different areas of recrea t n
and physical education and tire personnel they think would be involvedin this wok.

5. Have a panel discussion by some high school or college students on the.work available
in the summer ,for students in the areas of recreation and qualifications necessary for
various jobs.

1

6. Have students bring in coldrful clippings of pictures which give ideas for opportunities
in recreation and physical education. Ube in bulletin board or posters.
.
,

I

4

,...

,

7. Have- talented student do large colorful drawings that relate to physical fitness and art
job opportunities in this area.
,
,

,

4

8. Have an artist talk about the opportunities as medical illustrator
and other related areas.
o

9. Invite apodiatrist tospeak on his work, job qualifications/ experiences' and also on
common foot problems related to posture.
,

10. Have the physical education teacher tell about, job opportunWes and requirements,
and discuss rest, relaxation importance in our society and specific hints and exercises.
1_

.,

..

11. Have students .role- playas physical education person looking fop_pobture problems in
in class and what the students can do to make corrections.
.
,

4
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-MA:rave sty:leas = rye -p1

Tie 4515-SitIO-nof a paySica ecluatiOft peiram tapdag about the

imbortince of physical activities in maintaining good health, andeptimum living.

13. Have students keep records of pulse .rates and recovery rates as a researcher might.
Also do physical fitness tests which might be used in compiling data.

14. Bring in recreational booklets and explore job possibilities as related to these areas.
15. Have students role-play by looking at others' feet and seeing problems of the feet and
improper fitting of shoes.
per fitting of shoes,

16. Secure a film
inrces

1. IFFt
g. SR:At

3. Film Catalog
4. Forrester's Handbook of Occupational Infor ation
5; Write to Ohid Regional Medical Progr
(Health Careers in Ohio)
P.O. Bpx 5574,
Columbus, Ohio 43231

6. H.E.W.

I

7. American Association for Health; Physical Education, and Recreation.

8. Films
!

Foot Health
American Podiating Assn,
20 Chevy Chase
Washington, D. C. 2001
.

4

-

go,

Filmstrip The Wing toot #1187 (13 1/2 min.) sound (same as above).

9. Filmstrip

,

#27 Recreation-Listening Library Inc.
1 Park Ave.
Old Greenwich,. Conn 06870

.r

10: Film
The Fitness Challenge 1963 (28 min.)
. American Osteopathic Assoc.
Order Dept.
.
212 g. Ohio Street
Chicago, IIl. 60611

11. Educators Index of Free Materials
*

6
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Unit VIII - Concerning x our Vision and Hearing
Related Behavioral Objectives

1. The students will be able to describe the work of the optometrist or ophthamologist
and educational requirements, and name some other jobs relatedto these professiOns.
2. The students will be able to identify some common seeing or hearing problems and
be able to tell how these are tested.

4

3. The students will be able to describe what noise pollution is, its effect on society, and
how this information is important to them.
44.Students will be able to describe organ donations and transplants and some of the persons
q,involved in this work.

Procedure
1. Contact oplOmetrist or ophthalmologist ,and arrange for him to talk with the class about
his job and relied professions,

2. Contact and make arrangements to have public health nurse speak on common seeing
and hearing problems.

3. Secure swing chart and information on how to test vision.

4. Explaih whisper test.

5. A range class panel discussion on noise pollution.
6. Make arrangements for interview with member of local facility for organ donations.

Activities
1. Invite an optometrist or opthalmologist to talk about his work. Include job qualifications,
educational requirements, advantages and disadvantages and perhaps other related
professions.
2. Have public health nurse or school nurse talk about identification of common hearing and
visual problems and general information about her job.

3. Put up an eye chart, have students test each other.

4. Have, student try whisper test on several persons during the day and report results in
class.
5. Have panel discussion about noise pollution in our society and related problems and what
to dO abotAt problem.

6. Have stuqpnt infervies* doctor on local facilities concerning organ donations and eye bank.

7. Have film relating to persons who do research on transplants of organs and the organ
bank (donations) program.
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1. Videotape of speakers and panels

2. Tape recorder
3. SRA - Seeing & Hearing Occupations
4:0

4. IFR
5. Forrester'S on Noise Pollution, Seeing and Hearing

6. Free Film Catalog
1

7. Educators Index of Free Material

9. Films
Breaking Sound Barriers S-096 (28 1/2 min.) .
Association Films
Careers in Speech & Hearing.
Lifeline of the World of Sound
Beltone Electronicp Corp.
Modern Talking Pictures ServiCe
Miracle of Vision, 1968 (15,,min.)
American Optometric Association -,
Glaucoma, 1965 (27 min.) /
National Society'for Prevention of Blindness
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tint IX., X; XI - Preventing Misuse of Drugs, A cohot, and Tobacco
Related Behavioral Objectives
#

,

.

1. Having heard the 'Speaker from Al-Anon and seen the film on the perons who works in
the area of citugs, the students should be able to explain the difference between Al-Anon
and Alcoholics Anonymous (AA), their basic philosophy and the role they play in peoples'
,

.life.

2. The students should also be able to list Some of the kinds of jo'bs available in these areas.
3. The students should also be able to explain the treatments for drug abuse as well as the
different people'involved in this work.

4. Organize and assign the role-playing. Have one student interview a person in AA or
A.1-A non..

5. Coptict a speaker from a Half-Way House.
6. Organize 'a panel discussion on the family relatedproblems that result from the use of
alcohol.

7. Having had the speaker from Half-Way House and had the panel on alcoholic problems_
as they relate to the family, the students should be able to describe the characteristics
a person should possess to be able to do this type of work.
8. The students should also be able to explain the various ways a person who drinks may injur'e himself and others.
Procedure
1. Contact AA for speakers.
2. Secure film in the area of treatment of, drugs or alcohol (AA) and be sure some infor,mation on the peOple who work there is included.
2
Activities
,
1'. Speaker from Al-Anon who describes persons that work in thait area and what they do.
2. Film on persons who work on prevention, treatment and rehabilitation related to alcohol

and drugs.

3. Role-playing of the kinds of personality one should possess to do this type of work.
One person that goes to Al-Anon and one that goes to AA.
4. Havea spenker from a Halfway House.
a
5. In panel, discuss fanilly,related problems from alcohol and the adjustment of the family.

Resources
1. AA

,

-

2. Al-Anon
3. Write AA for any films available
4. Occupational Literature
0

5. SR.A

d

6.' IFR

7. Educators Index to Free materials
..,

8. Forrester's

%

.

9. Film .

..

Th
The Drinking Game (27 min.)

_......4tssociation Film
-

43i;
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PreventipporninumgableDisease arict:Chronic Illue,ss

.

..

.

"

.

Related' Behavioral
Objectives
._.
,

1. Having heard the representatives of the Cancer Society, the `students should be able to
describe their work, the kinds of jobS available, the qualifications, the edugational requirements, advantages and disadvantages of some of these jobs.
.t

.

2. Having, had a tour or seen the slides, o,f public health facilities and discussed the local
ones, the students should be able to list these, tell about the jobs available in these areas,
and the. functions these organizations perform for the public,
r

3 Having heard the person v?ho does r Arch tell about his job, the students should be
, able to tell about the work he does, his job ualifidans, and training required.

.

4, Having had a United Appeal (U.A.) representative or ilini4,the student should be able to tell
about the 'various agencies we have studied and about 'their
tions and about the jobs
available in these areas.

5. Having studied the bulletin board material and discusstd the jobs related to compiling
and putting together this material, the students should 1*3e able to tell about these lobs.
-Procedures
1 Contact Cancer Society and make arrangement for speakers.
,

2 Make arrangements to take a field trip to view and visit public.health facilities or show
slides of the facilities' and discus.
3. Contact Cancer Society or other private agency for researcher 'Who can talk about their
work and other jobs in this area.

4. Contact U.A. representatives.

.

Secure' a fain or filmstrip
in the. area of united appe,a4,
J

*

''' '' ttf. -..../Y"

to

5. Organize bulletin board committee to develop
mat fals on the various areas Ae have,
.,,-.

studied.

-

.

,.

ActivitjeI

'.,

;i1..!
1 Have a person from the Cancer Society discuss the volunteer health agencies, their work, F^. t:
the kinds of jobs available, qualifications, educational requirements, advantages and
disadvantages.
,

,

.

,

,

2 Tour or slides offithe public health facilities, guidance center, and Red Cross.

3. Film or research person to talk about 's work (sorneone financed by a private health
agency).'

4. Have the U.A. ,.representative talk about various agencies. Perhaps secure a filmstrip on
that area which includes mention of some of the jobs in these areas.
5. Have, a bulletin board on the many materials available related,to the ,Cancer Society and
other organizations, the various jobs involved, in the preparatigil of this waterial

\

.
Ala

;

,

Resources
..

1. SRA

2. IFR

3. Forrester's
4. Cancer Society and T.B. Society
5. U.A.

6. Public health facilities

.

7. Contact public health department for films available in this area.
8. Educatii?s Index to FreMaterials

9. Films
In Medical Laboratory (28 min.)
National Comnfittee for Careers in M dical Techpology
Cancer Society
Careers in BactorioLogy (20 min.)
Becton Dickenson & Company

Austin Center (30 min,)

\ (Cerebral Palsied Children)
-United Cerebral Palsy Association, Inc.
The Way Back 1964 (29 min.) (rehabilitation of spine injury)
Rehabiliation Institute of Chicago

Additional resource material and free career inform_ ation:
"Microbiology in Your Future"
(1. free) American Society for Microbiology

-

I

a
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Unit XVII

na ion

I:

Solving Future Health Opportunities'

ela led Behavioral Objectives
.*.

1. Having heard' the speaker from the health department and discussed the various jobs,"
the students should be able to tell the functions and educational requirement and training
required in these jobs.

2. Having heard a research person talk, the students should be able to list many research
jobs available in the areas discussed and generally be ableto tell about them,

3. Having seen the film on the X-ray technician, the students should be able to talk about
this work and describe the related jObs as well as explain whatradiology is.

4. Having heard the speaker, the students should be able to tell about Peace Corps, avi
Vista and about the job_ opportunities available in these areas.
9

5. Having worked on bulletin board displays on the various areas studied, the students
should better be able to tell about these areas.

Procedure
1. Make a'rrangenfents with health department to secure speaker.
.02.

Contact speaker in research..

3. Contact hospitals to find X-ray technician speaker.

4. Make arrangements for Peace Corps sneaker.
5. Assign and organize committee to work on bulletin board display.

Activities
1. Have a speaker from the health department talk about job opportunities, and the work 9f
the sanitary engineer, public health/sanitarian, industrial hygienist, environmental
pollution control.

2. Have research person talk about research in the area of noise, envir4nmental-pollution,
or pesticides.

3. Film or X-ray technician to talk about his job an other related jobs,
advancements, training, as well as explanation of radiology.

opportunities,

4. Speaker on Peace Corps opportunities' in health areas, also Vista exposure and international relations.
5. Have committee work on bulletin board display on the farious job areas studied in this
unit.

Ai.

,10

Ji)
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4

Resources

)

1. Local health department and Ohio State Health Department.

2. Research scientist
.3. Hospital for X-ray technician

4. Peace Corps

5. Forrester's Occupational Literature
6. IFR
7. SRA

8. Educators Index to FREE Materials
9.

Fillystrip
#16 Health Edition Listening Library Inc.
1 Park Ave.
Old Greenwich, Conn. 06870

10. Film
1Ji ht in Shadows: The Story of X-ray, 1.968 (21 min.) Association, Films Inc. about
a radiologist
11. Free material 2- "You can be a Conservationalist" American Forestry Assoc.

C
f

I

si
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UniLiving'Safely
Related Behavioral Objectives
a.

1. Having heard the representative from.A.0, the students should be able tb name the safety
programs fo-r which the AAA is responsible as well as the various job opportunities in
this type of work.
4

2. Having heard the safety engineer, the Students should be able to describe the work, the
qualifications and opportunities in this area as well as related areas.
3. Having heard the representative from the Red Cross, the students should be able to perform mouth to mouth resucitation , on the "model" and name the variety of Red Cross
work as well as job opportunities in these areas.

Procedure
1. Contact AAA..

2. Contact safety engineer.
\..

3. Contact Red Cross.

4. Organize committee to compile this information and make bulletin board display
areas studied.

4+

Activities

on

4

1. Have an AAA speaker talk about safety and jobs related to this; qualifications and iopportunities.

2. Have a safety engineer from industry come in to talk about his job in industry, qualifications, and opportunities.

3. Have a 'representatiie from Red Cross give demonstration of mouth to mouth resuscitation and discuss other job 'responsibilities and opportunities in the area of Red Cross

, work r

ResOurces
1. SRA

44,

2. IFR

3. Forrester's Guide
4. Ohio State Ilealth Department

,t

5. Safety Engineer

1

N.

-91
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.

7. Educators Index to Free Materials

,

1'

8. Red gross
9. Films
The Challenge of Six Billion (27 1/2 min.)
Sterling Movies--food, water, energy, transportation problems..
Championship Bicycle Safety (13 min.) RV-402 Assn. of Films

Brown proofing, 1966,0 min.)
Job Corps /Communi Relations
Manpower Administration
Family Tire Safety #2464 (13 min.)
Sterling-Movies
Home Sweet Home 1962 (15 min.)

Travelers Companies
Call to Action, 1965 (14 1/2 min.)
American Red Cross
N

fi

"1k

r
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Unit XVI- -.:SeIerting_Medical Products
Unit-X-V1.1Soliiing-F-410-are-Flealth Problems
-Related Behavioral Objectives
1. Having seen the public health services film, the student should be able to list and des-,
cribe these, parlicularly as they relate to him now and in the future.
2. Having done the research work on the State Department of health and local departments,
the students should be able to list the areas of work they are involved in and general
types of material available through their.
so.

3. HaVing heard a pharmaCist or pharmacologist or film in this area, the students should
be able to describe the kinds of quackery and what one should do concerning this matter4. Having heard the general practitioner, the students should be able to describe his work
and know the qualifications and training available, the advantages and disadvantages -of
this work as well as this type of information as it relates to the paramedic field.

'5. Having seen the films on medicate and health insurance, the students should be able to

list some of the opportunities available in this area as well as be, able' to tell what
medicare and health insurance are and the advantages and disadvantages.

Ir.

Procedure
1. Secure a film on public health service.
,

2. Assign and organize committee to compile information on local and state departme,nt
of health.

3. Contact a local pharmacist or pharmacologist.
4. Secure,

film on "quackery."

5. Arange for general practitioner to talk.
6. Contact insurance rep'resentative or representative of medicare.
7. Secure film on health insurance and/or medicare.

1. Show a film on public health services and facilities.

2. Committee report on listing and description of people that work in the health department.' Also report on all materials available there and jobs related at all levels. lave
them write to Ohio State Department of Health.

3. A pharmacist or pharmacologist speaks on "quacks and quacks' medicines." Also the
opportunities in pharmacy and pharmacology, advantages, disadvantages, and educa,tional and training requirements.
4. Show films on "quackery" in medicine and doctors.

5. A eekejnal practitioner talks about his work, advantages and disadvantages, and career
opport ities and qualifications. Also about the paramedic field and its opportunities.

93
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6. An' insurance (health) representative talk S ikbeut medicare and health- inauranee. Also
job opportunities in related areas.
7. Show film, on health insurance or mediCare.
I? esoutt:es

1. IFR
2. SRA

'3. 'Educators Index tO Free Materials

4. Forrester's Educational Guide
5.-- Educator's Guide to Free Film
4

6: Health departments, local, state, for film catalog
7. Local pharmacist and local pharmacologist
8.

Local general practitioner

9. Films

Air Evac. (10 min.) Red Cross - 1969
-Healing Hands of Medicare (13 1/2 min,)
Medicare 1967 (10 min.) Social Security Administration
Time. . .and a Place to Grow, 1966 (26 min.) Association Films Inc.
Day of Judgement, 1966- (24 min.) Lilly & Co.

10. Free Career Information
Want to Make the WorldBetter?
National Easter Seal-Crippled Children and Adults
2023 W. Ogden Avenue

Chicago, Ill. 60612

J

e
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AP PENDTX7`Supplementary Academic Materials (including audiovisual materials)
Company

Item

Exploring the World ofiWork (records)

Demco Educational Corp.
Box 1488, Madison, Wisconsin 53701

A New Horizon: Careers, in School -

Guidance Associates
Pleasantville, N. Y.

Foq,Service (filmstrip/record)
Preparing for Jobs of the 70's
(filmstrip/records)

Guidance Associates

An Overview of Technical Eciurcation

Guidance Associates
Pleasantville, N. Y.

#14 Food Production
#16 Health Ed.
#27 Recreation
#33 Social Work

Listening Library, Iric.

Pleasantville, N.Y.

1 Park Avenue
Old Greenwich, Conn. 06870

#30 Scieiifitesearch
Health Technicians by Robert E. Kinshiger

J.G. Ferguson Publish.
A subsidary of Doubleday & Co.

Chicago, Ill.
Horizons Unlimited #3033

Modern Talking Pictures
2238 Euclid Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

We Haven't Had that Yet
(3470) 1960 14 min.

Modern Talking Pictures
2238 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, 0. 44-115

A Place to Get Well
(20 min.)

MerCk Sharp & Dohm Film Lib.

Wept Point, Penn. 19486'
National TB & Respirato'ry
'Disease Assoc.

School Health Today
(filmstrip) 1951

1740 Broadway
N,.Y. , N. Y.10019

Metropolitan Life Insurance
Madison Avethe
, N.Y. 10010

The Time 'of Growing
1965 (29 min.)

CIO

ti

A Storm, A Strife #3556,
(28 min.)

"Moiern Talking Picture'?

Take A Good Look

Association Film Inc.
512 Burlington Aven.
LaGrange, Ill. 60525

(filmstrip 12 min.)

Am. Dental Assoc. Bureau,of Audiovisual Services
211 E. Chicago Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60611

Lab of the Body
(27/anin.)

1...

et4,-
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Supplementary Academic Materials (Continued)

.

Company

Item

American Podiatry Assoc.
20 Chevy Chase Circle,
,Washington, D.C. 200,15

Foot Health (filmstiip),

"The Wing Foot'
(1T721.' min.)

American Podiatry Assoc.
20 Chqvy Chase circle,
Washington, D.C. '20015

The Fitness Challenge

American Osteopathic Assoc.
Order Dept.
212 E. Ohio St.
Chicago, Ill. 60611

The Drinking Game
(27 min.)

Association Films
512 Burlington Ave.
LaGrange, Ill. 60575

(

.4

1.:

Becton Dibkinson & Co.

Careers in Bacteriology

Att. Mr. FrankSelpser

(20 min.

Rutherford, T. J. 07070

United:Cerebral.Paisy Assoc.
e.
66 E. 34 St.
.
N.Y. , N.Y. 10016

Austin/Cehter"
,(30 min.)

RehabilitatiOn Institute of Chicago

The Way Back, 1964 (29 min.)')

PhOtographST Dept.
401 E. 'Ohio St. oc

0

Chicago, Ill. 6611
Association Film; Inc.

Light in the Shadows:
't The .Story of X-rays
1968 (21rnin.)
.

512 Burlingto4

.

LaGrange, Ill.- 60575
'a

Sterling Movies Book Dept.
43 W. 61st St.
N. Y. , N. Y., 10023
Arneridan .Red Cross
Local Chapter
American Red Cross
Local Chapter

The Challenge of '6 Billion

(27 4/2 mkt.)

.

ya.,

Call to Action
(14.1/2 min.) 1965.
Evac (10 min;) "1969-

Care Inc. , Nat. Field Dir.

Healing Hands of Medic0

660 First Ave.

(13.1/2 min.)

N.Y., N.Y. 10018
Social Security Administration

. =Medicare, 1967 (10 min..)

address froin P,O. for distritt office
,
Association Films,'

Time.. , and a Place, to Grow
1966 (26 min.) .
-Day of.Judgment (24 rain.) 1966

9 t);
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APVENI)IX"
Jobs Related to Health
Hosciitaiity

Teacher-related

Reitaura,nt Manager
Motel, Manager
Hotel Manager

Athletic coach
Physical education teacher

Driver instructor

-High school health_teacher

__

Nutrition
Dietician
Food Chemisf

aPrisf

Hearing therapist
Recreation

Recreation director

$

Medicine

industry

ON=

Pharmacologist
Research Scientist

YMCA
YWCA

City parks

Hospital

Ordelly
Doctor
Pathologist
Bacteriologist

Doctors
Radiologist
Anesthetist

Podiatrist
Pediatrician
General practitioner

EKG technicians
Anesthetist
Radiologist
Head Nurse

Opthamologist
Optician
Psychologist
Osteopathic

Registered Nurse
Licensed Practical Nurse
Lab Assistant
Surgical Nurse
Intensive Care Nurse
O. R. Nurse
Technician Nurse
Scrub Nurse
Medical Assistant
Hospital Attendant
Record Department Chairman
Ward Secretary

Chiropractor
Dentist
Assistant
Dent. Lab Technician
Paramedic
Pharmacologist

9
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AKRON
Ho e Economics
si

\

114velopmental objectives for this unit we Included in an administrative pre-.
face. 'This home economics program contains experiences in the cognitive and
effecti e domains. The resources and listing of materials are good.

4-lome Economics

Home Economics is a career-oriented subject since nearly all activities can be related
to the values and skills needed in the world of work. This guide may be used as a supplem not which wi11 assistthe teacher in relating her subject to specified careers and in selecting,

activities from those listed. It is hoped that the teachers using the guide will make additional suggestions and evaluations to help us make improvements.

In the seventh grade, girls may be made aware of many different kinds'ol vocations related
to the field of home economics. In the eighth grade more specific guidance should be given
to the type of edupation needed in.particular vocations. '
In 'both grades, when time permits, the students can be encouraged to do some com.-nuiuty
work, This may involve a demonstration of what they have learned, or practice in skills
by doing volunteer work.

rt

The first portion of the suggested activities relates to activities that can be incorporated
at any grade level of home economics classes, while the latter portion specifies activities
for grades seven and eight,

4,

it

.
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Suggested Activities
for
All Home Economics Classes
Content

Why are the industrial arts
and home-ecernomies subject

areas referiia to as "life

Concepts

Techniques

I. The life skills take into

I. Bring to class several
types of fabrics and be
prepared-thWsrilss

account all of the human
senses

3,vby ynn would Ilse pail!),

skills ?"

for different purposes.

Definition: Life skills are
the learnings necessary for
the individual to interact

2. Life skills are concerned
with,intelligent consumer
choices.

with his environment.

IP

2. Set up a display of
several of the same
product, each made
from different materials (e.g., handbags
made from leather,
plastic, synthetics,
string). Ask students
why they-would choose
one handbag over

another.

3. Life skills provide unique
experiences in the development of safety habits.

3. Construct a bulletin
board showing safe and
unsafe life skills procedures.

4. Development of life skills
is a sequential process.

4. Construct a flow chart
showing steps involved
in the simple tune-up
of an automobile. Dis-

cuss sequential steps
involved.

Show picture to class
showing men and women engaging in various
occupations. Ask students to explain what
they see.

5. Life skills contribute to
employalpility.

r

e.`Set up a display table of
Various materials (e.g.,

qools, plastics, paints).
Ask students how these

materials are related to
the world of work.

7. MIlneograph and distri2
but some job description Discuss how stu-

0

den tan prepare them-

,

,sel
tod

9

4

for these jobs

6

Content

What is Work?

Definition: Physical and:or
"mental expfnditure of energy
in the pripatiction of goods or
servicgig: ork involves the
appliC um a
ne s
s.

Concepts

1. There are many types of
work; The Dictionary of
Occupational Titles (DOT)

groups themes -0-1

Professional, ,techni-

,dndmanttgeriaT.

2

Clerical and sales

3

Service

4

Farming, fishing,
forestry

5

Processing

6 Machine trade's

7 Bench work
8

Structural work

9

Miscellaneous,

2. Various types of work
demand various levels
of preparation. Work
and job requirements are

constptly in a state of
flux.

3. Work results in societal stratification.
4. Each type of work.contains its own inherent

,

f
Ilit(iii do people work?

.

.
_

.,'

.

People work to satisfy
'- individual needs and
wants.

Techniques

Organize role-playing with
students to portray one
occupation withih each of
the 0-9 groupings.
Choose three varying
occupations (e.g., nu-rse,-,
clerical- worker and welder). Show what specific
vocational preparation is
required for each (see
DOT, appendix A, p.,652).

Have each class member
represent a different
,occupation. Each student
then discusses what occupational,group he would
like to be associated with
and. why.

Ask the, school secretary
to discuss her role in
terms of contributing to
the efficient school operation.
Get an idea of different
types of work by visiting

local industries. Class-

room discussion to follow
regarding types of work
seen.

W6rth.

1. People work to satisfy
economic needs.

a. basic needs
. wants beyond needs
long-term individual
and family planning,

2. 'People work to satisfy
society's needs.,

a, improvement of society
b. day-to-day. operation
of the economyc, providing of goods and
services

jot)
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1. Ask class to imagine
that family breadwinner suddenly becomes unemployed.
What effect would this
have upon your family
as a whole 9 Upon yourself as art individual'
2. Choose one occupational cluster (e.g., health
services) and make a
blackboard list of all
occupations within that
cluster. Have students'
do research into one of
the specific occupations
and explain its relevance
to the entire cluster.

Content

Concepts

Techniques

4. Needs influence4WW
occupational choices.

4. Ask student who works
after school or during
summer to speak to
class about his reasons
for working. Attempt
to show that there are
reasons other than
economic for working.

4
3. People -work to satisfy psy- 3. Ask parent involved in
hazardous occupation
cholegical needs (enhance(e.g., steeplejack,
ment of self-concept).
stock car driver) to
speak to class on real/3
a. spirit of a4venture
sons why he chose this
b. prestige, self-:esteem
field.

5. Have class imagine a
society in which no one
worked. Discus implications socially; economically, personally.

What are current attitudes
toward work9

a. by students
b. by students' parents
,c. by employers
d. by labor unions
e. by various levels of
government

f: by schools.

1. Some of today's students
feel traditional occupations are meaningless.

2. Family influence in assisting students to choose an
occupation is lessening.

1.

Present traditional and
current (commune,
"return to the earth")
work concepts. Discussion of relative worth
of each by class.

3. Technological changes have 3. Visit a Data Processing
'Center to demonstrate
brought about a minimizing
concept #3.
of physical abilities and
maximizing of mental pro-.
cesses and creative abilities.

a. There is stress today in
the world of work upon'

various aptitudes related
to technological change:

intelligence, verbal,
spatial understandings.

b. There is less stress upon physical demands

such as lifting, pulling,
carrying activities.

4. There has been a resur-

gence of craftsmanship
in the American society
within the last five years.
96
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Content

Concepts

Techniques

5. Employers are looking
for increased productivity in return for higher
wages and more employee benefits.

5. Lecture by local management and labor
'union leader as to
role of business and
labor in life skills
area (new trends in

-bath-Enanagement-itnel----labor, e. g. , concept
of acCountability, costreduction procedures,
increasing production).

6. There is an increasing
'concern for ecological .
implications on the'part
of employer and employee.

7. Unions are becoming increasingly concerned
about job security for
their members.

8. There is much mobility
within various occupational fields.

8. Secure ilsource
speakers ho have
been mobile within
their occupational
fields.

9. Economic factors are
responsible for cutbacks
in government jobs today.
Job security in gdvernment jobs is becoming
less prevelant.
10. Schools are becoming increasingly concerned
about the dissemination
of occupational information.

10. Ask school guidance
counselor to speak with

life skills classes re-

gardiqg sources of
occup4tional information in.guidance office-.

How can an early secondary
student prepare himself today for the world of work
through the life skills?

1. A student should be aware

of the "self" in relation to
the environment.
2. Students whould be aware
that education is an on-going life process.

3.. An awareness of life skills
is essential for occupational success.
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1. Have students filj out

or make up a job application.
2. Have college-bound

high school students
visit class to become
aware of career opportunities available in the
life skills.

Techniques

Concepts

Content

4. A role in student government sometimes proVides
a background for sound
occupation choice (e.g.,
acceptance of authority,
sharing_of responsi- _
I 5. Maintenance of sound
,physical and mental

health is essential for
participation in the

4. Observe a Student
Government Associa-

tion in action. Dis-

.

cussion of concepts
observed le.g. , leader,.shilixoles delegation
Of duties).

5, Have a nurse talk with
life skills classes on
health and safety
considerations.

world of work.
What are, the educational
opportunities available
after junior high school

1. .There

are high school
courses available in the
further development of
life skills

in the life skills?
a,. thigh school

b. college (4 -year, 2-year,

("sand certificate programs)
c. continuing educattod
d. on2the-job training
e. apprenticeship
f. drop-out programs
g. in-plant training

2.

There are available degree (2 years) and nondegree (1 year or less)
programs in some colleges for pursuing post-

2 As an admissions

representative fro'm a
university or agricultural and technical
college to speak to life
skills classes explaining these programS.

high school education

in life skills.
3. Department of Labor
and labor unions sponsor and administer
varying apprenticeship
programs

3. Ask member of Apprenticeship Board to speak

4. Job Carps opportunities are available for
high school and junior
high dropouts.

4. Ask a Job Corps counselor to si*ak with potential dropouts as
identified by counselor
in life skills classes.

5. Interest activities can
lead to Occupational

choices.

1

to large gr ups of
seventh,ei hth'and
ninth grad rs.

5.

Show pictures of people
involved in various

leisure time activities.
Discuss ways in vihich
These activities Can
help in making occupa-.
tional choice.

Content

Concepts

Techniques

6. Have students relate
DOT worker traits
(training time, apti-

tudes, interests, temperaments, physical

-- demands, and work
conditions) to various
evelS or preparalion
for diffvent occupations using qualifications profile.
How are occupations
structured within the

life skills area?

DOT Occupational
Group Arrangement:

.0-1.ProfeSsional,
technical, managerial

2. Nrical and sales
3.

vice
prning,

,

1. There are many levels
of entry occupations
within the life skills.

1. Ask representative
from gas Or electric
corporation to speak to
life skills 'classes regarding entry occupations in his company.

2. Occupations are grouped
into nine main categories
(see content).

2. Mimeo nine,occuPational groupings individually on separate

sheets of papej. Pass
at random and have
students identify jobs
within individual
grouping.

Xrestry

5: 'Processing
6. Machine trades
7. Bench work
8. Structural
9. Miscellaneous
Jobs are grouped accord.:
ing to a comb nation of
work fields, urpose, ma-

3. The life skills are involved in all of the nine
occupational categories.

terial, prod et, subject
matter, ser "ce, generic
term andio industry.

4. The occupational group-,
ings differ with regard
to skills, education and
training.

3. List the nine oCcupational groupings on a
blackboard. Ask,,students to chose an occupation within the life
skills area and relate
it to as many, groilpings
as they can.

4. Have students choose
an occupation within
the life skills and construct a flow chart
showing preparation
for.entry in regard to:

a. skills

b. ethication

c. training
5. The changine nature of
occupations leads to a
need for greater individual flexibility.
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5. Have students roleplay to depict reasons
why a physicist is unemployed today.

Content

Concepts

Techniques
./P

How is self-evaluation
important to the development of life skills?

1, Knowledge of individual

skills can indicate to
students a potential work
field.

1.

Prepare self-evalua-

tion sheetsr progress

charts in life skills
'classes so that students can evaluate
themselves.-

prepare a serifs Of
thought provoking in-

terest statements to
which,students respond
positively or negatively.

2. Self-analysis regarding
the following will assist
in decision-making about
occupational choices within the world of work:

a. temperament
b. aptitudes

c: interests

d. training time
e. physical demands
working conditions

2. Distribute DOT job

descriptions of dietician4and tool-and-die
maker. Ask students
if they feel theY would

be happy in these positions.
At conclusion of work*:
session or p roject in

'life skills class, ask

students how they_felt
working within teacher-

classroom guidelines:
Compare these feelings
with an actual job experience.
3. The school experience contains many elements that
are common to the work
experienT.

3. Assign students to
various responsibirr-ties necessa
the
efficient operation
the life skills class.
Relate, class respOnsi-'
bilities to similar ones
that would be present
on the kip.
Invite students frbm
high school life skills
clasSes to Speak about
reasons fo'r' their
choice and 'future goals.
_

)

;

HAve students interview

lati

local businessmen as to
'their reasons for, entering their particular occupational field. Report
to class and have students express prefer,ences,or dislikes for
possibly entering the
occupational area concerned.

iao
A

Content

,Why are interpersonal
------frelationships significant

in the classroom setting?

Techniques

Concepts

1. The life skills lend themselves to a spirit of cooperativeness and creativity in the classroom.

27-Skits taught in Lite-life

skills area often carry

over to the world of work.

1.

Use the foremanship
system for cooperativeness in environmen-

tal maintenance (i.e.,
cleanup activities)
2: Conduct-a field trip to
local industries
serve learned life
skills in operation.' A

trip to a local dress
factory.

Have owner of local
automotive 'business

visit industrial arts
classes,,to discuss job
functions and skills of
his mechanics. School
dietician to home economics class.
3. Interpersonal relationships developed in the

life skills carry over to
the world of work.

'

a. pupil-pupil, workerwprker

b. pupil-teacher,
employee-employer
c. pupil-student govern-

3. Have students role,
play using employeeemployer concept.
Have the players and
the class discuss their
feelings and any concepts gleaned from
skit.

ment

d. student governmeni-Aschool, union- manage..
ment

4. Life skills occupations
involve adjustntent to
%varying temperaments

e.g., situations involved
with --

a. direction, control, and
planning of an entire
activity

4. Visit to automotive or
cosmetic plant to ob, serve assembly-line
procedtires. Stress
awareness of dependence'of workers upon
each other and upon
their individual efforts.
,

Have guidance counse-

b. dealing with people in
job duties beyond givr ing andli-eceiving in
struction

a

c. influencing People in
opinions, attitudes or
judgments about .ideas
or things.
1o1

lor visit life skills
clasaes to discuss importance of cooperation.

.
Content

What is the function of
education for recreation

in the life skills?

Concepts

Techniques

1. Recreation is a significant of the American life style today.

1. Make a list of life=
skill activities pursued during after
school and after work .
hours, during vacation
periods.

2. Acquired knowledge of

2. Make a enlla ge_nsing

FJ

a. needle-craft
b. woodworking.

c. home-maintenance
/

the use of tools is beneficial in the puysuit of
hobbies or avocations
for leisure or nonemployed time.

3. Vocational endeavors
may be an out-growth
of avocational pursuits.
Leisure time pursuits
may be more gratifying
than work.

materials left-over
from a project (see
art teacher for ideas).
Students discuss or'
-demonstrate various
hobbies.

3. Invite a recreational
activity college major
to class to discuss
recreation as an occupational field.

..)
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Home Economics
Grade 7
Brief Description of Aims
Unit I - Introduction to the Field of Home Economics

Unit II - Personal Grooming and Social bevelopment
Topic: Introduction- to-the Field of Home Economics

Description: Expose students to wide field of careers in Home Economics

Careers: Discuss a few careers that might be covered during the course
4;

Interior Designer
Homemaker
Buyer'

-Demonstrator,
Teacher
Nursery School
Juni Or and Senior High
College

Extension Service
Head Start teacher or Aide
Unit II
A.

Activities

Good Grooming

Speaker from a utility company
Home e onomist from a nearby
colle e to tell girls some of .
the -d' ferent college

Model

High Fashion
Department Store
Catalog

Field tri to University.of
Akro see nursery school

Charm Schools
Owner
Advertising

home management house

Teacher
Econ mics - An Exciting Career

Hair Care
Beautician

Home and Careers
Role-:play specific situations
where good grooming is important
in meeting the public.

Shampoo Girl
Receptionist
Hair Stylist
Wig Stylist

Barber
Teacher at Cosmetology School
Teacher at Vocational School

Committee work to develop own
values for good grooming. Make

charts, reports, skits.

Face Care
Dermatologist
Make-up Artist

Audiovisual Aids ,
Charm by Choice

Does It Matter Hoy I Look?
More Than Skin Deep
The World of a Girl'
Tapes -- Stewardess,
Cosmetologist
Develop own set of audio-vistials

On TV

Door-to-door sales
In stores
Plastic Surgeon

10o
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. A. Good Grooming (Continued)

Activities

Face Care
Exercise
Dance Instructor

Audiovisual Aids

Health Spa

shop

Speakers-- Beauticians from local beauty

Instructor

Manicurist
Wig Stylist
Teacher at Charm School
Teacher from Dance Studio
Dermatologist
Door-to-door sales person

Teacher or Aide at YWCA
Airline Stewardess

Field Trips- Health spa
Large beauty shop
Cosmetology class or have a
student from a vocational class
talk to the girls.
Finishing school
Television shows.
Paige Palmer
Jack Lalane
Dinah's Place
Ann Thomas-Moore
Unit II
b

B

The Girl As A Person

DeScription: To learn the importance of cleanlinest, good grooming , and health to
success in the world of work.

Jos

Careers: All Careers
C.

Personal Development

Description: See above

Careers: All Careers

Activities

Skit or role-play or discuss problems
in personal relationships faced by
people who meet the public in their

careers

Audiovisuals
The Real You
The Road to Responsibility
Unit III
I

A.

Machine Operation

Description: Study the different parts of the sewing machine and emphasize the correct
usage and care of the machine.
Jr
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Activities

Careers:
Machine Repairmen
Machine Demonstrator
Machine Salesman
Machine Technology
Advertising
Research for improvements
and new machines.
Test new machines.

Speakers-A sewing machine salesman to talk
about sales techniques anci their job
A-sewing machine demonstrator

, Representative from Singers.

Give a demonstration on care and
usage of machine.

.

4

/

.r.

Home Economics
Grade 8
Topic: Nutrition
Description:

Give the students an awareness of proper nutrition and develop discrimination in selection of foods. Stress meal planning,

Careers:

Activities
Dietician
Nutritionists
Health Department Inspector.
Medical Careers
Health Spa Workers
Various-restaurant and
institutional kitchen and
menu making careers
Research
Retail

Field trips to hospital kitchen, food
processing plant, health spa; CocaCola Company

Tour of school cafeteria or worker to
come in and tell the students about
their jobs

Topic: Kitchen equipment and basic measurements

Description: Unit on correct usage and care of classroom equipment and importance of
measuring correctly.

Careers:

Activities
Houseware Sales
Independent Sales

Door-to-door sales
Equipment demonstrator
Utility Company
Appliances

Department store
Demonstrate on TV shows
Research
Test new equipment

Speaker from utility company .
Speaker emphasizing sales training
Field trip or speaker from
equipment manufacturer
Field trip or speaker from lumber
company

Field trip to tile or linoleum company

Invent new equipment
Communications
Radio & TV demonstrator

Topic: Table Settings and Table Manners
Description:

Unit on learning the proper care and arrangement of flatware and tableware.
Activities

Careers:
Waitress
Waiter
Bus boy
Cook

Hostess
Sales

Department sales

Speakers froni department stores
china consultant
sales clerk
linens department
Speaker or field trip to a florist
`Students design & arrange centerpiece
in the classroom for a special
occasion

I.,

i.

.

r

t

Careers:

Activities

,..,
Creative Food Sevvice
Food shops '
Catering (home or
commercial)
Hotel Food service
Advertising

Audioyisuals

Filmstrips

',

Dinnerware

Pattern for Dining (stresses
making of flatware)
Care of house plants
Arranging flowers
On Making of Fine China
(shows actual designing and
making of china.)
Film

Florists
Display artists

.-,

The Prom - It's a Pleasure
(shows florist, restaurant, and

I-

manners)
Topic:' Using the'Stove - Top of Range cookery
Description:

4

Unit on preparing foods which are cooked on top of range.

Activities

Careers:
0.

;

r
Speaker from airline
Field trip to local restaurant
(perhaps for lurch, girls could
show how they should act in a
,restaurant)

Cook

Restaurants
Catering
Chef

Cafeteria workers
grills
institutions
cafe'
food purchaser
Vending-machine operator

g

Demonstration from gas company
Field trip to hotel-motel to show
equipment, kitchen, quantity cookery
Visit to school cafeteria or food service department of board of, education

Airline
stewardess.
food managgr
dietician (plan meals)
food purchaser
Soda fountain worker

Audiovisuals.
Film A Date for Dinner (shows
actual running of a big
restaurant)

short-order cook
Bus boy/girr

Topic: Broiler
Description:

Use and care of brosiler section of the range, using both gas and electric.

. -

Activities

Careers:

Girls do demonstration and other
. students evaluate them

Demonstratorclubs

and fairs
Restaurant cook
grills
..
pizza shops

o>
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Topic: Salads
,Description:

Study of different types of salads.

Careers:
Filmstrip Song of they alad
Field trip to a local foStaurant to
see how they make tlifitr'§alads

Salad girl
waitress
short order cook
Cook

salad bar
worker
Topic: Snacks and Open Face Sandwiches
Description:

Study of snacks.

Activities

Careers:

A Field trip to McDonald's and disCuss
different types of job*:::

Short-order cook
Worker and manager in
specialty restaurant
- Franchising
Order takers

Have someone who is franchised in
a business talk to the class

Topic: Canning and Freezing
Description:

Learn4he principles of canning and freezing.
ActivitieS

Careers:

Field trip to any large institution to
see how they work

Quantity cooking jobs
. Institutions

Restaurants
Hospitals

Akron Univ. has a quAntity cooking

Camps

Catering
Independent
Locally
Worker in Canning Industry
Labeling Careers
Research
Retailing
Improving

class - see their equipment and
see them at work

Topic: Foreign Cooking

Learn other types of cooking besides our own. Also learning other types
of meal service.
Activities
Field trip to a foreign cooking
Careers in restaurants
restaurant.
Films
Pleasures of Chinese Cooking
'
Far East in Your Kitchen
Have:foreign meals in class
Discuss foreign foods and other
1
countries in class

Description:

CareerS:

108

Or.

Topic:. Purchase and Care of Kitchen, Equipment

Description:

Help the student's develop guidelines for the purchasing of kitchen
equipment. Also re-inforce the idea's of care and safety of kitchen
equipment.

Careers:

ACtivities

Salesmen and demonstrators
Sales representative for
equipment

Purchasing of Dinnerware"
and Tableware
Field trip to a luMber company that
Makes cabinets
Have students plan a model kitchen
.

Cabinet rnakeni
Research in nEW, products

Testing.new products'
Topic: Home Nursing._

Description: Emphasis on safety in the Home.

Careers:

Activities

a

Medical Careers
Doctors
Nurses

Speakers from different medical

careers

Field trips to one of the local
hospitals to see all the careers in
action.
Films and class discussions

Aides

Orderlies

'51
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DAYTON
Meeting Needs of a Family (Health) Home Economics

This unit suggests some very appropriate and meaningful learning experiences in the affective domain.

.

Dayton
Home Economics
Meeting Needs of Family Members in Mature Manner

Objective:
To give student some frame of reference regarding mature actions in a family situation
versus immature actions.
Relate maturity to success and happiness in any career.
Rationale:
Maturity is a lifelong process and early understanding of some of the problems involved
might be most beneficial.
The child needs to comprehend the real meaning of the word "family" and how important this relationship can be to his development both now and in adulthood.
Initial Experience:

1. Read "Home" by Edgar A. Guest and consider why home and family are important.
List other reasons besides those in poem which make these early experiences dear
to student.

2. Students cite TV shows or any magazine or newspaper articles that are family-centered.
Discuss.
Developmental Experience:
1. Role-play some situations such as:
a. Using another's belongings at home, school or job without permission.
b. Privileges allowed one group of people and not another. React.
c. Sharing rooms, clothes, supplies at home or later in life in a career.
4

2. Analyze "How Mature Am'I."

4

3. Dramatize a family council on problems such as
a. How to spend a week of vacation
b. Use of car or TV.

Culminating Experiences:
Students pretend they are parents or any adult. React to situations which you might
encounter in school, at home, or on a job in a mature manner (each student 'night prepare
one or two problems for discussion).

Enriching Experiences:
1. Have a "Swap Session" composed of individuals of various ages to discuss some difficult situations.
44 If a good leader is available, a "Circle Meeting" will prove beneficial.
3. The book I'm OK You're OK by Harris, will give some new insight into problems we
encounter today.
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DAYTON
Indiistrial Arts
Internal Conibustion Engines, Uses and Small Engines
This unit contains a variety of_psychOmotor activities. With some. creativity,
the teacher could extend suggested activities and thoroughly integrate the

industrial arts curriculum and careers.

Internal Combustion Engines, Uses and Small Engines
GRADE 7
..Six Weeks
Objective:\
1. Given a one-cylinder engine, the pupil will disassemble, reassemble, make minor adjustments to the carburetor and spark plug, and perform routine maintenance tasks.
2. Given a shop manual, the pupil will identify specifications and procedures for servicing
a small gas engine.

3. Given a gas engine, a field trip, films, and printed information, the pupil will identify
jobs and careers related to the internal combustion engine.

Rationale:
Today, practically everyone depends on the internal combustion engine. 'There are
many types in everyd4y use, such as the liquid rocket, the solid rocket, the turbojet,
the turbofan, the turboShaft, the wankel and the reciprocating using various cycles, such
as the two-cycle and four-cycle. Many jobs and careers are available to persons in manu-

facturing and servicing gasoline engines.

Initial Experiences:
1. Have students prepare display boards showing pictures of various vehicles using an
internal combustion engine.

2. Have students make diagrams of the basic engine cycles.

3. Have pupils prepare a list of occupations where skill in working on internal combustion''
engines is needed.
4. Have pupils iii-science analyze the chemistry of fuel combustion.

5. Visit a car agency and see mechanics in action.
6. Make a trufge-view drawing of a motor vehicle.'

Developmental Experience:
1. Have students disassemble and measure a small gasoline engine, such as is used in a
power lawn mower.

2. Use these measurements in math class to determine the C.I.D. (cubic inch displacement) and compression ratio of the engine.
iii

\

r,

3. Reassemble the engine.

4. Read and follow operating instructions, including servicing, starting, and running the
engine.

5. Identify operating safety rules.

6. Use the shop manual in language arts to develop interest in reading and identify reading
skills needed to read the shop manual.

7. Have pupils in math class take the measurements of the single cylinder Tecumseh.

(This would be a teacher-prepared list of dimensions. The teacher would ask the pupils
to measure in class with the engine in the center of the room.)

Culminating Experience:
1. Show films.
2. Allow the students to start and run the engine.

3.. Design a safety poster in art showing safety considerations for operating rotating blade
power mower.
4. Design a vehicle using a one-cylinder engine.

Enriching Expericnce,.:
1. Name additional uses for internal combustion engines.
2. Have student make a report on internal combustion engine fuels.
3. The internal combustion engine as it relates to pollution.
4. List careers relating to or depending on the internal combustion engine.
5. Interview a mechanic.

6, Have a model car design contest.

Evaluation:
1. Name three uses for internal combustion engine.
2. Name three safety rules for operating a gas engine.
3. Start and stop a small engine.
4. List 10 occupations involving mechanic's skills.

Resources:
1. A.,small gas'engine

2. Small hand tools
3. Charts from Briggs & Stratton Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
4. Manufacturer's manuals for small engines

5. Films. (Many food films available from various sources, such as General Motors,
Volkswagen dealers)

6. Read "Trouble-Shooting" inside back cover of "Power Mechanics" by Bohn-McDonald,
McKnight & McKnight, Bloomington, Illinois, 1970..
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MANSFIELD
These units clearly demonstrate hovi the , seven developmental areas can be

included in all academic areas.

Seven Areas of Concern
All programs in the Ohio Career Continuum are developed around seven basic areas:
self, the individual and the environment, economics, world Of work, education and training,
employability and work adjustment skills, and vocatiOnal decision making.
These seven areas must be developed in each phase of the program, in varying degrees,
depending upon the comprehension ,and experience of the student. A brief description of
these personal developmental areas follows:

Self
4.

The student will be involved with understanding his interests, aptitudes, Achievements,
temperament, his relationships with his family and peers, his society.

The Individual and the Environment
The student must determine who he is and how he relates to his' environment. He must
be involved in experiences which will help him determine his relative abilities to work
with people, tc manipulate tools, to sense his presence in his environment, and to comprehend
laws of nature, and the processes for ,behavioral advancements within his community.

Economics
The student must learn to see himself as a productive worker who supports hie community
through efficient positive efforts as a producer and as a consumer. He must learn that the
money he receives for his work is an important factor in determing the behavior of his
community through the way in which he spends his money; the way in which he is willing
to work for hiss money; and how this spending gives direction to the use of raw materials
for production an consumption of goods and services to be used in his, community.

The student, must learn what is meant by a !`fair day's pay tor.a fair dars work" and

the implied obligations between the consumers:and the producers.

World of Work
This area is concerned with the student's development of a method for collecting information about jobs. It is also concerned with the student deVeloping p.n untierstanding,of what
el
behavior is required to do certain jobs.
Examples of job information include, in part, the following?

Job entry levels
Pe'rfortnance activities
Working conditions

Education and training requirements
Availability of jobs
Seasonality of jobs
Job status
Advancement possibilities

...

;
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Eddeition and 'training:.
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The student 'Must Jearn x.fhat ,behavior modifications (education_ and training) will be
expected of him 'far certain. johs: In doing sp he will learn the innate abilities he has and
if these abilities can ,be deVelOped to the level required to perform
certain jobs he chooses
,
for his vocation.
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Students must 'lern whiakedUCelional progiwiii will help them to acquire the experience
to develop the perforrnante behavior, required for certainjobs..

_

'Employability- aliCiVoilt Adjustment Skille
This area is concerned'. with attittide strategies and, the importance of ,the development
of successful attltude'strategies which ars necessary foi. continued economic gains.
.a

.

..

Students must learn how goodattitudes are a contribution to their own adjustment and success.

as well as the success of their .community. People are dismissed front their jobs more
often becase they cannot get along with people than-they are because they do not halo .the
,
skills for their jobs, :
.

,
I

.

.

,

:

Vocational becision-Making
Students must learn a Method for making decisions if they are to become employable ana
well-adjusted citizens. They must learn to gather facts about ,thems elves, jobs,. and values, and
how- to weigh this information to reach a conclusion as to what work they are able to,do and
what work they want to do. i
..
It
,
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.1.

The Individual and His Environments
Environments and Work
Music 8
Developmental Objective
To develop an appreciation of interactions within the work environment.

Behavioral Objective,
1. The student will be able to identify the occupations involved in producing and distributing
a hit record.

2. The student will be able to portray the complexity of the recording industry.

3. 'The student will be able to explain the interrelatedness of various occupations within
the recording industry.

Materials
Hit recordings
Record player
Poster paper
Clippings from magazines or newspapers

Procedure
1.4Askstudents to bring favorite recordings to class.
2. Discuss how recordings are produced. Have students list the jobs involved in producing and
distributing a record. The teacher may need to guide the discussion to be sure all phases

of production and distribution are included (composer, lyricist, arranger, conductor,
instrumentalists, vocalists, studio engineers andmanagers, agents for artists, promoters,

publicists, advertising copywriters., secretaries, music librarians, ,jacket designers,
distributors, music store proprietors, disc jockeys, manufacturers, marketers, advertisers, etc.). Several students might be, appointed to do some library research to find
occupations to add to the list.

3. Have students bring in pictures from newspapers and magazines to illustrate the various
r
occupations in the recording
industry. These could be made into collages. A committee
could be appointed to make a chart showing the complexity of the industry. A circle
in the center of a large sheet of poster paper would be labeled "Hit Records." Lines
would be drawn to other circles labeled with the occupations involved.

4. Ask students to speculate about what would happen if some persons involved did not
get along with each other, did not show up for work, or did not perform their duties
satisfactorily. Help them to arrive at a generalization about the interdependence of
all occupations in the industry.

12u
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The Indi idual and His Environments
Environments and Work
Social Studies 8
Developmental Objective
To develop an appreciation of the interactions of all environments.

Behavioral Objectives

1. Given the filmstrip and record The Beginnings of American Industry, the student will
be able to describe the effects of five inventions, developmentS, or discoveries on the
various environments (home, school, community, society, and world).

2. Given the same filmstrip and record, the student will be able to point out favorable
and unfavorable interactions in the environments resulting from the development of
industry in the United States.

Materials
SVE filmstrip and record The Beginnings of American Industry (1769-1850)
Projector and record player
Screen

Procedure
1. Review with the .class the varpus environments in which people live and work (home,
school, community, society,

rld).

2. Ask the students -to keep These environments in mind as they view the filmstrip and listen
to the narration anillook foways in which the environments are affected by the inventions,
developments, and discoveries. that are described. They should be able to think of some
effects in addition to those pciipted out in the narration. Also ask that they consider which
of the effects are favorable and whichlunfavorable.

3. Show the filmstrip and play the accompanying record. (A reading script is available

and could be used instead of the record if the teacher would prefer to stop for discussion
while showing the filmstrip))

4. Discuss the questions raised in #2 above. Divide the class into small grotips and assign
each group two of the following topiC.13,4or discussion and have them report their conclusions to the class; Stearn engine, electricity, spinning. machines, cotton gin, interchangeable parts, canals, locomotive, reaper, telegraph, vulcanized rubber.

-12i
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The Individual and His Environme , is
The Individual and Work
Art 8
Developmental Objective
To develop an appreciation that work.is a way of fulfilling environmental wants.

Behavioral Objectives

1. Given a list of environmental wants, the student will be able to indicate sey.eral ways
in which environmental wants can be fulfilled through work in the field of art.

2. Given a filmstrip, the student will be able to list ways in which the work of a designer
fulfills environmental wants.

3. Given an assignment, the student will perform the tasks involved in fulfilling an environmental want.

Materials
Filmstrip and record People Who Create Art: Designer
Projector
Record player

Procedure
1. Hold a
a

space.

et

ss ,discussion. on environmental wants--beauty, recreation, comforts, and

2. Ask the StudeAts to st gest ways in

these wants for thernsdl s and others.

.

which workers in art-related occupations fulfill

.11

3. Show the filmstrip People Who Create Art: Designer and play the accompanying record.,
.

4. Discuss ways in which this designer and others fulfill environmental wants, StudentS
might take a walking tour of part of the community and try to pick out things that hate
been designed to fit a particular space in a way that is both pleasing tothe eye and prac;
tical.
5. Have the students, working individually or in small groups, design something* Waal Wid.';'
fulfill an environmental want. Some suggestions are listed below.

Sumrhary of Filmstrip Content
NelSon Van Judeh, ar California. designer, discusses his work. ile.Osiaphasizes
protaem,
solving aspect of designing. Examples of Mr. Van Judeb's wofk-are shownr-jewelry,' sign,..
a Wilding.
.

Most of the ,filmstrip is concerned with his design of a playiroundfroni concepts through
sketch and model to execution.

v,'

!,

:

i.

,

8

Suggested for Designs Assignment (Adapted from filmstrip guide)
1. A playground for an elementary school with which the students are familiar. They should
consider the terrain, the amount of space, the ages, needs, and wants of the children who
will use the playground, and available thaterials.
Mr

2. A "dream" home, developing the design in terms of how it will be used-- as a permanent
home, summer retreat, ski lodge. Or, a design of a room with a-special use in mind- reading, writing, sleeping, playing, working on hobbies.

3. A. room or house for

a client from the following list: a rock musician, a little old
lady with cats, an active teenager, a professional ball player, an artist or draftsman who
works at home, or a "client" of the student's own choosing.

4. A single piece of furniture that includes: a place to sleep; a place to study, play, or
read; storage space. It could be designed for a baby, a small child, an older child, or
an adult.

5. A toy with which a small child could learn a skill. A student choosing this assignment
might consult with the mother of a small child to find out what skill the child is ready
for.

or.

12;1
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The Individual anA His Environments
The Individual and Work
English 8
Developmental Objective
To develop an'awareness that through work people meet their needs.

Behavioral Objective

1. Given the filmstrip and record Why Work at All?the student will be able to list four
values of work in relation to individual personality development.

2. Given a discussion of the values people attach to work, the student will be able to relate
these values to his own wants and needs.
Materials
Filmstrip and record Why Work at All?
Projector
Record Player
Screen

Procedure
1. As an introduction, ask students to list what needs are satisfied by work.
2. Show filmstrip and play accompLyink record.

3. Have students compare their lists of needs satisfied by work with those given by people
in the filmstrip.
4. Use the questions below as a basis for discussion.

5. Ask students to list three things they want most in life. Discuss the role of work in these
preferences.

Questions for Discussion
Discussion Guide-for Job Attitudes: Why Work at Ail?, p. 9-10

Summary of Filmstrip Content

'Three students discuss with a counselor what work should and does mean to people. The
students consider their own parents' attitudes toward their jobs.
Among the opinions expressed are these: Money is necessary for ,independence. Work
should be something you enjoy. Work is a way to use up creative energy. Satisfaction is
a major reward of work. Work can be outlet for aggresive or hostile dries. Sometimes one
needs to invest present time or energy for future benefit.
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The Individual and His Environmenti
Why People Work
Science 7
Developmental Objectives
To develop an awareness that work is man's way of creating, preserving, changing, or
rebuilding his environments.
Behavioral Objectives
1. Given one week to pursue a list of suggested activities, the student will be able to identify
at least three environmentalproblems and describe how these affect him and his environments (family, school, community, society, world).

2. Given an opportunity for research, the student will be able toiname and describe a
number of occupations that have changed; or have been created recently to deal with
at least one environmental problem.

Materials
Magazines
Newspapers

Camera, Film

Poster Paper

Career Briefs

Research Books on Environment

Procedure
1. Assign activities to help,. students identify environmental problems. Some suggestions
are listed below.
2. In class discuss the problems identified by students and ask them to speculate on
occupations needed to deal with these problems.
---...

3. Arrange for students to use library facilities or materials from career education
office to investigate jobs in the field of environmental science.

"."

Suggested Activities
1. Have students make posters or collages, illustrating -environmental crises. They could
use magazine pictures, newspaper headlines, and articles or draw their own illustrations.
...

2. Some students might take pictures to illustrate local environmental problems.
3. Arrange a tour of the city to observe pollution of various types.
o

4. Students could interview persons in local industries to find what is being done to curb

pollution and whit jobs are included.

5. Invite a local official to speak to the class about environmental problems. (Arrangements
can be made through the career education office.)
6. A ommittee of students could arrange a display to illustrate environmental problems.

FOr example, they might include a bottle of polluted water, a bag .of litter, an article of
clothing that had hung outside for-several days.
7. Students could make a graph comparing the cost of Some scarce commodity over a
period of time (for example, electricity, natural gas, oil, gasoline).

,
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Self
Art 7
Developmental Objective
To develop an acceptance of one's current achievement and potential.

Behavioral Objectives

1. Given a list bf achievements in the field of art, the student will be able to assess his
potential in this field.

2. Given an assignment, the student will complete an art project.
3. Given an evaluation, the student will be ableto tell the possible reasons for the evaluation
received.

Procedure

1. Give the students a list of tasks for which artistic ability is required. The list should
involve tasks of varying difficulty.

2. Ask the students to indicate which of the tasks they think they could achieve at the present
level of their ability and which they think they would be capable of doing with further
instruction and practice.

3. Discuss with the class the fact that people do have different abilities, that not everyone
does have artistic ability. Also, bring out the idea that people sometimes feel they do
not have ability to do certain things simply because they hay not tried to do them or have
not been taught how to do them. Point out that people can lead mort satisfying lives if
they know and accept their strengths and weaknesses.

4. Assign a project which can be completed in a comparatively short period of time so
that evaluation can follow quickly. Preerably students would be given a choice of taus
so that they could choose one which they feel is on their present level of achievement.
5. Evaluate the students' work.

6. Ask each student to write a short paragraph telling why he thinks he received this
ion.
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Self
ClOthing

Home Economics 8
Developmental Objective
To accept one's own interests and values as uniquely his own and changing.

Behavioral Objectives
.

.

1. Given a list of items, the student will be able to visualize herself (and others) in relation
4
to the items.
_

.

.

2. Given a class Cliscussion, the student will be able to state...how clothing is an expression
of one's self. .:

Materials
Duplicated copies of list

Procedure
1. Give each student a copy of the list below and ask her to visualize herself in terms of
each item. (For example, color - red.) If the teacher feels the members of the class are,
mature enough, they could work in pairs or small groups and give impressioni of the
others in the group, as well as of themselves. They should do this without discussion.
2. Discuss the students. impressions of themselves and others. How does clothing reflect
one's interests? One's values? Ask students if they consider themselves conformists
or non-conformists in their style of dress?

3.,,Ask the students how their impressions would have differed several years ago. Also,
how might they change several years from now? What might influence these changes?
If one changes one's style of dress to please a friend, parent, teacher, or employer,
is one still expressing one's own interests-and values?
4: As a follow-up, students might create a "Me Box," covering a box with photos, original
drawings, pictures cut from magazines, and slogans which represent their style of dress.
List of Items for Personal Impressions
1. A color'
2. An article of clothing
3. A type of jacket
4. A type of coat
5. A head covering6. A kind of shoes
7.__A kind of purse

8. A. kind of fabric

9. Design of fabric_
10. Gloves

12?
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Self
Music 7
Developmental Objective
To accept one's interest patterns as uniquely one's own and developing.

Behavioral Objectivei
1. Given a questionnaire, the student will consider his interests and work habits.

2. Given a filmstrip, the student compares and contrasts the work patterns of a musician
with that of someone in another occupation.

3. Given the work pattern and interests of a musician, the student compares and contrasts
them to his own interests and woxk habits.
Materials'
Filmstrip and record People Who Create Art: Musician
Projector
Record player
Duplicated copies of questionnaire, "Thinking About What You Are Like"

Procedure
1. Have students complete questionnaire, "Thinking About What You Are Like.?

2. Show the filmstrip People Who Create Art: Musician and play the accompanying record.

3. Ask the students to list the characteristics of,,the musician's work'pattern. These
could be suggested in a class discussion and listed on the chalkboard. Or, students
could work individually or in small groups. Opposite each characteristic of the musician's

work, have students list a characteristic of another job with which they are familiar.
Below is a suggested comparison from the filmstrip guide.
4. Have the student refer' o his responses to the questionnaire and decide if his own interests
and work habits compare or contrast with those of the musician and/or the worker in the
other occupation.

Summary of Filmstrip Content
Daniel Lieberstein shows how music he composed relates to the filmstrip for which it
was compcised. He discusses how he learned to play drums. He mentions his father's
fear of the musician's lifestyle but states that he leads a fairly normal life except for
late hours.
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Daniel tells the various ways in which he makes a living - playing in a band, teaching,
composing. He points out the satisfactions as well as the drudgery of a musician's job.
Comparison of Work Pattern

Musician

Factory Worker

works irregular schedule

keeps regular hours (except fox: overtime)

often works alone

works with others as part of team or crew

has unpredictable earnings

can count on regular paycheck

is totally committed to his work

usually makes separation between job and
outside life

must motivate himself

works for a boss

must look for work over and over again

can usually stay at the same job

often achieves nothing worthwhile after
hours of working

does a certain amount of work every day

has no built-in assurance of success
as eventual result of hard work

can look forward to promotion and
regular advancement

may have to travel to find work

can usually work at one location
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Self
Social Studies
Industry Unit
Developmental Objective
To develop one's values in regard to work and environment.

.

,

Behavioral Objectives
1. The student will describe his feelings about work in a factory.

2. Given a list of job qualities, the student will rank them in relation to his own values.
3. Given case studies, the student will compare his own values to those of the subjects.
Materials
Scholastic Searcth, Vol.- 1, No. 9, November 13, 1972
Magazine and newspaper pictures of men and women working on assembly lines.
Ncte:

This lesson is based on the contents of the November 13, 1972 issue of Scholastic
Search.

"You and the Factory," p.3
1. Ask students to look at pictures of men and women working on assembly Lines. in addition to the pictures in §earch, the teacher may want to post others on the bulletin board.

Perhaps a committee of students could prepare a bulletin board display. They might
make cards with some words from the list below followed by question marks and use
them as part of the display.

2. From the following list of words, have students list those which describe their own
feelings about the pictures. The teacher and students may think of additions to the list.
useful
helping people
angry
inhuman

dull

stifled

strong

alone

happy

earning money

hard work
necessary

noisy
important
grown-up

fun

uncomfortable
producing
surrounded

useless

sad
bored

tired

trapped
busy
calm
nervous

restless
crowded
tiny

3. Discuss with the students why they chose the words they listed.

4. Ask each student to decide, judging from the words on his list, whether or not*he would
like working in a factory.
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"The Blue Collar Trap,' p. 4-11, p. 16
1. Ask the students to list in order of importance, the following job qualities:
high pay

easy work
interesting work
fellow workers fun to work with
jobs help people
good chance to move up

2. Through .class discussion, have the students compare the values they place on the above
qualities with those of their classmates.
3. Ask the students to consider, as they read the script of the NBC-TV show "The Blue
Collar Trap," why the four workers are unhappy even though they got very good pay.
Also, ask the students to decide whether they agree with the workers' attitudes and why,
or why not.

a. Ed works at Ford, putting tires on cars. His father is an electriCian at Ford. Ed's
values conflict with those of his parents. Money and the material things it will buy
are important to them. Ed values his freedom. He is saving money to buy land in
the Canadian wilderness, but does not quit his job because he needs it to survive.
Hence, his own values are in conflict.

Students are asked to speculate on whether Ed will quit his job soon or will stay
at Ford like his father. They are also to indicate why they would rather live in Ed's
house (posters on the wall, loud music) or his parents' house (new furniture, no

posters).
b. Willis, who wanted to be a lawyer but dropped out of college, counts and stacks cars

on a big machine at Ford. He relieves his frustrations by dropping cars, banging
doors, and staying home froin work.
Students are to give reasons why Willis should quit his job and become a lawyer or

stay at his job and stop complaining. They are also to tell if they think he should
be fired for staying home so much and for messing around on the job, or if he should
stay home as much as he can and do whatever he wants to at work.
c. Joe is bored with his job of wrapping windshields with rubber and lining them up.

He would like to be a salesman. Diane, his wife, also works. She controls their

finances. His unhappiness with his job is affecting his home life. Joe has trouble with
his foreman and has no close friends at work, because he thinks everyone ,is out for

himself. He, too, misses a lot of work. In fact, he says he is "fed up" with almost
everything.

Students are to tell why they think Diane should let Joe control the paychecks or keep
control of the money and not give Joe more when he spends too much. They also are

asked to consider Joe's desire to be a salesman in light of the fact that he has no
close friends at work. The teacher might also want to bring out other factors such
as his not wanting a foreman's joband his expressed desire to have a chance to advance
and a good salary without breaking his neck ten hours a day.

d. Gary drives cars off the assembly line at Ford and doesn't bother to report defects.
He would like to get away from people and live close to nature. He and Linda, his
wife, agree they don't want to bring Children into a messed-up world. Both seem to
want to become more thin they are.
Students will discuss Gary's and Linda's attitudes toward having children and Linda's
statement, "There is more to all of us than what we appear to be."
4. To summarize the lesson, the students could be asked to,reconsider the questions raised
in # 3 under "The Blue-Collar Trap." They might also-be asked if their feelings about
factory work have changed after reading the TV Script
126.
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Education' and Training
Mathematics- 8
Developmental Objective
To develop an appreciation
of the relationship between education, and training and the
.world of work.0

'

Behavioral Objectives

..,

1. Given an assignment, the student can relate the application of mathematical skills to
a variety of Careers.
2. Given materials for research, the student will determine the level of education and/or
training required for a minimum of five occupations in which skill in mathematics is
essential.
3. Given descriptions, of high school math courses, the student will plan a program for a
career in which he is interested.
Materials
Career briefs and Occupational Outlook Handbook.
"Curriculum Guide," Mansfield City Schools
Duplicated copies of chart, interview form, and list of occupations.

Procedure
1. Have students discover how matherriatics is used in a variety of careers in one or more
of the following ways:

a. Interview employed persons (neighbors, teachers, parents, others).

b. Listen to and ask questions of resource persons. Perform or attempt to perform
sample tasks prepared by resource persons. These would represent "real -life"
situations in occupations demanding mathematical competence. They could include
simple bookkeeping, production scheduling, shipping schedules and rates, payroll
computation, market analysis, cost accounting. (Arrangements can be made through
the career education office to secure resource persons whose jobs require varying
levels of skills, education, and/or training in math.)

c. Read career briefs. Note: The teacher will want to bring out the need for mathematical skills in any line of work to keep personarliiiancial records, figure income
tax, check statements, etc.
2. Give students a list of occupatioris from whichthey are to choose at least five to research.
Using career briefs and/or the Occupational Outlook Handbook, they will complete a

chart similar to the one ipcluded with this lesson. A list of suggested occupations is

also included in the lesson. The teacher and/or students nay want to add others. EncoUrage students to choose occupations requiring different levels of education and training.
3. Secure copies of the curriculum guide for the Mansfield City Schools and have each student
decide which math courses he should take to prepare for a career in which he is interested.
Invite a school counselor to explain the math courses.
13 4.,'-j
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Occupations for Research
accountant

navigator.

actuary

nurse-

architect

optometrist

astronomer

pharmacist

auto mechanic-

photographer

baker

pilot

bartender

plumber

carpenter

routeman

cashier

sales person

computer programmer

.

seamstress

contractor

secretary

cook

statistician

doctor

service station attendant

electrician

surveyor

farmer

teacher

housekeeper

ticket agent

insurance underwriter

tool and die maker

mathematician

waiter, waitress

meter reader

a-ti
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Nlath in the World of Work
Interview Form
1. For what company do you work?

2. What is the title of your job?
3. What tasks does your job involve?

4. To what extent is mathematical skill needed in your job?
5. What high school math courses would be helpful in performing your tasks?

6. Is training in math beyond high- school necessary in your job? If so, where can one
receive such training (college, tech school, etc.)?

7. Can a person performing your tasks be trained on the job? Does the job require an
apprenticeship?

8. How do you use math in your everyday life?

Education and/or Training
CD
CD

b.0
CD

Co

-74

O0

b.0 a)

CD 4
O cd
C.) CA

Occupations
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Employability and Work Adjustment
Shop 8
Developmental Objective
To develop an appreciation of skills in interpersonal relationships which are _important
in work settings.
.

*7

Behavioral Objectives

1. Given the filmstrip and record Hazing: the student will identify the problem from the
viewpoint of each person involved in the conflict.

2. Given an assignment, the student will suggest possible ways of handling the rotlem

.

presente in the filmstrip.

1

.

3. Given a assignment, the student will prepare a script to illustrate a prob em in an
interper onal relationship.
Materials

,

Guidance Associate Filmstrip and record Hazing
Projector
Screen
Record Player

Procedure
1. Show the filmstrip Hazing (from the series on Job Attitudes: Trouble at Work) and play
the accornpanyhig records.
2. Use the questions below as a basis for discussion.

3. Divide the class into small groups. Ask some of the groups to decide how the problem
between Nick and Bill could have been handled differently. They might role-play, beginning
at an early point in the_ episode. Other groups could begin at the point where the films''
ends and decide how to handle the situation from there.

4. Ask persons from industry to tell about problems they have encountered involving in erPersorial relationships and how they handled these problems. (Arrangements for resou
persons can be made through the career education office..)

5. Have the students, working individually or in small growls, prepare scripts illustrating
a problem in interpersonal relationships which fhight arise in school, at home, or on
the job.

Summary of Filmstrip Content

1.

..Nick, is working in a truck repair shop. He views this experience as 4 step in becoming a
master mechanic. However, he is being asked .to do things which.he feels are not helping
.
#6,
hinj reach this goal.

,

.

,,,

Bill, the- older mechanic, sees Nick as a young kid expecting to be handed on a silver

platter what he worked, hard to attain: He thinks a new man on the job should expect to
run errands, do the dirty work, and learn only jobs he is asked to, even if he doesn't yr
understand why.

,

.

1a ii
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Questions for DiseussiOn*
1. Doe's Nick have a legitimate complaint? Why or why not?

.

;4.,:.

..,

2 This kind of hazing of new employees is fairly common. What do you tliink might be
the reafrsons for it? Have you encountered a similar .problem in school, at home,.6r,bn.
-k
a joy},
.

,I

,S ,

.

3', Do you think a new man on the job should expect this kind of treatment ?_ Why or Why not
.
A..;

4. Him does Bill justify the things he asks Nick to do? In what ways do yodthink he is
fair? Urifair?

--

.,

5. Why do,you think Bill has trouble understanding today's young people?

',
a

1.

$

0

$

*Adapted from Discussion Guide for Job Attitudes: (Trolible at Work, p. 12-13.
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Vocational Decision-Making
English. 7

,

*

Developmental Objective

To develop al awareness that a person's gender may influence his vocational choice,
but that changes in stereotypes are occurring.
Behavioral Objectives
1. Given a survey, the student identifies his own attitudes toward male and female roles.
--,t,

2. Given class discussions, the student compares his attitudes with those of his peers.
3. Given filmstrips and records, the student examines his own attitudes in relation to the
oha,nges in attitudes toward roles of men and women.

Material
Mimeographed copies of survey
.
Filmstrips and records Jobs and Gender

Projector
Record Player

.

Screen

Procedure

1. Have students fill out the Career Ecgication Survey, related to male-female roles.
,
(A copy follows this lesson.)

2 Appoint a committee to tabulate the results of the survey.
,

3. Discuss the class results and ask students to compare their own responses with the

consensus of the class. Allow students to express their individual opinions about various
parts of the survey.
i

4; Show Parts I and II of Jobs and Gender, and play the accompanying records. To allow
amble time for discussion, it would be best to allow one class period fOr each filmstrip.
Use question from Discussion-Guide for Jobs and Gender, pp. 8-9 and pp. 12-13.

.5. Arrange through career education office to have resource persons who are in jobs
usually not.associated with members of their sex.

6. Appoint a committee to arrange a bulletin board with pictures and articles students
find which relate to Jobs and Gender.

,a

7,. Ask students to write a paragraph or two telling why their opinions have changed or
remained the same after viewing the filmstrips and discussing them in class.
.

1
r
c,

.7(,
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Career Education,SurveN,

'Mansfield City Schools
Grade

School

Female

Male
I.

Girls only check the following items.

I would like to take a course in:

II.

Auto Mechanics

Electronics

Wood Shop

Architectural Drafting

Metal Shop

Mechanical Drawing

Boys only check the following items.

I would like to take a course in:
(4 oking

Shorthand

Tailoring

Nursing

Business Typing

Office Practice

III. I .flan to go to college but I would also like to take courses I have checked:

Business

Home Economics

Vocational

Industrial Arts

IV. Explain how you feel about women going into jobs such as-Doctor

Veterinarian
Lawyer
Air lirie Pilot

V.

Forest Ranger

barber

Sports-Reporter
Football Coach

...

Priest, Rabbi, Minister
Mechanic
Telephone Lineman

Truck Driver

Explain how you _feel about men going into such jobs as --

Nurse

Secretary
Bookkeeper
Home Economist

Hair Stylist
Housekeeper
Child Care Worker
Cashier

18
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Primary Teacher, K-2
Telephone Operator
Cook

Society Reporter.

11

VI, Name some jobs that you think a woman could not fill. (Do not include being
-a father.)

VII. Name some jobs that you think a man could not fill. (Do not include being a mother.)

rte. Girls only.
If I marry, I would work:
only if necessary to help support my family.

to build up a "nest egg."
to buy things we couldn't otherwise afford.

if I had skills or training that would meet needs in the community.

to provide a more satisfying life for myself.

,
MI I

IX. Boys only.
If I marry, I would want my wife to work:
only if necessary to.help support my-fa:mily,

to build up a "nest egg."
4

to buy things we couldn't afford otherwise.

if she had the skills or training that would meet needs in the community.

to provide a more satisfying life for herself.
X.

To indicate whom you think sboulebe responsible. for the tasks listed below,
place a W (Woman), an M (Man), or a B (Both) before the following:
Providing food and shelter
Caring for children
Keeping house

Cooking

Making legal decisions

Grodery shopping.
Doing the laundry'

. Making finandial decisions,

Choosing careers for children

Mowing the lawn

Protecting members of the
family

Repairing things around house

Making family decisions

Washing.the car
134

Economics .
Food
Home Economics 8
k

Developmental Objective
To affirm the advantages of utilizing a decision - making process in purchasing situations.

Behavioral Objectives
1. Given a discussion, the student will participate in determining criteria for making food
purchases.

2. Given an assignment, the student will be able to decide which.is the best buy among
various brands and sizes of a designated item.

3. Given an assignment, the student will decide where to purchase a given list of items.
Material
Newspaper ads for groceries and household supplies.

Procedure

1. Ask the students how they can tell whiCh is the best buy in a vegetable that can be
obtained fresh, frozen, and canned. The teacher will suggest that they consider such factors

as cost per serving, quality, intended use, storage, convenience, seasonal availability,
c

size of family, and personal tastes. (Is it a good buy if no one will eat it?),.

2. Suggest a vegetable to investigate and have the students make a chart with the following
headings: Brand, Weight, Price, Number of Servings, Cost per Ounce, Cost per Serving.

3. Have students fill in the chart with information on three brands of .the vegetable in
several different sizes of cans and frozen-food packages. They should also add th(appropriate information for the fresh vegetable. (They will need to find out from a text or a
cookbook or estimate themselves hbw many servings can be made frOm the amount of
the fresh vegetable.) The teacher could choose one of, the following methods of gathering
the information:

.

, a. Arrange .through the career edudation office, for a field trip to a supermarket, In

this case, the class might be divided into small groups, each having certain information
to collect. Perhaps information could be obtained. for a fruit as well as a vegetable.

b, Appoint committees to obtain information and present it to the class.

c. Make' each student responsible for visiting a grocery store to securt: the information.
1

4. Ask each student which would be the, best buy for her family. Ask if the students decided
on cost alone. If not, what other factors influenced their decisions?
5. D ivide the

class, into small groups. Give each group a list of foods and household items.
Distribute ads from several different stores and have students decide where to shop for
the items on their list. Remind them to consider the criteria determined earlier.

6. Discuss the group decisions. If students decided to shop at several different stores, ask
if they considered the value of their time and the cost of transportation. Also, ask if they
were influenced by other factors such as., the appeara5ce of the ad or a favorite store.
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SOUTH-WESTERN CITY SCHOOLS
Advertising: How and Why
This unit more than meets the criteria. of the career orientation guidelines. It
is strong in the language arts and social studies disciplines.

Guideline Directions for Implementation of
the Unit "Advertising, How and Why"
1. This unit is designed to be utilized fully or partially at the teacher's discretion.
2. The intention of the authors is for each phase to choose only those objectives that they
wish to meet.

3. Which and how many objectives will be taught and which suggested implementation
activities will be used are at the discretion of the phase.

4. Evaluation will be made by pre-testing and post-testing only those objectives chosen
by the phaie.
5. The list of suggested test items is included solely as a teacher resource, not as
a test for the students.

6. The phase may reword the.test.questions to meet the needs of their students as long
as the new test questions keep within the guidelines of the objective. (Note to Math
Teachers: It is up to you to decide the degree of difficulty that you wish to use and substitute the appropriate numbers.)

7. Answers for all test items are included after each test item.
8. Analysis of the pre-test and post-test can be done by simply taking the average of the
student's scares within the phase as opposed to an item by item analysis. (Send these
pre- and post-test results to Don Miller along with the "Number" of the objectives that
were used.; i.e., We used objectives 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, and the average score was 58%
Correa.")

9. Any deletions. or additions that the teachers wish to make to the list of activities is
certainly in the best interest of student learning in this unit.
10. THIS UNIT IS MEANT TO BE BROAD AND FLEXIBLE -- IMPLEMENT IT TO MEET
THE NEEDS OF YOUR PHASE,

Advertising Appeals
Public Service Appeal: This advertising approach appeals to your sense of civic responsibility. The advertiser reveals the seriousness of a Community problem and offers a workable

plan of action. Typical public service themes are: ecology, drugs, health, education and
various counseling programs. All public service advertising is designed to aid in the
provement of our standard of living.
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Eye Appeal: This persuasive approach shows how good and how appealing a prodUct looks,

in order to suggest its smell, taste and texture. Usually, the advertiser illustrates his

product through vivid colors and pleasing tones.
Statistical Appeal: This advertising approach appeals to people who deuland proof based

on factual data. Statistics and comparison figures are offered in the ad to guarantee that
the product is foremost and most effective.

Humor Appeal: Appealing to the public through its funnybone is a common advertiling
technique. Everyone likes to see the humor in life and to laugh at themselves. By setting
the product in a humorous background, the advertiser hopes to capture your attention.
Youth and "Feel Young' Appeal: This type of advertisement is geared with the young in mind
or for those who wish to feel young. Appealing to our need to feel young and "with it,"

these advertisements cater to our vanity. The language employed in these ads is usually,

informal and regional.
Humble Appeal: This approach states that while the product may not be the world's best,
it is constantly improving and changing with the times. The advertiser often asks for
consumer suggestions on how to better meet the needs of the public. Modesty and humility
are the main persuaders here.

RESOURCE
Tours and speakers'from radio, television, newspaper, and advertising agency.
Below you will find 38 words connected with advertising in some way. You may check with
the teacher's list of words after you have found as many as you can.
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Supplemental Activities
1. Have students find the 'hidden advertising words in the Word Puzzle included in the unit
or have students make up one of their own.
2. Have students make up a crossword puzzle of adyertising words.

'3. Have students play Password using advertising words. (Can be patterned after games
played on.TV).

4. Have students play What's My Line? with small groups or the class guessing what the
"contestant's" occupation is.
5. As one possible culminating activity, have the students set up a "flea market's in which
they sell something they no longer need,
a. Some students can be in charge of display.

b. Some students can publish a class oTrading Times.*
c. Students can devise poster advertisements-or handbills.

6. The teacher will prepare a bulletin board of magazine advertisements with the name of
the product removed, The students can match as many visual symbols with their associated
product or service as they can.
Coca

ala graphic

Marlboro Cowboy

Mercury Cougar

Mrs. Olsen (Folgers)
Charlie the Tuna (Starkist)

List of Words for Puzzle
actor
ad

advertising
advertising agency

art
artist

'classified
commercial
contest
copywriter

model
photographer
product
production
promotion

design
display
editor
gimmick
giveaway
layout
Magazine
market

proofreader
propaganda
publicity
public relations

market researcher
media

14s.
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radio

retail
sales
salesman
television
testimonial
typesetter
want ad

writer

.

.

b

.

-

,

The students will be
_able to list a minimum
of three ways in which
advertising is beneficial to man.

OBJECTIVES*

Career
Clusters: 1 - 15.
1

I.

.

...

,

Using telephone book yellow

e.
.

pages, have students make
lists of all pizza parlors
. that have free delivery service, and how close each
parlor is to their homes.
From this list ask each student to decide which parlor he
would rather buy from and why.

Have students make up ads
incorporating the four ways
ads reach the public.

d.

menu for one week using
items listed in newspaperg.
Have students list and compare cost for one weeles
grocery bill.

clothes.

styles for clothing, cars, and
so forth. Find ads that remind
the consumer when it is time
to make a change in tires or

.

Using newspapers and magazines have students list items
that will be available on a
given date. Also list new
types of goods or different

-

Discuss with students the five
ways that advertising is beneficial, give examples.

c. tiave students plan a food

b.

a.

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES
.

SUGGESTED

GOAL: To clarify and extend the student's concept of advertising.

e.

_

d.

c.

.

b.

a.

.

.

Observe
Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect
Making Choices

Recall
Cause
Effect
Making Choices

Recall
Differences
Similarities
Ordering
Cause
Effect

Cquse
Effect

Recall

Cause
Effect
Concluding

5i Imixfitie 8

.

Recall..
)Diffeignces
'
, ._.

(

..

_.--.

..-

SKILL PROCESS

THINII.ING4

_

e.

d.

c.

b.

a.

.

Social Studies
Language Arts

Language Arts

.

Home Economica

Math

Language Arts
Social Studies
ObservationScience
Home Economics

Social Studies
Language Arts

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

t-";

.

.,

-)

RELATIONSHIP

MOTOR

PSYCHO-

e.

c.

b.

a.

.

SHIP

/

-

-

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

H

I.
o

Have students gather political
ads and on the basis of what
is advertised decide on a
candidate.
g.

f.

Making Choices

Recall
Similarities
Differences

Concluding

Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect
g.

f.

Social Studies

,

Language Arts
.

f.

1.-

.

,

.

.

.
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Career Clusters: 2, 3, 12,

c. services

goods

a. ideas

_ b.

-

The student will be able
to state the ,purpose of
advertising from the
seller's stand point.

Purpose of advertising is
to sell:

II.

,

.

d.

c.

b.

a.

.

.
.

.

In a real or mock election,
have students sell candidates

Have students do survey of
name-brand soap in its '
wrapper and in an unmarked
wrapper asking people which
they would choose.

.

'

..

Compare an advertised pro.duct and its selling power to .
an unadvertised product.
Take poll in class on type of
toothpaste, soap, shampoo,
used by students.

Discuss reasons for usifig
advertisements for bake
sale, movies etc.

,

d.

c.

b.

a.

-

Recall
Differences

Differences Similarities
Making Choices

Recall
Differences
Similarities
Ordering
Cause
Effect

Cause
Effect
Making Choices

d.

b.

a.

Social Studies

.

.

Social Studies

Social Studies
Language Arts
'

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

_

.

.

You are going into the advertising field. In an interview your prospective employer askg you to explain how advertising is beneficial to man.
How would you answer him?

g.

mai:ion.

Give student an item which he
is to buy and have him find out
what he needs to know and
where he can go to find infor-

SHIP

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

TCC

-

f.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

What are three ways that advertising is beneficial to man?

Continued.

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

T

I.

OBJECTIVES

SUGGESTED
.
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

.

.

.

.'

.

.

,

,.

.

4.

'

.

-....

Career Clusters: 2, 12

..

t.. rising.

b

-of the'buyer in adver-

III. the students will be
able to define the role

.

.,

.

.

Cause
.
Effect
Making Choices

Similarities

SKILL PROCESS

IMPLEMENTATIQN ACTIVITIES

through the use of posters,
speeches.

THINKING

SUGGESTED

.

d.

c.

b.

a.

.

.s.

aiming his ad at.

person the advertiser is

Using the observations above,
the student will draw inferences about the age, sex,
income level of the kind of,

Given an ad, the student will.
write five observations about
what he sees.
sees
.

Using.

Discuss ,the role of the buyer
and how this effects adver-

c.

c.

b.

Using advertising-posters, have a.
student construct a reaction
test to be given to other students. Make chartsto record
reactions for each type of advertisement used. Have ads
destined for older people,
teenageks, young adults, younsters, middle ages. Discuss results of their findings
of each type poster on a group
of 12- and 13-year-olds, 1-0year -olds, and 40- and 50-yearolds.
.

,

,

-

Making Choices
Concluding

Recall
Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect

'

Observe

Concluding

Recall
Cause
Effect

Concluding
Making Choices

Observe
Recall
Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect

Whysdoes the seller advertise?
You are a*merchant. Why Would it be beneficial tr ydu to advertise4your products?

.

IL. Continued.
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OBJECTIVES

,

_

d.

c.

a.

ence

Infer-

Science
S-APA

Observation

Science
S-APA
.

,

Language Arts

.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

,

...

, .

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

.

.,

.

.

°).

a.

.,

.

SHIP
.

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

.

.

TCC

SUGGESTED

.

.

Interview store managers in the
area to compile lists of products
that have been discontinued.

.

.

SHILL PROCESS

THINKING

.

.

e.

.

Language Arts
Social Studies

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

RELATIONSHIP

MOTOR

PSYCHO-

a.

1

tact local department stores
to inquire the percent of over-'
head allotted for shoplifting,
l and compute this to cost to
the buyer.

Have a group of students con-

difference in retail price
using different types of
advertisements, i.e., radio,
TV, different newspapers
2
.direct mail.
e.

d.

Have a bake sale and have
student determine cost
of food baked (materials and
labor if desired) and tell
them you want a 25% profit
to`determine the cost of the
item when sold.
Have students compare the

c.

Have student compute various
percentages of mark-up on an
item to see the results in
dollars and cents. . .

Discuss and define terms:
wholesale, overhead, retail,
and so forth, and how each
effects the price of an item.

d.

c.

b.

a.

,

.

.

.

.

Differepces
Similarities

Observe
Recall
Cause
Effect

Recall

Recall
Differences
Similarities

.

\

e.

d.

c.

'b.

a.

SWMSC #47

Language Arts

Math

,

24, 25

Math
SWMSC #22, 23

Math
SWMSC #47

SWMSC #47

Math

Language Arts

.

c.

.
.

(..,,

,

,

.

.

.

.

You buylan old dresser and want to fix it up and sell it. The dresser cost $10, the paint kit and sand paper cost $4.95. You advertise in a
local paper for $3,50. You want to make a 20% profit. What will you charge for the finished dresser?
.1
You are -a manager of a sporting goods store. You receive a shipment o one gross of ball bats at a cost of $288. You have an overhead cost of
15% Of the wholesale cost. Your advertisement in the city,paper costs $ 5 and the store owner wants a 6% profit. What would you charge for
(
each bat?

i

Career Family: 2, 10, 12

T

e.

price of an item should
be when given the wholesale cost, overhead,
b.
advertisement cost, and
percentage of profit
desired.

$.,'1

.

'IMPLEMENTATION 'ACTIVITIES

..,

,

How does the consumer affect the way the seller advertises his product?
You are an advertising agent. What do you have to consider from the buyer's point of view in order to construct pn effective advertisement?

.

-

.

W. The student as a seller
will be able to determine what theretail

TCC

.T

.

.

OBJECTIVES

-M. Continued.

\

.

,

4

B. Bad Names
6. Glad Names
7. Black/white fallacy

2. Plain Folks
3. Testimonial
. 4. Glittering Generalities

The student will be able
to identify and, discuss
three ploys used in
advertising.
1. Bandwagon

Career Clusters: 1 - 15

V.

OBJECTIVES

d.

c.

b.

The student during an election
will read or listen to a candidate's speech and critique
it in regards to the advertising
ploys.

Have two students role-play-a
persuasive discussion in
which different advertising .
ploys are used. (i.e., Mother
persuading a daughter not to go
to the Rock Concert.) Have the
rest of the class record the different ploys used and then discuss this in large grOups..

of the types of ploys used and.
what they are.

boards, mobiles or transparencies) or orally (lecture, panel
discussion) to inform the class ,

Have small groups, individuals
or large groups listen to the
tape series "Truth and the
Dragon." In using small groups
or individuals, have them
present their advertising ploy
to the class visually (posters,
cartoons, plays, bulletin

persuade buyers.

07lsing ploys used to

Show the movie Truth and the
Dragon. Discuss the different

d.

c.

b.

a.

Concluding

Recall

Observe
Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect

Observe
Cause
Effect

Concluding

Observe
Recall
Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect

SKILL PROCESS

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

a.

THINKING

SUGGESTED

d.

c.

b.

a.

Social Studiep
Language Arts

Language Arts

Language Arts

Language Arts

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

MOTOR
R ELATION SHIP

PSYCHO-

c.

b.

a.

SHIP

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

.

.

.

.

f.

.

Given a speech or advertise-.
ment, have students distinquish between facts and opinions.

ploys.

.

e. ' Using several speeches or
advertisements, have students
list the different advertising

.

f.

e.

Concluding

Recall
Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect

Recall
Differences
Similarities
.
Ordering

.

SKILL PROCESS.

THINKING

.

-'

7
--,

*

f.

Classification
Language Arts

Science .

5b, 57
Social Studies

eT. math
SWMSCH #55,

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

.

RELATIONSHIP

MOTOR

PSYCHO-

f.

SHIP

A

,

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

9

Correlating Careers:
Technical writer, research
director, publiQ relations
Worker, display, artist

Career Clusters: 3, 7, 12

used along with explanation
of each is provideti below.,

Various appeals that are

appeal approach being
used.

VI. Given a list of advertisements, the student will be able to
correctly match the
advertisement with the

e.

d.

c.

Have students make notebOoks
matching appeal approach used

b.

,

t

'

1

Have skits demonstrating
advertisement's various
appeals.
. .
Have -students make bulletin
boards for appeal groups. N,

.

Have each student design an
advertisement for a product
of his choice.

with the advertisements.

Make hand-outs from the
sample of the various appeal
approaches. Pass these out
and discuss these with the
students.

a.

.

.

e.

d.

c.

b.

a.

.

.

..

.-.
.
Orde\ing
ing
Making Choices

Observe

Making Choices

Recall

Observe
Differences
Similarities
Ordering

Observe
Differences
Similarities
Cause

t..

...

'
Language Arts

Social Studies
Language Arts

e.

.

Language Arts
L
Social Studies

.

.

Social Studies

d. ....- Language Arts

c.

-

b.

zIdanguage Arts

a.- Social Studies

J

.

.

,:,

.

.

a.

.

.

.

..

4

.

.

List three ploys used by ddvertisers, or candidates to persuade buyers that their produc4 or catdidate is best.
You are a campaign manager. Write a speech selling your candidate by the use of banilwagoning. Ydu are a sales promoter. Using glittering
generalities, write an advertisement for your company's toothpaste.

Continued
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OBJECTIVES

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES
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r.

COI
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OBJECTIVES

T
TCC

.

f.

.

.

Make a display of all materials
used with this objective.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

,

41.`

Cause
Effect
Ordering
Making Choices

Similarities

Observe
Recall
Differences

.

S1 LL PROCESS

THINKING

.

f.

et

..

.

Art
,
s

.

.

,
t

Language Arts

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

_
.

RELATIONSHIP

MOTOR

PSYCHOSHIP

r

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

o

-

_

11.

.11

)

'`

4

-I
Evaluate the notebooks according to activity #2. Each student should have at least 20 advertisements with 90% accuracy.
You are an advertising agent for a manufacturer who has just invented a new razor bladd. What appeal approaches should you use to sell the
product to a young adult?

..

VI. Continubd.

.

,

..
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VII,

f

41

appeal.

tiser is directing his

-

Have each student write three
advertisements for a pioduct
of his chposing, direkting the-.
appeal to three 'different age
levels.

c.
C.

b.

a.

e.

S

Hand out a dittoed list of products (ex. Geritol,
Barbie Doll, Chevrolet; Pepsi,
STP Motor Oil). Given the
weekly teleyision section from
the newspaper or TV Guide,
the student will list for each
one two television programs
which an advertiser4might
select to expose his product
and one the advertiser would
definitely pot select. (Have the
student state reasons to justify
his choices.)

women.

e.

d.. Have students in small groups
d.
tape record two commercials
for a product of their choosing ,
- in t1fe, first, appeal is being
, directed to men, in the second,
appeal is:being directed to

Ha,ve students use magazines
or newspapers to find advertisements which would appeal

to all cateabries and those ,
with appeal limited to individual categories of buyers.

tions are are arbitrary,)

Have the class separate into
categories various.groups
to whom an advertiser might
direct his advertising. (This
might be done in terms of age,
sex, ihcome level. Classifica-

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

b.

Given advertisements
or advertising target
population, student will
be able to Match the
advertisement with the
group to whom the adver-

OBJECTIVES

.

e

0

Effect
Making Choices

Observe
Ordering
Differences
Similarities
Cause,

Observe
Recall
Differences
Similarities
Making Choices

Recall '
Differences
Similarities

Cause
Effect
Making Choices

Similarities

Observe
Differences

Observe
Differences
Similarities

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

e.

d.

c.

b.

a.

Language Arts
Social Studies

Language Arts

Language Arts

Social Studies

Classification

Science,
S-APA

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

RELATIONSHIP

MOTOR

PSYCHO-

\

SHIP

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

4-

.

.

11,-

1

.

.

SUGGESTED
ACTIVITIES

,.

.

.
.

-

ships between-the type of
audience appeal- "programs
--have and the kind orPrOducts

Discuss in class the relation-

,

Have the student watch five
television programs of his
chdpsing. The student will
keep a record of all products
advertised on each. Have the
students classify the programs
in terms of categories deter.mined in Activity a.

.

,'" advertised.

.

g.

'f

-

.

g.

f.

'Cause
. .
Effect
,
Making Choices

Similaritiis

Recall
Differences

' Cause
Effect
.
Concluding
Making Choices,

Similarities
Ordering

Observe
Differences

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

.

g.

f.

.

,

I

.

.

:
.

.

-- will be able to determine which one will
b. , Have students collect receipts
be the most economical
_of groceries and add the cost
for him by using adVerper m6uth.
.
tisements put Out lar*the
.
,,,,stores in question.
c. Set up mock store in room.

.

.

.

,

Social Studies
,Language Arts
,

-

RELATIONSHIP ,

PSYCHOMOTOR

, Classification) ...
Language Arts'

Social Studies°,
,. Science
(S -APA

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

How does an advertisqr seek out the best media: situation for exposting hid client's product?

.

-

-
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Recall
,
Making Choicet

-

Ordering

b. Recall

c.

.

b.

.

18, 20, 30

Math
SWMSC 017,

.

. 18, 20, 30

.

iAft,
- ''',

SWMSC #1.7,

Math

.

.
,

_

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

TCC You are an 'advertising-r0earcher. Your client Is selling a teenage blemish medicine. What would be a good -TV prpgram on which to air
.
your client's product?
.
.
..
VIII. Given a choice of
Obtain -grocery, advertisements 'a,.. Observe
'.'
a. Math
4
.
three stores in
and have the students find, cost
Recall
'SWMSC #17;
equally cMivenient
aitems by- looking up the price.
Differences
18-p- 20, 30
,
locations, the student
.
,
..
.
Similarities
..
.,
,
.

T

-.

VII.

OBJECTIVES

.

.

,

.

.

.

d.

e.g. , records, radios, tele- .
vision sets.
'
.

Have student compare cost of
.d.
like products at various stores,

Similarities
Ordering

Observe
Recall
Differences

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

.

SWMSC #1'7;
. 18, 20, 30

Math

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

d.

.

Using three store advertisements given, find the total cost of the following list at each store.*
.
5 lb. sugar
3 lb. chicken
1 head of lettuce
3 lb. coffee
3 lb. hamburger
2 cans of teas
1.1b. bologna
10 lb. potatoes
1 gal. of milk

15

.

,

RELATIONSHIP

PSYCHOMOTOR

_

,

-SHIP -

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

.

..

IX.

.

.

.

.

,,lars and cents.

,

.

.

.

_.

..

.

-

:b.

.

d.

Have students find advertisec.
ments which invite you to pay
so much doWn and so much per
month. Then have the students
compute the actual cost of the
item. Filmsourcr e- The Youthful
.
. 'Consume).
.

i,

Give a set of problems such
as-- $4.50,shows what percent was marked down from
the original price 'of $6-- have
students work these and find
problems of this nature in
advertisements:
.

Gather advertisements which
a.
mention percent'off and hare
the students compute the actual '''
savings in terms of money.
.

Have students work problems
computing the cost,of 1 1/2%
,.... of the unpaid balance each
' month showing them that this
'is 18% per year.

d.

-

c.

.

Given an advertisement a.
which mentions a certaro percent charged
for interest on time
bpayments, or'a certaro percent oif on an
b.
item, the student will
be able to figure the
total final cost of the
item in terms of dol- .
,

Recall

-

Observe
Differences
Similarities
Ordering
Cause
Effect

Ordering

Similarities

'Difference-b.

Recall

Similarities
Ordering

Observe
Differences

,

.

_

-

SWMSC #48

Math

.

SWMSC #47

Math

%

d.

_

....->

Maul ,
SWMSC #46

.

SWMSC '#44

c. , Math

b.

a.

*Note this could beiibek.,for stores'other than grocery; e.g. , hardware, department, drug, record shops.

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-.

.

.

-:-..

.

rCC You are shopping for a 19" color television and wish to find the best buy. What -will you do to determine the best buy and where will it be?

T

,'

Career Clusters: I

OBJECTIVES

.
SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

-

i

T

.

,

.

.

-

.

.

e.

g,

.

.

.
.

f.

e.

.

Rechll
Ordering

e

I

Recall
Ordering

Have students bring in real
g. Observe
Differences
.. estate advertisements showing paymeneamount per month,.
Amilarities
and have them compute actual
Ordering
cost-of the house.

Have students cpmpute their
city-income tax 11 1/2%) and
state- income tax (4% of gross),
giving them -random salaries.'

,

of one year. The rate is 5%
per year paid qiarterly, and
he saves $20 a (ndith. -

.

Have students compute amount
In, a saving's, account' at the end

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

-

g.

f.

e.

,

.

.

SWMSC 1123

Math

.

SWMSC 047

Math

'

SWMSC ii47

Math

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

.

.

.

..

PSYCHOMOTOR
RF.LATI9NSHIP

.

,

.

.

.

-,

.

-

.

.

,

.

RELATIONSHIP

AFFECTIVE

If an adVertisement read "20% off of regular price" and an item regularly sold at $25, what would you expect to pay-Mr the item?

.

.

.

.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

.

,

X.

-

.

.

why.

.

.

.,

.

Given'a set of advertisements, the student
will be able to explain
which are more effectiVe and write/or tell

.

.

..

Have students, bring in their
favorite advertisement or
describe one seen on TV and explain..why it is their ,
favorite.

.

Bring in packaged producth
` and discuss the effectiveness
of 'the design.

adVertisement which is
Wry effective and one
which is less effective.
.

c. Ild.ve Students bring in an

.

b.

a.

.

.

.

c.

'

b.

a,

Similarities

.

Effect
Making Choices

cause

Observe
Differences

Effect . ;
Concluding-

cause

Observe
Differences
Similarities,

Cause
Effect

Similarities

Observe
Differences

.

.

,

'

Language Arts

.,

.

b. **Language Arts:

a.

.

.

-,

-

..

.

,

,

.

..

b.

.

a.

.

.

.

,

TCC You are a clerk in. a hardware store and your boss tells you to mark the hammers which sell for $4.50 flown p10 %, ilqwmuch would you charge
.
for each hammer?

T

,

,

,

.

OBJECTII;TES

.

IX.- Continued.

.

.

.

ei

4

-

,

.

4

,

.

,

.

Continued.

..

.

-

.

e

.

:

_

d.

..

cluster' 3, 12, 417.

Play games relatedlo objective. See resource 'career

.

A bulletin board can be made,
diVided into two parts - effective and ineffective. The students will discuss and justify
i their choice for placement.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES'

O

d.

THINKING

Recall
.

Concluding
Making Choices

Differences
Similarities
Ordering
Cause
Effect

SKILL PROCESS

.

d.

.

.

.

Science
(S-APAClassification)
Social Studies

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

'

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP
,

SHIP

:

.4

.

-

.

.

.

..

d.

c.

stage, selective ,stage, and
retentive stage:

Have students. create a fictitious product and write ,or
create an adM the primary

Clip out ads-from magazines
and newspapers Categorize
the ads under their groper
stages.

.

.

,

d.

c.

CauseEffect
Making Choices

Recall

Observe
Recall
Ordering .

TCo

d.

.c.

b.

a.

..

Language Ails

- .(Classification)

Social Studies .Science

' Language Arts

Social Studies

.

Language Arts

^

.

.

.

.

our firm 'manufactures salt. Which stage of advertising would you use to promote your product? Why? (selective or retentive)

T., Write a paragraph explaining the three stages of,advertising and how each is used.

.

.

.

The students will be
a. Discuss with the students the . a. Differences
able to write a. para.:
three different stages of adSimilarities
graph or sentence ex,. 3.reisements.
,
'plOning the "three
.
Stagee'otadvertising '-,' b. Watch TV, Make list of comb. Observe
and when and haweach
mereials and put each in the
Recall
is used:
stagd it belongs.
.
Differences
.
Similarities
.
.
.
Ordering
.
.

Career dilisterS: 3,4,9,12

XI.-

d.

Azt

..

..

'

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

.

After comparing two advertisements from the same media, the student will explain in writing which is more effective and the reasons.
ICC You are a manager f9r the nients department at a large department store, how would you make a decision on one advertisement out of many
because of its effectiveness'?'

T

.

,1.C.

.

OBJECTIVES

.

.

.

.

7e

-t.

01

F.+

XII.

c.

d.

Have students prebent to the

class orally a creative ad-

c.

b.

Create an advertisement that
incorporates the four requisites.for effective communication.'

advertisement that satisfies
each of ttie four requisite's.

Discubs with the students the
four requisites for effective
communication and how they
apply to advertising.

b. °Students will examine advertisements and indicate in
writing the portion of the

a.

sired.

g

f.

-

Bring a TV into the classroom
and critique he advertisements
for the four requisites of effective communication.

Using tapes of radio advertise- f.
mentss listen fcr the four requi- sites and discuss the effectiveness of those containing all four requisites compared with those
that do hot contain all four.

.

way of satisfying these,
vertisement that employs
needs which is. approthe fiiur requisites.
priate to the group
situation in which the
e. -Evaluate several written adver- e.
'receiver finds himself
tisements to see if they contain
when he is moved to
the four requisites."
make the -response de- -

source and receiver.
3. It must arouse needs
in the receiver and suggest some way of satislying these needs.
4. It'must suggest a

the same way by both

as togain the attention of the receiver.
2. It must .ute signals
that are understood in

1. It must be so designed and delivered

effective communication in advertising.

four requisites for

The student will be
able to explain the

OBJECTIVES

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

Making Choices

Similarities
Ordering

Observe
Differences

Making. Choices

Recall
Difference
Similarities

Obseyve

Ordering

Observe
Differences

Observe
Recall

Effect
Making Choices

Recall
Cause

Observe
Ordering- -

Recall
Differen'ces
Similarities
Cause
Effect

THINKING
SKILL PROCESS.

/

g.

-f.

e.

d.

c.

b.

a.

Language Arts

Language Arts

Language Arts

Language Arts

.

Language Arts'

Language Arts

Language Arts

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

0

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

sAFFECTIVE
RE tATIONSHIP

OBJECTIVES

,

h.

ent ways each form of ,adv rtising meets the four requisite
of effective communication.

Using the results of ac vities
e, f, and g discuss the fpr-

'

h.

.

Concluding
Making Choices

Recall
Differences
Similarities

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

_What are the four requisites of effective communication in adVertising?

.

SUGGEST

.

IMPLEMENTATION A Troll:Es

.

h.

Language Arts

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP
V

SHIP

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

.....

e

his reasons.

Career Clusters: 3, 14

i

'1

...

and conclude which
Method he feels is
most effective and

methods used in
political advertising

MI. The student will be
able to list orally
or is writing four

.

of a President and discuss
news media used.

Read the book The Packaging

revata

Write for information concerning the cgst of TV time for
advertising, radio time for
advertising, bulk rates for
-- mailing, and rates for advertising in magazines (color,
black and white). Compare

Have students design campaign
slogans.

e.
f.

Using creative dramatics, have
students stagea television
show in which different students play roles of different
noted persons (i.e. , actors,
professional ball players,
Congressmen), endorsing
candidates.

Design posters that could be
used in an election.

d.

c.

.

speech for a politician of
your choice.

b. 'Write an advertisement or

a.

f.

e.

d.

c.

b.

a.

-

'

Concluding
Making Choices

Recall
Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect`''

Recall
Making Choices

Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect
Making Choices

Recall
Differences
Similarities
Making Choices

0

Recall

ReCall

Observer

..

f.

e.

d.

c.

b.

a.

.

Language Arts

Language Arts

e

Language .Arts
Social Studies

Art
Social Studies

Language Arts
Social Studies

Language Ads

.
-

.-

f.

d.

.

.

.,

.

TCC You work for a large department store and have been asked to design an advertising gimmick to attract customers to your 4adies' wear department. Design such an advertisement using the four ideas of communication.

T

.

Careers Clusters: 3, 12

.

.

UV

)

.

log

Using the figures gathered in
activity f, compute the cost
of one hour of televjsion
advertising time.

Write four methods used in political advertising and

g.
Concluding

Differences
Similarities

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

,

SWHS 1122

g. Math

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

which would be best for a sheriff td utilize. -

g.

.

.

..

x'

.

r

.

..

'

.

_

.

18

.

-

.

.
-

.

1

x.

-

e.
,

,

_

.

.

-.

'

,

Compare sites of containers
and determine anionnf of.
product in each size.

buy.

and unknown produtteby ads
cir looking in stores at prices.
Deeide which 4s thetbetter

d: 'Comparename-brand froducts

c.. ifaxT Students'inter.view
,odutts asking whatsite '
d4tergent they buy and why..

, s' per unit.'

Bring in empty cans and
. boxes to school with .prices
"on-them andd find the cost

. '''

Discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of large quantity buying.

1 can of beans aterefor a 1 lb. can
1 canof beansat 290 for a 28 oz. can
2 cane of beans for 40 (1 lb. can size)
- ..

.

-.

)

Whioh of the following would be _the.best buy for beans?

-

.

.

-

.

b.

a.

.

,

e.

:

.

DiffereneeS

2 lbkboX of grass seed for $ ..00.'
_

Which would be.the best buy. for you-and why?- -

t.

.

Concluding

Similarities
Ordering .-:

0bserv.e

Differences ,
'Similarities
Ordering
Cause
Effect
Condluding

-

d. ; Obselive

--

,Similarities
Ordering
Quastioning

C. :Differences

Reboil

Cdncluding :

Similarities

. Ordering

b.'

.

a. Differences

TCC You need-8 lbs. ofgrass seed- and asstore has,the following advertisement.
, 1 lb.-box-of grasek-Seed'for $2:29-

.

4

s

Career Clusters :. 1

.

XIV. When given a product
in various quantities,
the student will be
able to choose the b9st
bargain for him.

..

,

.

,

d.

.

-

:& 83
.
,

SWMSC #79.

Math

,

T..' Language Arts' :_

.

b. - 1 axig-nage'Arts
.
..
.
,
.

.

a., - Math
SWMSC no,
23,24,25

TCC You are a campaign manager for a presidential hopeful. Which forms of advertising would you use Sand why?

T

.

XIII. Continued.

OBJECTIVES

SUGGESTED
IMPLEM[NTATION ACTIVITIES

,.

A

.
.

,

.

...

.

-

,

.-

.

PSYCHOMOTOR .
RELATIONSHIP

:

.

.

...

..

,

SHIP

.

,

-.

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

,

,

.

0

a

.g

PA.

.

.

'

.

.

.:

.

0...

,

.

r

0

.

.

..

..

...

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

'
..

.

..

,
.

,

,and list, what ClaimS- each

boxes th6raselves.fo find out

tines, newspapers, of the

Have the students use maga-

.

.

.tifeigaution-time-for_each. A.

'

.

.

.

,

,

.
,

.

S:

.

,

made for each Product ecirn. .
pared with the results of
'their-expekimentation:

Discuss in'elaSs the claims -:

'

.

Manufacturer makes
makes for, his
, produCt .
'

ca

"

-.

Have the students graph the

,

. ;required to dissolve greasb.

-foreacli fin, hot water; wa,rin
water, cold water),`time"

'

,'

.

.-

.

d.

c

...

,

.

.

-.
.

.

.a

,.'

-

...
Obsettic
Dlifereqc,e0
..:SiMilaritieS cause -EffeCt ..`Conclucling

.

.

.:Observe-'
: -Ordering

,

Similarities
-s.
. ,
-

.

.

-

.

:

......-:' - '

, .6..,',

:"

.

''''

'

''')

research-aiitr..a.dvart.;',

...

.relatiOnship *4e:cif:

: prediiet testi)* and

.-.

.

,

Science ..

,-

,

.

t

.
:,

'

.

1'

.LanguageArts
...
.. a'

Science

-.

Science

...

Math SWMS,C..

c 'M, 56;57 1--

..

:

'

..

,

,

.

,

-'

:.%,- .polish), -..

*.

.

.

.

'

!

.

- . .._a

Have the students test bilking
-- soda for as many possible uses
,
as they cazifin0.(Ex fire e*-7:,
'' tihguisher, cleanihg prodUct,..a
rqouth Wash, deodorizer,
tqoth
. ,...,

a.

,

.

,

.

'

-.

.

..

. '

-

,

,

'. '1";,
.

...

Effect ,
,
Making Choices

- 'Cagse

.

---.7
r t

Observe ..

.

; .

:

1.:.

.

,

,
A

..

.

s

, ''.'

.

..

.
. .",
.

.. .

a. ,'Science ; ~. '.

.

consumer researeh laboratory. A.company has just hitrotliiced anew windoirCleaner:.;

;

:-.

.'-',Science..-. ._-- i

.

-

:

,CURHicsillAilVf :.

::

.

RELATIONSHIP
.

c.

Differences ,,.;_............."---

ObserVe

.2,... Ordering

b,

.

Concluding.

Similarities_
Qre@otq
Calise
Effect--:'" ,

...,- EflIferences

.

sxml, PROCESS

THINKING -,

.

a. Observe .

.

would-yOu take td-verify.the claimi-.-made by the company? l'
,*steps
.

*VI., TilestUdelit will.be
'-`
able to'deline.#nd
:`.describe a direct :.

°

..

SUGGESTED
IM'PLEMEisiTATION ACTIVITIES

.

a. Given /ive laundry powders,
the student will test and coin; pare them on the baSis Of any,
criteria the teas her decides
upon. Ex, time of dissolution

---___b.

The student will be
able to compare the
quality of advertised
products by testing
them in a laboratory ,situation.

.

.

(

'What can.the colisnmpil do.hiinself to test claims made- for products,..biliiej:raaverfiserii?:'

,

_

OBJEt TIVES

..

TCC--.ron are'V.iorkifig;in

:1''

'...1"

.4.1,

'.;

XV.

.

.
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,

-

,
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.

.
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.

.--
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.

;SHIP
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_

.

:
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.

., ..,
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N

....

PYCXi0,MOTOR :. -REVATIO/4-

.

-

.

=

,

.

,
,

,

-

.

,.

.

... ,

.

,

.

SHIP'..,

.

.

.
.

.

.

.
.

.

.
-

...

.

Ar,F*Oalyp,
13EIATION; .

.

.,

3

.

.

.,

,-

.

.

.

'

.

.

,

-

i ,

.

, -.

.

).

-

-

.

.

..

_SUGGESTED

..

.

r

.

o,

:

.

,

.

..

-.

-

.

.

Using the list of claims, have
the students create advertise.-meats for baking soda.
-"

.

which they believe would
help
. . sell the-product.

b.. On the basis of the students'
finiArigs , have themlist as
many claims as they an

IMPLEMENTATION
ACT.IVITIES
.
.
- .

,
.

_

c.
,

Observe
Recall
Differences

Concluding

.Similarities

Recall
Differences

.

Concluding
Making Choices

. Similarities

..

THINKING
.-. SKILL PROCESS

b.

,

How are product retearthers, important td-advertising agencies?

'

.

-

.

.

.

c.

b.

Science
Language Arts

Science

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

SHJP

-

.

,

-

i

RELATION-

PSYCHID--,
MOTOR

,

.
-

1

..

,'

,

.

*

-,:

.

.

.

.

.

.

s

'

,

-

..

'-'.

.

idimitisement for
a newspaper.

able to explain the
steps :in making an

:

',:.

XVIIZThe students will lAe

.,

,

.

.

..

.

..

.

c.

,

,
.

.

,-

c.

b.

.
.

.
,

..

Recall

-

Cause
Effect
Concluding
.. .

Similarities

Observe
if
Dferences

Observe
',Ouestioning
.

,.

.

.

.

Differences
Similarities
Ordering
.74aking.Choices

a: Recall

Frave students write aclassified d.
advertisement.
.

-

.

Have the students pick out-what
they
to bepoorly.
.
written advertisements and
imptove\them.
.
,

an advertisement is laid out.:
(See resource
i'6)
... ,

. .,
b..,. Have an-advertising man from
the newspaper talk with the
students and demonstrate, how

.

a., Students will plan and draw a-nitiral p,rodiicing an advertisement. r
.

.

.

.

,,

.

.

Art
Language Arts

d.

.

.

.

Language Arts

.

e. .Language Arts

a.

'

...

.

;

....,,

.

4

.

.

.

.

.

.

.)

.

.

. ,

..

.

,

.

.

.

.

-

-

.

_-----'--

TiELATIONSHIP '

AFFECTIVE

TCC You are working in d',1aborator'y of a-company w-lii6h is introducing a new cleaning product. Your job is to provide the advertiser with as-Many
uses for the produtt -as yon`can. What, steps would 'Ou lake to provide the advertiser with the claims he needs?

I'.

.

-

.

OBJECTIVES

.

XVI. Continued.

.

-

,_

a-

,

..

.

.

-

-

.

.

-

.

L.
.

.

tical errors.
:
..

ads tor spelling and gramma-

Have student

SUGGESTED-.

,
IMPLEMFNTATIO1 ACTIVITIES
.

.

THINKING

,

e.

.

Observe

.

.

,

. .

'

.

4
Language Arts

e.
.

CURRICULUM
' RELATIONSHIP -

i

.

RELATIONSHIP

PSYCH OMOTOR

.

SHIP
-

.

-.

r

s

. vantages Qf using news'paper advertisements.

' able to write a-palealL
graph telling the ad-

XVIII. The student Will be

S.

Compile a list of' words that
are chies ti) advertisements.

Given a newspaper advertisement, student will be able to..
list the words that are clues
. that distinguish it as an
advertisement.

d.

e.

advertisements.

tohat fact that these are

A

e.

d.

c.

Give students copies of different newspaper advertisements.
After examing three or more
of these, discuss the different
aspects that Clue the reader

-

c.

4

Similarities
Grourdig

Observe
DifferenCes

Recall
Grouping

Cause
Effect
Concluding

Similarities

Observe
Differences

Observe
Recall
Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect

Orde ring
GrQupinq

Similaritids

-.

a.,;- Observe_
Differences

Fihd exainpled of full-Tage ad- b.
, vertisements. Cut.the word
"advertisement" from the top
of the page. Compare this
with a full page pf news.Stories.
Have students distinguish
between the two.

,

Gather newspapers andlist
the.types-of ites being
advertised. GrouP these items

b.

a.

Correlating Careers: 'Layout man, .editor; typesetter, proofreader, writer.

-Cireer Clusters: 1 , 2 , 3 ; 4 , 5 , _ 7 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 2

.

Language Arts_

e.

d.

Social Studies
Language Arts

Language Arts

c._ Lapguage Arts

b.

Social Studies

a. ;Language Arts
.

b.

..<.-..

..

AFFECTIVE
:RELATION-

TCC You work in the classified advertisehig departnneht of adarge newspaper and have just received a rough draft of an advertisement from
a customer. What must you do to this advertisement before publishing, it?
.

-

_

-,',f-SKILL PROCESS

.

..

a' ..- -Ikha are' the steps that.the newspaper follows hi procluoing,an advertisement?

-

.

013JECTIVE

..,

.

.XVII. Continued.

,

..

.

-

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

..

.

_

1

.

..

-

.

.

.

.

_

s

.

' stories, advertisements and/
or entertainment, features.
Graph results.

Go through a newspaper and
count the number of news

why

'

Using the results gatheired In
- activities f and g over papers
from several different-days
of the week. Discuss which
., day would be best to 'advertise
a given type of product and

results.

Career Clusters: 2, 3, 12, 13

h,

.

each day of the week. Using '
the lists of items from
activity a count the numbers _
of advertisements of each
type for each day. G.rap

'g, - Examine newspapers. from

.

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

SUGGESTED

-

.

'
THINKING

.

h.

..

,.

.

.

- ...

Cause
Effect

Similarities
Ordering

Observe
Differences

_

-

Ordering
Grouping

., Observe.

Grouping

Similarities
Ordering

f. 'Observe
Differences

I

,

.
-

SKILL PROCESS.

.

.

h.

g.

.

.

.

SW1VfS - J155

Math

Language Arts

"1

.

Math
.
SWMS - #58

.

Language Arts

-

Math
SWMS - #56

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

Given a news story and a newspaper advertisement the student will'be able to pick out the advertisement.

.

-, .

.

l

-

. a". ,Take a poll of students that
able to write three
.
take newspaper in their
.
reasons why newshomeg.,
,
papers are so important in advertising _ b. ',Have newspaper mart talk to
,
to the consumer. ,
class concerning importance
Reasons:
of newspaper in advertising.
1. It is a shopping medium
Discuss how much paperin,which readers have
would cost with and without
a voluntary-interest
advertisements. .
where
they
are
seeking
:...
out advertisements that c. Have students look in the newswill help them in.making
ipapers for employment advera wise decision.
tisements. ...

XIX., The student will be

'
<

.

.

c.

.

.

.

Observe

,.

Concluding

b.
b. , Observe
Differences
...Similarities
Cause .
Effect
-.
-

a.

Observe

a.

.,

,

r

Math SWMS - #18

'Language Arts

Social. Studies

.

Socall Studies

TCC You
manage a-small independent grckery store. What would be the best day of the week to advertise and why 9
4

T

.

.

XVIII. Continued.

OBJECTIVES

.

.

'SHIP

..

.

s..

.

.

.

.

RELATION,

'PSYCHOMOTOR

.

..

1,

b.

h.

SHIP

.

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

.-

.

.

.

d.v

.

.

Have students look in papa for
advertAsemerits concerning

.

_

.,

.

J

..

.,

.

4

:

.

-

Differences
Similarities
4f,

THINKING
SKILL PROCESS

d, Obstrve

-

Correlated Careers: Advertising consultant

.

.

automobiles. Cornpire prices
of some make and rriodelcars
.- from different ads. ,

.

Career Clusters: 3, 4, 12

1

.

.
SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

44

,

-

'Give at least three reasons why newspapers are important to tile advertising fieldl

, ence

kept for future refer-

-3. Newspapers havd
immediate and exciting news.
.
4. Newspapers blanket
a market.
5.1Iewspapers can be

daily .habit.

2. Newspapers are a

OBJECTIVES

I
.

-.

.

.

.

d.

..

Math
j.SWMS 7 #18 ,

"CURRICULUM
- RELATIONSHIP"

i

\

.

g

.

..

.

SHIP

-`

..

-

.

'"

.

,--

Career Clusters: 1 --? 15

line.

when given the cost
per line and the
number of spaces per

XX. The student will be %
able to determine
the cost of a news- ''
paper advertisement

d.

c.4

b.

''"

a.

-

Differences
Similaritie,s

Obser"ve

-

store.).
,

.

-

annual white sale at department-.

on advertiser's needs. (Ex.
rummage sale at church, and

Through discussion, weigh the
advantages of advertising in
either the Dispitch or a neighborhood newspaper depending

-

Have students spell out abbreviations and compute savings
by using abbreviations.
d.

c.

Effect
.

Similarities
Ordering
Cause

Observe ,
Recall
Differences

- Oidering

Similarities

Observe'
Differences

Bring classified ads to school
b. Observe
and have students compute cost.
' Differences
Similarities

-"

Call newspaper office and find -a.
out the cost pei line and approximate number of spaces per
lins. Ctimpare the costs of two
or more newspapers and discuss the differences.

_

,

#18

-

Math
SWMS - #22 &

Language Arts

Math
SWMS - #22

Language Arts

Language Arts

d. . Language Arts

c;

b.

a.

.

,

.

.

.

,---

.

.

RELAVON- !

MOTOR

. PSYCHO-

TCC You are a realtor and you have property to sell. Why would it be ddvantagbous to list your property in the newspaper?----___

.T

-

.

-

'

-

-

d.

-,

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

.

.

.

.

ekl...

---j

SUGGESTED

e.

student.

.
..

gories, categories set up by the
teacher, or those devised by the

Given an envelope of classified e.
ads cut from a newspaper, each,
student will classify them (by
sorting) fnto conventional cateLabeling

_Grouping

Similarities
Ordering

Observe
Recall
Differences

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

RELATIONSHIP
.

MOTOR

PSYCHO-

.

.

Social Studids

e. . Science (classification)

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

-1

_

.

-

_

---_
-

A. Station Coverage
.
B. Rating'
C. Type of people
. station is geared to.
D. Personality of radio
personnel.
.
.
....

station. ',

XXI. The student will be
able to write three
things advertisers
need to know about
a radio station before giving their
business to that

.

-

schedules 'and make similar
comparisons.

Write letters asking for rate

-

tiser in general.

a.

Differences
Similarities
Cause
Observe
questioning

e.

Effect

Similarities

Differences

Questioning

Similarities
Ordering

Recall
Differences

_

.

Similarities

Observe
Differences

d.

c.

.

Have students write to the radio b.
stations in the area asking them
for coverage maps. Compare
coverage of each station. With
this information discuss which
station reaches the most people
', .(remember to check for population density) and which would be .
,m,ore adyantageous to the adver-

importance of station
personnel
personnel and their services
.
with the students.
.
.
e. Hale a field trip to a radio
station. (See resource #1).

' d.

.

b.

.

dents list towns reached
. during the day and compare
this with those reached by
same station at night.

coverage map, have the st

a.' Ibooking at sample broadckst

.

.
.

d.

c.

b.

a.

,

Language Arts

SWMSC 112Q,

Math

#43, #44

SWMSC - no,

Math

Language Arts

N.

Social Studies
Language Arts

.

_

.

_

.

.

.

-

-,..4,

.

-

.

.

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

Given that a newspaper classified advertisement, costs 75e m,r line and that a line consists of 25 spaces, figure thecost for the, following
advertisement: Yorkshire Terrier puppies; 11'weeks old; A1CC reg. ;"puppy shots; Contact Mary after 5 pm at 278-4394.
,

lit

Ciont'

.

- -IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

TCC You are an auctioneer. Write an advertisement costing $3.00 giving the location, time of action and types of merchandise to be auctioned.
Use the Cost-and number of spaces per-line given in the above test item.

T

XX.

.

--i/-

OBJEG.TIXTs'S

,

.

-

,4

°C)

t5,1-9

...

.

OBJECTIVES

.

.

.

.

D
SUGdESTED
PLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES .

s

'

.

.

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

.
.

CURRICULUM
'RELATIONSHIP

l'
RELATION' ' SHIP

MOTOR

PSYCHO-.
.

SIIIP
r

.

c-

plains why he'd choose the station. Sample of ratings:
Station Rating
A
'5.0
Po
ular music,
Detcription
good news cover.
age, strong announcer personalities, goRd signal.
Well liked by adults
of middle and upperincome 'groups.
B
4.7
Exclusively rock "n'
roll music, poor
news coverage,
hipster type disc
jockeys. Popular
with teenagers and
lower income
groups.

a.
-4,

Classification
Predicting

,

Science S-APA
Observation
Inference

.

AFFECTIVE
. RELATION-

ou are a .merchant wishing to use a ta.diostation,to adverti se your merchandise. There .ire three stations in your area. How would you
go about deciding whic'h station to choose?

log'. Given a choice of'radio a. Give the students imaginary
a: Differences
station ratings, the
problems such as: "What radio
Similarities
student, as a merchant,
station would be best to adverCause
will be able to choose
tise a high priced new car, a
Effect
the station best suited
neW rock album, a new printing
Concluding
to advertise his
of the bible, a piano?" Using the
' merphSiidise_
ratings below, the student ex-

TCC

'

.

f. `Have a radio station person
f. Language Arts
-f.. Observe
visit the class or have a taped- '
.
QuestiOnin
.
,..
. :
interview.
,
.
.
.
List three things that an advertiser must take into consideration when deciding on a radio station with which to advertise his merchandise.

Career Clusters: 3,' 12

.

I

.

'

...

rn

e

p

1, 3, 12, 10

.?

..

..

b.

.

.

2.5

_

4.0

%

Rating

fair personalities.

Aow income.

b.

-type audience of very

religious progfamming, weak signals
poor news coverage,
no major sports.
Appeals to hillbilly

Weak on promotion,
but well liked by
young adults and
families of middle
and upper-income
groups.
Country music and

Description
Popular music,
good sports
coverage, good
news coverage,

Have students take a survey of
_which radio station people
listen to and compare this to
the local ratings.

D

C

Station

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

Cause
Effect

Similarities

.

Observe
Differences

s

'

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

-

b.

.

...

_

Language Arts

.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

"
,

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

.

SHIP

,

.

..

.

medium.

)6M. The student will be
e able to write a paragraph or a sentence
telling the advantages
of using the radio as
an advertisement
Have the students make a questionnaire to be presented to
the general public surveying
the number of hours and the
time of day in which they listen to the radio.

b. "Hate students compile the
data from the above activity
on a graph (bar or linear).

a.

b.

a.

Recall
Ordering

Observing Recall
Differences
Similarities
Ordering

b.

s.

a.

.

Math - SWMS
Science 57 & 58

Language Arts
.

.

.

.

.

TCC You are a new car dealer and wish to advertise on the radio. Which stations would you choose if you are limited to two because of your budget.

.

,

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

If you want to advertise a sale on bell-bottomed jeans which local radio station would you choose and why? Use the rating list given\4

._

Career Clusters:

T

,..

-

1-,--

.

XXII. Continued.

7:...,

-

.
OBJECTIVES

.

tub

.

.

.

,

e.

d.

Have student listen to radio ad
and tell which age group the
ad is geared fctr and have them
- check to see if the survey "'
shows the correct age group is
listening at the time of day
the ad is on the air.

ad on the radio, or a tape of
one, and write a description
of what they think the person
in the ad looks like. Follow
up with finding the true appearance of the person to demonstrate the lack of a need for
an actor who "looks the part."

Have the students,Listen to an

After observing the data,
decide what time of day and
which station would be beSt
to advertise a given product.

,

d.

c.

e.

'

.

Cause
Effect
Anticipating

Similarities

Observe.
Differences

.

.
Recall
Anticipating

Recall
Differences
Similarities
Ordering
Cause
Effect

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING
,,

Write a paragraph telling the advantage of using the radio as an advertising medium.

.

.,

c.

.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

-e.

d.

c.

-

SWMS /155

Language Arts
.Math

ash

.

Language Arts

Social Studies
Science
Observation
Inference

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

TCC You own a-record shop. Why would it be more beneficial to advertise by radio than newspaper?

T

.

,

1,2,3,4,5,7,9,12,13,14

.Career Clusters:

.

XXIII. Continued

OBJECTIVES

.

.

--

,

.

.

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

.

-

SHIP

.

tt

.

,

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

,

.

.

.
.

4

.

Subject Areas Pertaining to Advertising
Advertising Art

Printing- Specimens,

Business .Propagapda
Public Relations
Retail Trade'

Propaganda

public Relations

Salesman ,and Salesmanship

Publicity

Commercial Art
"Radr6 Advertising ,
Electrid Signs (plus bookspertaining to use.
of electric to make signs)
Salesmen and Sqlesmanship

Mail-Order-Business
Marketing

Show Windows

,Sign Painting

k.

ackaging

,

4

signs and Signboards

.

Postets-

07.

Advertising - References for Students

070.69R
R3-31.7C

331.7(car).
339.4L
R340
371.4
384S
'419'
500P

The Consumer

,

510B
510H
537 2

537F
537S
537-5V
655F
655.1
655D

621.384
621.38
655.3R
658.87S
658

658
702.3R
745.5
745.5
745.5
745.5
745.5

,

So You Want to Go into Journalism
Concise Handbook of 0,ccupatidns
Summer Jobs

.

Handbook of Everyday Law
4oveloy's Vocational School Guide
News and How'it Travels
Signs and Symbols Aroundifte World
Superstition Or Science
Life Science Library of Mathematics
/MN to Live with Statistics
The Story of Electricity

All About Electricity
Electricity

'

Electronics in Everyday Things
Pages, Pictures'and Print

First Book of Printing
Printing Tool of Freedom
All'About Radio and Television

...

The Telephone

Your Future in Printing
Your Future in Retailing
YourTuture in Department Store
Merchandising
.
-

i

Careers in Business Management ..
Art Careers
Boy Scouts of America Salesmanship
Boy Scouts of America Radio .-

.745.6

Boy Scouts of America Art
Boy Scouts of America Business
Boy Scouts of America Printing
Lettering

920F
920F
B OA

Titans of Business
Fathers of Industries
Printer's Devil to Publisher

16,6
163

6

.

Advertising - References for.Adults

(127-

.

- ._

X

,

Ordupational Outlook andbook
Coniumer Reports Magazine
Consumer Reports (ig ed.)
rz..._

. ,

.

"1

t

.

Propaganda qanie
.
Listen-Hear Series: Propaganda Techniqties ,
Occupational Guidance
..
.
Occupational ExploratiodtKit ...
-

371.33
371,42
371.42
371.42.
371.42
371.42

SRA Work Widening Occupational,

.

,
.,.

.

,

.

Kit

DeskTop - Career File.
.
Cassette Tapes #1 - Persuasive-interest OcCupatiorisr-Sales, Athier.
Using, Reporter
,
. '.,',.f...:
1"
Making Comparisons (filinstri0'
A

.

-

.

,

160 f.s.

,.

..

Firmstrip/Cassettes
Newspaper-- 1.
<

'

.

-

,-.

lu- "'

.

.
i

,

Reading i7aliy,Nevispaper4Pice.paring,News for Print

2.

,

<

..-

Filmstrip/Record

t.

The Great Sell
Reel -to -Reel
Tapes

,

.

.

.

...

-.

On Propaganda

,

Occupational Information ,-- pox Chronicai Guidance

.

,

13usiness Careeis Kit
640.73
640.73

-

Sound Filmstrip Kit - The Modern Consumer
The Youthful Consumer

Films -,Sound Elementary Economics Outh-Western

,,Library)

4

.,

*:

./".";

/

,

,

Advertising Slogani.

Make Flash cards of these slogans and jilay a game.

Advertising Slogans: You'yesheaid then:1..0n Ty, and radio. You have seen them countless
"times in_newSpapers. and magazines, now do you remember the product they advertise?
In five minutes time,, see how many you can remember hy writing in the name of the product in the space provided.

.1. Look,,-rna, no cavities
.

.

.

Double your pleasure, double your

_

fun

,

.

-2. We try' harder
..,21.-eAren't you glad you use

3. You're in good hands with,

tastes good like a ciga-

22

rette should

4. 'Things go better with

23. Champagne of bottled beers

: Milk frotn contented cows

24. You've got a lot to live

has a 'better idea

6

25. Say it with flowers

7. Melts in your, mouth, not in your
- hands

26. Relief is just a swallow away

8. Good to the last drop
27. King of beers

.

9. A little dab'll do you
mark of excellence.

28

10. Try it, you'll like

11. I'd rather fight than Switch

29. You can take
country

12., Up, up and away, with

30. I'd walk a mile for a

13. Finger-licken' gpod

31. When it rains, it 'pours

14. Wonder where the yellow went

32. Breakfast of champions

15. The beer that made Milwaukee
famoussi,

33. You can drink it andJ§leep
\.

16. As solid as the rock of Gibralter

18. Won't wear off as the day wears on
-f

19. Covers the earth
=O.

).

u
105

.-

34. Better things for better living;
through chemistry
35. 99-44/100% pure

17. Fly the friendly skies of

out of the

.

'GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS
List in numerical order when ordering. Limit of two cops of any single publication.
Catalogue number
0100-1826
7700-059

Title

r.,

Budgeting fo the Fam1y
Don't be Gy ped (Bait and Switch Advertising)

.

Pamplets

/

621.3
664
659.1

Careers in Television, Radio and Communications
Careers in Food Products Distribution
Ctreers and Jobs for Women as Advertising Artists .
-

Books and Booklets
659
658.8
659.1
741.6
659.12

659.1.
659.12
659.13

659.13

,--

Your Career in Advertising, by George Johjson
Your Career in Selling, by Robert A. Liston
-Career Opportunities in Advertising for Men and Women
Art in Advertising by David K. Stone
Ads, Women, and Boxtops by Duane Jones
Advertising Fundamentals by Burton and Miller
Packaging Power by Walter P. Margulies
Tested. Advertising Methods by John Cayes
Advertising Ideas by John Caples
Making Ads Pay by John Caples
Advertising for Immediate Sales by John Caples,
How to
a Good Advertisement by Victor Schwab

9

1

t

9

SOUTH-WESTERN CITY SCHOOLS
Energy Crisis
This is an excellent example of a central topic or therrie being integrated into
all subject areas. Materials may be used by individual teacheis.or by a teaching
team.

Assessfnent Procedures:
Included within this unit is a pre-test and post-test which is to be utilized fZr assessment
purposes.

The individual test items are numbered to correspond with the various objectives of the
units. Each test item consists of two (2) parts; the first part of the test item (T) is related
to the various curriculum areas. The second part of the test item (TCC) is. related to the
various job clusters of the Careers Continuum Project.

The test items pretaining to the job clusters (TCC) are included to determine the extent
to which students become more aware and knowledgeable about various careers as a result
of thb. inclusion of career materials in the middle school curriculum.

Career representatives within each building are to administer the pre-test prior to the

presentation of the unit to the middle schopl students.

The pre-test is then to be collected and tabulated to determine the number of correct and
incorrect responses for each career test item (TCC).

Following the presentation of the unit, career representatives are to administer the posttest. The post-test is to be collected and again tabulated to determine the total number of
correct and incorrect responses for each career test item (TCC).
The results of the pre-test and post-test are to be sent.to Donald Miller, director of Career
COntinuum Project, Central Office.
isten1

1. T
What are five reasons advanced civilizations (societies) need more energy?
TCC .Briefly describe how a histo'rian gathers information concerning the rise of a

2. T

civilization and its increased energy demand.
List five types of fuel used in the area:
a.
b.

c.
d.

e.

TCC List three fuels which the gas station owner provides for the community.
a.
b.

c.
167

3. T

Briefly explain why t6liimbiabae-of
Franklin cotinty aftei Octobel.,.1912 ;

,

.

nof-pti4e:g4s

tew homes in= --

TCC Since Columbia Gas of Ohio win not alloiv..gas 'lines tO.he ptit into new homes -after
October 1-, 1072; '''What.-effect , wlll 'this ha,ire on the Plumbers-and theii tinions,?.
.4_

4. T

.

.

List two reasons for- and two reasons against
the balding of the oil pipeline a.rQsB,
.
the northern slope -4,f Alaska;
a.
b.

TCC What part do robbyists pla'Y in the government approval of the Alaskan oil pipeline

5. T

Match fuel, gas, oily or coal with the,country that produces the most.
Gas

'Oil

Coal'
Kuwait

Canada,

TCC Briefly describe the role interpreters play in worldWide distribution of fuels.
6. T

Briefly explain the importance of the whaling industry as a fuel source during the
early 1800's.

TCC Why are merchant marine and commercial fishermen no longer allowed to-hunt
whales for ythale oil?

7. T

Briefly explain how American oil interests in the Middle East have affected our

foreign policy with the Arabs and the Jews.
TCC WM' part do diplomats play in keeping oil trade open between the U.S. and the Middle
East?
4

'A

8. T
Write a paragraph describing man's early uses of fire. -,
.
i
TCC' List two careers involved in researching early man's discovery and use of fire.
9. T
List five abuses of fuels by our'srociety. (Ex. electric pencil sharpeners)
TCC How do appliance and toy manufacturers contribute to the abuse of,our available
10. T

energy source's?
List five jobs necessary to obtain petroleum.

a,
b.
c.

d.

e.

TCC Briefly describe the role of the petroleum geologist in obtaining pet4ieum.
.

A/

T, Write a brief paragraph, expressing, the Opinion of a gas cOmpany employee con' cerhing the completion.' of the Alaskan-oil pipeline,
3.

TCC &line as above.;:

12. T -:':Match the following 5 jobs with their description:

Petroleum geologist
Paleontologist,'
: Mineralogist
Rig Builder
'Petroleuni Engineer
.

,

a, Studies physical and chemical properties of mineral and rock samples.

b. Studies fostil remains in the earth to Joe:ate oil-bearing sands,
c, studies the surface and subsurface composition of the earth.

d. Installs drilling rigs to support the machinery and equipment which raise
and lower 'the drilling`tools.

e: Plan and superviSe the operation and maintenance of wells.
TCCSame as above.

13. T

Label the part8 of a business letter.

-pp

,.

,

,

.

TCC You_are a secretary employed by the Columbus and Southern Ohio Electric Company.

'Labelthe parts Oilhe given liusiness letter.
14. T

List five ways that electricity directly affects your life.
I

R

a.
b.

c.,
d.

e.

ti

.

,

.

TCC List five, appliances you have in your home ,which consume electricity and may
require the services of a repairman.

4
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15. 'I

.

Give,the following table:

CaVlodel

Gasoline Mileage

Waste Emitted/gal.

Cadillac
Barracuda

12 mile/gallon
17 mile/gallon

170 units /gallon
120 units/gallon

--...24 mile/gallon

Toyota

152 units/gallon

Fill. in the blai;lts:

The car which is most economical to run (assuming high-test gasoline for all)
is

Using the saute, table as in the previous question; the car which is best ecologically

isi

TCC Briefly describe the prole engine designs play in making cars economical and
.

16. T

ecologically sound.
The average number of miles Mr. James drives in a month is .542 miles. His carAgets

approximately 20 miles to the gallon. How many gallons does Mr. James have to
purch4se per month?

TCC A bulk gasoline distributor brought to Mr. Green's gas station 50,000 gallons of
gasoline on dune 1. Mr. Green had 568 separate sales of gasoline during June. What
was the average quantity of gasoline sold at each sale?
17. T

The number of gallons that your automobile used in one month Is approximately 07
gallons. The average cbst of gasoline was 37.9 cents a gallon. Compute the monthly
cost of gasoline.

TCC When three gas station owners become involved in a 'gas price war, the price goes
down 5 cents per gallon. The original price was 37.9 cents a gallon. You use 87
gallons per month. How much will you save if the gag war lasts all month?.

18. T

If the income of a family is $ 10,000 and the amount spent on gas and/or electric.
is $ 400, what percent of the income is spent for gas and electric?
.

TCC Briefly describe the role of the meter reader in determining your monthly gas bill.

19. T

Data for electrically The costs for the summer months (May-Sept.) are:
cooled and gas heated The total costs ,for the winter months are:
home.

-

Therefore, the months of

Electric Costs

Gas Costs

,

I-

are greater by $

January

February

$10.50

$11.25

March
$11.00

Aprll
$12.00

July

August
$20.00

Sept.
$13.75

October

Nov.

$19.00'

$11.,O0'

$10.00

January

February

April
$11.00

June

$20.50

$ 7.30

$ 4.75

July
$ 4.50

August
$ 4,.50

March
$14.75
Sept.

May

$19.50

:-

$ 6.00

May

$13.50

October
$12.00

,

Nov.

$14.25
.

June
$18.75
December
$13-00

December
$17.00
.

TCC Briefly describe how the insulation installed by the contractor of your house would
affect your heating and, cooling costs.
170
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,

20. T

.,

,

If a coal miner makes $12,000 a year and works 50 weeks for 4( hours a week, how
much does he make per hour?
.

TCC Same as aboVe.

21. T

'Factory A uses 24,650 kilowatt hours per month, businedS B uses 12,362 kilowatt
hours per month. What would the yearly use be of each?

TCC The foreman of factory A says his plant uses 26,450 kilowatt hours per month
and the plant manager of factory B says his plant uses 12,362 kilowatt hours per
month. What would the yearly use be of each?

?2. T

the average monthly cost of heating a home in Grove City is X , a home in
Alaska is X , an a home in Florida is Z , what, would the yearly cost be?c_
If

TCC The average monthly cost for a home in Grove City is X , a home in Alaska is
' Y, and a home in Florida is K. Which home would an accountant compute to be the
least expensive to maintain? ;

4,1*

23. T

Name the units of measure for eachof the following:
e

Gas

Coal

Oil

Electricity

.

TCC What "unit of measure" does the statistician use to measure?

24. T

Identify three different kinds of coal miles.
a. Digging up large areas down to about 50 feet.
b. Mine dug down straight into the ground.

c. Mine dug horizontally into side of hill.

d. Large drill into the earth that is then pulled out with the coal.
Answers: a. strip mine

b. shaft mine
c. drift mine
ci auger mine

TCC Same as above.

4t least three products made from oil. (Answer: plastics, gasoline, manmade cloth fibers, propane, paint, paint thinner, lighter fluid, motor oil, household oil.)

TCC List three items manufacturers of oil baseproducts would produce.

26. T

Name four steps through which coal must pass. before it is used by the consumer.
(Answer:. Coal is mined, sorted, graded for quality, washed, shipped, sold.)
TCC You are a mine foreman. When the coal leaves you, what three steps' does it go
through before it reaches the consumer?

27. T

List three fuels that are used to produce electricity and explain differences of each.
(Answer: cowl, gas, oil, nuclear.)

TCC.List three fuels that a :boiler operator may use in the production of electricity.

.
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28. T

Number theiollOwing in correct sequence, Use 1, 2,-3, 4:

Foreign palticles removed.
Pumped from well.
v.
Pipeline to bulk storage.
Pumped to consumer under pressure,
TCciVIatch these four occupations with the step each one is concerned with in getting
'gas from a well to the consumei. (Use choices in T,)
a. dephydration plant operator
b. compressor station operator
c. gas compressor operator
d. gas well driller

29. T

Match the hazard with the fuel.
Nat &ral Gas

Gasoline
Fuel Oil
Coal

A. Explosion

B. Fire

C. Jrunkeness
D. Jubliee

Charcoal
Kerdsene

E. /Asphyxiation (fumes)

Sterrio
Brandy

G. Skin Burns
H. poisoning

F. Skin Irritation

TCC You are a fireman. Which hazard should you be aware of with each of these fuels?
List five steps in oil production from exploration to.consumptibn. (Answer: locating,
construct rig and drill, pump from earth, transport to refineries, refined, packaged
and sold.)

30. T

TCC If you were to ask a petroleum geologist, how would he list the`five steps that oil
goes through from the ground to the consumer?

Pick one of the following fuels .and describe how that fuel was forrr4d: coal, gas,
oil, peat.

31. T

TCC How would a petrologist describe the formation of fossel fuels?/

Which of the following conditio-ns must be present for a fuel to burn? (Answer:

32. T

high---mperature, hydrogen, flammable material, low temperature, Oxygen.)

TCC You are a clothing manufacturer trying to make clothes that wont burn. What is
necessary besides oxygen and high temperature for combustion to take place?
Explain briefly two differences between coal and charcoal.

33. T

TCC List two reasons why a lumberjack would be concerned with charcoal rather than
coal.

Explain in-one paragraph how wind can be used as a source of energy.

34. T

TCC Why would a farmer on that prairie want to use a windmill to generate electricity?
List the four basic food grpups and the amount of calories per gram in-'each.

35. T

TCC,List the four basic' food groups and the amount of energy each will produce in
calories per gram, Tell why a dietician would be interested in
I-

1
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36, T

If 510 barrels of crude oil will produce only 30% the quantity of refined, i , compute
the amount of refined oil obtainable.
TCC A bulk distributor's truck has 375 barrels of crude oil which will produce .only 1/3
the quantity of refined oil, compute the amount of refined oil obtainable from the
truckload.
37. T Sue Aim Marsh's metabolic rate is 2800 kilocalories and.her Monday food intake was
the following:
.

Break Last

Lunch

'

2 tried eggs
8 oz. orange juice

210 calories
110 calories

Bread with butter 125 calories
Chocolate milkshake 250 cakjiles

Silack,

Coke

Hershel Bar
Dinner

Double Clieeseburger 468-ctliones
Potato Chips
230 calories
Apple
100 calories
Snack

200 'Calories
570 Calories

Lettuc and Tomato
Salad %,ith dressing

145 Calories

Breaded\ Li'er
White Rice .
Lemon Meringue Pie

3,50 CaloNes

C,lassMili

160 Calories

115 alOries
250 Calories

If she continues to eat the same 'amount each day, will,she gain, lose, or maintain
her weight?
TCC You are a doctor, would you prescribee:above diet for ypur paitent to lose weight?
38. T If the amount of 'coal needed to raise steam pressure by one pound per sq, ft.
in an electric generator is 325 pounds, how much coal would be needed to raise
the stdam pressure from 10 pounds/sq. Inch to 27 pounds/sq. in.?
TCC If a boiler operator wanted to raise the steam pressure by 10 pounds per sq, ft.
in an electric generator and he knew the amount of coal needed to raise it one
pound per sq. ft. was 1/4-ton of coal, how much coal would he need? .
39. T Briefly describe the purpose of the editorial page in a newspaper.
TCC As a newspaper editor, what is your purpose in writing an, editorial page?
40. T List four ways we can ease our energy crisis.

TCC List one way in which each of the following people can cut doWn on fuel waste.,
Car' Manufadturers
Appliance Manufacturers

Building In§.ulators

Insulation Installers
41. T Briefly define "crisis?
TCC How would a l'exioographer define the term "crisis"?
T

Briefly define the term 'fuel."

TCC How would an historian describe "fuel"?
T

Briefly define the term, "energy."

TCC What can an etymologist tell us about the word "energy"?

42. T

Write a commercial for a'consumer fuel company.

TCC Same as above.

43. T

'Briefly state in writing the main idea in the attached article, "This ,Energy CrisisIs It Real?'
.
TCC What would a magazine publisher consider the ain idea in the arMcle, "This
Energy Crisis-Is It Real?"

Y.
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1.

.

in the Grove City area.

five types of fuel used )

Each student will list

Each student will list
five reasons why the
demand for energy increases as the civilization advances.

OBJECTIVES

with the type of fuel used.

b. Research one career dealing

a. Have students list as many types
of fuels used in Grove City as
they can, and discuss the rea-son for using each.

Data Processors

Sociologists
Historians
Statisticians
Census-Takers
Poll- Takers

Related Careers: a- b

add to our comfort and con-.
venience.

. Discuss recent iitiovations
(within the last 5 to 10 years)
that use more energy, but

b. Observing

Cause
Inferring Effects
Concluding

a. Recalling

Making Clloioes
Inferring, Effects

d. Recalling

c. Anticipating
Inferring Effects

c. Assumption: Imagine that next
January, a sleet storm cut off
electricity in Grove City for a
week. List 10 (or more) effects
. this would have on your life.
``.°T,.

b. Similarities
Differences
'Ordering

a. Recalling
Similarities
Differences
Concluding .

AV

SKILL PROCESS

-

b. Show graph and have student
explain difference in energy
consumption.

a. View film on Venezuela or Middle East Pointing out their level
of civilization. Compare it with
sour level of civilization, and
show how much more.we use
energy than they.

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

THINKING

GOAL: To clarify and extend the students concept of the...cUrrent ehergy-crisid.4

SUGGESTED

.
ENERGY CRISES

4e

4,

.

Language Arts
Social Studies

a. -Language Arts
Social Studies

Language Arts
Soc ial'Studies
Science

Social Studies
Language Arts

Social Studies
Language Arts

MAUI

Language Art

Math

Social,Studies

RELATIONSHIPS

CUHRICULUM

-

I

MOTOR
RELATION SHIP

-PSYCHO-

AFFECTI

d.

c.

a.

SHIP

-RE LATT

3.

.

new homes in the
Franklin County area
after October 1, 1972.
Students will discuss
causes and effects of
this decision.
;

natural gas lines in

Each student will give
reasons why Columbia
Gas of Ohio will not
allow builders to place

2. Continued

OBJECTIVES

d. Have contractor or builder tell
of his course of action now that
s is available for home use.
Stud is will prepare questions
for is resource person.

gas crisis.

gas company explaining the

c. Distribute literature from the

b. Discuss the gas shortage.

the gas shortage..

Columbia Gas of Ohio explain

a. Have a representative from

Related Careers:
Petroleum and natural gas
production and processing
occupations, engineers, geologists, plumbers, electricians, power plant occupations,
gas station owners, bulk oil.
destribution, lumberjack.

d. After Viewing the film Birth
of a Gas Station, students,
will discuss and compare needs,
activities, and responsibilities
of attendant in film with interview taken in activity c.

how he feels about his location,
what are his responsibilities
to the company, and the company's responsibility to him.

c. Interview a gas statqn owner,
ask where he gets his gas,

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

d. Observing
Questioning

c. Observing

Concluding

b. Recalling
Causes
Inferring Effects

a. Observing

r

Similarities
Causes
Inferring Effects

Differ,encf

d. Recalling

Questioning

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

d.

c.

b.

a.

d.

c.

Social Studies

Social Studies

Social Studies
Language Arts
_Science

Language Arts
Social Studies

Soc ial Studies

Language Arts

Social Studies
Language Arts

C URRIC IMAM
RE LATIONSAIP

Jr

PSYCHO-.
MOTOR
RE LATIONSHIP

-111r0"

AFFECT I E
RELATI NSHIP,

6

5.

4.

world's leading produce
of oil, Russia as the
world's leading producer
of coal, and Canada as
the world's leading producer of natural gas.

tQ. identify Kuwait as the

Each student will be able

n

Each student will list
two pros and two cons
concerning the completion of the Alaskan Oil
Pipeline.

3. Continued

ONECTIVES

4

c. Make a comparative map to
scale of these three contries,^

ii

fuels and the country they come
from.

ring Effects

t

c. Observin
Similarit
Ordering
Differences

Differences

%

Simi rities

Inf

Pre-calling

b. Observing

'b. Using pictorial maps, discuss

Cana-ft.

a. Recalling
Differences
Similarities

b. Recalling
Causes
Inferring Effects
Inferring
Feelings

Concluding
Anticipating

Causes

a. Recalling

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

a. Discuss size, location and population of Kuwait, U.S.S.R., and

Related Careers:
Con,servationists, petroleum and
nautral gas production and processing occupations, legislators,
engineers, surveyors, geologists,
lobbyists, naturalists (ecologist).

A

speakers' point of view. .

, sented their views of oil and the
ecology, conduct a discussion of
the causes and effects of each

b. Guest speakers: Conservationist,
',petroleum geologist. Suggest
video-taping these for review.
After both speakers have pre-

.

letion of the Alaskan

oil pipeli e.

the c

a: Discuss reasons for and against

Inspectors
Plumbers
Legislators
E lectricians
Statisticians
Heating Contractors
Insulation Installers

Relatta Careers:
Carpenters

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

SUGGESTED

c.

b.

a.

b.

1-

a.

Social Studies
' Math

Language Arts
Social Studies

LAguage Ares
SddialStudies

,

Language Arts
Social Studies
Science

Language Arts
Social Studies

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

c.

4,

..0

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

b.

e.

SHIP

RELA

AFF]

.1

ION-

THE

a

r,

-a eV

Ir

i--A

7.

Each student will verbally or-orally explain

6.

Each student will give
a written Q. oral explanation of the relationship lietween our
oil interest and foreigrr
policy with the Arab and
Israeli nations in the
Middle East.

the'early 1800's.

try was an ,imporOnt
source of fuel during

why the whalings.induS-

Continued

5.

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES

c. Observing

c. Using the Readers Guide; find
the most current uses of whales
the international regulatory
bodies; and literature pertinent

Questioning
Observing

b. Making Choices

a. Students will prepare questions
fora visiting Arab and Israeli
students' view on our foreign
policy toward their countries. b. Students wall write to the general
offices of Various oil companies
to determine what percentage of
their oil is imported. °

glassblower.

ducts, ship building incry,

Related Gareers:
Merchant marine'occupations,
commercial fishermen, wholesalers and retailers of sea pro-

to tile.aelltiling industry today.

,b. Observing

Recalling

a. Observing

b. Tour museum.

peak.

a; Have 'students research and report
on thewhaling industry during its

StatistiVirnsi geologists, inter-.
preters, natural gas and oil
production miners, ship-;builders,
merchant marine.'

-;Related Career k:

43.

d. Recalling
Differences
Similarities

THINKING .
SKIM., PROCESS

e. Discuss th benefi s s all, one. Recalling
producing ountries en)
rorn
Inferring Effects
the right-o way pipeline revenues.
(Ex. Lebanor, Israel, Syria)

countries

natural esources. Drawing
lines fro i sources to consumer

d. Make a world pictorial map of

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

'SUGGESTED
Art -77

b.

a.

Language Arts
Social Studies

Social Studies
Language Arts

Social Studies

Social Studies

Language Arts
Social Studies

Language Arts
Social Studies

' Science

c.. Language Arts

b.

a.

e.

d.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP
SHIP

RELATIO -

AFFECTIVE

8.

'

.
Stud nts will be-able to
write a paragraph using
t grammatical and
sent ncesstructure.

7,, Continued

, OBJECTIVES

.

b. Recalling

c. Recalling
A. Recalling
Causes
Differences
-Similarities

b. Draw mural depicting man's
discovery of fire.
c. Draw comic strip showing the
discov.ery of fire.
d. View movie Writing a Good
Paragraph. Use techniques
observed in writing a paragraph explaining uses and

Relatdd Careers:
Archaeologist, anthropologist,
linguist,. pictographers, technical Artist, museum curators
(and museum staff).

needs of fire.

a. Recalling
Causes
Inferring Effects

r

e. Recalling
Similarities,
Differences

d. Recalling
Causes
Inferring Effects

c. Making Choices
Similarities
Differences

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

-a. Haire groups act out their concept
of man's early uses of fire.

mept.

Related Careers:
lobbyists, foreign
a Interpreters,
trade industry, diplomats, armed
forces, federal civilian employ-

backed by the Communist countries and those countries-aligned
with the free world.

e. Make a map of the Mediterran,
can area showing all countries

advantageous to 'remain on good
terms with other people.

d. Discuss why'iris sometimes

dependency between producing
and consuming countries.

c. Have students role-play diplomats for the U.S., U.S.S.R.,
Israel, anl'Arab nations to show

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

y.

c.

a.

Language Arts
Social Stullies

Social Studies
Art

Social Studies
Art

Social Studies
Language Arts

Social Studies

Language Arts
Social Studies

Language Arts
Social Studies

e. - Art

d.

' c.

CURRICULUM
-RELATIONSHIPS

,

c.

b.,

a.

e.

c.

S-HIP
-*

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATION-

.

AFFECTIVE'
RELATION.
SHIP

10.

9.

Each student.willbe
able to list five jobs
necessary to obtain
petroleum.

Students will list and
give written, or verbal
explanation of the causes
and effects of our society's abuses of fuel.'

OBJECTIVES

c. Recalling
Similarities
Differences

-

at their jobs.

tin board showing individuals
4

c. Have-students prepare a petroleum-career related bulle-

dents will have prepared
,questions to ask guest speajc-

in obt'aiiiing-petroleum.

Ob. Get speakers to come to the
class and describe their jobs

a. Have students research and report on petroleum careers.

scientists, ecologisti.

Appliance manufacturers,
advertising, environmental

`Related Cueer:

d. Have a panel of students presenj TV and radio cammercial.

4-0

c. Making Choices
Ordering

Questioning

b. Observing

Recalling
Ordering
Making Choices

a. Observing

Making Choices

d. Recalling

Making Choices

Inferring Effeca
Similarities
Differences

c. Make table display and /or,
bulletin board entitled
"things you can do without."

thelleaders Guide concerning
fuel abuses by our society.

b. Observing
Causes

a. Recalling
Causet
Inferring Effects

SKILL/PROCESS

THINKING

b. Read and discuss an article in

(Ex 'electric can openers,
escalators, electric knives.)

a. Students will discuss luxuries
flan has provided for _himself
*Well consume our resources.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

Laiiguage Arts
Social Studies

Language Arts
Social Studies

c.

b.

. a.

d.

Art
Social Studies

Language Arts
Social Studies

Language'Arts
Social Studies

Language Arts
Art

c. Art
Social Studies

b.

a.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

c.

d.

c.

RELATIONSHIP

PSYCHOMOTOR

a.

d.

c.

AFFECTIVE
RELAT ONSHIP

-9.

4

12.

11.

.1°

10,

related careers.

Students will select and
describe five petroleum

of view concerning
the completion of the
the Alaskan oil pipe-'
line.

questions, students
will give written or
oral explanation.of,
the various,points of

Given interviewing

Continued.

OBJECTIVES

builders.

shooters, engineers, rig

rodmen, prospectinillers,

p

b. Game: "Bingo." Provide each
child with card ruled into
squares, each square containing
a job title. Read off job description and have child cover the
appropriate title.

to purpose of ,discussion.

a. Invite speakers to come to the
class affd'describe their jobs
in obtaining petroleum. Students
will prepare questions related

pany employeeg.

Related Careers:.
Petroleum extractor, gas com-

c. Write an article for the school
newspaper, or local paper, on
the class guests and their topics.

dcation Skills: Listening. Students will discuss tlie importance
of critical'listening.

.b. Using the movie Your Commun-

pany employee And conservationalist to obtain their opinions
concerning the cofnpletion of the
Alaskan'oil pipeline:

a. Using prepared questions, students will interview a gag com-

.

minerologist, paleologist,

Related Car eers:
Petroleum geologist, chem.ist,

Career Person (role-played
by student) andguess his job.

d: Game adaption of "What's My
Line?" Have students ask
questions of Mystery Guest

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

_-

b.'Recalling
Differences
Similarities

a. Making Choices
Questioning

.

a.

Social Studies

Language Arts
Social Studies

Social Studies

c. Language Arts

Making Choices

c. Recalling

Language Arts

Language Arts
Social Studies

Language Arts
Social Studies

b.

a.

d,

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

b. Observing
Recalling

a. Questioning
Making Choices

Questioning
Making Choices

d. Retailing

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

41.

b.

a.

d.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

c.

a.

d.

RELAT ONSHIP

AFFEC IVE

t

IN.

i.

i

..,

tify and 11b61 its parts.

business letter, iden-

Students will write a

s

t

14., Each student will select
'.. five ways he uses electricity each day and explain at least one effect
this has on his life.

'13.

A

12. Continued

OBJECTIVE

*

.

t

.

10

.

b. List as many ways as you can
that you use electricity in one
day. (Sequential ordering, from
alarm clock on, may be helpful.)

sources of energy that produce
electricity.

electricity. Discuss the

what life would be like without

Ea. Discuss the uses of electricity
in our everyday life. Imagine

Related Careers:
Applies to all careers which
require format letters fjor
a business communicatitn.

b. Students select and reply to
a want ad listing.a job opportunity related to fuel industry.,

of Letters.

lated to fuel industry. (View
film Writing Different Kinds

a. Using proper business form,
students will write and mail
two letters inquiring about
employment opportunities re-

Related Careers:
Petroleum geologist, chemist,
minerologist, paleontologist,
planetaille operators, rodmen,
prospecting drillers, shooters,
engineers, rig builders.

lated to petroleum industry.

c. Students select, research, and
orally report specific jobs re-

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

,

...

A

b. Recalling
Ordering

Causes

a. Recalling
Inferring Effects
Anticipating

b. Making Choices
Causes

Questioning
Making Choices
Labeling

a. Observing

c. Observing
Ordering

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

,1

a.

b.

tea.

c.

-

4.

Language Arts
Social Studies
Science

Language Arts
Social Studies

.

#

Language Arts
Social Studies

Language Arts
Social Studies

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

il

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

b.

b.

a.

AFFEC NE
RELAT NSHIP

t

16,

"*5.-

.

and the gasoline consurnptioin per mile, the student
win compute-the number
of gallons consumed in
one month.

given a truck driver's
trip miles for one month

4-

Given a data table depicting gasoline consumption for several makes
of automobiles and the
relative waste emission
data,' the students wiU
identify the most economical and best ecological make of automobile.

'14. Continued

OBJECTIVES

I

waee emitted.

and draw a graph on amount of

Prepare bulletin board of comparative statistics based on the
findings in activity a. Compute

0.

b. Compb.re gasoline (miles per
gallon)'usage,for various makes
of cars and motorcycles (i.e.,
have students calculate miles
per gallon for a car and note the
make and model).

exercises in .calculating the
'number of gallons needed to
run a car or ,truck for one
month, given the monthly driving distance and the gasoline
consumed.

a. Provide students with practiie

designers.

Related Careers:
Ecologist, prOfessional drivers,
gas station attendants, refiners,
automobile designers, engine -

13,

oReration.

a. Using copies of Consumer Report
from various car manufacture'rs,
students will record and discuss
statistical information on comparative gasoline mileage'and quality
of ga'so"ne.,necesary for good

man.

manufacturers, movie projector
manufacturers, appliance repair-

fodd chopping and food grinding

Related Careers:
Freezer manufacturers, cooler
manufacturers, washer manufac-turers, food mixer manufacturers,

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES_

-

a. Recalling

b. Recalling
Ordering

,

a. Recalling
Causes
Inferring Effects
Similarities
Differences

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

a.

b.

a.

4.

S

Math
(SWCMS Obj. 25)

SocialStudies
Art

Math (SWCMS
Objective 55)

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS.

I-

a
.PSYCHO -..
MOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

RELA IONSHIP

'AFFE TIVE
-

Contintied

I

a. Recalling
b. Recalling

will compute what percent b. Assign student work-sheet-givof the yeaily budget is
ing practice in problems simspent for gas and eleCtric.
ilar to objective.

Related Careers:
Gas station operators, bulk .
gas dealer, engine designerS.
°

a.

c.

c. Recalling

c. Have student's find Qut the size
of their family car. Compute
the cost for filling the tank
with their favorite gasoline.

41

a.

Th3.

a. Recalling

b. Recag;

.

Concluding

Generalizing

i

,

Social Studies

Math

Math
(SWCSM Obj. 4£4

Social Studies

Math

Social Studies

Math
(SWCMS Obj. 44)

.

Social Studies
Science

c.

Mfferences
Inferring Effects
Causes

c. 4fmilarities

b. Discuss how gas wars affect the
consumer.

i.

egercises in computing monthly
gasoline costs, given the number of gallons purchased per
month, and the average,gasoline cost per gallon. (Viewing
"Brushing Up on Multiplication"
precedes this activity.)

a. Provide studentswith practice

Related Careers:
Petroleum processing and distributing, gasoline service
station workers, wholesale'
trade salesmen, bulk distributor.

tion.

as it relates to fuel consump-

c. PiSCUSS conservation of energy

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

THINKING .SKILL PROCESS
.

a. 'Review percent and how to find
percent of a total amount.

18. Given a gas or electric
bill for an average family
for one year, the student

'46

1/. Given the number bf
gallons of gasoline one
car used in a month and
the average cost of gasoline per gallon the
student will calculate
the monthly cost of
gasoline to the nearest dollar.

16.

OBJECTIVES_

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

A

RELATIONSHIP

PSYCHOMOTOR .

a
4

TIVE
TON
.
SHIP,

S4;1
RE LA

.

,

r,

20, Students will compute the
hourly wage of a coal
miner.

months,

and electricity for the
summer and winter

willzbe able to compute
rate differences of gaS

1,9. Given a chart, students

;

18. Continued

OBJECTIVES

4 Discuss the vaiiow hourly
wages of an oil rigger, coal
miner, hydroel ctric plant .
worker, nucleal energy plant
worker, and lumberjack.

Related Careers:
Meter reader, heating and air
conditioning repairman, contractor. insulation installer.
Differences
Conclusions

a. Similarities

c. Recalling

c. Review decimal addition (moneys,

addition problems)

b. Recalling
Causes

a. Recalling
Causes
Inferring Effects
Ordering

d. Observing
Causes
Inferring Effects

c. Questioning
'Causes

THINKING
SICII,L PROCESS

eview sequence of months,
;lumber of days per month and
seasons of the year as they
affe.ct changes in gas bills.

b.

a. /Discuss reasons why gas bills
increase in winter and electric
bills increase during summer.
months. Design graph to illus,
trate changes. Share and compare with class.

Related Careers:
Meter readers, accountants,
electricians.

compaiiy to obtain information
on conserving gas and electricity.

d. Have students contact by later
or interviewgas and electric

tric bills. Report causes for
variation in bills.

studentg talk to parents
about their-own gas and elec-

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

c.

b.

a.

c.

Social Studies

Math

Social Studies

Social Studies

Math
(SWCMS Obj. 17)

Language Arts
Social Studies

Math

Language Arts
Social Studies

-CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

SHIP

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATION-

71,

c.

t

RE LA IONSHIP,

AFFE TIVE

41.

.or

21. Given a factory'S monthly
kilowatt consumption,
students will compute thee
yearly kilowatt usage in
a heavy industrial plant
and a light industrial
plant.

.'

it

20. Continued

OBJECTIVE

-

d. Have an electric company service represeritative come to
class and explain the parts of
Oh bill. 'Students prepare questions to ask service representatives.

a.

d. Questioning

.

c.

c. Recalling

c. Prepare a metric system bulletin board as related to activity

%Ordering

.

a.

c.

b. Recalling

Questioning

a. Recalling

Similariiies
Differences

Making Choices

d. Recalling

Differences

Similarities

c. Re-calling
Making Choices

b.

Social.- Studies

Language Arts

Language Arts

Math

Math

Math
(SWCMS Obj. 23)

&25)

Math
(SWCMS Obj. 23

Math
(SWCMS Obj. 23
'&25)

&25)

Math
(SWCMS Obi: 23

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPg

b. Discuss the metric system and
prefiXes as related to kilowatts.

to gain the average monthly
kilowatt use. Review multiplication to-get the yearly use .
and compare the two.

a. Contact a business, such as a
shopping center, and a factory

sb
Related Careers
Oil rigger, cdal miner, hydroelectric plant engineer, nuclear energy plant worker,
lumberjack, electrical.engineer.

1

d. Math relays, giving students an
opportunity to work related
problems at the board.'

,)c.'Provide prac ice worksheet with
....)problems sin ilar to the objective.

division and omparing nurrrbers.

b. Recalling.

b. Provide wor sheet to review
necessary m th processes --

THINKING

sicri.a. PROCESS

SUG BESTED

IMPLEMENTA I0/1 ACTIVITIES

O

c.

4-

RELA ION-

. SHIP

RELATIONSHIP

AFFE THE

PSYCHOMOTOR'

S.

rn

CO

-

electricity.:

.rnajOr differences,
among eac.h.

24. Students will identify
three, types ot 'coal
mines and state the

60

-

1

,b; Role -play Workers observed.
-Read hnd disc,uss the four main
methods of coal mining and the
reasons that each is used. ,,

.

a. ,View movie on coal. mining.

Related.CareerS:
Statistician

b'. List five units of-measure
whiah students have used and
explain use.

,

23. Student will identify the', a. Provide exercises, in computabasic units of nwasure
tion with.gas, oil, coal, and
of. gas, oil.; coal, and
electiltic measurement.

Related Careers:
Insulation installers, accountant.

,d. Provide practice in computing
average monthly cost of heat. ing and cooling from several
sample

c. Haire students rank areas from
highest cost to lowest cost for
'heating.

b. Recalling
Differences

b. Discuss the differences. in heating and cooling costs around the
world.

:4.

,

-

c

b. Observing
Recalling
Causes.

.Recalling
Making Choices

a. Observing

.

b. Recalling -,

a. Recalling

d. Recalling

Concluding

c. Recalling
Ordering

Concluding

a. Recalling

a. Review multiplication and comparison on numbers.

monthly cost of heating. homes, the student will compute the,
yearly heating costs
for a home in Groye
City, a home in
Alaska, and a home
,in Florida..

22. Given the averse

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

Related Careers:
Store manager, plant manager,
or foreman.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

21. Continued

OBJECTIVES

Social Studies

Math

Math
(SWCMS Obj. 23)

Math
(SWCMS Obj. 23)

Social Studies

Math
(SWCMS Obj. 23)

.

$1,

Language Arts.

a. 'Social Studies
c

b.

a.

d.

4

c.

b.

a.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

, SHIP

RELATION -

AFFECTIVE

-&

a

CO

ti

""r

.

413.

25. Pupils will name at
least three products
made of petroleum.

a

24. Continued

OBJECTIVES

models of. various types
urf coal mines.

Questioning

d. Observing*

d..Make a bulletin board or showcase display of-petroleum produc which students bring to,
class.

Related Careers:
ehemist and chemical researchers, typists and secretaries in
-chemical field, translators;
manufacturers of oil babe pro.
ducts, advertisers, public relations for oil base products,

c. Observing

c. Film Improve Your Oral
Reports

f

)

Making Choices
Ordering
Concluding

b, Recalling

Making Choices
Concluding

Similarities
Differences

a. Observing'

,1

Making Choices

b. Have students report their
findings orally to the class.

. duct to find out.how it is produced.

a:Have students research a pro-

intendent.

ator, cbStanalyst, payroll
cleric, mine foreman, or super-

Strip mine operator, bulldozer
operator, truck driver, conveyor operator, crusher oper-

Relatd Careers:

Njsake

d. Recalling

c. Recalling
Similarities
Differenges ,

c. Draw eut-awayldiagram of the/
different methods of coal mining.

THINKING
SKILL. PROCESS,,,

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATIONS ACTIVITIES
.

Social Studies
Art

d.

c.

,45.

a.

Art

\

Language Arts

Language Arts

Science

Social Studies

d. ,Art

c.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

d.

d.

c.

S-IIP

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATION -

d.

d.

AFTEC TIVE
RELAT IONSHIP

ico

O

electricity.

21"; Students will identify
methods of generating

.1

from the ground 4o the
consumer. .

basic steps in the process of getting coal

26. Students will name the

0133EC T IV E S

i

b.

b. Observing

b. Go to coal yard, obtain samples
of several sizes and grades Of
coal. Learn their,common names.

d. View film Electricity - How It
Is Generated

Share with class.

United States (one Of each type).

c. Locate and research three electricity generating plants in the

b. Divide class into three groups.
Have each group research one
method of generating electricity. Present oral report.

a. Have student's research the different methods of generating
electricity including hydroelec-''
trio, steam (fired by gas, coal,
oil), or nuclear energy.

coal.

and repairman, truck driver,
railroad engineer, fireman, brakeman, conductor, telegraph operator for railroad, coal barge operator, seaman on barge carrying

mining machinery maintenance

'Related Careers:
Mine foreman, mine supervisor,
mining machinery manufacturer,

d. Recalling

Recalling

c. Observing

Making Choices

b. Observing

Recalling

a. Observing

41.

A

r

.

Social Studies
Science

Social Studies
Science

Social Studies

Art

Social Studies

Social Studies

Art

d.

Social Studies

c.- Social Studies
Science

a.

d.

d. Observing

d. Visit power plant to see how coal,
, is-processed for industrial use.
Recalling

c.

c, Recalling

c. -Make mural of steps from mine
to consumer.

Recalling

a.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

a. Recalling

SKILL PROCESS,

THINKING

a. Build model of coal tipple.

SUGGESTED-.
IMPLEMENTATION AcTIVITIES

C

a

Sl IP
,

TOR
LATION-:

YC

b.

SHIT?

,

RELATIM-,

AFFECTIVE

z

29. Pupils v4ill match fuels
with possible hazards.

c. Obser.ving
Recalling
Making Choices

c. Students will make checklists
of possible fire hazards to
check in their own homes.

I.

b. Observing

Questioning

a. Observing

d. Ordering

c. Questioning

b. Use nurse to talk to class on
hazards of fuels and poisoning.

son.

a. Have person from fire department or fire prevention bureau
talk to students on hazards of
. fuels, Students- will prepare
questions to ask resource per-

Related Careers:
Dehydration plant operator,
compressor station operator,
gas compressor operator.

steps and have them number
them, according to the proper
sequence.

d. Present students with a list of

company explain the steps and
jobs involved in each step.

c. Have a speaker from the gas

Concluding

b. Observing
Ordering

b. Have students make bulletin
board display depicting the
steps from well to consumer.
I

a. Recalling
Ordering

a,. Film The-Story of Natural Gas
(Columbiapas of Ohio) Discuss.

28. The student will name
the steps in the process
of getting gas from a
well to the consumer.

A4

Related Careers:
Electricians, instrument repairman, pipefitters, boilermakers, maintenance mechanic, boiler operators, turbine
operators, watch engineers.

SKILVROCESS

THINKING

2.7. Continued

OBJECTIVES

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

c.

b.

a.

clt.

c.

b.

a.

Social Studies

Science

Science

Science

Science

I

Science
Art
Social Studies

Science

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPP

A

c

bi

skit

RE LA ION-

PSYC
MOTO

b.

a.

14FFEC"IiVE
RELATIONSHIP

-

30. Student will list five
steps that oil goes
through from the
ground to th6 consumer.

29. Continued

OBJECTIVES

Related Careers:
Petroleum geologist, mineralogist, petrologist, rig builders, shooters, shothole drillers,
rotary drillers.

d. Recalling
Similarities
Differences
Ordering

d. 'Have students build a model of
a gas well and the gas station
and the places for each step in
between.

Making choices

c. Recalling
Ordering

Concluding

b. Recalling
Ordering
Inferring Effects

c. Diagram the steps that oil must
pisS through in order to reach
the consumer from the earth.

with each step.

b. Have students research related careers and match them

American Petroleum' Institute
1801 'AK" Street, NW, Washingington; D.C. 20006

a. Film on oihproduction from

Firefighter, distiller, insurance investigator, nurse, insurance agent and underwriter,
otolaryngolgist, explosives expert, plastic surgeon, fire resistant products manufacturer.
a. Observing

e. Recalling

e. Have a .poster contest warning
against hazardous fuel. situations.

Related Careers:

d. Recalling

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

d. Have the students make diorama
of hazardous `fuel situations.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

d.

c.

.

a.

e.

d.

1

Art
Science

Language Arts,
Science

Language Arts
Social Studies
Science

Science

Social Studies

Social Studies

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

d.

b.

Its

SIP

R LATZON-

T,O, R

YCHO-

d.

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

CO

32. Student will describe
the basic process of
combustion of fuels.

31. Student will describe
the process in the formation of fossil,fuels..

OBJECTIVES
ing

c. Observing
Inferring Causes
Inferring,Effects

c. Put cover over burning candle'
and watch flame go out.
why. Have students infer po sible reasons. (CO2 is produced
and 02 is consumed by flame,
but flame' is actually smothered
by CO2.)

items make better fuels than
others.

not. Also W1}y some flammable

b. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

Making Choices

b. Discuss causes why some items
are. flammable and others are

a. Put different flammable items
on tin plate and heat with flame.
Time how long it takes for different items to burst into flanie
and discuss why. (Stress thermal temperature.)

a
Related Careers:
Petroleum geologists, paleontologist, mineralogists, photogeologists, petrologists: -

a. Observing
Inferring Causes

-d. Recalling
Observing

d. Have students make cross section diagrams of fossil fuel
formation showing the most
significant geologic change's.

c. Observing

c. Use any available film on formation of coal, oil, or gas.

Differences
Making Choices

-b. Observing
Similarities

Recalling

a. Obse

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

b. Independent activity: Bring in
rock and coal samples and find
fossils or their remains in
the coal or rock.

a. Study the formation of fossil
fuels as a group.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

I

c.

b.

a.

d.

c.

b.

a.

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

a

c.

a.

d.

b.

SHIP

RE LA

[MN-

PS YCHOMC atm

SHIP

ti

I

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

source of energy.

how wind can be a

34. Student will explain

33. Each student will be
able to explain in
writing the differences
between coal and charcoal.

32. Continued

OBJECTIVES

Related Careers:
Construction workers, mechanical engineers, farmer.

dryer, vacuum).

currents (i.e., fan, hair-

c. Make a display of electric
appliances that create air

b. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

b. Discuss wind as a transfer of
energy forms'(i.e., heat , convection causes air currents).

Recalling
Making Choices
Ordering

c. Observing

Concluding

Making Choices

a. Recalling

c. Recalling
Inferring Effects

Similarities
Differences

a. Construct a windinill, attach
a generator and utilize it to
light a small bulb.

c. Discuss the hazards of using
charcoal under certain conditions.

b. Recalling

b. Students will display and
write illustrated description
of coal and charcoal.
Making Choices

a. Recalling
Similarities
Differences

a. Discuss differences betiveen
coal and charcoal.

Related Careers:
Firefighters, chemists, clothing manufacturers.

e. Observing

e. Invite firefighter to speak and
answer previously prepared
questions.
Questioning

d. Recalling
-Inferring Causes

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

d. Discuss conditions that cause
combustion to occur slowly or
quickly.

1

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIE

c.

b.

a.

c.

b.

a.

e.

d.

Art
Science

Science

Science

Language Arts
Social Studies

Art .
Science
Language Arts

Science

Social Studies
Science

Sc ience

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

c.

a.

SHIPI

moximi
RE LiTION-

PSYCIHO -

CO

CA,

CC

C.n

crude oil anti the per:
centage of iie refined
oil c2fntents students
will compute the amount
of refined oil obtainable.

:36. Given an amount of

the four basic food
groups and the amount
of energy each will
produce in calories per
gram.

35. Each student will list

OBJECTIVES

e. Recalling
Inferring Causes

e. Discuss the nutritional value

5.

4.

shothole drillers
rig builders and helpers
6. der 'ckman
7.. petr
engineers

3. inineralogist

b. Have students determine by
research, jOb training activities, and responsibilities of
the following careers- 1. geologist.
2. paleontologist

tities.

computation with fractions
and percents of given quan-

a. Provide students with exercises in which they practice

Related Careers:
Dieticians, physicians.

, b. Recalling
Ordering

Ordering
/ Concluding

Making Choices

a. Recalling

d. Recalling
Ordering

d. Have students make a one-day
record of what they ate.
in the popular "snack" foOds.

c. tRecalling
Ordering

Making Choices

b. Recalling

Making Choices

a. Recalling
Ordering

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

d. Make bulletin board with pictures collected from four
'food groups.

menu.

,store. From their findings,
they should prepare one day's

Nvideotape) an organic food

b. Have small group visit (and

foods.

a. Research four basic food groups
and have each student clip pictures to repiesent examples.
Provide charts of data to discuss
amount of calories available per
gram for each of four different

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

Science

Language Arts
Science

Art
Science

Science

Science

b.

Language Arts
Social Studies

Math

a.- Science

e.

d

c.

b.

a.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS.

c.

I.

if

SHIP

MOTOJ
I

PSYCI 06.

N-

a.

a.

RELATIONSHIP

AFFCTIVE

person will gain, lose,
or maintain his weight
if he keeps up the same
Apt.

-5into mealt:And shacks
with their calorie
count), the student will
indicate whether that

. intake ,(br,oken down

per day) and his food

37. Given a person's metabolic rate (in kilo-,
calories or calorieS

36. Continued

OBJECT VE

c. Recalling
Similarities
Differences

c. Review and apply metric system
prefixes. k"

Making Choices

b. Recalling
Ordering
Differences
Similarities

br)Have students keep a detailed
.
daily account-or everything
he consumes in a 24-hour period and provide calorie count
ers so students can calculate
their caloric intake. Have
them compare this to their
actual caloric needs.

a. Making Choices
Questioning

d. Recalling
Ordering

4.'Discuss processes involved in
refining crude oil.
a. Invite a_physician or researcher
to speak on huinan use and abuse
of foods and discuss prepared
questions.

c. Recalling
Ordering

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

c. Have students make circle
graphs showing fraction of
refined oil content.

13. refinery mechanics
14. chemist and laboratory
technicians
15. administrative personnel
16. typists, stenographers
17. systems analyst, key-punch

12. treaters

10. stillman (coker or cracking
operator)
11. pumpmen

machinists*

carpenters, electricians,

8., pumpers (roustabouts) .
9. maintenance crews, welders,

b. Continued

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES,

SUGGESTED

c.

b.

a.

d.

c.

Science
Math

Science

Science

Social Studies
Science

Math

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

b

SIM)

RELA.roN-

PSYC
MOTOR

a.

RE LATIONSHIP

AFFECTIVE

1

raise the pressure of
the steam to a given
higher temperature.

'aya electric generator
one pound per square
inch, the student will
compute the amount
of coal needed to

the steanipressure in

38. Given the amount of
coal needed to raise

37, Continued

OBJECTIVES

..

Cone luding

d. Recalling
Ordering
Differences
Similarities

d. Discuss meaning of the term
"pounds per square inch" and
provide exercises in finding
"pounds per square inch."

about how it works.

e. Observing
Causes
Inferring Effects

b. Recalling

Making Choices
Concluding

a. Recalling
Ordering

c. Visit the boiler room in your
school and talk to the janitor

*operation.

erator works and discuss its

b. Diagram how an electric gen-

steam pressure in electric
generators.

computing coal needed to raise

a. Provide practice exercises in

Related Careers:
Farmers, cooperative extension.
service workers, soil conservationists, agricultural economists, agricultural engineer,
agronomists, animal physiologists, animal husbandmen, veterinarians, geneticists; plant
pest control inspectors. ntomo.logist human nutritionists.

Difference

e. Recalling
Ordering
Similarities

e. Have students find the nutritional value of snack foods
and soft drinks. Compare these
----4ith ,servings-of food from the
four food groups.
.

d. Recalling
Ordering
Similarities
Differences

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

d. Have students record weight
daily for one week. Figure
loss or-gain, and discuss results.

SUGGESTED
.
- IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

b,

.

d.

V

Science

Science
Social Studies

Math

Science

Science

Math

Science

Math

(

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

(

c

S

I

IP
I

OTO
ELAT ON-

P 3YCH

a.

SHIP

AFFECTIVE
RELATION?

t.

C

to cut down on fuel
waste.

*.

40. Students will list ways

39. Students will describe
the purpose of the
editorial page in a
newspaper.

's

ql Continued

OBJECTIVES

personnl.

Car manufac

s, designers,
building contractors, insulators,
appliance manufacturer, research

Related Career

ity.

c. Have students make poster encouraging others to c nserve
energy (using method discussed above) and display hroughout the school and/ commun-

b. Recalling

b. Have a speaker explain and
answer prepared questions
on how insulation can reduce
heat waste.

c. Recalling

Questioning

a. Recalling

Causes
Inferring Effects

Making Choices

c. Ordering

a. Discuss how we could ease our

energy crisis.

Related Careers:
Newspaper editor, pressmen
and *ssistants.

the energy crisis.

of a newspaper concerning

c. Write letters to the editor

b. Matcing Choices

b. Find examples of effective
letters to the editor that get
a point of view across to the
reader.

Similarities
Differences

a. Observing
Similarities
Differences

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

a. Study the various sections of
a newspaper. Discuss the purpose of the editorial page.

tric plant workers, electrical
engineers, boiler operator,
cost analyst.

Mining occupations, hydroelec-

Related,Careers:

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES
...--,

c.

b.

a.

c.

b.

a.

st

Art
Social Studies

Social Studies

Language Arts

s

Language Arts

Language Arts

c

Language Arts

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

c.

1

PSYCI oMOTO
RE LA IbNSHIP

'c.

b.

.

RE LATIONSHIP

AFFECTIVE

1

co

company.

42. Each studentwill
write a commercial
for a consumer fuel

r..)

CD

i\D

"fuel," "energy," and
"crisis."

Related Careers:
Advertising consultant, commercial artist,

c. Review the elements of a good
paragraph by reading several
given models.

b. Critique and discuss co:timer-.
cials presently appearing in
the media. (Discuss propaganda, falSe advertising.)

a. Rrepare several 10-second
commercials for presentation
on tape or before the class.

Related Careers:
Refer to all careers listed
throughout this unit.

d. Role-play crisis situations.'

c. Recalling

c. Have students make an original
free-form draving of their concept of fuel, energy, crisis.

c.

Making Choices
Concluding

b. Observing
Recalling

Making Choices

a. Recalling

Inferring Feelings

Making Choices

d. Recalling

Making Choice;
Inferring Feelings

b. Recalling
Similarities
Differences

Concluding

a. Recalling
Similarities
Differences

SKILL PROCESS

XHINKING

b. Find synonyms of fuel, energy
and crisis in a thesaurus.

a. Compare student's definition
of fuel ,.energy, crisis, with
those found in dictionary or
other reference.

41. Based upon prior discussions and activities ,

students will_provide
written and verbal definition of the terms

IMPLEMtNTATION ACTIVITIES

OBJECTIVES

SUGGESTED

c.

.

.

c.

.

a.

Language Arts

Language Arts
Social Studies

Language Arts

Language Arts
Social Studies

Art
Language Arts
Social Studies

awl

Language Arts'

Language Arts
Social Studies
Science

CURRICULUM
RE LATIONSHIPS

a.

a-

d.

1

SHIP

SHIP

a.

d.

c.

RE LATTON-

RELATION-

c.

AFFECTIVE

MOTOR

P$YQHO -t

The Kiplings Service,
Vol. XXVI, No. 10,
pupils will summarize
the main idea.
.

The Changit_gf Times,

Real ? ", appearing in
October 1972.issue of

43. Given the article "This
Energy Crisis - Is It

OBJECTIVES

Related Careers:
Writer, copy reader, magazine
publisher.

b. Teach students how to use the
Readers Guide to find current
articles on the energy crisis.

a. After viewing filmstrip Digging
for Facts and movies "Your
- Communication Skills: Reading
'and Your Study Skills: Using
Reference Materials, have students bring in articles on the
energy crisis and environmenal control. Discuss how to
find the main idea.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

Making Choices

b. Observing
Differences
Similarities

a. Observing
Recalling

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

b.

a.

Language Arts
Social Studies

Language Arts

CURRICULUM
RELAZIONSHIPS
.

6

,FCE L

MO

ri

r

ON-

PSY HO

AFFECTIVE.
RELATION-

Activities
,

1. The class will write a news release on their field trip for printing (using newspaper
format).

2. Each student will be able to read and interpret a gas and electric meter.
3. Keep daily record of gas or electric meter readings for one week and compute increase for
that Weisk---

4. Have better students research what solar energy is and how it can be used.
5. Have students,grade and explain the difference between the various types of coal.

6. Student will research the duties of a sample of the following careers.

a. Petroleum geologist: studies the surface and subsurface composition of the earth.
b. Paleontologist : rtudies fossil remains in the earth to locate oil bearing sands,'
c. Mineralogist: studies physical and chemical properties of mineral and rock samples.
d. Shothole drillers and helpers: operate portable drilling rigs to make holes into which
}explosives are placed.
NN

e. Rig builders and helpkrs: install drilling rigs to support the machinery and equipment
'N
which raise and lower the drilling tools.

f. Derriekmen: works on small platform high on rig whenever running in or pulling
pipe from a drilled hole.

g. Petroleum engineers: plan and supervise the operatic and maintenance of wells.
h. Pumpers (or roustabouts): operate and maintain motors pumps, and othei equipments
to force an artificial flow of oil from Wells.
i. Welders: maintain and repair petroleum drilling machinery.

j. Carpenters:
k. Electricians: install and maintain electrical machinery
1`. Machinists! install and repair petroleum drilling machinists.

m. Stillmen (or coking or cracking operator):responsible for efficient operation or proessing units of crude oil into usable products.
n,

mpmen: maintain and operate power-driven pumps which cirCulate petroleum
products, chemicals, and water through processing units.

o. Treaters: Operate equipment to remove impurities from gasoline, oil, and other
petroleum products.

p. Refinery mechanics: maintenance workers who often have combined skills in keepi
refining equipment in good,working order.

q. Chemists and laboratory technicians: control qUality of petroleum products by making
tests and analysis.

r. Administrative personnel: supervisors of the entire refining operation inchiding hiring
and firing of others.

s. Typists, stenographers, secretaries, bookkeepers: clerical workers who work in
office jobs related to petroleum refining.

'

f,

t. Systems 'analysts, key punchers: Computer workers necessary to the petrbleum refining process..
7--

t. Gasoline service station attendants: service cars, pumps gasoline, cleans windshields
and provides additional services.

v. Wholesale trade salesworkers: representatives of companies who play a big role in
getting goods from factories to the consumers.

.

w: Manufacturers' salesmen wh o represent their company's product to other large
companies or institutions.

x. Cooperative extension service workers: those engaged in educational work in agriculture, home economics, youth activities, and community resource development.

y. Soil scientists: study the physical, chemical and biological, characteristics and behavior of soil.
z. Soil conservationists: supply 'farmers, ranchers and other with technical assistance
for soil and water conservation.
'aa. Agricultural' economist: deal with problems related to production, financing, pricing,
eand marketing of farm products.

ab. Agricultural engineers; develop new and improved farm machines and work on
irrigation systems, flood prevention, and other technical aspects of farming.

ac. Agronomists: concerned witli4rowing, breeding, and improving field crops.

ad. Animal physiologistS t.nd animal husbandmen: research environmental influences
upon, breeding of, growth of, and nutrition and physiology of livestock.

ae. Veternarians: inspect and treat livestock to control disease.
af.i,Geneticists: devielop strains, breeds, andt varieties of better plants and animals.

ag. Plant pest control inspectors: supervise and perform professional and scientific
work in enforcing plant quarantine and pest control laws.

ah. Entomologists.
.

ai. Ituman nutritionists.

aj. Electrical engineers.
ak. Chemical enginegrs.

al. Industrial engineers.
am. Statisticians.
an. Environomental scientists.

20: ;
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ao. Foremen.
ap. Electric power plant administrators afirt- clerks.'
aq. Electric power plant"maintenance Workers...

ar. Boiler operators..
ti

as. Turbine operators.
at. Auxiliary equipment operators.
au, Switchboardoperators.

ay. Watch engineers.

aw. Load dispatchers.
ax. Subutation operators,
ay. Linemen,

az. Meter men.
9

ba. Meter readers.
District representatives.
bc. Newspaper editor.

bd. Pressman.
be. Writer.
bf, Copyreader.
6g. Government positions.

bh. Broadcasting positions.

bi..Physicist.
bj. Accountant.

bk. Insulation installer,

bl. Public relations man.
brn. Store manager..
4.

9bn, Coal miner..
bo. Nuclear energy plant worker.

2, 0
-,..

1

f-

bp. Lumberjack.
bq. Heating and,air conditioning repairman.
br. Automobile eligine designers.

bs. Professional drivers.
bt. Census takers and poll takers.
bu. Archeologists.

by. Printer.

-

bw. Anthropologist.

bx. Pictographers

by. Tezhnical Artist.

z

bz. Museum curator and staff
ca. Sociologist.

cb. Historians.

r.
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Resources

kilmitrips
Whaling

Language Arts

,

r'

Oil Wealth from.the Ground,
Cod! andiron Workers
'

Improve Your Oral Reports
Writing Different Kinds of Letters
Your Communications Skills - Speaking
Listening .

*Oil Workers

Petroleum in Today's Living
OH: From Earth To You
How Man Conserves gie Soil. Light
Electricity and Heat
Using Atomic Energy
-Energy =,
Whats An Atom

Writing

Reading
Your Study Skills: Doing An Assignment
Your Study Skills: Using Reference Materials
Mir Study Skills: Taking Notes
Effective Writing: Revise and Improve
How to Read Newspapers
Writing a Good Paragraph

=

Electricity
Chemical Change
Light
Building An Electric Generator
Eltretricity in Circuits
Transformers
Light, Electricity and Heat
Heat Series
Energy
What is Electricity
What is Energy'
Electrical Circuits
Heat and How It Is Measured

Math

-Graphs: Understanding and Using Them
Percent: How and Why
Brushing Up on ,Division
Brushing Up on Multij5lication

Electrfcity: How it Is Generated
ElectriWty: Principles of Safety
Electrons and Electronics'
Introduction to Electricity
Matter and Energy
The Story of Electricity The Greeks to Frapklin

Language Arts'

Chemical Changes All Abo &Us
Electricity from Chemicals
Electricity All About Us
Energy and its Forms

Digging for Facts
Building Reports
Finishing Reports
Title and Opening Sentence

Body of Composition'
Body of Closing Sentence
Reyising and Final Editing

AtomkEnergy
Energy From theSun
How-the Body Uses Energy
The Nuclear Reactor
Introducing Atoms and Nuclear Energy

Films
Introducing Atoms and Nuclear Energy
The Atomic Dilemma
Fuels: Their Nature and Use
Factories, Mines and' Waterwdys
ABC of Internal Combustion

Theuri and Mr. Norris

Atomic Research: Aim and Development
Birth of a Gas Station
Our-Friend, the Atom: Part IT
Principles of Electricity
.Gas Company

...

=

!-

Slides and Lecture - Heat Your Home for Less
.
.
Movie - The Steel Reef
Filmstrip /Record - Squandered Resources
Middle East Tiirmoil

.

tamphlete,L,

"Penetrating New Frontiers with-Mineral

"Sbience in the Petroleum Industry"
American Petroleum Institute .
1271 Avenue of the Americas

Engineering",

Societrof 'Mining Engineers of America
Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and
Petroleum Engineers, Inc.
345 East 47th Street
New York, New York 10017

New York, 20, Ne:w. York

"Facts About Oil"
American Petroleum Institute
1271 Avenue of the Axnericas
New York, New fork 10020-

"Careers in Petroleum Engineering"
Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIM
6200 North Central Expressway
Dallas, -Texas 75206

J

5*
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American Petroleum Institute
180. K Street, Northwest
Waehington, D. C. 20006

"Your Unlimited Opportunities in the

L. P. - Gas Industry"
The Association of Young Gassers, Inc.
Wyncote House
Wyncote-,,Pennsylvania

"Engineering Careers in the Coal Industry"
National Coal Association
Coal Building, 1130 Seventeenth St.
Washington, D. C. 20036

"Minitig Engineering"
The Colorado School of Mines
Golden, Colorado 80401

"Wiling Engineering"
Chairman, Department of Mining, Petroleum
4nd Geological Engineering
University orMiesouri, Rolla
Rolla, Missouri 65401

"Petroleum Engineers"
The Colorado School of Mines
.Golden, Colorado 80401

"Books on Admission"
The Colorado School of Mines
In files under #622
Books

The How and Why Book of Atomic Energy

Underground Riches- The Story of,Mining
Walter Bueha, William Morrow and
Co. , 1958

.Donald Barr, Grossett and Dunlap
Atomic Energy.
Matthew Gaines, Grossett and Dunlap

.
The Wonder of Heat Energy
Hy Ruchlis, Harper and Row, 1961

Coal, Steel, Atoms and Trade
Richard Strauss, Coward -MCann

Electricity; The Story of Power
Arnold Mandelbaum, G. P. Putnam's
Sons, 1960.

About Oil

Eleanor Phillips, Melmont

The Deepest Hole in the World

Louis Wolfe, 6.P. Putnam's Sons, 1964 Oil

A Job With A Future In The Petroleum
Industry
Phillip T. Dronting and Jim Mayes,
Grosset and,Dunlap, 1969

. . . Todays Black Magic
Walter Buehr, Morrow

kingic of Steel and Oil
Robert Webb, Grossett and Dunlap

Oitnarrotr (Petroleum Industry and ,Trade)
Edna Ferber, Grossdtt and Dunlap

Electric Power in America
Robert McCraig, G. P. Putnam's Sons,

Great Heritage
Katherine Siiippen, Viking

-.1970

Career Opportunities - Technicians ,
Ferguson Doubleday
V

r

.s^

Information

Edison Electric Institute
750 3rd Ave.
New York, New York 10017

International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers
1200 15th Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20005

National Petroleum Refiners Association
1725 DeSales Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036
American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical
and Petroleum Engineers
345 East 47th Street
New York, Neil -York 10017

Utility Workers Union of America
1875 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington,' D. C. 20006

Career Briefs
"Gas Distribution Occupations"
Chronicle Publishers.

"Mining and Quarrying Industry/1
Chronicle Publishing

"Petroleum-Products Manufacturing
Occupations"
Chronicle Publishers

"Petroleum Engineer"
Chronicle Publishing

"Mining Engineer"
,Chronicle Publishing

Career Kits

Careers, Inc. , Largo', Florida 33546
ir622
Petroleum Engineer
Mining Engineer
Coal Engineer

2:10
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SOUTHWESTERN CITY SCHOOLS
Your Community: Past, Present, and Future
This unit exemplifies integration of all subject areas with careers. It is especially suitable far a team teaching organization_ but is not limited to this type of
organization.

1. This unit is designed to be utilized fully or partially at the teacher's discretion.

2. The intention .of the authors is for phase planners to choose only those objectives that
they wish to meet.

3. Which and how many objectives will be taught and which suggested implementation activi-

ties will be used are at the discretion of the phase planners.
4. Evaluation will be made by pre-testing andpost-testingonyl those objectives chosen by the
phase.

5. The list of suggested test items is included solely as a teacher resource, not as a test
for the students.

6. The phase may re-word the test questions to meet the needs of their students as long

as the new test questions keep with the guidelines of the objective. (Note Math Teachers:
It is up to you
decide the degree of difficulty that you wish to use and Substitute the
appropriate numbers.)

7. Answers for all test items are included after each test item,

£1. Analysis of the pre-test and post-lest can be done by simply taking the average of the
student's scores within the Phase as opposed to an item by item analytqs. (Send these
"pre and post-test results:-.to Don Miller along with the Numbers" of the objectives that
`were used, i.e., 'We used o6jectives1, 3, 5, 6, 7, and the average score was 57% correct?)
9. Any deletions or additions that the teachers wish to make to the list of activities is certainly _irf the best interest ,of studenelearning in this unit.
10. THIS UNIT IS MEANT TO BE BROADAND FLEXIBLE -- IMPLEMENT IT TO MEET THE
NEEDS OF YOUR PHASE.
4

-
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.

.

Wardrobe

Person
Stage Director '

Stand-in
. Sound Effects

Play Director
Prompter -'

.

,

_

,

.

.

'

e.

d.

-c.

Look at pictures, filmstrips

b.

Director

Scene

Author

,

Define these words or terms -Actor
Choreographer

-

List five types of work involved in the presentation
of a play before an audience.

-

Write a script for a skit.

skit of historical interest.

and movies depicting pioneer
life and draw sketches of
costumes and settings for a

Read stories of pioneer life
in your community andstate.

a.

e.

d.

c.

b.

a.

.

'

>

II. The student will list
three listening skills.

.

a.

.

Have a guest speaker to talk
about community problems
or an item of historical significance and have students
write a summary of the talk.

,

a.

'

Recall-

Observe
Recall

Cause
Effect
Making Choices

Similarities

Recall
Differences

Similarities

Recall
Differences

Reca\ ll

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

Recall
Differences
Similarities
Cause
,
Effect
Making Choices

,40 '21,
Mistress
,.-i
HiStoriin
Test Question and T.C.C. - What is the job of a prompter in'the presentation of a skit?

-

ClothesDesigni-r
Playwright .
Choreographer
Actor

.

Careers:
'Related
Artist

7,4,13,9

'

The students will write
and present a skit based
on the history of their'
' community.

OBJECTIVES

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

'
.

a.

a.

.

.
'

.

Language Arts

-

Language Arts

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

To clarify and extend the students' concept of their local community--Past, Present and Future

Career Clusters:

I.

GOAL:

.

.

,

-

TION

.

-

.

.

RELATION'

PSYCHOMOTOR

.

-

;

a.

-

c.

'

TION

.

'

.

.

'

..
.

..

AFFECTIVE
' RELATION-

,

-

.,

c.

b.

sent them to the lass in
an oral

magazines Which ive
historical inform tion of
your community d pre-

Find items of historical
importance from ewspapers, brochur or

Students will listen to a tape
of a previously recorded
talk on a su ?ject pertaining
to a commu ity and in an oral
presentatio give the main
idea and t ee supporting,
details of the tape.
t

I

Cause
Effect
Making Choices

Similarities

I

Observe
Recall
Differences

,

Recall

.

.

.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

'

Have a member of the Emergency Squad talk to class
about emergency procedure.
Use a filmstrip on the subject
of mental health.

e.

Make a survey of available
health facilities of community.

V.,

d.

c.

.

) the community.

-e.

d.

c.

Observe
Recall

Observe
Questioning

Observe
Recall
Ordering

Psychiatrist
T.C.C. - A psychologist is a medical doctor that treats mental patients.
Test Question - Student will list six types of health care facilities.
Answers: T.C.C. - False.
Test Question
Teacher's can fudge correctness of answer.

Social Worker
Emergency Rescue
Men or Women
Mental Health
Director
Psychologist

Director
Artist

Nursing Home

8, 14 =
Related Careers:
Nursing
Doctors

1

I

. 46

T.C.C. - What skills does a newspaper reporter need to effectively report events at a press onference?
III. Students will list six
a. Take a field trip to a health fa- a. Observe
a. Teen Impact
types of health care
cility such as a trsing home.
Recall.
SociaL'Studies
personnel and facilities
in their community.
b. Use a telephone book for infor- b. Observe
mation and draw a chart to
Recall
Career Clusters:,
represent health facilities of
Ordering
I
.

c.

b.

SKILL PROCESS

.

IMPLEMENTATIbN ACTIVITIES

Test Question - List three listening skills.

.

Director
Reporter

Audiovisual

Career Clusters:
3, 7
Related,Careers:
Publisher

II. Continued.-

OBJECTIVE§

THINKING

1.1"'

SUGGESTED

i

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP
I

.

c.

SHIP

.

,

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

,

13,9,14,3

.

- ..,

,

$:-

1,

,

'tk

Role-playing to show problems
of a new student in a school.

.

dr Make a report on the job of a
school counselor or social
worker

.-

c.

.

List organizations that help to
involve families in community
life such as P.T.A.

last five years.
.

Poll the neighborhood to show
how many families have moved
to this community within the

THINKING

Observe'
Recall
Differences

Similarities
Ordering

Recall
Differences

.

Observe
Ordering

d.

.

a.

.

-

.

Social
Studies

%Impact

'team

.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

RELATIONSHIP

PSYCHOMOTOR
.

c.

.

SHIP

.

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

-'

new houses in the
.- 'community and the
average number of
schoolage children
,.
in each household
the studentg will
compute the number
of new students to be
added to school rolls,

V. Given.the number of

...

,

b.

-

.

.

.

about the amount of new homes
in their community.

A real estate man from the
community talks to the class
.

.

Cause
Effect
Qiiestioning

Observe

' Recall

Ordering

Recall

Observe
'

,

.

.

, . Making Choices"
,

b.

,

a. ,Graph figures from'the problem a.
in the objective.

TC.C - 1-b, 2-a, 3-d, 4.-c,-

.

.

'

a.

.

.

.1

.
.

.

,

.

Social Studies

Math

.
.
.

.

b.

...

.

.

T.C.C. - Match following jobs with description: (a.) priest. (b.) school counselor. (c.) newspaper put3lisher. (d.) Welcome Wagon Representative
1. person who. helps. students with their problems - 2. personwho directs religious actiyities - 3, a'person who visits a new family of the
community and presents them with gifts from merchants - 4. a person who publishes news of a community.
Answers: Test - church membership, welcome wagon activities, P. T.A. membership, enlistment of people in political parties:

Recall

Cause
Effect

.

.

SKILL PROCESS

' Similarities

c.

b.

a.

Test Question - List four ways to involve new citizens in the community.

Pollster

Counselor
Actor
Social Worker

School

Hostess

Related Careers;

Career Clusters:

-

b.

.

four ways to involve
new citizens,

a.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

N. The student will list

.

OBJECTIVES

_

,,

,

....,..,

,

,

,

An architect discusses changes
in architecture of buildings in
our community.?

of their community and mark all
new buildings in way suggested by

d. . The students Map *new section

_

c.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

.
-lc'

d.

c.

THINKING

Recall

Effect_

Cause

Similarities

Observe
Recall
Differences

SKILL PROCESS

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

,.

-

,

d.

in the system.
.
Former students can be interviewed on changes in our
school system.

knowledge of changes and growth

d.

Cause
Effect
Observe
ReCall
Differences

a. Students will draw a map td scale a. Recall'
of the present school district.
Ordering
u. A speaker from the school board b. Observe
or administrative staff will be
Recall
invited to talk to the group.
Questioning
c. The studetts will study brochures c. . Observe
of his school district to obtain
Recall

a.

-,

Language Arts

'Math

Social Studies

,

....,

.-

1

1.

PSYCHQ-,
MOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

.

.

c.

-

-

SHIP

c.

.

.

<,.,

P

.

.

.

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

Public Speaker
Similarities'
,
Teachers
.
School Administrators
e. A field trip to an elementary,
e. Observe
,
Media Consultants
vocational middle school or high
Recall
Maintenance
school can be made.
Differences
Engineer
a
,
SimilaritieS
' Custodian
.
T.C.C. - Put one check mark in front of all jobs found in a present day school system, and two checks in front of those jobs found in a pioneer
school. ( ) Teacher ( ) Nurse ( ) Dietician ( )'Surgeon ( ) Minister ( ) Secretary
Suggested answer - (xx) Teacher (x) Nurse -(x) Dietician ( ) Surgeon ( ) Minister (x) Secretary-

Related Careers:

3, 14,13,7

Career Clusters:

Correlates with SWMSC
Obj. #55-and #56

VI. Students will explain
the change in educational facilities a his
community in the past
one hundred years.

-

Salesman
class.
_
Architect
.
Any career in building
I
a
industry
Map Maker
School Administrator in
charge of projecting
.
school enrollment
T. C. C. - Name ten occupations' that are. involved in the planning of a new housing development in a community.

Related Careers:
Real Estate

5, 14, 2

Career Clusters:

SWMSC Objective #22

Correlates with

V. Continued.

OBJECTIVES

.

-

.

.

.

.

d.

Have small group read a
story of current or pioneer
times and discuss-career
that they observed in oral
presentation to clas-d.

walk:

.0.

'

THINKING

,

Observe
. .
Recall
Cause
Effect
Making Choices

Recall
Ordering

Recall
Differences
Similarities

SKILL PROCESS

Caude
Effect

,

.

.
+

i

a.

.
..

.

SOcial Studies

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

4

-

-

0

.

.

.

..

,

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATION=
SHIP

d.

c.

,
,

4

.

1, 11
Related Careers:
Archeologist
Botanist
Zoologist

Career Clusters:

this area.

which have effected
the lives of animals
and human life in

able to list three
climatic periods

VIII. Each student will be

,

c.

b.

b.

a.

Draw avap of Ohio showing
.c.
the extent of glacier movement.

.

Draw a mural of the climatic
periods including sketches
of human and animallife.

a. ' Construct a model of climatic
periods.

.

Recall

Cause
Effect-

.

.

.

,*",

' 'similarities

Recall
Differences

Effect

Cause.

Recall
Differences
Similarities
.

.

_

.

a.

.

'

.

Science

.

41

.

.

,

.

.

.

-

-

.

.

.

b.

a.

Present - Lawyer, minister, doctor, police, teacher, technician, druggist, printers, proofreaders, farmers', and so forth.

.

,

RELATI01%.
SHIP

.''

.

-

APFECTIVE

Possible answer - Pioneer - Weaving, farming, preaching, blacksmiths, carpenters, teachers, hunters, law officers, surveyors, or any- other
answer correct hi teacher's estimation.

..

d. : Recall
.. Differences
Similarities

c.

Take a bus tour of community and direct attention to
things 'sUggesting jobs. This
could also be done on a short

c.

.. ,

Present films of Pioneer days - b.
andhave children record..
jobs that they observe.

..

V.

a.

Have each student tell the
specific job that his father 2:..
or mother does.
.4. . zz -..ti., ...

a.

.

.
SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

,

T, C. C. - List ten occupations of pioneers and ten of present-:day citizens.

.

elated Careers:
Any career

1 - 15 could apply

Career Clusters:

VII. Students will list
ten occupations or
jobs of pioneer people
and ten occupations
of present-day citizens of their coinmunity.

OBJECTIVES

.

.

.

.

.

.

ts.,2

,

'

.

,the climatic period'S.

a bulletin board illustrating

e. A group of students will design

-

4

-

e.

Students will write a one-page
d.
report on the life of an archeologist, a botanist or a zoologist
including eduCational requirements of each career.

SUGGESTED,
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

d.

,

.

Effect

Cause,

Recall
Differences
Similarities

Recall

SKILL PROCESS

,

*.."--....-

THi DIKING

#;,_

"

,

.

.

,

-,..

4,

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

,

,

.

SHIP 4

,

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATION -'
.

-

.

-

..

,

*

Ar heologist

Bio ogist

.

Related Careers:
Historian
. Veterinarian
hropologist

Career Chaster:
8, 11 s

years:

-

,

munity in the last 2,00

.

c.

b.

,,,-

-,

the causes of animal extiliction.

.

V'
. ''

Written or oral report on -,

4_

.

.
.

Ma d of pioneer days and compare the animals and vegetation to those found in your
. community today.

I'

IX. Students will give verbal' a. - Make a time line of 200 nays
or written explanation of
td show changes in anima
-4
the change in plant and.,
and plant life.
animal life in their corn-

.-

'

T. C. C. - Scientist, Gedlogist

Possible answer - Test -

.

c.

b.

'la.

Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect

Observe

Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect

Cause
Effect

Similarities
Ordering

Recall
Differences

Recall

'

-

,

.

.

a\ Science

.

...

..:

..

e.

c.

b.

a.

.

.

SHIM

.

.

----

\--...

......

.

,.

AFFECTIVE.,
RELATION-

T.C.C. - Check the career or careers 'which would be involved in 'finding out the number of climatic periodsvof your geographical arlea.
( ) Grocer
( ) Farmer
( ) Scientist
( ) Geologist

.

skTest Question - List three climatic periods which have effected your. community or area.

Marine Biologist
;

Museumeurator

Related Careers: Continued
Paleohtplogist
.
Meteorologist
Assistants to
Archeologists
Anthropologist
Climatologist

OBJECTI'VES(

.-

.

C,,0

-"

1

11

d.

pioneer days and have a
round table discussion of
animal and vegetable life,
' compaa4ng them to present
animal and plant life.

Use film or filmstrips a
-

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

d.

THINKING

.'

arities
Similarities

Observe
Recall
Differences

SKILL PROCESS

v'''

r
CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

1D.

T. C. C. - True

.

4

Possible Answers - Test: Bears, foxes, horses - corn, beans, pumpkin (or any that the teacher counts correct)

Test Question - Name three animals and three plants that could be found in our community 200 years ago.
- True or False - Indians farmed the land before the coming of the white man.

'

IX. Continued...

OBJECTIVE

_

C

a

,ELATIONSHIP

PSYCHOMOTOR

i

d.

1

4

RELATION SHIP

AFFECTIVE

4

census.

.

The stude
ill com. pute the
cent of
. population growth in
the commupity given
population/igures from
the 1900 aid 1970

4

OHJECTIVES

.

rate.

.

based on movement and birth

.

c.
-

,

....

population census figus.

census figures on a line
graph. Try to infer the
six 10-year census figures
from this graph and .thp
compare th4m with ac ual

Graph the 1900 and 1970

b. Discuss and work practice
problems on percetitage of
growth.

.

a. Discuss population growth

.
.
SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.r.

c.

b.

a.

Differences
Similarities
Ordering
Cause
Effect
Anticipating
Concluding

Recall`

.

Recall

Concluding

Recall
Differences
Similarities

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING
.

1

1

Social Studies

a. Math,

.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

':

-.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

.

t

Correlates with SWMSC:
Obj. #48

.

.

II. The students will
given statistics from
questionnaires, compute percentage
figures of total community for each
appropriate area as
indicated by the sur- \
veys collected.

,

c.

b.

a.

-

'

The studeqs will complete
and discuMgraphs of the .
surveys collected as a large,
group project.

1

sample probleins.

bar, line or circle graphs)

The students will graph (using

.

c.

Ordering
Cause
Effect

Similarities

Recall
Differences

Differences
Similarities
Ordering

b. Recall

Students will discuss percentage a. Rec01,
figures and their use with
Zifferences
statistics.
Similarities

:

.

,

.

Language Arts
Social Studies

id. Math

.

i-

,

.

T.C.C. 'True or False--A city planner would use the percentage growth figureslto plan for new community needs in future years.
Answer True

Related Careers:
Statisticians
Census Takers
Mithenfaticians
City Planner
Architect
Librarians
Data Processors

2; 5, 14

Career Clusters:

.

Correlates with SWMSC:
. Obj. #48

L

-

.

,

Pt( ES ENT

C.

c.

.

4

-

.

.

.

.

.

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHiP-

1

i

-

d.

,

1

I

i

The students, will discuss the
future of the community
baseid on the results of the
.
poll:

,

.

d.

I

I

,

I

Cause
Effect
Anticipating

Similarities

1

Recall
Differences

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

1

.

,

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

1,

.

I

FSYCH07
MOTOR
RELATIONSHIP
d.

-

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

1

.4

dependent on information obtained,

Related Careers:
All careers could
be covered he7

1 - 15 could apply

Career Clusters:

throe kinds of corn?
munity information
that can be gained
from a questionnaire.

III: The student will list

Akswer - True

.

e
1

Students will look at several.
kinds of questionnaires aid
discuss uses in4 commu ity.

o

.

Students will discuss questions
found in sample survey of a
metropolitan community
(see kit). -

b.

a.

d.

neighborhoods in BMS area.

Distribute the surveys to

Id.

c. Write a survey and print enough c.
copies to poll five times the
number of students in the pro gram.

b.

's

a.

i

r

Observe
Recall

Recall

Similarities

Observe
Differences

Cause
Effect

Similarities

Observe
Recall
Differences'

I

business and recreational facilities in growing communities.

:

I

.

a.

...

,

.

I

.

.

Language Arts

.

.

I

1

*

.

.

1

I

.

T.C.C. True or FalseStatisticians use public opinion-surveys and questionnaires along w th population statistics to tabulate the need for new

Related Careers:
Statisticians
City Planners
Data Processors
Clerks
Public Relations
Workers
` Technical Writers
Draftsman

2, 2., 5, 14

Career Clusters

f

OBJECTIVES

II. Continued.

1

.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIEBk

i

.

I

e.

Collect and tabulate results
.
of surveys.

.

e.

.'

SIP

PSYCHOMOTOR
'RELATION-

_

o

Discuss the results of those
letters based on similarities
and differences in the replies
received.,.

c. Draw some generalization's
about Chambers of Commerce
from the discussion in b.
Have speakers from local
Chambers of Commerce
explain local agencies.
e. Igiscuss need for Chamber of
Commerce in local communities.

b.

a. Write business letters, using
correct form, to Chambers of
,Commerce across the nation
(see kit).

..

Generalizing

Concluding

Cause
Effect

Differences
Similarities

Recall.

Recall
Cause .
Effect
Questioning

d.

Cause
Effect
Concluding

Similarities

Observe
Recall
'Questioning
e. Differences

c.

'b.

.

.

a.

-

-

Social Studies
Language Arts

Test Question - List three purposes of a Chamber of Commerce.
T.C.C. Trueor False - A lawyer could be a. membey. of the Chamber of Commerce in h s community.
Suggested Answers: Test - 1. To encourage new business to move into, community.
2. Educate public about cornmunitY problems.
3. Promote any activity which will bring consumers to the community.
. ,
T. C. C. - True

Administrators
Motel Managers
Amusement
Businesses
Recreational
Personnel

Clerics
Business

Related Careers:
Public Relations
'#
Workers
Publishers
-Businessmen
Politicians
Secretaries -

Career Clusters:
2, 9,14,.3

IV. The student will list
three-purposes of
a Chamber of Commerce.

T.C.C.: - F

Suggested Answers - Test: A) Number of-Churches; B) Need for Recreation Facilities; C) Need for New Business

.

,

TC.C. - A survey which counts and locates fire hydrants in a community would be of interest to
A) Dog lovers B) Police Chief C) Fire Marshall D) Insurance Agent E) A and C F) C and.D G) None of .these.

-

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

Cause.

Similarities
Ordering

Different

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

Effect
Test Question - List 3 kinds of information that could be gained from community questionnaires.

OBJECTIVES /
M. Continued.

.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES
.

.

.

-

,

,e

a.

.

.

.

..-

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

-

.

.

OBJEAIVES

..

.

,

(D)

Career clusters:

went positions and the
duties of offiecials.

:

,

e

Government
Officials
Lobbyists
Lawyers .
Judges
Law- Enforcement
Social Workers
education

Related Caree'rs:
Public Service
.
Workers

2) mayor-council
3) mayor

of city governments.
1) city manager

Discuss the oronization

..

"

c.

-

Recall
Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect

Similarities
Ordering

c.

d.

Listen to. career tapes dealing with public officials
(see kits).

d.

b.

Discuss city or local government positions as careers.

1,1

a.

Recall

Similarities

Recall
Differences

Recall

Similarities

Recall
Differences

Social Studies

.

.

,:

SHIP
.

*

C.

.

..

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

.,

D) elected representative

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATION -'

Answers :.1, c,

Z.

appointed 4aw enfofcement offiber

D, 3. .13,4. A, 5. B

.4

of peopritmay geograph%cal area ,

- March duty with office:
1) Mayor
A) official who regulates
2) Councilman
the placement of homes
3) City Manager
and industries
4) Zoning Commissioner RI Appointed executive ,
5) Police Chief
official usuakly hired
by council
C) elected executive of
city government
T.,C.

NOTES:

'a.

(0) Publisher of Ohio Mason
Holiday Inns

-(H)

,

Social Studies

.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

a.

(E) Ford Motor Company
(F) Galidn Power Shovel

c.

they hold.

b. Find out the names, of local
officials and the offices

a.

Western Electric

and explain, govern ='

,

.;

Infer from current locatien
of businesses possible new
. `sites 'for industries based
on population and facilities.

ci,

(A) Thernostat Manufacturing Company
(B) G'eneral Motors Plant
(C) Wedtinghouse

,

.

.

Discuss the 14ation of
business to population ,.

:centers.

Recall
Differences

b.

community.
b.

Similarities

a.
Recall
Differences

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

a; Discuts industries in the

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

Of the follow.ing7Industries, chock five which can,be found in yourcommunity.

"VI. 'The student will list

T. C.

Related Careers:Any Careers related
to the industries
found in the communy.
it
, -

1.- 15. collid apply,

,, -,
'
Career C lusth VA :

and explain the industries found in his'
community. ,

r.-- The student will list

<

..

.

.

Discuss personal problems
which the students have faced
because of lack of planning.
ilav,,; each student write about
one such problem.
Play a simulation game where
one group of students is given
a topic ahead of time and
asked to perform a skit
and the other group performs
impromptu. Compare the

d.

e.

results.

Invite a, city planner to talk
about zoning problems faced
through lack of planning.

c.

Discussion of problems in
area and how they could
be improved.

.
,

e.

d.

c.

b.

a.

THINKING

Recall
Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect

Recall
Cause
Effect
Concluding

Cause
Effect
Questioning

Effect
Concluding

cause

Recall
- Differences
Similarities

Recall

SKILL PROCESS

;

a.

.

IndustrialArte

Language Arts
Social Studies

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

How would a city planner describe a planned city? What would be two of its advantages?

-

,

b.

.

and use of encyclopedia.

a. Lesson on dictionary skills

.
SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

-

,

.

k

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

,;

'

d.

c.

ii).

..

.

.

"4.

,

RELATION*
SHIP

AFFECTIVE

VIII. The students will draw a.
maps and models with
a given equivalency
scale with 80% accuracy.

to scale..

Have students bring in scale
models of various things and
discuss how these were made

a.

Recall
Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect
.

a.

Math
e-f

a.

.

school and other necessary facilities.
Advantages - Would be pollution free, good transportation system, no slum areas, recreational facilities ,.chbice of home
style.

Suggested Answers: Suited te the needs of the people who live there; planned and built before anyone moves in; all persons living close to work,

T.C. C.

,-

'Engineer

Related Careers:
City Planner ''
Architect

2, 5, 14'

Career Clusters:

tages of pre = planning.

VII. The students will write
the definition or .
descriptiOn-of a planned
city and list two advan-

OBJECTIVES

.

.,

d.

c.

c.

Practice division for scaling
down numbers or multiplication of fractions.

Discuss why it is necessary
for an architect, an engineer,
or a city planner to be able
to draw things to scale.

their size.

the dimensions of his own
house or car, then change
these measurements to 1/10

b. Havp several students take

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

d.

c.

b.

THINKING

Recall
Effect

Recall
'Ordering

.

Recall
Ordering

SKILL PROCESS

-

.

.

I

I

1

Surveyor 1,
DeAigner
Architect

Related Careers:
Bureau.of Standards

5, 14

Career Clusters:

Dbj. #64, #65, #67

Correlates with SWMSC:

1

i

IX. The students will write
equivalent measurements for inches, feet,
yards, rods!, and miles.

c.

b.

si

I

Take a one-mile hike. Have
each student describe one
mile and then learn how
many feet and yards in a
mile.

Show the filmstrip on distance
measurements.

a. Give each student a piece of
paper one inch long, one foot
long, and one yard long and
allow them to use these to
detdrmine'the comparison
between the three.

Answer: 5 inches by 2 inches

c.

i

Recall
Difference
iSimilarities
Drdering

'Recall

Observing
Recall
Ordering

b. ,Obserkiing

a.

a.

:

.1

<,

"-

Math

.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

T.C.C. -'Using a scale of 1 inch = 20 yards, draw a football field 100 yards long and 40 yards wide.

Related Careers: ,
Cartogiapher
Architect
Designer
Engineer
.
City Planner .
Mathematician
Industrial
Designer
Industrial
Artist
Surveyor

-3, 7, 14

Career Clusters:

Correlates with SWMSC:
Obj. #71

VIII. Continued.

-

OBJECTIVES

v

,

;

.

_

.

...1.'

*

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP
..

.

c.

Q SHIP

.

.

'AFFECTIVE
,z' RELATION-

.

e.

d.

.
.

Discuss comparisons with
metric system.

N4.

measurements.

,

Do worksh t on which
students m t change these

-

.#

.

e.

d.
I

Recall
Differences
Similarities

Recall
Ordering

i.../ THINKING
SKILL PROCESS
"

.
4

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

I

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

e.

.

,

..

Have students list ways of
changing each plan' to improve
it.

4.

ties of each community.
-

discuss differences, similari- #

When information is received,
-

d.

,

Cause
Effect
Concluding

Similarities

Recall
Differences

Re,call

Observe
Recall
Questioning

Observe
Recall

Anticipating
Cause
Effect

-e.- Recall

d.

c.

b.

a.

a.

.

Language Arts

I

!

.

d.

.

.

SHIP
.

.

IRELAT'ION-

AFFECTIVE

1.

T. C. C. - Show the form a secretary would use to write a business letter from Biookiark Middle School to The Chamber of Commerce, Washington,
D.C. , inquiring for maps and plans of the city and information on the architects.

Employees

Related Careers:
Secretary
City Planner
Chamber of Commerce

2, 14

.

Ar ran6re a field trip to a
planned community and make
a videotape.

Read the article 'Wondrous
Walden" in the American Home
Magazine, February, 1973.

b.

planned communities
asking for information
and plans.

Lesson on how to write a

business letter.

1 mile = .q,280 ft.
1 mile = 1,760 yd.

c.

a.

The student will write

business letters to

Career Clutters:

X.

1 yd. =min.

1 yd. = 3 ft.
1 ft. = 12 in.

T.C.C. - Pretend you are an employee of the Bureau of Standards and fill in these measurements with the correct ansVvers:

IX. Continued.

OBJECTIVES

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

-

,

.

Let students investigate the
careers section of the IMC
to find these careers.

e.

d.

.

Have each student assume one
of these planning careers and
form groups to begin planning
their community.

.

Have each student write about
one career having to do with
planning and explain to the
class what this person does.

business.

in your community having to
do with planning, services,

c. Make different lists of careers

b. -Discuss what steps need to be
taken to plan a city and who
would be involved.

a.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

-

e.

d.

c.

b.

.

a.

THINKING

Recall
Ordering
Anticipating

Concluding

Recall
.
Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect

Recall
Questioning

Recall
Cause
Effect
Ordering

Recall

SKILL PROCESS

a.

-

.

Social Studies
Lsanguage Arts

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-.

.

.

.,

RELATIONSHIP

AFFECTIVE '

5, 612, 1

.

,

ss.

.

.

.

.

..

Suggested answer: City planner, architect, surveyor, construction supervisor, environmental control specialist, desigher, transportation
( manager, industrial consultant, housewife, zoning agent, realtor, educator, parks and-recreation planner, water and
a
sanitation supervisor, landscape architect, city engineer.
.
.
XII. The students will name
a. Students can read and Is cuss
a. Recall
a. Science
5 ways of making their
the articles from the American
planned community
Home, "A Better Use of Our
.
.
ecologically safe and
Lovely Land".
well-balanced.
.
b. Students can play Coca Cola
b. Recall
.
.
E
Career Clusters:
game.
...

.

,

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

T.C. C. --If you were a city ma4tager in charge of planning a community, list ten careerpersons you might-ask to help you.

Educator
City Parks and
Recreation Planner

Housewife
Zoning Agent

Surveyor
City Manager
Construction Worker
Environmental Control
Specialist
Designer
Transportation
Manager
Industrial- Consultant

Related Careers:
City Planner
Architect,

Career Clusters:
1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 12, 13, 14, 15

planning and building a
planned city.

XI. The students will list
ten careers involved in

OBJECTIVES

,

...

,

OBJECTIVES

.

.

,

.

Students can list problems with
ecology and the way thine are
constructed in their own area.

A speaker from the trash and
sanitation or environmental
. control department could be
asked to speak.

d.

c.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

.

d.

c.

THINKING

Recall
Questioning

Recall
Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect

SKILL PROqSS

.

.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

,

PSX'd110MOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

t.

c.

.

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

't

.1

_City Planner
Developer
Real Estate Agent
Architect
Surveyor
Conservation or
Environmental
Specialist

Related Careers:

1, 6, 14

Career Cluster

-, mimity.

Or present corn-

planned community
including at least
ten,Challges from

mu. After being divided
into groups,ithe students will
a
one-page de cription
of their proposed

Invite parents or community
people who have jobs iii.

d.

talk about the importance
and function of these areas
in the'community.

recreation, transportation,
business, or services to

Students can make lists of
all the,things they need to provide to make living comfortable
for the residents.

Have students discuss different types of available housing
- condominiums, apartments,
doubles, high rise office apartments, single family
dwellings.

c.

b.

cussion about the type of
community they want.

a. Students will first have a dis-

d.

c.

b.

a:

Recall
Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect
Questioning

Recall.

Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect

Concluding

Recall
Differences
Similarities
Cause
Effect

Language Arts
Social Studies
Industrial Arts

b.

Items 13, 14 and 15 will be evaluated by means of a
discussion held prior to teaching and activities and
an e4aluation of the finished, product as the objective
is completed.

a.

Suggested Answers: Better use of present terrain, conservation of vegetation, better sewage disposal system, more industrial controls,
better use of mass transportation, shorter commuting distance to work, requirement of recycling cans, bottles
and papers.

T. C. C. - List five way§ an ecologist might suggest to make a planned community more ecologically well-balanced

Environmental Control
Specialist
Ecologist
Conservationist
City Planner
t
Industrial Managers

Related Careers:

X'11. Continued.

.

2, 5, 10, 14

City Planner

Consultant
Architect

Related Careers:
Industrial Artist
Construction
Worker
,Transportation

Career Clusters:

.

Correlates with SWMSC:
Obj. #69 and #71

scale-inodel planned
community.

materials, the students will construct'a

XV. Given the necessary

.

Industrial Artist

Landscape
Architect
Surveyor

Related Careers:
Artist

'

held in art, math, or indus-

An architect could be brought
in as a guest speaker.

trial arts.

Several lessons on sketching
and drawing plans will be

The scales can be reviewed
and determined in student's

d.

math class.

The group should divide the
work with some doing construction and others landscaping.

The materials can be discussed and it can be decided
which are most suitable.

c.

b.

.

engineer, or a developer
could be brought in as a
,
guest speaker.

a: A construction worker, an

e.

d.

house or their bloc,.

They could practiceoRcale
drawing with a plan. of their

c.

Career Clusters:

7, 2 , 10

They must decide on a scale
to use by looking at architects'
drawings.

b.

Correlates with SWMSC:
Obj. #69 and #71

'-'

The students must discuss
the best location for various
elements of their community.

XIV. The students will draw a.
sketches of their pimaned community to scale.

OBJECTIVES

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

,

d:

-

c.

b.

a.

e.

d.

c.

b.

a.

-

Nfaking*Choices

Recall

Observe
-*
Making Chokes

Observe
Recall
Cause
Effect
Making Choices

Observe
Questioning

Recall
Questioning

Recall

Similarities
Ordering

Differences,

Refill

Cause
Effect
Concluding

Concluding

Similarities

Recall
Cause
Effect
Differences

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

.

.

a.

a.

Math

Industrial Arts

Math

Art
Industrial Arts

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP
.
e
'

,

*

,.....,

,

.

.

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATION. SHIP

.

b.

a.

SHIP

,

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

Advertising
Education
Scientist

Artist

-s

d.

c.

b.

.

-

.

-

*Refer to student bibliography.

Game - "Name That Job" or
"What's My Line"

Have parents and people from
the community as guest
speakers.

.

Students may research related
jobs and report to class. *

t.

a. -Discussion of jobs related to
subject area.
.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

-,,-.

,
.

Observe ..
Recall
Making choices

Recall
Making Choices

Recall
Differences
Similarities

d. . Recall

c.

ID,

a.

.THINKING
SKILL PROCESS

.

FITURE

a.

.

-

now.

Students will name
three kinds of jobs
that will still be
needed 20 years from

2,3,5,6,8,9,11

Career Clusters:

H.

b.

a.

Ia

Talk about jobs that may be
changed in some way because
machines will do most of the
work.

-.

Discussion of jobs that will
be needed and why
-computer service personnel
- architects
-broadcasting personnel
-advertising personnel

b.

a.

Recall
Cause
Effect
Anticipating

Cause
Effect
Concluding
Anticipating

Similarities

Recall
Differences

a,.

Art
Industrial Arts

Science
Math
Social Studies
Language Arts

.

Industrial Arts

Science
Math
Social Studies
Language Arts
Art

'RELATIONSHIP

CURRICULUM

T. C.C. - Name and describe two careers associated with what you are currently studying in science.

.

Audiovisual

Electronic Computer
_ Personnel
Clerks
Cashiers
Publishing
Broadcast

Accountant

Related Careers:
Secretary

4-

Career Clusters:
2, 4, 7,12

'

-

two Careers associated
with what they are currently studying in
science (qr math, social
studies, language al-is,
art and industrial arts).

I. , Students will describe

OBJECTIVES

---.

.

.

.

.

'

pSYCH0.-- ..
MOTOR
.,
RELATION -.SHIP
E

b.

a.

.4.

FECTIVE
ION-

.

*

OBJECTIVES

.

c.

.

e.

d.

c.

-

Observe

Making Choices

Similarities

Observe
Recall
Differences

Recall
Observe
Questioning
Making Choices

SKILL PROCESS -

THINKING

'
.

.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

,

PSYCHOPSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,

'

.

c.

b.

a.

discuss.

.

.

.

,

t
.

Wide reading on careers.
Refer to student bibliography.

Now and

Show,mdvie Tomorrow Is

,

Class discussion on the
papers. Compare different
assumptions students have
made.

T.C.C. - Describe the job yeti will have 10 years from now.

Related Carters:
All cdreers

9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15

Career Clusters:

.

III. Students will Write.
future dutobiogriphies
in which they picture
themselves 10 (or 20)
years,from
now, and .
,
. will describe the jobs
they will have then.
-

c.

b.

-

a.

.

Observe

Observe

Cause
.Effect
Anticipating

Similarities

Recall
Differences

a.
-

Language Arts-

T.C.C. - Name three'kinds of jobs that will still be needed 20 years from now, and state why you think they will still be needed.

Wide reading on careers.
Refer to student bibliography

s

Pantomine jobs. Play "What's
My Line."

-

Have parents and people from;
the community as guest
speakers on their jobs.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

Related Careers:
Computer service
personnel
Broadcasting and
d.
advertising personnel
Architects
Scientists
Conservationists
Recreation
Marine- Scientists
e.
Repairmen ,,

II. Continued.

_

c.

, SHIP

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

,

.

4

r'

inhabitants of the
earth are divided by

't

..
.

e

.

b.

Make a mural comparing and
contrasting the above.

London; Tokyo); living
life of future..

bridge, Mass. , New York,

b.

Effect,

.

Ordering
Cause

similarities

Differences

.

,

,

i

THINKING :
SKILL PROCESS

Discussion of
a. Recall
1. Tasadays on Island of
Differences
Miftdanao - still live by
. Similarities
.....0... hunting and food-foraging,
Cause
live as men did millennia ago.
Effect
70r.0
See teacher bibliography.
,
2. Vast majority of people
depend on agricultum,
live as ancestors did.
society 2 % 3. Industrialized
people of present.
-.
4. Scientists and people
within main centers of
`'
.
,_
technological and
2cultural change (Santa
3%
Monica, California, Cam-

a.

.

.
SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION A,CTlVITIES

.

.

.

-,

-

k

a

,

.

...

a. ,Social Studies

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

,

.

SIIIP

_

.
.

,

Students will prepare
a.
a creative writing
paper on life in sup- il marine communities or'
in outer spaced and the',
type of jobs people will
have there.

V.

,

Robert Sheckley

Teacher may read science
fiction books to the students
by authors sucliis:
Arthur C. Flarke
William Tenn .
- Robert Heinlein
Ray Bradbury

a.

a

Observe
Recall"

..

.
.

.

.

,--

-

a.

..
'N

Language, Arts
Science

.

.

'

-

"

.

.

MOTOR
RELATION-.

piYCHO- -

T.C.C. - Compare and contrast jobs-,of cavemen, our ancestors, present-day people, and future-oriented people.
SAggested Possible Answer: - cavemen - hunting, berry picking)
) both concerned with providing own food
ancestors - farming
present-day people - industrialized jobs)
) concerned with jobs other than provision of food
future-oriented people - scient'ists

Manufacturing
Research and
Development

Related Careers:
Agriculture

1, 4, 10

Career Clusters:

.

their position in time,
and thus how their
lives and jobs differ.

..

describe Wow the

W. Students will briefly

OBJECTIVES

,

.

.

.

.

1

-

.

SHIP- ,1

..

i

-

..

RELATI N-

.

AFFECT E

,

11, 15

'

:'

Geologists

-.-

:

Radar Speciii.Sts

Scientists

...Astronauts
Computer '

DiVeX

Shellfish Gathers

Gatherers

Sponge, Seaweed

Fisherman
.
Marine Life Farmer

ulVfarine Scientist

.

.

.

.

.

_

.

.

.

.

..

,

.

°`.

.

.

,

20 Thousand Leagues tinder
the Sea

future. Ex. Jules Verne's

Students may read science
fiction stories and other
stories dealing with the

.

.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

,b.

-

-

9

..

-

4

.

...

-

-

.

,i

.

..
a

.

-

.

,.

.

'

Observe
Recall
--..

,

..

.

..

o

x

V

;..

S.

SKILL PROCESS'-

le

_

4"-t

,

0

b.

THINKING

.%

.

..,

.

_

.,.

.

,

..

1

..

.

.

'.

.

i

I.,

-

.

the job:.

":

All caer

Itela4d Cireers'i:

10, 112;'324 lS, 140

1;2;4,:4:;5, 6,

Careet.clustere*:

.

*.

9, '

c.

b.

,

Wide ;reading on careers. Refer to student pibliography.

c.

TaL0bout interview techniqu6.- l,,

Recall

Questioning

2ecalL

pffdet
questioning

Making Choices:

'involved.
:,.
,:,e) how muell
involved per week.
3117why the person
-Chose this job.
e)f ighy the person
likes :ox. dislikes
t"7
.

quilificatiorie and
educatiori needed

imilaritiea

Recall,
'Differenceg

a. Observe

,b) type a activitieb'

Students interview important
peopleoin their lives and
share findings with the class.
Cause

a.

son.4n-theG.,/ge hbldS.;
inci4ditig the follow

in detail the job that
softie irogiiitant per

VI. Stude'rkt-will deSpilbe

0.

4-

...

.

/

Is

.

..

.

.

.

,

:

-

.

-

'

.

/

.

.

. .

.

.

NeksHrs

li

...

a.

P

.

,

,

.

RELATIOT- 7

"-AFF,Et DIVE

-

=

;

-

Describe in detail.the job, that' some impor-.

.

.

.

1.

F.
S

the thllowing:
a) qualifications and education needed
b) type of activities it involves .
c) how much tiine.it invofves per week
d) why thepersonchose..t.his job
e) whythe person likes or dislikes -the job

- tan person in your life holds by ineluding

Art

Math
-Social,Studies
Industrial ArtS.

Language Arte
Science

T.C. C.

,

a.

.

...

-.

0

SHIP'

puRrucuLti,Nr.
RELATIONSHIP

#

.

PSYCHOMOTOR'
RELATION-

.

T.C.b..-.Tarrio-.tsikeeareers dealing-with marine science and two careers'dealingwith the space program.

:5 f..

74°

0

Continued.

Related Careers:

-..

.

OBJECTIVES

Career Clusters:

V.

..

.

'Y.

r

`A

.

711.

.

SUKESTED

'kr

. p.

b.

a.

,

,I;

Play game - Future by
Kaiser Aluminum--

.

..

-

...

,

of food gathering, clothing, :
family life, shelter.

societies, ie. , in terms,

Talk about.how to describe

preted by another group of
students (treasure hunt)...

to be disc_Overed,and inter:.

Groups of students will plan
communities and will leave
artifacts of this community

,,

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

,..-

'.1...:,

times,

-.

,

.

-

.

*

,

Statistician
Logician

'

.

Related CareelS: '

-

..

Career-Clusters:

...

k

.-

..

7,

-

, ...

-..

.

.

'

.'

;f

T

c On turned. Up heads, with
l00% accuracy; -

.

.

I

= table or graph;, thestudent will
record,in.an Understandable , ;
fortn;' tbenumber. of tithes the

',GiVen a --Ohoicp of. a IlistgaTaiii,

the .probab1o'times the coin will
-'. -turn-up heads thud
establishing.
- -, .
, the_Obbibilitymithp0TosceuraCy'.

sOtlentill recoid

V,ariattons such as:
Given 40 -test grades, the
-':.brown =keypil:pSople .
student will illtistrate and
' - having a blue -eyed :-.
,..-2,,,,explein the mean,'mediaii,
child; -;
'
: ,,` - x
,and fil'-ode of the scores in
.. .1Seti4entig- order with 90%
.
Correlates with.swqvis.;
. -adettracy.
Obj.,1134 and p135 . .
; , Given!theVord probability and.
'.' :.the idel dt-flipp.ing tile coin '100

:the-probability.oftWo

10

c.,

b.

a.

Observe '

Cause
Effect
Concluding
..
.

Similarities .

.ktecall
- .

-

.

Differences

'''

Similarities
Atticipating

Observe
Recall
Differences

i

SKILL PROCESS

.
THINKING

.

.

a.

,

.

Art :

Math
,

I

t

-

.

.:'

a.

,,.

.

It

.

,,

.

..

.

i

.

.

r

Concluding
.

-

s

Differences
Similarities ,
k- Cause ... .
';
Effect.
.

.#

.

.

k

.

-,

,

,s,.

.

.

-

.

,

Science
c

Mah,

.

,

.

-

Social Studies
Language Arts

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.*

Yob are the-designer oti community. What type4ol jobs would the -people in your Community. have?

dents choose to include--

by careers the stu-

VIII-. Studauf will compute

:

-Related-Careei*:

.

'

.,

Career Clusters: .
1i-2, 3,45, 6, 7_,,,8, 9,
10, 11, 11;13, 14,15

.-

el Art

codes
d) educational system

c) language system-,

VII. Students Will plan a
community and iucludP
the 'following:
a) jObs people will have
b) math system ,

OBJECTIVES

.

k

1

.

.

..

,
MOTOR

PSIfe110-

-:.

.

k.

.

..

.

.

,

.

-

RELATIONSHIP

k

Cr

1

_ . .....

a.

;

sint,

..

.

?

.

',..)

^...

.

,..--AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

.

.

.

.

4

-

-

,

OBJECTIVES

- ...

,

'

s

.

"

.

-

-

..

.1

'

.

_

'

.

.

Kaiser Alumlniim

(.

.

Discussion of dominant and
recessive= genes. ....,...

c. Play the game Futu4e. y

,,. b.

-

i.

.

sUGGEgTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

Cause
Effect..
.
-

'

.

Similarities

Differences

c. Obselve
Recall'

.

' b.

.

'

.

THINKING'
9KILL` PROCESS .- ..
;

.

..,

.,

'

'

.
.

*

.

RELATIONSHIP

.

.
CURRICULUM.,

'

I

1,

.

'

PSYCHOMOTOR" ,
RELATICINTION

tc.q. - Given two brown-eyed people ivithla recessive blue gene, what is the probability of theiK having a blue-eyed
child?
.,
.
Answer: One chance out of four.
.

.

VIII. Continued,.

'

.4

.

.

,

f
.

.

TION.,

.''

AFFECTIVE.
RELATION-
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Writing Different Kinds bf Letters
'You'll Find It in the Library
Your Communication Skills: Listening
Your Study Skills: Using Reference Materials
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Story of Our Number System
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Man Uses and Changes the Land
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At Home, 2001
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Cities of the Future
The Futurists
A Trip form Chicago,
Tomorrow Is Now

Filmstrips
Prehistoric. Man
Listening Skills Series
The Great Lakes Results of Pollution
Moving West

The Corning Era of Satellite Communications
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Resources
World of Work Kit Copyright_1969
'Oc-mipational'Ex-ikoration Kit Copyright 1964

Occupational Exploration Kit - Copyright 1967 Revised 1968
Widening Occupational Roles Kit - Copyright (latest) 1967
Occupational Brief Set
Cronicle Occupational Briefs
mployment Inforination Series
Development Laboratory Kit - Set includes the following tapes
Car
Elec ician - Dentist
Actor - Fashion Model

Buye - Stewardess

Ddittal Hygienist - Policeman_
Computer Programmer - ,VeterinarianRadio Broadcaster - Account Executive
Salesman - Business Consultant
Personnel Counselor - Minister

Research Scientist - Pharniacist
Technical Writer - High School Teacher
Telephone Operator - Court Reporter
Physician - Dietician
Medical Technologist - Physical Therapist
Commercial Pilot - Professor
Cost Analyst - Banker
Editor - Librarian
'Research Scientist - Pharmacist
Social Worker - Secretary
Park Director - Reporter
Nurse* - Cosmetologist

Forester - Military Personnel
Lawyer - Architect
Stockbroker - Waiter - Restaurant Manager
ElectrOnic Assembler - Auto Mechanic
Photographer - Record Producer
Teaching Assistant - Tool and Dye Maker
GOlf Professiel".al - Fireman
Insurance Salesman - Accountant

Civil Engineer - Eltronic Technician
Driver Salesman - Realtor

Filmstrips
You and the Other Generation
Turning Over a New Leaf '
College and Career: Careers in Science
What Good is School'?
What Do You Like to Do?
What is a Job?
What Are Job Families?
Who Are Yo.u?

Careers in the World of Tomorrow
Careers Ahead
Books

Career Opportunities (4 Volume Set)

2 3'j
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DAYTON
Language Arts
CoMmunications and Hum'An Relations

This unit is an example of a multi-ethnic approach to integrating Careers
and English in an -urban setting.

.

.

/
(Communication and Human
,'Subject: Language Arts (Communication
Relations)
Topic!: Trip to Glen Helen, Antioch College,
Yellow Springs, Ohio

Grade: .8'

.

Objective:
1. Stpdents and teachers will share meaningful experience in communication outside the
school setting;
2. Students will become familiar witneaieersassociate'd Ihnature.ar ea such as naturalist,
meteorologist, cook, camp director, botanists, and ologists.
2'
.

3. Students will live together ... in camp
peFienced-pteviously.

= an integrated setting which many have not ex-

_

'4. Success will be measured by enthusiasm and motivation for follow -up activities.

,

f

.

.
.

Enjoyment' of learning about careers can be greatly enhanced by studying in the informal
getting of this beautiful natural area._ There is an ...ease in, ciammuriication and !unpin relations
not found j,nthe-classroom.

,
'

Initial Experience:

$

,z

...

Yellow Sprirkgs, the grapevine
swing, and
and swinging bridge.
1. Show color slides to ass
.
aellbf the-beautiful nature trails.
.

2. Discuss needed equipment such as sheet, pilIbi,vb-ase,, and blanket or bedroll, towel,..,
washcloth, soap, other toilet articles, slacks; blouse or kirt,gweater or jacket;,sturdy
sh4teS for walking.

.

-

.

Dvelopmental Experience:
t

,0

1. Guided,tours through Glen Helen stressing science, history, and preparaticni for language

arts.

-2. Share work details to learn group respOnsibility.
3.. Experience the thrill of A.

ht'hAe without lights.
235
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.

4. Share experience of varied ritual as girls performed ritual to prea..re''for bed, bringing a
closer relationship to all.
5. Study of barometric pressure and humidity to forecast weather.
6. Study of, trees and their legends as background for botany and science.

7. Sit in the pine forest, listening to the silence and the Sighing of the pine trees, and feeling
the bark of trees and pine needles.
4

8. Feel the pine cones, taste pine resin, and _smell the freshness of plants early in the
morning.

Culminating Experience:
1. Discuss the expei.ience in class on Monday to reuve.the experience.

2. Write letter of thanks to Mi.. Dickinson and staff. '(Lan wage for Daily Use, p. 265.)
3. Give prize for best descriptive essay on.GlenHelen.

4. Read Hailstones & Halibut Bones o-i.What is Gold as motivation for poems entitled
"What is Black?"

Enriching Experiences:

j

1. Walking the nature trails, swinging on the.grapeviriesWing, holding hands as kve walk on a
Mast night hike in the dark, and living together away from school.
2. Singing aroundothe campfire, singing the popular songs, spiritual's, and ending with KumBah Yah as we hold hands and sway to the music.

3. Make a.tape to accompany the slides.'
4. Use a stick to beat-rhythm on a hollow log a,.§ people must have dOne long ago.
BLACK
Black is beautiful I always say;
Black is on my skin each day.
Black is some of my friends I know;
Black isn't what you plant and grow.
Black is me, and black is bold.
Black is very special to me .
cause I am black as you can gee.
Black to me is a pot of gold;
Black to others is a lot of soul.
Black is beautiful not only to me;
Black is. beautiful to others you see.
By Connie Arnold
Longfellow 10-10-70'

2 41:,
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,;

Black is very, very daik;
It reminds me of tree bark.

.

Black resembles a caly71 night

Without a star or creature in sight. ,
It is when I weft on a hike*
That's the kind .of black I like.
Black is beautiful most of the time,
But when something is tpo black
R's ,a crime.

For some reason, Black and
White can't get ittogether;
I just hope things will get better.
By Bernina Snow
Longfellow 10-10-70

Black can do a lot of things,
Print words to,read
And songs to'sing.
Black is what you feel when you're sad,
WJien you haven't done a good job,
Or when you're sorry
That you've been mad.
,

A black, black night 'is, when there's no light,
When ypu're In an old street,
When. you're afraid there
Might be a fight.
Black makes a'beautifu 1 background

For the stars to shine,,
For a tree full of snow,
For a glass of wine.

slack, best of all are'some
.0f my friends.
Let's Hope this relationship
never ends.
By Nina Mintz
Longfellow 10r10-70
t

,

4
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PARMALanguage Arts

This is exemplary of a balance between subject areas and careers. Student
evaluation technique's' are included.
.

,

.

English Career Program
IntroduCtion
The English Career Program, in junior high is divided into two area's, career orientation
for seventh and eighth grade, and career exploration for ninth..grade. The main objectives
Of this careers program is to offer the students as many opportunitieb as possible to learn
about a variety of careers related to the study of English. ThrOugh student-centered
activities such as simulated experiences, "hands-on" experiences and by the use of occu-

pational literature, films, speakers, and field trips, students will be exposed to potential
careers in English.

In the career orientation program for seventh- and eighth-grade the students will "try
out" real work tasks and be given hands-on activities for implementing career instruction.

Seventh-Grade career Orientation Units:
Orientation to Library Career Materials"
. Communication Through Advertising

Communication Thr.ough Journalism

Eight-Grade Career Orientation Units:
Career Opportunities in Advertising
Careers in Public1 Speaking
Career§ in the Theater
Careers in Journalism and Broadcasting

The ni4nth -grade career exploration is a phase where more specific areas are explored
to provide the student with a better view of the world of work. The activities will resemble
those tasks performed on a job by a worker in a particular career.
by

Ninth-Grade Career Exploration Units:
Careers in Literature - Introduction to Literature
Careers in Writing - Introduction to Compostion
Careers in Public Speaking - Speech Activities
, Careers in Journalism - Journalism
,Clreers in the Theater - Introduction to Thea.,tpx

.
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Orientation to Library Career Materials
Grade 7

.

I. Objectives
1. ,Students will be able to locate and use the career materials in the library.

2. Students will demonstrate their ability to use ,library resources by researching
career and writing a report.

3. Students will list in their written report the English skills used in the career to
emphasize the importance of English skills involved in a variety of careers.

II. Method
Library research
Written reports
Discussion of English skills needed in each career researched
Role-playing

III. Activities

I. Each student will name the career he is interested in. The teacher lists these on
the board.

2. Teacher and class list careers related to English.
3. Discuss how English skills are used in the careers chosen by students.

4. The class will go to the library for an orientation to the career materials available
in the library.

5. Students will write a report on the career of their choice. These reports should
include the English skills required in this career.

6. Students -should-be required to research a career related to English if they do not
have _a career in mind.

7. After students have researched their careers, they will work in pairs or small
groups to present their information to the class.

The career information should be pr.esented in the form of skits that include the
job description (salary, educational requirements, opportunities).
Example Situations:

. a. Child discussing his career with a parent.
by A parent discusses his career with son or daughter..
c. Job interview at an employment agency.
d. Several students discuds their futtire careers.
e. A student talking to a counselor about what Courses he should take for a specific
career.
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Student Evaluation
Orientation To Library Career Material
1. Did this unit help you to understand how to use library career resources?
No

Yes

2. Would you ever use the library career material without being assigned to do so?
No

Yes

3. Were the career skits worthwhile in informing you iboik a variety of careers?
Yes

No

4. Did you know so many careers required English skills before studying this unit ?
Yes

No
t

5. Check the two career resources that were the most helpful in writing your report.
Audiovisual
Occupational Briefs

Books

Vertical File
Pamphlets

Loose Leaf Career

6. Did the presentations in class influence your choice of possible careers to consider for
the future?
Yes

No

7. What career are ,you interested in at this time?
Why?

ti

-to

t

ry
s;
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Comnitt. nicaboh.through Advertatpr:

.

Objeefives2k.-

IAA

t

-

',"tts

t

"at,

'

1. Students will list, cliscuSi and role-play 'Careers related to-the field of advertising.

2. Students will write letters to advertising firms and take notes from resource materials to, obtain information relatingo advertising careets.
'3. Using visual aids and tames, Students will be able to identify different met11,49;invqlved
in advertising media.
4.

4. Students will discuss production techniques and produce materials for advertising
so they can identify the skills involved in the mass media.

H. Methods

,

Ad.copy writing

Sales talks
TV connnercials
DenotatiOn.and connotation Of words through dictionary study
Role-playing,
Speakers
Readilligneafspaper classified ads
,

' .-

III. Suggested Activities
1. Discuss careers in advertising.
2. Write ads'for noon movies and for books on display in library.

3. Present skits of TV advertisements whicli,the students write.
A

4. Interesting clther members of tire class in books by role-playing, writing blurbs,
and evaluating blurbs used on book jackets.

5. Guest speakers in the area of advertising.
6. Use overhead projector, tapes and other visual aids to present ads.
7. Rewriting published copy to Stress synonymsend use of dictionary.

8. Advertising copywriting activity
paragraphs:

students correct grammatical errors in written

.

,, 9. Communicate through non-verbal activities (pantomime an ad).

,

.

10. Posters for windows in local stores.

11. Cfeate a product and make up an ad" for it. In a grouping of three, one student will
write, one illustrate; and one prodkead.I

2 4 6-241

IV. Potential Careeis
-

Advertising C py Writers
Copy Reader
Advertising M TClerk
Advertising Director .
Advertising Manager
Advertising Agency. Manager
Advertising Departments

-4

a. Department Sto'ies
b. Political Campaigns
c. Private Businese'or Industry
d. -Shopping Centers
e.*S13ecial Events

BIBLIOGRAPHY
1. Writing-as a Career, Norman M. Labsenz, Chapter 7. Henry Z. Walck, Inc.
2. Encyclopedia of Careers and Vocational Guidance, page 47.

3. Cowles Guide to Careers and Professions, Professor Max L. Marshall. Cowles 'Education
Corporation.

. 4. Films
,
Irciu Career in Advertiping, Messner Publishing.
Retail dvertising, 16 min, sound, color, 10 min: retail advertising department of
a daily newspaper.

Nine-Week Tentative Lesson Plan in the Unit "Communication Through Advertising
First Week
4

Communicate ,Through Advertising
.

.

1. Use overhead projector to show large, colorfu). ads. Discuss different methods used
to attract attention.
2. Students biing in two ads and write paragraphs describing the ad and telling methods
that were used.
Second Week

Activities Involving Ad Writing

°

1. MajOr activities in writing ads: Refer to sample lesson plan.
2. Choose best ads to place on bulletin board.,
3. Learn about denotation' and connotation of wOrds'
4: Have students consult l'ocal, piivately owned stores and ask if they, might do posters

advertising the store's products. Work on the posters in class,' stressing the fact
that they' must be of a very catchy and professional nature to be effective and acceptable. Principles of advertising are to be followed.
344
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I

Third-and Fourth Week

Writing Research in Advertising

1. Letter writing for advertising career information. Refer to addresses in pamphlets
-on advertising managers in Vocational File.

a

.

c,

2. Note taking based on advertising jobs, using resource pamphlets and, other library
materials.
Fifth Week
.

,-. Group Activity
4

1. Groups of three work together to produce a radio, television, or illustrated cartoon
ad to be presenTed to the class. Time may be allotted in class for groupy......ork on this
project which should take approximately a week.

2. Simulate a situation in which a group of four or five students assume the role of
a salesmen... Each group will be responsible for selling a product to the class using
the techniques studied. The activity could follow the format of a talent showthe.
winner being acclaimed "salesman of the day"

sits

Sixth and Seventh Week

_Career JobS in Advertising
tr,

.

/

1. Compile a booklet written by students featuring descriptions of career jobs in advert.
tising and best group activity projects in class. This booklet could be displayed in the
library and made part of the permanent career materials.
2. Have students create jingles for advertising a product. Use current jingles as exarhf plegto stimulate interest. Remind students to be original and creative. Tape these jingles
for play
Eighth Week

Evaluation and Pre-View of Next Unit

1. General discussion concerning careers in adVertising and class reports on careers:
hased on students' notetaking and other research in writing letters for information.
Sample Daily Lesson Plan - One Week

Xmmuniation Through Advertishig

_

First day:
Dlscuss: What is idVertising?
What jobs are involved in advertising workbeforethe potential buyer is exposed
to the product? (writer, artist, proofreader)
Assignment: Students select one ad from a newspaper and one from a magazine for class
discussion the following day.

Also, students should see the noon movie for the week because they will be
asked to write an ad for it in.the next two or-three days.

248.
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1

Second' day:

Students write comments- on the

-1. How do different. types of printing and Lettering change the aivearauce of the ad?
..

4.

,. ,

4

e

_

.

,

2. Does the vocabulary. eirnee Jr different, types of products? How? Have
students
.
list examples fom,their

,

a

3. Does the wording fit the illustration? Examplet trona ads.

.

%

'

After students have analyzed the,twd ads which they have brought in, the entire
.,;.,1
-.. ..
'class shourddiscuss.the ads.
. ..
i

.

.

,

.

Assignment: Students 'should rewrite onept-their ads.
-- -

4-

Third-,day:
.

,

'

4

.
II.....

''

Present a picture an, the opaque or bulletin boards and have entire class compose an ad

,...

-

,-.

-

Assignment: Students should vrit.e their own adA
.. 'far the wen movie .and illustrate them,
in. some way,

.:

.:

,_

Fourtl day:

...

- '.

-

N.

..

.'

t

..

,.

1

.

Discuss students' ads. Lesson involving denotation
and connota Ion of words knay be used
..
...
.. .
at-this point.
.
.

.

.,.

-

...

..

.

.

Assignment: ,Students should invent some original p'rckliict f .their own and coMposp
an .advertisement, for it. Either their- own illus rations 01 ,pictures from
-`

.

.

- magazines lilay,be Used.

Fifth

,

;

,

Students present "their original product ads to Class ,Class
ads. This could be an evahfation'grade fdreach,student..

.

'Alternate daily lesson plan:
4

.

...

I

.

.

..

y discuss ..apd evaluate
=

:

.
-

,

...

Three students will write and practice a skit depicting an Winn trying to convince hii
boss and client that he has developed, an effective ad for the e roduct. He will strews its
.
good points.
-7
.

The claSt, will then'discuss what they have seen.

-
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4.

Student EValuation,

Conianunication Through Advertising
_1, Did you-know anything about careers in the advertising 'field before studying this unit?
-"Yes

.

No

.

,

.

*. bid-yoiitnow aboutthis-field from
,

School"

1'

,

. .-,' .
. 'Other
z
,
....
s.
.'. 3. -Wi,iiCh'-Of the .following-4tIvitieS- did you fin,the most Valuable?
"r : Class diseithsion'-of-advertising-media.
.,o S or boo kA s
:"
- Wilt*g-,adb f
.
AdVertis", mt skits,.
t
s° ,
SpeakerS
.,.
Creating a product and niaking.up an ad for it
,

-

':. '
,

',

.

,

4. Did the_rOle-playing situatiorp,help you to understand what a job in this field would be
-...

'

.

.. ,.. ,

5.. Were the career's

-

t

. s

,.

-

this' .unit explored :
s,.
' ',hist enough
,,....--_,..

.

,

-

Not enough

Too r6C.11

.-

.

wound be Ince?
A. /Did the outside speaiers,help.,YOit understand what lick in this field would
t

,

Yes-',..;

..

-

*-

..;go

:,., .
..-,
7-. Whigh of the follcivii4 would yod.gon sider as a POssib le,c reee
"Advertisfng Copy. Wrier
,
..

'

-

Copy Peader -:
-

..

,

.. .

.-

AdyertiOng'Pep.artment ---

AdVertisingArtist.
AdVertisinepirector

;

0

.2-50
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Journalism

tailaclud.t1c*.

This 'unit was devised to accpiq:int students with background information and careers
-relatesttifjoilinalisin. =
j.-Qbjec*e.$._

1. Stu_sfents dill research historic'al information and careers related to journalism.
2. Given a newspaper, students will discuss,various types of news articles and techniques
'used in preparing a paper.
,

'3. Students will assemble a newspaper notebook giving examples of different types
of articles and techniques.

1.

II. Methods
Role-playing
Research
Oral reports
111. :Xctiyities
'1

1. The class should be divided into two groups; One group should research careers in
the library and the other research the historical aspect of journalism.

r '2. The students who researched careers should give a short oral -report to the class.
The group who compiled information on 'tee historical aspect of journalism should
present this in the form of role-playing situations.

3. Each student should be required to bring a newspaper to class. The newspaper
will be studied in terms of articles (news, sports, syndicated coltiMns) and technique
(bylines, banner lines, masthead).
.

.

4. After' -discuss,ing the different types of articles and techniques used in a paper,
students should compile .a newspaper notebook giving examples of news, sports,
society articles, and techniques such as bylines, date lines, Masthead.
.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

B4rry, John M., Opportunities in Journalism Careers, Vocational Guidance Manuals,
.

1964, p. 136.

BrUcknew, Herbert, Journalist, Collier-Macmillan, 1q62.
Colman, lila, Beauty, Brains, and Glamour. A career in magazine publishing, Careers in
the Making series. '
Ryan, Leonard Endes, So You Want To Ga Into Journalism, Harper and Row.
Stein, M. L., Your Career,in Journalism, Messner Publishing.
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.Student Evaluation
'Communication Through Journalism.
1. Did you know anything abOut careers in journalism before studying this unit?
Yes

No

2. Prom what ource did you gain this information abput journiliim?
me
AN

001

er(Explain)
3. Whit.h activity did you find most Helpful? Rink the following from (1) most informative
to (4) leapt infqrmative.
Researching and reporting on,historieal information;
Researching and reporting on careers in journalism.'
Discussing,and identifying various articles and techniques.
Compiling a newspaper notebook.

4. Didiyou feel that careers in journalism were explored:
Just enough
Not enough

Too much

5. Were there careers of interest to you which were not ,covered?
No
-Yes
If yes, which ones:
6. After studying this unit would you consider a jot; related to journalism?
Yes

No

7. Are there suggestions or comments for the improvement of this unit?

*

V
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Career Opportunities in the.AdvertisibrField
Grade 8

This unit is based on the belief that the Careers, Program can be incorporated into a

workable English unit.

This unit is involved with deScriptive writing using sensory images. The students will
be able to identify and 'write examples of similes, metaphors, and personifications in connection with the creating and writing of advertisements.

Ai a final project of this unit, each student will create a product, write an ad, and plan
ari ad layout. Each student will submit his advertising ideas to a student in the eighth-grade
art classes. The art class will design the ad according to the description received. The
best ads Will be selected by the student body (display case voting) and published in the school
newspaper and literary magazine.
By involving the students in this type of project; they Will become aware of the v riety
of careers available in the field of advertising.
(
I. Objectives

1. Students will write an original caption for an advertisement using fiords that appeal
to the fivesenses.
2. Students will write a paragraph appealing to a specific sense.

3. Students will identigy literal and figuratile comparisons.
`4. Students will identify and write similes, metaphors, and personifications.

5. Students will use similes, metaphors, and personifications in writing original advertisements.
.4

6. Students will write precise directions using descriptive words.
7. Students will Write a caption and' design an ad for a product they create.

8. Eighth -gre art students will design an advertisement from a written description
submitted from. eighth-grade English students.

9. The students will compile a list of careers involved in the field of advertising.
II. Procedure
1.T.As'sn introduction to this' unit, have 4udenta, compile a list of occupations in the
fieldof advertising. Students should choose ki4e -and make a report to the class.
2. Show students advertisements selected from newspapers and magazines.
3. Discuss each 5.--d in terms of:

,

How the advertiser expects you to feel, taste, smell, touch or hear his product.
Make students aware of the senses.

2482 3
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4. Tell students these are visual images which .come from th# senses. List the Wm
senses on the poard. Identify senses appealecl'in in each ad.,

5. Examine each ad in terms, of word choice to create a specific image.
r

t

.

.

.

s

.

.

.

6. Distribute ads without captions and have students write their 'own original captions.
.

.

.

.4

.i.

7. Have each student shOW his ad and read his caption. Discuss.bach ad in ternis of.
sense appeal and word choice.
,

.8. Worksheet-select descriptive words to complete a 4asic sentence pattern.

9. Bring in five objects. Blindfold a student and give him one object. By using all,
.senses except sight, he should try to identify the object. He shouldwrite words
on the board to describe 'it as he examines the object.

10. Distribute five paragraphs each appealing to one 'of the senses. Examine each for
word choice. Students should write five paragraphs each appealing to a specific
sense.. (See worksheet for model,)
4

11. Distribute a paragraph that appeals to the 'senses. Identify words that appeal to
4each specific sense. (See worksheet for model.)

12. Distiibute a list of details and have students create a vivid sensory impression
,

using at least two adjectiveS or two adjective phrases.

,

13. Distribute a list of general situations and ask students to select one and expand it
'into`a descriptive paragraph.
14. Distribute ads without captions- and have students write a caption.

15. Study of literal and figurative comparisonS. Distribute a.aiSt of comparisons and
hive students decide which exist in real life (literal) and which exist in writing
(figurative). (See worksheet.)
16. Students will write five literal comparisons and five figurative comparisons,

17. 'Collect comparisons and:choose figurative comparisons that are' correct and put

them on the board. Have students identify the words that seem to recur in all
comparisons (like, as)

18. Distribute a selected group of poems and have students select and explain meaning
of similes used in poe m.
19. Students will write an ad for a product of their choice using a simile in the caption.
20. Students will write a list of similes and discuss.
21. Distribute a list of metaphors and have the students indentify what is being compared.

Define metaphor as being an implied comparison without the use of like or as.

22. Distribute a group. of poems to select the rhetaphors (teacher will have to reinforce
work until the students can point them out).

23. Practice writing metaphors.

Distribute a list of sentences that contain personification. Ask, the students to
identify human characteristics then identify what they are describing. Define
personification.
249
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,,

:.. Make a llit.oinaninia4,ofileets and have students assign them human characteristics.
,

.

.

--.r -(Seeil.iPtheqrleki4iiiaitiofig
work.)
.--. .....
..-

-..

..

.

,

-

.:

.

'
-.g6._:pactk, student -SOH biing,_ In .4 picture of a product on the Market and write ad ad
.usiug".sirnilei, Metaphors, `and personifications-. The studeut_shotild use at least.
.
, one figurative image 4kiiii:.4.,, --,
-i14 J

.

,,,-.

.-,i_.-*:.*--

-

a

,

..-

..

,

.

-

.. -,

..
.

DiVide class into groups; ,and have each group discuss its ads and present the best

.

td"the claassi

28. Students will write an acflor a 'product,they have created.

a._ Students will stipinit their , caption . and a Aescription of their product and tell
what their-product tiS4s:44Vkii,-:-.
_--c.

.,..`

'-,.

._

...

,

p'.. Students' Will'Prekiat ideie foriprillinqt .to-'the-class."

,
...
c. Students will subMit. their .products~ lo the eighth-grade art class, so the art
,

class

.

.

.

from Their eaPtion -and description:

d. When the ad is -completed, both art and 'English class will join; and the artist
and the writer will then havefrto present" the ad to the class and-sell their idea.
--

29. The best ads will then be submitted tc) the industrial arts department to be printed..

30. The school
newspaper will sefect some and ea them.in the paper.
,
31. The final ads will be displayed in tlie shOv764e.
..
4

Y

Sugg-ested Follow -up tivities

I

7,.

1. Since students have been. introduced td sensory imagery, and descriptive writing, the
teaVsould develop thisluto a writing. unit. Any poems, compositions, or short stories
writt
could 10., submitted to the art _departmenfor illustration and
during this
published in the school litery
,

During this unit' different .writing careers can be studied. Speakers from various fields
journalism
ournalism can talk to'students about writing careers.

2. To pursue the advertising career further the teacher may study adVertising careers'in
'TV and radio. Trips to local radio and TV stations could be a part of this unit. Speakers
from advertising agency could inform students about careers in planning radio and TV
advertising campaigns.
,

'

.

:

"-

.

a

.

,

.

,

'

Possibl.e classrOom simulations for radio and TV advertising could include student writing
and video tapihg TV commercials and tape recording radio commercials.
:
Students can,,also plana radio_cornmercial for a coming school event and run the commercial' on the P. -morning announcement show.
,

Retail Advertising, 16 mm sound, ,color, 10 minutes, 14)63. Copley Production, 434 Downes
Place, Chicago,- 111. --60506
4,
A't

25".
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Resources for Careers in Advertising
Library Career Pamphlet File:- Advertising
- Ad

Chronicl,e Occupational BTief in Oc-cupation

sistant, Ad Manager, Ad copywriter

,

Books
...)- ,
Angel: Juvenal, L., Careers in .Design, pecoratiiiii:' and .Commercial Art, World Trade'
.

.

',Academy PreSS, Newl.York,,I957.

:.:' ;

7

..,.s;

.::::'-'

.-.

:

.,."-

Biegelersgn, J.I.,Careers in Commercial Art, Dutton Company, New, York,

,

Deutscher, J. Noel, Your Future in Teleyfsibia,'Rosen.press, New York, 1961: :.:'
Lobsenz, Norman /vI., Wilting AsA CareerWallek, New Yprk, 1963:
Careers,..Walck,Ne* York, "1963.Roth, Claire.S. and
. Wass; Adelle, Art
6
.
Ryan, Bernard, and Ryan, Leopild, So You Want -to Go Into Journalism, Harpei, NewYorli,,

.

-
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Student Evaluation

..

.

..
.

,

Communication Through AdiOktising
-

-,

.

1. Do you know, more about jobs related to the field of advertising than you did before

studying this unit?
'Yes

,

No
.

.

.

in this field might Ile like
2, Did the outside speakers help you better understand what a job
:
like?
,

No

Yes

, 3. Were careers in advertising explored:
,

too much
,.

just enough
,

notenotigh

ad
4. bid you feel you gained a "true experience" in the field. 9f advertising ..by writing,an
%if
and having it developed and illustrated by the art class?
Yes

,

-

No

5. Which activity gave, you the best idea of what a career in, adVertising is like?
writing captions for ads
writing descriptions used by the art classes
listing and researching careers in the field of advertising
discussing ads brought to class from newspapers and magazines
outside speakers

6. Since this unit was combined with lessons in descriptive writing do you fedl you haye
a better understanding of h good writing techniqUes could help you if you chose a

career in this field?
Yes

r

No

7. In, comparison with the advertising unit you studied in seventh grade, is the eighth
grade unit (check as many as you wish)
better than the seventh grade unit?
worse than the seventh grade unit?
the same as the seventh grade unit?
a re-enforcement of what was learned in seventh grade?
all new to you?

25
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Career Opportunities in' the ct heatler
57,

Grade 8

.

This unit should be used in conjunction with the study of plays. This is an introductory
unit to careers in the theater. The ninth-grade theater class -will, explore these careers
in more depth. The purpose of fhis unit is to acquaint the students with the careers available
in the theater and live them a chance to experience the various jobs through role-playing.

I. Objectives

1. Giv!.,n a list of careers in the theater, groups of students will research and lead a
class discussion related to the careers.
2. To ,offer the students the opportunity to gain experience in play production, the students

willrole-play activities that simulate` career situations in the theater.
11. Nlethods

Library research/class discussion
Group reports to 'class
Role-playing
Field trip

III. Activities
1. Students will be given a list of careers related to the theater (actor, director,
costumes, pet design, publicity, lighting).

2. The class will be divided into small groups and each group will choose a career to
research.
3. Each group will present its information and lead a discussion on the career.

4. The teacher will select a play or plays and assign ascerie to each gaup.
5. Each group will be involved in the following activities in connection with the production

of their scene:

Casting - try to give each member a part either as actor or director.
Set Construction - students in charge of set design should build a model set in a shoe
box.

1

Costumes - each actor will dress a doll to' represent the costumes he would use.
Publicity - each group will design a poster to advertise the scene.

The students will present their scenes to the class.
,6. Students should be taken to the ninth-grade theater class to see a production of a play.

Field trips to local high schoplstto tour the stage (technical aspects).

29"
, I
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'BIBLIOGRAPHY
Carter, Conrad, and A.J. Bradbury, The Production and Staging of Plays. New York: Arc
Books Inc., 1963.'
Gren, Michael, Theatrical Costume and the Amateur Stage. Bo Stow, Plays Inc., 1968.

Nuttal, 'Kenneth, Your Book of Acting Londpn: Faber and Faber, 1958.

Smith, Mayne Rice, Plays. and How to Put Them On. New York: Henry. Z. Walck, 1961.
Weales, Gerald, A Play and its Parts. New York: Basic B oks, Inc., 1964.

Welker, David, Theatrical Design: The tasic Technique

Boston: Allyn anti Balton,

1961.
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Student Evaluation
Career Opportunities in the Theater
1. Do youtkriOw more about jobs related to the theater than you did before, studying this
unit?
Yes
No

f

2. Did the role-playing situations you were involved in help you to understatidwhat a
career in this field is like ?
Yes

Nc

3. Rank the following activities as to how valuable they w re in learning about
careers. Number (1) is the most valuable.
Library Research
Group Reports
Construction of a Model Set
Costumes
Production of Group Scene

4. Were the careers in this 'unit explored
Just enough,

Too much

Not/enough

1-

5. After studying this unit would you consider a career in the theater?
Yes

No

6. Which job would you consider as a possible career?
Properties
Director
Actor
Make-up
Costumes
Set Design
Publicity-Business
Lighting and Sound
7. Do you feel all the time spent on planning your group production was valuable in learning about the theater?
Explain answer
Yes
No

-

,
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Careers in Journalism and Broadcasting
Grade 8.

r
.1

Introductio
.

.

l'

This unit iS designed to deyelop the students' awareness of the careers available in the
areas of journalism and broadcasting. The unit should be used in conjunction with a composition unit so that thp students can apply the skills studied in composition to the careers.

I. Objectives
.

.

1. Students will research, list and discuss careers related to the mass media field.
'1

2, Students will role-play various careers involved in journalism and broadcasting.
3. Studentbr will demonstrate their writing ability in the areas of reporting, editorializing, and creating journalistic media.

II. Methods
Role-playing
Outside speakers
Field trips
Films
i.

III. Activities'
1. Writing feature articles

C

2, Reporting school events

3. Field trips to newspaper offices and radio or television stations

/

4. Guest speakers

5. Discussing potential careers in the field of journalism and mass Media

6. Films

,

,

Newspaper in the Ohio Heritage, 14 minutes
That the People Should Know, 21 minutes
Classroom Service Department
Modern Talking Pictures Service
1212 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036
7. Bringing newspapers to school and discussing different techniques used to write news

stories, editorials, reviAs, society, and political features.
8. Students will observe\ a simulated situation (accident, robbery) and write a news,
article.
.
9.Students will write a critical review of a movie or a play.
10. Role-playing a ,script written by members of the class whil will act as newscasters,
weathermen, disc-jockeys, talk show hdsts and.guests.

N

Sample Potential Careers .
Newspaper reporter
Technical writer
Copyreader
Photo journalism
Editor
:Script writers for television and radio
Radio and televi8ion news writers
Writers for business and professional magazines

.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
.

.
1. Barry, John M., Opportunities in Journalism Careers, Vocational Guidance Manuals,
I
1967, p. 136:
C
.t
2. Brucknew, Herbert, Journalist. Collier-Macmillan, 1962 (A Macmillan Career Book).
I

t

t

3. Colman,- Hi la, Beauty, Brains, and Glamour, a career in magazine publishing. Careers
in the Making series, 1968.

4. Donahue, Judy, Your Career in Public Relations, Julian Messner, 1967, pp. 45-78.

C

Also chapters on radio and TV.

5. Lobsenz, Nor-man, Writing as a C reer, Walck, 1963, p. 110.
6, Murray, Joan, The News, Mc

-Hill. (A week with .

. .

series).

7. Ryan, Leonard Eames, So You Want To Go Into Journalism, Harper and,ftow, p. 192.
8. Schaleben, Aryille, Your Future in Journalism, (Career in Depth Series).

9. Stein, X L., four Career in Journalism, Julian Messner.
.

1

.

10. Angle, Juvenal L., Careers in Journalism.
Magazines

o

Writer's Digest,"Photojournalism," Russ Arnold, July, 1967, pp. 30 -33.
.

Encyclopedia
-

Cowles Guide to Careers and Professions, `!Journalism,".. pp. 129-134, and "Publishing,"
pp. 208-211.

.

4

Tapes

0

D

.

4
"Your Future as a Newspaper Reporter," Guidanc.e Associates, Harcourt, Brace And

World, Pleasantville, New York 1 an 0.

O

Other

J

Consult resource material in Occupational File on Careers. '''

'4
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Student Eyaluation
CoinmunicatiOn Through Journalism And Broadcasting Careers
1. What activity made you most aware of the caiteer opportunities available in the field
of Journalism and Broadcasting?

2. Did the outside speakers help you to understand the various occupations related to
journalism and broadcasting?
Yes

.

No

3. Number the following activities from the most important (1) to the least, important
Writing articles for the newspaper
Field trip'S to newspapers, radio, and television studios
Discussion and repo'rtingson careers
Criti7a1 reviews for movies and plays'
Film

(5)..

4. Did the role-playitig situations you were involved in help you to understand what a
career'in the-Sp, fieldt might be like?
Yes

No

5. 'After 'studying this unit do yoti feel you might consider a job related to the field of

journalism or broadcasting?
Yes

No

0
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Careers in Public Speaking

Grade 8
'E

This unit should be used in conjunction with a basic speech/communicationunit. During
the speech unit students shbuld be exposed to demonstration speeches, basic persuasive
techniques and delivery skills (eye contact, volume, organization, appropriate word choice
for audience, interest value). The students should learn the importance of effective communication in their futtiredcareers, as well as in their everyday experiences.
1. Objectives
.

1. Given mist of careers that require public speaking skills, students will research
the career of their choice arid report their findings to the-class.

2, Students will role-play situations to demonstrate the importance of speaking skills
in achieving effective communication.

II. Methods
Library research

.

Written and oral .reports
Role-playing situations
Speech writing
Films
"

III. Suggested Activities
Potential Careers in Public Speaking
Sales
Radio and TV Announcer-

Politician
Service Representative
Tour-Guide

1. The above list of careers should be givento the students. The students shduld choose
a career they are interested in-researching.
2. The classAhould be divided into groups_according to the career
the students chose to
1_
research.
.

Each career on the list should be studied separately., The group'of students who
researched the career being discussed should lead the discussion in developing and
helping the class-to understand the job description for the career.
After each career is discussed, the students who researched that career will role-play
situations that simulate duties of the career.
. ,

Eitmple Situations
,

.

.;'

_

..

1. Salesman - Sell a product to the class (car salesman, furniture sales).

-

.,

,

Students should. incorporate the necessary persuasive techniques in their ,role-playing,
A. Radio and TV Annorincer=S,tudents should write a radio Or TV program (advertising,
I

news shoir,.ta,lk show).

I
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1-

,

3. Speech Writer , Choosy a fainous perSon inpolitics (past or pregent). Write a sppeOli that
f4f.iti his ideas (George Washington, Abe Lincoln, Ifitler,Richard 'Nixon).,

.

4: Service Representative - Demonstration on how to "use" ayroduct.
.

_

,

.

.

,

,!..jz..

4 ,

.
-

5. Tour Guide,- Student's who researched this career should.plan tours arptind -the building.
Students should be divided-into groups and be taken on tours by the" "tour

guidee.
.

-

..

s,

.

,

careers. in Pu

-'t
..

.e

,,,,

.,

., i.

o.

S eaking -_

Library. Career %pamphlet File - "Radio and Television;' . "Performers and ProdUcers,", -t,........
'
"Selling"
;
.
4

I

.

.

Film

.

Selling As A Career
Kent State University A-V Services

,

4

Books

Bienstock, Mike, Radii) and Television: How They Wbrk. New York: John Ft:Rider Publish,
,
ing, 1963.

Deutscher, J., Your Future in Television. New York: Rosen Press, 1963.
Gordan, G. and Falk, 1., Your Career in 'TV and Radio,, New York, McG aiv;

Ott, John, How to Write and Deliver a Speech. IiewYork, Trident iitress, 1970.
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Student E valuation
Careers In Public Speaxing
1. Were you exposed to a wide variety of occupations in which public speaking skills are
important?
Yes

4
,

;

No

A

,

worthwhile?
2. Did you find tne researched career group discussion worthwhile?
Yes

'No

..

.

.

..

..,

.
.

....
.
.

...

.

3. Do you feel you know more about the imriortarics of speaking Skills than you did before
.

this unit?
.

.

-

Yes

:

'

.

-

-

NO

i

..

-

.,

-

-

a

.

,

4. Rank the following career role-playing situations as to how they helped you:to realize
the importance of being able to cothmunicate effectively in various occupations. Num-f
ber one isthe moat informative and number five is 'the least.
.
..
Salesman
f
Radio. and TV Announcer

.,.

,

Speech Writer
"Service Ilepresentative
Tour Guide

5. -Were you'lamiliar with.these careers before studying this unit?

.

' No

Yes

6 'Were careers explored:
Too much

,

.

Just enough'

f

-

i'

Not enough

T. Suggestions for fiinprovernepe of the unit:
.4

O

0

44

C

2.6 4
4
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PARMA
Math

Math and careers are thoroughly integrated in thts unit. A unique feature is

the documentation of out-of-school activities integrated into the regular classroom
procedure.

Parma 'Career Orientation
Mathe,MOtics
For too many year s, the student was entv.rnaged to take mathematics because: "He
would4reed "it some day," or "all of life efolves around mathematics," or "Studying
mathematics' helps a person mature,' or finally "If one learns mathematics he becomes
a better thinker." All of the above reasons sound good and sound meaningful, however,
they are but "spin-offs" and not direct specific reasons for any one to, study mathematics.
It's just like.studying Latin to learn English.

fr,

..,

At the same time most students graduating from high school are supposedly getting the
presctibed edubafion, unsure as to what they want to do and be in the years that lie ahead.
The student whO chooses to continue his education will spend the first two years trying to
decide his destiny. And the student who chooses to compete in the world of business and
industry is undertain as to what he wants to do. Now he cap get the job every one always
told him he couldn't get unless he had his diploma, but what job does he want to get?

.

,-.

A recent survey COnducted by'Princeton University shows that over 85% of those employed
in our nation are unsatisfied, with their jobs and given the opportunity would choose another

c
,

*)'4

career. Utifortunate/y in most cases it, is too late to make this change for one reason or
another.

Tir. Simple fact is that the secondary educational system has no right to expect that

st,idenf will have a specific direction .or planned destination because the curriculum has
no specific characteristics or intents to reh this goal.
fr

Under. the heading of Career Exploration and Career Orientation the mathematics
department has written this material to help the teacher integrate the idea of career discOveiy .`as a, regular part of the mathematics curriculum. It is not intended that careers
be taught as an isolated course or as a separated unit, but rather as an integrated part
of sthe -regular mathematics curriculum.

,

The intent' of this program is to provide direction and purpose for. the teaching pf
mathematitS. The material presented here is unlimited in that all careers or professions
or 'bcoupations are acceptable for 'consideration ind exploration. If the vrogram is to
reach its major goal, the classroom ,teacher must understand the nature of the program,
that is, to provide the mathematics curriculum as the repository from which students
,can draw to reach their desired or chosen career..
so
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HOW YOU SPEND YOUR LIFE
According to a recent report, by eLltok70 the ord,inary person has spent his time-as
illustrated:

. .

7 years at movies and other
amusements,

\,

.

2.5 years
No.

1 year
°A phone

2.5
years

2 years playing

eating and sitting
at table

smoking and
chewing gum

cards

2 61; 261
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Pre -Test for Careers in Mathematics
1. Have you decided on Acareer?

2, 1f-the answer to number1 is yes, what is the career?
3. If the answer to number 1 is no, what general field do you think you might be interested
in?

4. Why have you chosen this career or field?
5. Do you know the qualifications necessary? If yes, what are they?
5

6. Is mathematics necessary?
'7.1If yes, do you know what math courses you should take in high school? (list them)
8. Do you need training beyond high school for your career?
9. Have you met someone in your chosen field?

10. Have you obseped people at work in this field?
In regard to your career or field, state w13.t you know about the following:
11. Usual working conditioes

12. Personal contact with others
13. Demand for people in this field
14. Opportunities for advancement

15. Job security
16. Earning Powe r

.

262
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Post -Test for Careers in Mathematics ,
1. Have you decided on a career?

2. If the answer to number I -is yes, what is the career?
might be interested'3. If the answer to number 1 is no, what general field do you think you
in?

4. Why have you chosen this career or field?
5. Do you know the qualifications necessary? If yes, what are they?

6. Is matheinatics necessary?
7. If-yes, do you know what math courses you should take in high school?
(list them)
A

8. Do you need training beyond high school for your ether?

If yes,, what type of training?
9. HaVe you met someone in your chosen field?

10. Have you observed people at work in'this field?

In regard to your career or field, state what you know--;.Vout the following:
11. Usual working conditions

12. Personal contact with others
13. Demand for people in this field
14. Opportunities for advancement

15. Job security
16. Earning Power

26,6
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e of Activity:

Teacher directed, in-class
Name of Activity: 'Introductory discussion of interests aptitudes, and aspirations in relationship to career choice (to be'us.ed after pre-test)
ours-es:
_

Math 7,. Math 8

,

Levels:
I, II, III
concepts'Needed:
Concepts Involved: Relationship Of factors in career choice

Objectitesr

.

1. To stimulate students to think about career choice as it relates

directly to them
2. To lead students to consider occupational choices on a more mature,
level
Career Application:
FactOrs involved in a Career choice'
Time4to Allow for Completions One class period, maximum
Type of 'Stud,ent Involvement: Class discussion,
Materials:
Costs Involved:
'Needs Approval:
Teacher Activities:
Outline of Project: Introduce the discussion withia question such as, "If you could be anything'you wanted to be, what would it be and why?",'
.

Direct the discussion to factors in career, choice. Using these, hav'e

students rate them in order of importance to them personallynot

as they feel they should be rated. Type of Activity: I Put-of-class project
Name of Activity: Career Iriterview
Courses:
Math 7, Math 8
Levels:,
I, II, III

Concepts Needed:
Concepts Involved:
.
Objectives:
1. To give stUdents a hands -on contact, with someone in the career of

their choice `or in a career they'are interested-in.
2. To gain information concerning a career.

Career APplicatioff
Time to Allow for Completion: One week

**

Type of Student'Involvement: Iadimidual

Materials: Questionnaire'
Costs Involved:
NeectS Approval:

Teacher Activities: Duplicate questionnaire for distribution to students

Outline of Project: Discuss briefly the proper' way to arrange an.interview and to conduct
an 'interview. Give students the form on which'o write their findings.
After these are compiled, emphasize the range of the varying occupations and amount of math needed in them.
264
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Math Project--Questionnaire
Direct_ ions:

,

Find a person,who has a-job that you are interested in. Set up a time to meet
with that person and use this questionnaire as a guide in interviewing him/

her.

1. Position or title

'2. Job description
3. ,Company

Have you had what you might call informal training for your job?

If so, please, describe

5. Please indicate amount of required formal education.
a. High School
b.

College

d.

Special Training after College
Graduate School

Attended

Completed

c. Special Training after High Schobl
6. How many years have you worked in your present job or profession?

7. Is there anything you could have done before you started in your career that could
have made you more successful?
8: Which math course did you find most useful, in your work?
la. General Math
b. Business Math .
c, Algebra
d: -Geometry and Trigonometry
e. Other

-

;

9. Have you had to return to school or receive additional training for your job since you
No
Yes
began working?

10. List specific math-related courses in reference to questions number 8.

14. What other jobs are open to you as-a result of the education,, training, and other
experience you have gained in your present fob?
12,., What othmoccuPations would you be interested In other than the one in which you are
presently employed?
.

.

.
13. What changes pi^ innovations in your job have you noticed since you became connected
with

2-70
265.
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Type of Activity:

Out -of -class project

Name of Activity:

Kriss IC.r oss Puzzle .on Careers ReqUiring Mathematics

-Courses:

Math 1, Math 8

,

Levels:,

I,II,III

Concepts ,Needed:

Understanding of how a krths krosS'puzzle works

Concepts Involved: Various careers requiring mathematics
'
The puzzle Is designed to familiarize students wjththe names of different
Objectives:
careers requiring varying amounts of mathematics training and ability.
A

Career. Application: 'Same as objective above
Time to Allow for Completion: One day
I

-

Type of Student Involvement: Individual

..

Materials:

Dittoed puzzle

Costs Involved:

None

Needs Approial:

No

thef,ollowing page so it can be handed
Teacher Activities: Thermofax and ditto the puzzle on
out to all students.
activities in order to
Outline of Project: Puzzle. is to be used- as one of the introductory
requiring
varying amounts
familiarize students with different careers
and
ability.
A
'kw
for
checking
this is also
of mathematics- training
conduct
a
class
discussion
after
included. The teacher -may- wish to
the
following
activity
as
a
further
ex"completion or may wish to use
tension of this one.

r

IL

k.
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KRISS KROSS PUZZLE ON CAREERS REQUIRING MATHEMATICS
.

12 letters

6 letters
typist

payroll clerk

social worker
.stenographer
tool designer

7 letters
dentist
fireman
lineman
plumber
teacher

13 letters
bill collector
meteorolelgist

14 letters
practical nurse

8 letters
engineer
Fig agent
surveyor

15 letters
statistical aide

9 letters

16 letters
doctor's assistant

, , architect
4
bank 'clerk
carpenter
dietitian
geologist
librarian .
machinist
policeman

fpod technologist

18 letters
aviation technician

20 letters
air traffic controller

secretary

10 letters
geographer
iron worker
pharmacist
sales clekk
stock clerk

21 letters
electronics technician

=

, 11 letters
bank officer,
optometrist
postal clerk
'4
c

4
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KRISS KROSS PUZZLE ON CAREERS REQUIRING MATHEMATICS
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SOLUTIO' FOR KRISS KROSS PUZZLE ONCAREERS.REQUIRING'

MATHEMATICS
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t f class project
1-

-Name-of Ac

Company-Organizational-thart--..

y.

Curses

Math 7, Math 8

Levels:
Concepts Needed:Concepts Invalv

o learn the number of different careers involved in the operation of a
company and how each career fits into its organizational structure.

Objectives:

ts

Career Application: See "Objectives"
0

-'

Tinig to allow for completion: One week
Type of Student Involvement: Individual

Materials:
.

Cases Involved:

Needs Approval:

teacher Activities: Make an overhead transparency,of

wing sheet so that it can be

used in"explaining the assignment
.

.

Outline of Project:' Students wibe instructed to c tact a company of their choice and

find out what various occupations are necessary for the functioning of
that company. They should construct a chart showing to whom each type
of employee is djrectly responsible. After completion of the assignment,
some of the charts might be used for a buliWin board display.

2

4).
4

9
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1

OWNER -

GENERAL
MANAGER

MAINTENANCE
.
(3)

ATTORNEY

SALES'
.

`MANAGER

MANAGER

MANAGER

BEREA

0. FALLS

C. STATION

ASSISTANT
SALES
MANAGER

ASSISTANT
SALES
MANAGER

ASSISTANT
SALES
MANAGER

SECRETARY

SECRETARY

SECRETARY
.oP

SALESMEN
(30)
1

SALESMEN
(15)

SALESMEN
(8)
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Gut-of-cliss project

%.

Name of ActiVity: Scale drawing bf a faMilyrbbmT br Iii4ing rooni-dining
bination
'

Courses:

a

Math 7, Math 8

.$

$

,*$

Levels:

I, II, lII

Concepts Needed:

Scale drawings, ratio and proportio9, areas

entf, areas and con-

Concepts Involved: Scale drawings, ratio and proportion (reinfor

version factors in areas:

Objectives:

_3(

of their family room
The student should be able to make a scaleidra
and
using
this,
be able to comor living room-dining room combination
pute the cost of carpeting or tiling it.
.
.

Career Application: Architect, Interior decorator, Installer of carpeting pr tile
Time to Allow for Completion: One week
Type of Student Involvement: Individual

Materials:

Graph paper, ruler, newspaper or magazine ads or catalog

Costs Involved:

None

Needs Approval:

No

L

scale drawings and ratio and proTeacher Activities: The teacher should have discussed
..
portion with the class.
Outline of Project: In class, the teacher. might want to use a grid to make, a scaldrawing of
the classrodm, haVing students measure it. DisCm§s then the units of
measure used in the purchase' Of carpeting, and floor tile:, As the
assignment, students Will make scale drawings of their family room or
lilting room-dining room combination, use advertisements to decide
what type of carpeting, or tile will be used, and Compute the cost 'cif
so. The advertisement used should be attached to the scale drawI
do
1 gwhen turned' in all computation should be shown. More capable
tudents might wish toluse different colors of the to make a mor'e
artistic design.

272
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I -7--layrrEr-rif- Activity: -- tart pf...(47r1avrritprr
.Name of Activity: Catering a Party
CoUrses:

bevels:

",Math 7, Math 8

I,II, III

,,

r
,
Concepts Needed: Equivalent measurements, addition and .multiplication of fractions and
mixed numerals '
-

Concepts Involved: 1: The student will plan a menu for at least 25 people.

2. The student will, using recipes, figure amounts of food necessary for
the party.

3. The student will, using newspaper food ads, compute the cost of the
food.

Career AppliCation: Food services
Time to Allow for Completion: Two weeks
Type of Student Involvement: Individual 4

Materials:

None

"Costs Iniolved:

None

Needs Approval:

No

Teacher Activities!. None prior to explanation of project.

Outline of Project: The student will plan a menu for a party of at least 25 people. Using
established recipei, he will then -figure the amount of food necessary
to prepare the menu. Newspaper foodads can be used then to determine
the costs'involved. The project should include:
Number of people ,involved.
Men

.

Origtnal recipes
Adjusted recipes
Shopping list, amounts of each item needed, cost of each item needed
Newspaper ads to support #5.
Total cost
.
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Type of.Activity:

Out- of,class project

Courses:

Math 7, Math 8

Levels:
C ncepts Needed:'
.

I

Concepts, Involved: Construction of a liar graph

The student will construct a bar graph indicating availability of different
types of jobs in newspaper want ads on any one day.

Objectiyes:

Career Application: Job. availability
'Time to Allow for Completion: Orie week
'Type of Student Involvement: Individual

Materials:

None

'Costs Involved:
Needs Approval:

Ndne
N*6

Teacher Activities: None, except explanation of project
-

-4\

Outline of Project: Using newspaper want ads for one day, the student wil tabulate the
number' of each kind of job available. From this, a bar graph showing
this information. will be constructed. The want ad sectionused should be
attached to the bar graph.

S.

.
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Type of Activity:

In-class, teacher directed

Name of-Activity:

Heading a Bus Schedule

Courses:

Math 7, Math 8

Levels:

I,II,III

ft

Concepts Needed:

Understanding of A.M. and P.M.

Objectives:

The student will be able to read abus schedule, plan a trip; determine
times of departure and arrival, figure routing on
ona trip, and figure-length.of time a trip will take.

- -F
Concepts Involved: Time zones, reading references and restrictions on a table, addition
and subtraction in time measurement

Career Application: Bus kiver, dispatcher, ticket agent, information telephone operator,
bggageman or freight employee
.
Time to Allow for Completion: One class period
Type of Student Involvement: Individual

Materials:

--

Greyhound bus schedules (enoUgh of one kind for the entire class and
several copies of each of the other kinds available)

Costs Involved:

None

Needs Approval:

No .

Teacher Activities: Teacher will secure schedules from Greyhound Lines.
Outline of Project: The teacher will pass out identical copies-of bus schedules to the entire
class. When explaining the schedule, emphasize such things- as A.M.
is light face type, P.M. is boldface type, departure times, arrival times,
times given for each city according to time zone, routing, the reference

and restrictions tables. Students could use the table then to,prin a trip
(points of departure and arrival decided upon by the teacher). ,If time
allows, the other schedules could be -distributed for 'students to plan
a trip of their own choosing. Included in these-plans should'be times of
arrival and departure, routing -of the trip, and length of time the trip
will take (total length of trip, and actual riding or driving time).
sot.

a

e

2 do
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Type of Activity: . Out-of-class project
Name of Activity:

Trnnqpnrtalion--Driving a!uo

Courses:

Math 7, Math 8

Levels:

I, II, AI

.

1

Concepts Needed: ' Reading transportation schedules
Concepts Involved: Reading tables, addition of decimals

Objectives:

1. The student will plan a trip, using a;:inileage table to determine,
place of departure and destination.

/
2. 1J-sing transportation schedules, the student will determine the times
of departure and arrival and the actual driving time.

3. Using the mileage rate- sheet, the student will determine the money
earned by the driver.
Career Application: Bus driver
Time to Allow for Completion: Two weeks
Type of Student Involvement: Individual

1°- Materials:Costs Involved:

Copies of mileage tables and mileage rate sheet
NOne

_r

Needs Approval:

No

Te'acher Actiyities: Make copies of the mileage table and the mileage rate sheet
.

Outline, of Project: Thig student will plan a trip, using the mileage table given him to determi.Ig place of departure and destination, and using transportation schedules (obtainable from Greyhound) to determine the ,times of departure
and arrival and the, actual driving time for his planned trip. From the

-mileige sheet, 5e- can determine the distance driven and, using this,
can determine from the mileage rate sheet can find how much money
the driver would earn on the trip.

3

,

2 8-41.
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Type of Activity:

Out-cf-class-nraiet.

Name of Activity:

Math Fair

Courses:

Math 7, Math 8

Levels:

I, II, III

Concepts Needed:
Concepts Involved:

Objectives;

1. Creati9n of interest in careers relating to mathematics.
2. Stimulation of curiosity which leads to research outside the classroom.

3. Development of a logical procedure of thought, paramount to the

completion of a math career-oriented project.
4. Exhibition of projects, directly or indirectly related to mathematics.
5. Understanding of a projeipt through explanation.
6. Improvement of ability to work with classmates in group projects.Career Application:.Xxplained in the outline of the project.

Time to Allow for Completion: Suggested' calendar follows the outline of the project.
Type of Student Involvement: Individual and,groups of two students

Materials:

None

Cost:

None

Needs Approval:

Check with school administration

Teacher Activities: Individual teachers

p

1. Teacher involvement and inter.est- is the most integral factor determining the success,
of a Career Oriented Math Fair.

2. Students will mirror their teacher's attitude of curiosity, interest, andrinvolveinent.
3. Teacher should tie totally involved.

/

4. Teacher should be prepared to offer a list of possible projects with a brief ex'planation,
of development. (This list will be provided by the committee.)

5. Since it is beyond the limits of one teacher to undertake the effort of developing a

Career Orientation Math Fairrit is suggested that a committee of three teacher's direct
the fair.

6. All mathematics teachers must !be actively concerned in the success. Of the fair.

They should stimulate interest and curiosity and steer the student in the right direction
for more information dealing with his project.

7. The teacher should frequently remind the students of progress report dates ang -final
completion dates of the projects.

282
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1. A committee of a minimum of three mathematics teachers, will be the directing
force behind the entire Career Orientation Math Fair. The remainder of the mathematics department will act as vectors of stimulation in individual classrooms.
cO

2. The committee will make up a calendar of dates leading up to the conclusion of the fair.

3 All projects will be turned in to the classroom teacher who will forward them`to the
committee.

4. The committee will grade the first progress report andfinal notebooks. The first
progress report will be graded on the basis of the proposeciroject

5 ph e first project check will be made by the committee in the month of Marc (approximately). All finished and unfinished projects are to be turned iri at this time.
(Projects will be tagged and placed in an area of the committee's ...choosing.) The
projects will be given a letter grade. The evaluation, at this time, will be based on
neatness of project; adherence to original plan, and time and effort project reflects.
The committee should be lenient with grades so student will also make suggestions
for changes and modifications, of poorer projects.

6 Completed projects will be due about the 29th week. They will be tagged and placed,in
an area of the committee'A choosing.
Optline of Project:

`.

1. Teachers will be notified by the committee via,bulletin concerning the fair.

2. Teachers will be ,notified by the committee of the type of graAirig scale that will be
employed:

. ,

3. All accelerated (Level HI) classes will be required to submit individual projects.
4. Teachers will be provided with a list of possible projects by the committee.
No more than two students per project will be allowed

6 the Student must have a working knewledge and understanding of the project he
submits.

7 Teachers will We ITatified .by treF6ininittee of the progresS repoit dates and final
completion .a es.

...

.,

i,

t

.

0. No raced than twoSimilarprojectiS will bes,llowedo Teachers shOuld encourage variety
through Stuclent research. ,Neatness of projects is a must. Untidy projects will be
-eje.cled by',the.eoinmittee.
v.

.9'. 'Each',projeqt nut -be' acoOnmanted by a statement tof the career application and a
. -report' abblitthe-career involved..
..

-

10: The'l4eSt projects will' be displayed in an'ar ea designated by the committee.

11. It is eeOminended thg the bet 'prrwiect
-5. and its student designer be writterkup in the
school" ieVispager 'and the'lecal: newspaper.

;

.

.

.

-
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gg
Fifth Week

.

Introduction by math teachers tO arouse student interest and enthusiasm.
Eighth Week

First progress reports are due. A grade will be given on topic choice and stateme of
intention.

tenth Week

Second progress reports are due. Preliminary research shouldbe completed, and student
should understand his project.
Fifteenth Week

Final progress report is due. All research should be completed. A grade will be given.
Eighteenth Week

First check of the beginning of the rough raft of the report.
Twenty-second Week

0%

Final check of the rough draft.of the report,. A grade will be given.
Twenty-fifth Week

N

Students are to start their projects. Neatness must be stressed.
Twenty-eighth Week

FirSt check of projects.

Twentiointh Week

Final check of projects by the committee_ A grade will be given., Final reports must
also be turned in at this time.
Thirtieth Week
et

The best projects selected by the committee will be put on display in an area designatgd
by the committee.

28,1
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Out-of-class

Type of Activity:

Name of Activity--eareerinathematics-study
Courses:

All

Levels:

All

Concepts Needed:

The student should know what career or field he wants to enter r
Concepts Involved: Mathematics is used in every field or career
Objectives:
. After completing this project, the student should become convinced
thatmathematics is used in every field or career

Career Application: All careers
Time to Allow for Completion: One week
Type of Student Involvement: Individual

Materials:

None

Costs Involved:

None

Needs Approval:

If the teacher wants to go to the library, he might want to check with-the
staff to arrive at a date.

Teacher Activities: None
Outline of Project: This project can bed be done after the pre-test on careers. The teacher
should have the stfident research in the library the career or field he has

mentioned on the pre-test. The object is to.have the student list some
examples of types of problems, used by the people in the different
careers. It is not really .necessary that the student understand the

4

problem, the object here is tonshow the student that mathematics is used

in every Occupation. The teacher can keep' a file of the reports and
refer to them throughout the year as examples of Math in different
careers.

Y

,

4

r

&L
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In-class (teacher directed)

Type of Activity:
_-

Running a Business

Courses:
Levels:

Concepts Needed:v Percentages and arithmetic
Concepts Involved:, The operating of a business
Objectives:

The student should be able to give the amount of.rnoney intake to run
a business at a profit

Career Application:, Store management.
,

Time to Allow for Completion: 30 to 50 minutes
Type of Student Involvement: Individual

Materjals:

None

'Costs Involved:

None

Needs Approval:

No

Teacher Activities: The teacher Will explain the problem to the student

Outline of Project: This problem is designed to show the student some of the factors in-

volved in running a business. Suppose a man wants to start a business.
He finds a store to rent for $500 a month. His initial out-lay for stock
is $20,000. He has calculated that for every $100 of material he sells
he will make 65% profit. Tlieeran has a few other expenses- -$100
a month for utilities, $100 a month for advertising, $200 a month fdr
employees, and $4Q0 a month for other expenses. The question
much must the man sell to show a profit? Don't forget the owner's
also must replace
_salary. He plans to p4y himself $10,000 a year.
stock that he has sold.)

a
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-Activity:
flame of Activity:

Finding a Job

Courses:

All.

Levels:

All

-

4

,Concepts Needed:

-None

Concepts Involved: What are the requirements needed for a specific job
7

ObjeCtives:

The student should be able to stateAheirequirements of the specific
career he wants to pursue. He should also be able to give some of the
details about the job, such as salary, advancement.

Career Application; All careers
Time to Allow for Completion:' Qiie week

'Type of Student Involvenert: Individual
1.1,4

Materials:

Non

Costs InvOlved:

None

-Needs Approval:

No

Teacher Activities: None
Qutline of Project: The student should be instructed to look for a job. The student shotild take
the job listed on the pre-test, look in the paper, make call's, and actuallgr

talk to the people who do the hiring for such a job. After finding the
details of a specific job (including what mathematics is used) a report
(either oral or written) should be made back to,the classroom. The
teacher' can malte goodlise of these reports (if written) and they should
therefore, be kept on'file for future reference.

4.%
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I
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4
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Typ-e-of-AL ivi y.--Out---class-(student-dirfvt-ed)

NameorAttivity:- Salaries.

courses:

All

Levels:

All

Concepts Needed:

How to make a bar graph

.k.

.1

Concepts Involved: The amount of earning 13 ower of different occupations.

The student will become aware of the salaries associated with different
professions

Objectives:

Career:Application's: All
Time to Allow for Completion:, One week

4
Is'I'ype of Student Ini;olveMent: Individual

Materials:

.

Costs Involved:

Notie

Io

Needs Approval:
..

,

i

...

TeachelActivities: None.
N

.

s

e
Outline of Project:
The stude,nt should be instructed to find the average salaries of different

professionS. These could be pbtained by looking in the newspaper,
making calls to companies, or asking somebody in the profession. The

..

resultstor sucli a survey should be graphed on a bar graph (occupation vs.

'

maximum salary or average 'Salary or maximum starting salary) so
the student- could readily see the wide range of
salaries.
,

t

a-
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Type of Activity:

Out-of-class ,(In-class discussion)

Name of Activity:

Unusual Careers

Courses:

All

Levels:

All

Concepts Needed:

None

-Concepts Involved:--Unusual-jObS do exist"

Objectives:

The student should be better informed as to some of the more unusual
careers in existence.

Career Application: All
Time to Allow for Completion: One week

Type of Stud& Involvement: Individual

,

Materials:

None

Costs Involved:

None

Needs Approval:

No

Teacher Activities: The teacher should give a short talkon the topic to start the student out.
Outline of Project: The teacher should have the student do a study of unusual careers
(the strangest job they can think of, e.g., a bowlers' photographer, a flag
pole painter, a seal trainer, a fishing pole designer). The student should
try to contact a person in the field they choose (if they can) and learn
the special requirements and how one gets into the field.

1

S

28;
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Type of Activity:

Out-of-class. (1n-class discussion)

Name of Activity:

The Brown Banana (jobs that will not exist)

Courses:

All

Levels:

All

_Concepts Needed:

None

Concepts Involved: -None
"Pie

Objectives:

The students should have abetter idea of what jobs not to plan for or jobs
that wilf not exist 10 to 20 yeies from now.
4

Career Application: All
1

Time to Allow for Completion: One week
Type of Student Involvement: Individual

Materials:

None

Costs Involved:

None

Needs Approval:

No

_Teacher Activities: The teacher should hold a short class discussion of the topic

Outline of Project: Machines have done and will continue to do away with many jobs. The
students project is to do a study of jobs that now exist but will not exist
10 to 20 years from now. To start this off, the teacher can give some
examples of jobs that have been destroyed or shortly will be (e.g., a
fireman on a train, assembly lines, blacksmith). Each student should pick
such a job or career and write a short paper including the qualifications
for the job, amount of money made in the job and the reason why it will
not exist in the future. If the teacher wishes, 'she can have each student
list a number of these jobs.

t
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Type of Activity:

Out-of-class (In- lass'discussion)

Name of Activity:

sobs of the Futu,

Courses:

All,

Levels:

All

Concepts -Needed:

None

-Concepts-Involved: -None-

Objectives:

The stude should realize
do not exis now.

there will be jobs available to him thit
P.

career Application: All
Time, to allow fOr completion One week
Type of Student Involvement:) Individual

Materials:

None

Costs Involved:

None

Needs Approval:

No

Teather Activities: The t cher should hold a short discussion of the topic..
Outline of Pi eject. The

udents should

any r search and t ey

t s assignment

I

.

they do 't have to do
because

let their imaginations "rtuilkild." Each

stude 't shbuld write a sho ,paper on a career or. job that Vfill exist 10
or '2 1 years from n bu t does not exist now. The teacher,can give an
exam le of a class. 0 y s ago who was given the sanieiassignment.
Som. jobs that exis now that didn't exist 20 years ago are: computer
prog ammer, astronaut, color TV repairman.

/.

4.

1

2
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In-class (teacher directed)
..

Type of Activity:

e

Name of Activity:. Computer Usage

..
1

Courses:

All

.

,

II, la

Levels:

Con-cdntSite-etteth--

I

1111

-

Ill

.

IP

- II -

thegra de2=1-1-evci)

181111

Concepts Involved: Computer programming
Objectives:

Given a problem, the student should be able to write and run a program
ae
needed to solve the problem

Career Application: Computer programmer ,,
Time to Allow for Completion: One to three weeks
J

Type of Student Involvement: Individual

Materials:

Computer terminal

Costs Involved:

None

Needs Approir&l:

No

\

Teacher Activities: A teacher must know how to program a computer.

Outline of Project,: The project is to teach the student how to program the computer. There
are slides and television programs on this topic. The amount of time
' spent is up to the teacher. It is, however; recommended that the teacher
spend at least a wee1 on this. This project has two advantages: (1.) It
will introduce the computer to the child, and (2.) The teacher will be

able to use the computer to aid in the instruction of other concepts.

A meaningful experience can be gained by all grade, levels depending on
the teacher's experience with the computer.

-4

1

I:
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SOUTH-WESTERN CITY SCHOOLS
-r

N:ou the Consumer and Big Business

;'
psiimer

The_feature_o

education is otisolated

-evaluation techniques._

Guideline:birections f. I/hplemen ition
"Yoti, :the Con ume

d

B

ess

,

1, This unit is designed to be utilized fully or partially at the teacher'sti.scretion.
2. The intention of the authors is for each phase to choose only those objectives that they
wish to"meet.

3. Which and how many adjectives will be taught and which suggested implementation
activities will be used are at the discretion of the phase.
4. Evaluation will be made by pre-testing and poA-testing only those objectives chosen by
' the phase.

5. The list of suggested test ite

is included solely as a teacher resources not as a test

for the students.

6. The phase may reword the test cuestions to meet the needs of their students as long as
. the new test questions keep with the guidelines of the objective. (Note Math Teachers:
It is up to you to decide the degree of difficulty that you wish to use and substitute
the appropriate numbers.)

7. Answers for all test items are included after each test item.

8. Analysis of the Ke7test and post-t st can be done by simply taking the average of the
student's scores within the phase a opposed to an item by item analysis. (Send these
pre- and 'post-test results along wit the "Numbers" of the objectives that were used,
i.e., "We used objectives 1, 3, 5, 6, kand the average score was 58% correct.")

9. Any deletions or additions that the teachers wish to make to the list of activities is
certainly in the best interest of student learning in this unit.

10. This unit is meant tobebroadandflexibleImplement it to meet the needs of your phase.

s Test Items:
,1. T

The cost to a department store for a 10-speed bicycle was 45.00, the retail pri e
was $67.50. What was the amount of mark-up? $22.50 w at was the per cent f
mark up? 520

2. 9 )
288

\
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TCC A a department st e clerk receives a bicycle at a cost.of $45.00 and sells it at
a retail price Of 67.50, how much did he mark up the bicycle?'
What was
the per cent of nrk up ?

2. T

A 1'? -ounce can of brand X peas costs 34 cents. A 30-ounce can of brand X peas
30 -ounce
costs 45 cents. What is the price per ounce of the 17-ounce can?

can? Which cost is greater per ounce?

ti

can_of..peas_on_hts_.shertior 31_cents and ,a 30 -ounce
-can, for 45 c.ents, what
d be-the-cost-per-ounse-of the 17.-ounce. ca 'to h customer ?
30-ounce can?
Would the 30-ounce (*.the 17 -ounce can be a

better buy?

3. T

The cost of a car $4000. A loan company charges 6-1/2% interest per year for
three years.
would the amount of interest be at 6-1/2% for three years?
$780

TCC If you borrow money from a loan company consultant to buy your $4000 car, what
would your
ount of interest be at 6-1/2% interest per year for three years?

4. T

If your bill tom a department store is $10b, and the finance charge is $1.59 ,
what is the onthly rate of interest? 1-1/2% What would the yearly rate be?
18%

TCC If your bill rom a department store is $100, and the finance charge is $1.50,
what monthly ratd of interest did the credit 'department supervisor use tp compute
your charge?
What would the yearly rate be?

5. T

One share of took in a company costs $4.50, how many shares' could you buy for
$900? 200 s res

TCC If a person le s his stock broker spend $900, how many shares of stock could he
buy in a comp y which sells its stock for $4.50 per share?
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6. T.

Fill in the following chart for this average family's budget by computing what
each area would be of the total budget.

Total Budget:
$10,000

Food:
$1500

Shelter:

Transportation

$2000

$1500

$1200

20%

-46-%

12%

10%

Percentage:.--------4-5

[--

Clothing:
$1000

Taxes:

TCC If you were a tat consultant asked to help figure your family's budget, how would you
fill in this chart with the percentages spent on each item?
7.

T. The profits of a company in the ',apt five years were: 1967-$200,000 1968-$275,000
1969 - $30,000 1970-$290,000 1971-$350,000
scale and place the preceding data on a line graph and a bar graph.

Make

$350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
'4 /0
1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

:::'49:.:4:.xt:::::::::::::::::::-9?::::::::::::::: .1.4.4.......v.:,::::::::::: i::::::::.:::::::::?::::::::::::::
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i:7::;::::;::::.:.y.:::.::::
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1971

TCC

::e.:::::6":.:.k:44:::_:0;:/v.:::::04.::::::.:.:

50*

100*

150*-

200*

250*

:;:;:::::::::::::;:::::::::
% ,w:',,e:',: 4,:,,,, :::>:4v....:....4.
300*

400*

350*

(*in thousands)

If you were a statistician, how would you place the following data of your company's
prbfits on a line and a bar graph? 1967 -$200, 000 1968-$275,000 1969 -$300, 000
,' 1970-$290,000 1971-$350,000

8. TCC Name a career in which the duties include calculating interest on credit purchases.
(Answer: Bookkeeper, Clerical Pers'onnel.)
1

T

Given the following information, calculate the amount of interest charged-ors each
credit purchase.
a

Amount of Credit Purchase
a. $
b.
c.
d.
e.

5.67
186.27
88.45
27.89

1,352.00

% Interest Rate
1.5%
.5%
2.3%

,

Amount of Interest

Answers: ,
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

12 %

5.5%

-29
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$

.09
.

93

2.04
3.35
74.36

9.

T Given the following, information, how much more will each house cost than the price
quoted by the real - estate broker ?
.

.

Price Quoted
Flans6-A

% Yearly

Downpayment

Interest on'Mortgage

$ 1175.00

7 75%
7.75%

-30--Stsffirg

7.75%
7.75%

25.years
25 years

$23-.-571,

House-a- -2-8-900700
Rube C
30;000.00
House D
House E

2-i62-3:60

3, 00:6

35, 000.00

4, 250. 00

59,500.00

11,900.00

Differences in price and what you pay:

House A $51,905. 64
House B §12,349. 60
House C 141, 840. 00
House D 59, 578. 25
House E' 182, 225. 00

Answers:

TCC

Length of
Time of
Mortgage

Amt. of

30years
26-yers

House A
House B
House C
House D
House E

(Formula: Difference - Unpaid balance X yearly
interest rate X number of years of loan
(mortgage).

Name two careers involved in financing or selling a home. (Answer: Real estate
broker, bank or savings
and loan executive.)

Given the following information, calculate the unit price of each item to the nearest
product cent.
Unit Price
Price
Amount in Container
per Unit of Measure
a
12 ounces
Hunts Tomato Paste
Per Ounce
.29¢
Heinz Tomato Paste
1.2.5 ounces
Per Ounce
.33¢
b.
Food Club Tomato Paste
Per Ounce
13 ounces
.30¢
c.
Pepperidge Farm White Bread
2 lbs.
.69¢
Per Ounce
d.
American Heritage White Bread
, 1 lb. 4 oz.
Per Ounce
.41¢
a.

.10. T

,

Ans:

TCC

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

$
$
$
$
$

.04
.02
,02
.02

Name one career in which responsibilities include influencing whether to unit price
grocery items. (Answer: Administrator on consumer protection agency, grocery
store manager or owner.)
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11.

T Given the following monthly budget for a family of four, construct,a circle graph
to represent this information.
Expenses

.

Fraction of total money available

Food

3/20

House Payment
House Maintenance

1/5

_

Recreation

1/20
1/40
1/10
1/10

Gifts
Auto Expenses

Insurance
Medical
Taxes

House Pay.

1/20
53/360

Food

72°

Taxes

Hse. Main. 18°

Clothing

64°

53°

36°

Medical 18°
Recreation 18°
Gifts

Insurance

0

Auto

36°

36°
.\\

TCC

4
Name one career in whi'c responsibility
it si to aid families in budgeting their
finances. (Answers: Acco ntant`f Finance Counselor)
.

2

n
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12. T Given the following information, find what percent the overhead is of the total
company budget.

sir

Overhead

Total Budget

Answers
Company

500
850

$

A

750

$

1,700

A
B

4,408

5; 800

C
D

22,720

2 8 ;TOD

E

B-

D
E

%Overhead

66.6 %)
50
34
76
80

%
%
%
%

TCC Name two careers involved in aiding companies in their budgeting and financial
matters. (Answers: Controller-Accountant, Corporate Lawyer (or tax lawyer).
13.

T Given the following graph,".answer the questions below:
450

40
35
30
25

........................

.:.4

20
15
1.0

4.

if

.44'.

5

..

0

1900

i

-.44:.

1910

1920

1930

1950

1940

1970

1980

year
)

Company A
Company B
Company C
1.

Which company had the greatest increase in profit during a 10-yearl period?
6

II

2. In 1930, the best company to be a stockholder in was

1970 and 1910 show two companies having the same amount of profits. They are
'and
4. The profits of Company A in 1950 were
5. The profits of Company C in 1930 were
3.

Ati;swers:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
TC,C

B
B

A and C

20 Million Dollars
2-1/2 Million Dollars

Name one career whose responsibilities include maximizing a company's profits.
(Answers: Company controller, 'Tax Lawyer)
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14. T Given the following information, calculate the percent increase from large quantity
to small quantity buying of each item.
.
Item
Beans
Potatoes
Beef

Large Quantity

I

.54 lb.

% Increase in Price

.25 lb. _b.a.

'1.44 lb.

4.05 lb.

c.
d.

I

Answers2-00%---b. 400%
c. 200%

,

d. 200%
e. 700%

TCC

$

.05 lb.
.48 lb.
.35 lb.

.

Pork
LaundFy-Deteitent
.

Small Quantity

. 18 lb.

$

Formula: Small quantity - Large quantity:
Price
Price
Large Quantity Price

Name one career whose tasks are to control large quantity and small quantity
pricing. (Answer: Accountant on Price and Wage Control Board)

15. T Which ofthe following people would play apart in the manufacturing of sleepers for
children? Underline your choices.
Physician
Garment Worker
Plastic Surgeon
Fire Prevention Expert
Economist s:
Clothing Des*ner

Answers: Garment Worker
Fire Prevention Expert
Clothing Designer

>

Clothing

16. T What is "planned obsolescence"? (Answer: That aspect of production which designs
a product to last a specific amount of time. In the case of a warranty or guarantee,
the manufacturer will keep well within this time period. )
TCC

Which of the following people would need to know directly about "planned

obsolescence"?

Farmer

Answers: Design Engineer
Cost,Analyst

Design Engineer
- Forest Ranger
Cost Analyst
Antique Dealer

2 9:i
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17. T

What does Underwriter's Laboratory do?
(Answer: Approve products from an electrical safety standpoint.)

TCC Of the following occupations, which ones would UL need to hire?
<

Home Economist
Statistician
Organist
ETFq(751-1
pe.
Policeman
Chemist

Answers: Statistician
Electrician
Chemist

.

18. TCC If the f011owing household items stopped working who would you call to fix it?
1. Gas Furnace
2. Electric Range

1. Furnace Repairman
2. Kitchen Appliance Repairman
3. Company Repairman
4. Company Repairman
5. & 6. Small Appliance Repairman

1. Window Air Conditioner
4. Washing Machine

5. Blender
6. Coffee Maker

19. T

Nestle's Quick is made from sugar, cocoa, lecithin, and salt. Which ingredient
makes up the most of this product ?
(Answer: Most is Cocoa, least is lecithin.)

/

.

The least ?

TCC True or False: 1. A bkker of bread must concern himself with the proportion of
ingredients in his recipe.
21 A meat packer uses the whole hog in making lunch meat.
(1. True

2. False)

tr

20. T

rded caution label on a hArardous product?

Why is it important to have a clear

(Answer: To prevent accidents and determine anec,e.)

t

Tr

TCC If you swallowed a drain .cleaner that contained lye, would the roctor made you
? Why or why not?

(Answer: No. Because of its caustic effect.)

21. T

Is there any danger in taking patent (non-prescription) medicine? (Answer: Not if
directions are follqWed.) ":"

TCC If .you were sick and taken to ,an emergency room, why would the doctor, nurse,
or squadman ask if you had taken any medicine recently? (Answer: Because there
are many medicines which could affect the diagnosis and/or treatment of your
problem.)

22. T

pName a toy you would buy for a three-year old. Why would you buy it ?
(Arisw'er: Tricycle. Because it will provide good healthful exercise.)

TCC Why would a person trained in child-dev lopment be hired by a toy manufacturer ?
(Aziswer: To insure that, the toys prod ced aie safe, educational, and fun for
children of various ages.)
/

23. T

True or False: A researcher tester and a consumer tester, do the same thing for
the same purpose,
95

0

I'
}

'24. T

Define two of the following terms:

1. MSG,

Answer: 1. Monosodium Glutamate
2., Minimum Daily Requirements
3. Recommended Daily Allowance
4. United States Department of Agriculture

2. MDR
3. RDA
4: USDA

TCC Why would a nutritionist or dietitian have need of the above terms?

(Answer:. They are essential in discussing nutrition and diet.)

25. TCC Why would a company hire a product designer to be concerned with the safety
factor of ,their product?

TCC Why would a company who makes a product be concerned with the results of an
independent safety tester?

(Answer: The safety tester will determine the product's safety objectively, and
his results may influence sales.)
26. T

Briefly describe the difference between a "bull market" and a "bear market."
(Answer: A bull market is. where the demand for and price of stocks is going up,
and a bear market is just the opposite.)

TCC You are a stock broker and a client has asked you to give him a brief written description of a "bull market' and a "bear market." Give your answer below.
D

27. T

Briefly define the term "price freeze.'
(Answer: Prices cannot be raised without governmental consent.)

e
,p4*

TCC How would an economist define the term "price freeze" ?

28. T

A

Name two organizations formed to help consumers.

(Answer: Consumer Protection Agency and the Better Business Bureau.)

TCC You want, to work for one of the several organizations that. helps the consumer.
List two organizations that you might apply to. for a job. f
29. -T*

What does your broker have to do when you ask hiin to purchase Stock for you?

TCC (Answer: 1. Contact the proper exchange and make the transaction.
2. Collect the money from the buyer.
3. Pay the exchange the money owed.
4. See to it that the company sends you the stock certificates.)

30. T

List three types of insurance and tell howthe purchase of each might someday help
you.

10.

(Answer: Life, fire, automobile. How they help: the answer is obvious.)

TCC List three types of insurance that an insurance man might try to sell you and the
coverage offered by each.

30i
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31. T

Writp a paragraph explaining how even thoUgh ancient man was able to take care
of all his'needs by himself we now have "job specialization."
(Answer: As technology advanced and man's needs ani desires increased, it became
advantageous to specialize. Note: answers may vary. Point out to students how
difficult-it would be to make his own TV set.)

TCC Even though man can do everything for himself if he had to, write a paragraph
telling why people- like butchers, line workers in factories, watch repairman,
do just one thing.

32. T

List fotir types of shelter you could choose to live in.

(Answer: Apartment, Condominium, House, House-Trailer, Hotel, and':Iso forth.)

TCC 'List four types of shelter that a realtor may offer to you.

33. T

Check the statement that has the gimmick in it.
(X) a. Buy now and there will be no payment until spring.
( ) b. The price of this stove is $395.00.
( ) c. General Electric has introduced this new stove.

TCC Check the actor you think would present the best image for an electric shaver
commercial.
) a. A) musician
(X) b. A football player
teacher
( ) .c.

(

.

34. T

6

,

Put an F in front of the statement if false. Put a T in front of it if True.
.4 ( ') A small claims court would hear a $500 damage suit.

TCC True or False - (F) A judge of the U.S. Supreme Court would hear a case in the
small claims court.
35. T

Check the agency that you would use if you wanted to know the honesty of a dealer
before making a purchase.

) Small Claims Court
(X) Better Business Bureau
( ) Bureau of ConsUmer Complaints
TCC What is Ralph Nader's,role in consumer protection?
(Suggested possible answer: Ralph Nader has brought pressure on the government
for better consumer protection. He also has volunteer groups in large cities to
work for consumers and hear complaints.)

.302
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36. T

Match the name with the famous product.

1. (G) Henry Ford
2. (C) Firestone
3. (B) Kaiser
4. (F) Levi Strauss
5. (E) Carnegie
6. (D) Rockefeller
7. (A) Dupont
8. (H) Busch
.

37. T

C. Tires

D. Oil Products
E. Steel Products
F. Casual Clothing
G. Automobiles
H. Beer
.

Match the product withlhe corporation.

TCC (D) IBM

(E) General Foods
(A) General Motors
(B) Westinghouse
(C) Bell Telephohe

38. T

A. Plastics a,nd Chemicals
B. Aluminum Products

A. Motor Cars
B. Electrical Appliances
C. Communications
D. Computers and Office Machinery
E. Food Products

Define the following types of business.

a. Private Ownership
b. Partnership
c. Corporation
Answer: a. One person owns a business.
b. Two people (or families) pool their money, own a business.

c. Money is provided by selling stocks to many people. These stockholders own the business.

TCC Would a personnel manager be employed in a small privately owned buSiness?
Answer: No. A privately owned business would not need a personnel manager.

39. T

List five businesses in your community and tell in what ownership category they
fall.
Answer: Answers would vary. Each teacher should judge the validity of individual
answers.

I

40. T

Name two public opinion polling companies that are well known.

Answer: Gallup and Harris Poll.
TCC If you were a poll-takLr, name two companies you might Work for.

Answer:' Gallup and Harris Poll

3 C;:;
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Nathe two articles under the department of the Feature Editor that appears each

41. T

month in Consumer Reports.
TCC Answer: Any two of these would-lie acceptable:

a. Work in Progress
b. Follow-up

c

4,

4

c. Letters

d. The Docket
e. Record Reviews
f. Movies and Ratings

Answers: Newspapers, radio, television, magazines.

List the mass media.

42. T

.

.e

TCC- List four occupations dependent on the mass media.

Answer: Any four of these would be acceptable: Newspaper reporter, TV and
Radio announcers, broadcast technicians, disc jockey, video-camera operators,
,newspaper editor.

Briefly describe how a sociologist would make use of a questionnaire.

43. T

...-

TCC Suggested Answer: A sociologist might use a questionnaire for any of these
reasons:
i

1. Determine social trends based on locational data, i.e., income, home owner,
occupatidn, area of nation in which they live.

,
,

.

2. To compare one society or environment with another over 'a period of time.
,,

,-...

3. Give data to market researcher's to determine consumer behavior on products
and buying potentials.

44. T

Which of the following people would most likely use the transfer technique of
propaganda?

a. Disc-jockey
b. Politician
c. Consumer

4)

Answer: b. Politician
.

45. T

.

-

List one responsibility the consumer must fulfill before he receives full warranty

protection from the product manufacturer and state why this must be done.

Answer: Fill in warranty registration within the specifiedtime. Reason: inventory
purposes, keeping track of date purchased (frequently a questionnaire is included
to determine consumer practices).

TCC You are the manufacturer of the "hot comb" product. What do you require the
consumer to do before he receives full warranty protection and why?

Answer: See above.

r

re'
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46. T

Match the following broad categories of careers with their definitions:
A
C

siness

A.

commerce and trade
B.

ustry
B

Those engaged in thP purchase or sale
of commodities or in related financial
transactions.
Those engaged in the operation of pub-

lic carriers,, such as railroads, ships,

traffic

C.
D.

bus lines.
Those engaged in.the exchange and
transportation of commodities.
Those engagedin producing commodities, especially by manufacturing or
processing; on so large a scale that
problems,of labor_and capital are involved.

TCC You are invo ved in big business: Briefly describe the areas of activity in which
the conimerc and trade, industry, and traffic personnel are involved.
Answer: See above.

47. T

List three ways which a public relations worker has Made his company appealing
through a given a vertisement.

TCC You are a public relations Worker for a companywhich produces dog food. State
three ways you wo d make your product appealing:in an advertisement.
Answer: 1. Show an ppealing,dog with the produq
2. Catchy sl gan or caption

3. Tell what our product has that othergn't

48. T

State in one sentence hOw a newspaper can be two4aced, after reading the article
published in the magazine "Changing Times," Jqy, 1972 issue. (Refer to article
immediately following this section.)

Answer: A newspaper can be two-faced by exposing fraud in news stories, while
carrying advertisements for the fraudulent company.

TCC You are the presidential consumer adviser in the article "Newspapers can be
two-faced." Why do you think newspapers can be two-faced?

Answer: It exposes fraud in the news stories, but also carries advertisements for
the fraudulent company.

49. T

Name three ways the Federal Trade Commission polices the marketplace.
Answer: 1. Companies have money-back guarantees.
2. Allows cooling-off periods
3. Prevents companies from selling flammable carpets.
(Answers may vary)

TCC You are employed by the Federal Trade Commission. Name three ways in which
you police the marketplace.
Z.nswer: See abovp ,
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CAD

cent of -mark-up..,

.

pute the amount of
mark-up and the per

and the retail price,
the student will com-

Given the cost of a
piece .of merchandise

4-

2.

The student will compute the price per unit
on two different size
cans of the same item
and compare the difference in price,

Correlates with SWCMS
#18 and 48

1.

OBJECTIVES

cc

.

.

c. Make a display or a bulletin
board with various ads collected from newspapers and
packages and boxes.

b. Observing
Similarities
Differences

b. Have students bring in empty
cans, boxes, and packages to
use in figuring unit price.

c. Making Choices
Recalling
Similarities
Differences

Making Choices

a. Observing,
Similarities
Differences

.

d. Recalling
Similarities
Differences

Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

Making Choices

c. Recalling

Interring causes
Inferring Effects

Questitng

Making Choices

b. Recalling

a. Recalling
Similarities
Differences

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

a. Visit a grocery store and look
at various foods and prices.

Career Clusters:
2, 12.

,

Correlating Careers:
Buyer for department store, sales
clerk, department manager.

strip, overhead, worksheet,
or lecture.

d. Review subtraction and how to
find percent by showing film-

c., Have students ,set up a display
of items with cost price and
retail price. Allow students
to compute percent of markup. Play simulation game
with the children as shoppers.

.

b. Invite a representative
epresentative Horn a
department store to code to
the classroom to explain what
costs inalse this necessary.

up.

and how- to find percent of mark-

a. Discuss `mark -up, retail price,

.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

a.

a.

Math

Math

,

.

,

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

GOAL; To clarify and extend the students' concept of the individual consumer and his relationship to big business.

c.

b.

'

c.
'

.

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

..

.

.

a.

b.

SHIP

AFFECTIV2
RELATION-

....:

.

student will compute
the amount of interest (within $2) on a
car loan.

rate and time, the

Given the principle

4.

4,

Given a credit card
statement, the student will compute
what percent of the
total bill the monthly finane charge

Correlates with SWCMS
# 47 and 50

3.

Correlates with SWCMS
#24 and 25
.

OBJECTIVES ,.

a. Let students make billing
cards of thdir own rates of
interest and exchange to let
other students solve for the
.given rates.

Career Cluster: 2

Correlating Careers:
Car dealers, loan consultant,
bank loan manager, credit union
loan coaultant.
.

Making Choices

a. Recalling

Making Choices

d. Recalling

.

d. Review and have discussion
about changing percent to
decimals-and multiplying with
decimals.

Similarities
Differences

Recalling
Making Choices
Questioning

b. Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

.,

c. Making Choices

.

.

a. Recalling

d. Recalling

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

c. Have children collect ads
from newspapers giving interest rates on loans.

b. Play simulation game with
loan company, bank, car
dealer, and buyer to set up
various problem&

est (I=PRT). Work problems
using the formula.

a. Have students discussand
learn the formula for inter-

Career Cluster: 2

Correlating Careers:
Grocdr, Stock Boy, Cashier

d. Review division with discussion, filmstrip, and worksheets.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

-

a.

:

a.

.

Math

Math

..

RELATIONSHIPS ,

CURRICULUM

' a.

b.

ir

i

..

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

,

a.

c.

b.

AFFECTIVE
RELATION SHIP

CO

.

.

share.

a

The student will divide to determine
the number of shares
of stock he could
buy in a given company with a given
amount of money to
the nearest whole

-

'

%...

talk to the students and
bring samples of ticker
tape.

/
c. Invite a,stock broker to

b. Play a simulation game where
the students are the buyer,
the seller, and the stockbroker
on the floor of the stock market.

a. Have each student bring in
the business section of a
newspaper, and discuss
stocks and how they are bought
and sold.

Career Cluster: 2

Correlating Careers:
Computer operator, finance
manager, billing clerk, credit
department employees.

ducted.

d. Have a few students visit the
credit department store and
make a report or video tape
of how the business is con-

things which people might
buy on installment plan. Discuss other ways of financing purchases (loan company, bank, layaway, credit union.)

c. Have students list the various

projector, ditto, or filmstrip.

to within 1%.

the yearly rate of
interest would be

b. Review division and operations
with percents with the overhead

,4,_

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES
.

would be, and what

Continued

Correlates with SWCMS
#25, 40 and 44

5.

r.

7.>

...)

4.

OBJECTIVES

.

'

Questioning

c. Recalling

Making Choices

b. Recalling
Similarities
Differences
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

Making Choices

Differences

a. Similarities

.

Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

Making Choices
Questioning

d. Observing

c. ,Recalling
Making Choices
Simulation
Differences

.

b. Recalling

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

.

a.

Math

.

.

.

CURRICULUM'
RELATIONSHIPS

i

a.

.

.

.

I

MOTOR .
RELATIONSHIP

PSYCHO-

.

...

.

c.

b.

d.

c.

.

i

.

.

FtELATTONSHIP

AFFECTIVE

1%.

taxes, to the nearest

famil,' for one month
and compute the percents spent on food,
clothing, shelter 2,
transtioration, and

ilar to that of his

Each student will '
write a budget sim-

7.

line graph and a bar
graph with 80% accuracy.

last 5 years, the students will graph the rise
or fall of profits on a

Given the profits of a
T e rtain company in the

Correlates with SWCMS
#46 and 48

6.

OBJECTIVES

la,isciS's or review how to find
;What percent one number is
of another.

budget.

a. Discuss how to make a scale
for graphs_with given data,
such as heights of children,
basketball scores, etc.

Career Clusters: 2, 13

finance manager.

Correlating Careers:
Tax consultant, accountant,

.

d. Observing

d. Have a parent come to the
class to explain howl he or
she makes out the family

Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

Making Choices
Ordering

a. Recalling

e. Recalling

Making Choices

:Inferring Causes
:Inferring Effects

'Questioning

c. 'Observing
Recalling

c. Show the filmstrip liercent How and Why.

b. Recalling

a. Observing;
Recalling.'

d. Recalling

SKILL PROC] SS

THINKING

b. Each child will brie in an
estimate of his fami y's budget.

one week.

a. Each child will keep an account
of his own personal udget for

Career Clusters: 2,, 1

stock exchange worker.

Correlating Careers:
Stock broker, finance manager,

d. Present a lesson on changing
...fractions to decimals and dividing with decimals, Give a
ditto or a worksheet.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

a.

.1

Math

.4a

Math

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

RELATIONSHIP

MOTOR

PSYCHO,

d.

S

P

EIFCTIVE

R LATION-

co a

Jr

Continued

80% accuracy.

and the percent interest rate charged on
each, the student will
be able to calculate
the interest due on
each purchase with

#47

/

three credit purchases

Giverrthe amount of

Correlates with SWCMS

8.

Correlates with SWCMS
#57 and 58

7.

OBJECTIVES

/--

relation to job outlook,

I

Career Clusters: 2

_

e;;;'rrelating Careers:
bookkeeper, clerical personnel

fbrecasted salary, responsibilities, and educatiOnal requirements.

_....--.ii,,ll

c. Research tlie career of bookA.-keeper and clerical personnel

for students to role-play
the credit-buying system of
a department store.

b. Set up a bookkeeping office

the type: 50% of 20 = '?

teacher-made worksheets
give practice exercises of

a. From available tests and/or

Career Clusters: 2, 13

Correlating Careers:
Statistician, accountant.
,

.

.

d. Recalling

d. Practice lessons on making
graphs. Let each student
collect his own data for a
graph.

Similarities
Differences

-

.

c. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

-

Making Choices

b. Recalling

a. Recalling

Making Choices
Ordering

c. Making Choices
Ordering

.

b. Recalling

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

c. Make a large graph on a bulletin board with the number of
students' birthdays in the given
months or number of students
in different grade levels.'

b. Show the filmstrip Graphs Understanding and Using Them

,.....

.
SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

a.

^

t

,--.

Math

.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

4

,

.

c.

,

.

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP
.

.

b.

d.

.

.........,....-

.

b.

.

.

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSNIP

accuracy.

..

blems with 80%

Given the price of
a house, the amount
of his down-payment
the length of his
mortgage, and the
yearly interest on
his loan, the student
will calculate the
difference in what
he will pay for the
house and the price
quoted on the house
in five such pro-

accuracy.

each item with 80%

and each items' price,
the student will calculate the unit price of

in pounds and ounces

10. Given five grocerystore items weighed

f.

Correlates with SWCMS
0 44, 46, and.A7

.

9.

OBJECTIVES

4

A

b. Provide students with exercises
on a teacher-made worksheet to
compute unit pricing on several
lists of comparable products.

math objectives # 44 and 84.

.

a. Provide students with exercises
from text or with teacher-made
worksheets to practice in ,meeting

Career Clusters: 2, 13

Correlating Careers:
Real-estate broker, bank or
savings and loan executive.

d. Have a speaker from a bank
come to class to discuss
mortgages, ease in acquiring
loans, and other bank-financing aid provided to consumers.

broker and sank executive in
relation to their responsibilities,
job outlook, salary, and educational requirements.

c. Research careers of real-estate

for a house. This will probably
have to be done on teacher-made
worksheets.

on a house and total money paid
F

b. Recalling
,..

a. Recalling

d. Questioning
Making Choices

.

Tnferring Effects
Making Choices

c. Recalling
Similarities
Differences
Inferring Causes

r

b,: Recalling

b. Provide students with exercises
to practice formula for calculating difference of price quoted
-'''

a. Recalling

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

a. Provide students with exercises
from textbook or teacher-made
worksheets in which they are to
practice in meeting the math objectives 0 44, 46 and 47.
..

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

a.

.

.

a,

..

Math

<

.,

(Note: for more
able students)

Math

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

-

.

SHIP

.
_-

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATION-

d.

.

-

SHIP

,

.

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

)

.

,

.

# 40, 58, and 100

Correlates with SWCMS

90% accuracy.

le. Given a total monthly
budget for a family
of four, including all
expenses and the fraction of the total expence, the student will
construct a circle
graph to represent
the data given with

10.

Continued
Correlates with SWCMS
.
# 84 and 44

OBJECTIVES

.

.

",
i.

-

.t.

.

,

c. Provide worksheets which give
the same type of problem as in
the correlated test question for
practice.

b. Have students work out 'personal
budgets'for one week, keeping
track of all expenses and then
compute the fraction of the total
funds which each expense used tip.

100.

a. Provide students with exercises
from a text or teacher-made
worksheets to,practice meeting
math objectives # 40, 58, and

Career Clusters: 2

Correlating Careers:
Administrator of Consumer Protection Agency, grocery store
manager or owner.

e. Have students research the ,
career of a grocery store tnani.._
ager or owner to find out responsibilities, job outlook,
salary, and educational requirements. This may be done by
IMC materials, by use of a
speaker, or on the field trip.

.

sumer Protection Agency to
speak about unit pricing.

d. Invite a speaker from the

4

c. Take students to a local grocery
on a field trip and choose Ili
grocery items. Compare tfiree
different brands of each item.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

e-

±

.

-

-

.,,c. Recalling

,

b. Recalling

a. Recalling

.

''

Similarities
Differences

Making Choices

e. Recalling

d. Questioning
Making Choices

c. Observing
Recalling
Similarities
Differences
Ordering

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

.

.

.

a.

Math

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

.

.

RELATIONSHIP

MOTOR

PSYCHO-

e.

..-

AFFECTIVE
RELATION SHIP

.

'

.

.

if 48

Correlateslwith SWCMS

12. Given the total amount
of money a company
makes in one month
and the total amount
which the company
uses in overhead
(taxes, reinvested in
company), the student
will compute the percent of the Company's
intake which goes into
overhead with 80%
accuracy.

e

tt)

'

11. Continued

OBJECTIVES

..

Career Clusters: 2, 13

corporate tax lawyer, corporate accountant or controller)
in respect to responsibilities,
job outlook, salary, and educational requirements.
c. Acquire and distribute data
to students which give statistics related to company financing. Discuss details in setting up a business and the
financial matters invdlved.
d. Set up businesses in which
students may role-play to
discover the responsibilities
inherent in working in a
business.
4
Correlating Careers:
Controller, accountant, corporate lawyer, or tax lawyer.

volved in influencing corporate financing (for example,

b. Research various careers in

meeting math objective # 48.

a. Provide exercises either with
text or with teacher-made
worksheets, give practice in

Career Clusters: 2, 13

Accountant, finance counselor.

Correlating Careers:

selor in relation to responsibilities, job outlook, salary, and
educational requirements.
Invite a speaker to provide information.

of accounting and finance coun-

d. Have students research and
then discuss in class the careers

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

a. Recalling

.

, --- ,e.
0 V.,,.
4.-

Making Choices

d. Recalling
Similarities
Differences
Questioning

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

A

.

-4

, d. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects
Making Choices

N.

Ming Choices

c. Recalling
Inferring Causes
,
hVerring Effects

Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

Making Choices

.b. Recalling
Similarities
Differences

.

a.

.

^

Math

.

.

)

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

d.

C.

b.

d.

.

.

.

..,

'

.

.

.

A.

,

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

.ti

.

.

,

.

-

.

tion with this the stuwill name one career
whose tasks are to
control large quantity
and small quantity
pricing,

item within 80%
accuracy. In conllinc-

14. Given a table of data
on small quantity and
large quantity costs
of certain items, students will calculate
percent increase
when billing in small
quantities for each -

//

Correlates with SWCMS
# 55

.7.

.

_

13. Given a line graph,
which traces the profits of three companies over a specified
period of time, the
student will interpret
the graph by answering
questions comparing
the different companies.

OBJECTIVES

.

.

.

,

a

i

.

d. Have students bring newspaper
advertisements which compare
small and large quantity prices
of the same item.
.
',

accountants involved in the
Price and Wage Control Boar&

c. Discuss in class the role of

b. Provide exercises on practicing
formula for percent increase
(teacher-made worksheets).

a. Provide students with exercises
4rom text or teacher-made' worksheets to practice meeting math
objectives # 36, 43, and 48.

Career Clusters: 2, 13

Correlating Careers:
Company controller, tax lawyer

f? -%.

1rnle the company's profits,

accountant and tax lawyers.
DiStAiss how they work to max-

c. Have students research the
careers of Company controller,

,.

.

.

-

..

c. Recalling
Iftferring Cayses
Inferring Effects

.

b. Recalling

.

a. Recalling

.

Making Choices

Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects
Similarities
Differences

: d. Recalling

.

1.

c.

b. Recalling
Similarities
Differences
Ordering

b. Acqiiire and distribute statistical data of companies and their
profits. These are available '
to all stockholders and can be
obtained on request. Discuss
in class the term "profit:"
Making Choices

a. Recalling

.:.OIL
...OIL PROCESS

THINKING

a. Provide students 'with exercises
from text or from teacher-made
worksheets which meet math
objective # 55.

IMPLEMENTATION ACT.TIES

SUGGESTED

'''

a.

,

a.

.

.

Math

.

Math

.

.

.

.
......

CURRICULUM
'RELATIONSHIPS

.

.

SHIP

.

RELATION-

MOTOR

PSYCHO-

.

SHIP

r

--v---

I

.

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

.

4

I

,

.

.

..

siti

,-_

verbal or written explanation of the importance of flame-retardant sleepware.

15. Students- will give

# 43, 46, an 48

Correlates 11SWCMS

t

I
OBJECTIVES

14. Continued

, ..

,

SUGGESIOED

'

1

,

,

.

.

.
.

11

.

b. Construct a graph comparing the
results of name-retardant cloth
and non-flame retardant cloth
regarding the amount of time required for actual combustion.

.

.

.

'

,

.

.

b. Recalling
Similarities
Differences
0 Ordering
Inferring Causes
inferring Effects

-

,

Reoalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects
,Making Choices

e. Observing

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

-

a. Observing
Similarities
,
Differences
Ordering
Inferring Effects

.
Also, get potholder made from
nylon loops., After materials
are assembled, cut fabrics into
small, test size pieces. Haying
children work in small groups
using a candle flame and stop
watch, record the time required
for each specimen to burst into
flame. Record carefully all observations of change as well as elapsed
time.

5.

4.

3.

plain cotton outing Handel
"Cuddle Cloth" brushed
acetate and nylon knit fabric
Nylon Tricot
Cotton and polyester flannel
or plain weave clbth.

a. Get specimens of the following,/
fabrics:
1. flame retardant flannel 2.

Career Clusters: 2, 13, 14

Accountant on Price and Wage
Control Board

Correlating Careers:

e. Visit local grocery to compare
large and small quantity
prices of the same item.

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

.

,

,

s

.

a.

.

Science

.

.

.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

.

.

t-

-

.

,....:....--

.

a.

i

.

.

,

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

4

.

b. .,

e.

SHIP

-

.

.

......

.

RELATION.*

AFFECTIVE

-

.

...

17. Students will verbally
describe the function
of Underwriter's Laboratory.

-

,

the meaning of planned
obsolescence and present examples of planned obsolescence found
in ,big business.

16. Students will describe

.

15. Continued

OBJECTIVES

.,.

encyclopedia.

b. Research the history of Underwriter's Laboratory, using the

a. Explain what Underwriter's Laboratory is and its function. Sample items are tested at random,
and the product is given the UL
seal of approval. The product
manufacturer pays UL for this
service. -

Career Clusters:. 10, 12

Correlating Careers:
Design engineer, cost analyst,
systems analyst, marketing
researchers,produCtion analyst.

b. Discuss what "planned obsolescence" is, include:
.1. changes in standard sizes
and models
2. change in appearance
3. change in materials specifications
4. ' cost cutting by using
cheaper materials

a. Have students find three items
,. in their homes that wore out
beyond repair and were replaced.
Try to find their approximate
age and the part that went bad.

Career Clusters: 4, 10, 12, 8, 14

geon.

.
Correlating Careers:
Clothing designer, garment
worker, fabric maker, lab
tester, government inspectors, fire prevention experts;
insurance agentd, plastic sur-

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

wo

.

-

b. Recalling

.
,

Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

`'

Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

.?.a. Recalling

-

-

a. Recalling
Inferring Causes

-b. Recalling

-

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

*'

.

a.

'

a.

,

1

.

..."

-

Science

,

Science

..

RELATIONSHIPS

CURRICULUM)

.

.

N

j

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
- RELATIONSHIP

,

..

w-

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

.

..

,

.

V.a

.

to name the kind of
repairman to be called
in case of breakdciwn
of a particular household item.

18. Studetits will be able

.

t

17. Continued

OBJECTIVES

.,

e. Call several appliance repair
shops and ask for prices of
. services (replacementof refrigerator gasket, replacement
of dishwasher hose, nvw element
in toaster, replace belt in washer.

d. Write a note to attach to the
appliance you are going to leave
at a fix-it-shop. Describe the
problem in writing.

c. Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

c. Have students verbally describe
"the problem" with an appliance
avoiding reference to the appli;
ance. Rest of class tries to
guess the appliance from the
description.

__?

e. Questioning
Making Choices

d. Recalling

Making Choices
Questioning

b. Making Choices
Questioning

b. Have repairman talk to students
concernin his working conditions,
hews, wages.

Making Choices

.

Making Choices

d. Recalling
Inferring Effects

c. Questioning

SKILL PROCESS

a. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

,

,

THINKING

a. Have students compile a list of
household items in their home
that could need repair. Have one
student pose a breakdown in a
particular item and another student name the repairman to call.

Career Clusters: 10, 12

tester

Correlating Careers:
Product designer, product

d. Find items in your home that
have the UL seal, and tell why
you think it could be unsafe if
it didn't have the seal.

c.. Write to UL for information
they might haveActr middle
school students.

.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

r

a.

Science

.

.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

PSYCHOMOTOR'
RELATIONSHIP

,

d.

.

.

.

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

CA,

which ingredient makes
up the smallest portion
of the product.

..,,which ingredient makes
up the largest position
of the product and

meats or bread, tell

19. The student will, upon
reading label of ingredients in a processed
food such as lunch

18. Continued

OBJECTIVES

clude a list of ingredients in
proportionate order.
Correlating.Gareers:
Butcher, baker, meat packer,
portion control expert, nutritionist, meat inspector; dairy
product producer, bulk milk
dealer, feeder-lot operator,
livestock producer.
.. Career Cluster: 4

a later class. Be sure to in-

b. Collect examples of several
brands of the same food product. Compare proportions of
ingredients. (Math people may
want to compare prices.) Some
interesting food products to
compare: dry breakfast cereals, pancake flours, cake
mixes of the same flavor,
canned soups of the same kind,
pre-packaged luncheon meats.
c. In home economics class, prepare pancake mix
or cake mix, package and
attached directions for use in

a. Using examples of labels from
processed foods, show how the
ingredients are, by law, listed
in order of their proportions
largest to smallest.

Career Clusters: 2, 5

pairman-.

burner mechanics, small appliance servicemen, electrician,
plumber, washer and dryer
serviceman, gas appliance re-

Air Conditioning and refrigeration mechanic , oil and gas

Correlating Careers:

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

c. Recalling
Ordering

Differences
Ordering
Making Choices

b. Similarities

Observing
Ordering

a. Recalling

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

a. Science

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

c.

RELATIONSHIP

PSYCHOMOTOR

c.

SHIP

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

OBJECTIVES

.

21. Students will identify
the hazards in overthe-counter (non-prescription) medicines.

.

-

20. Student will identify
warning labels on
products that might
be considered hazardous.
.

.

b. Share reports on above orally
with class, and discuss reason
for set dosage.

exceeding dosage ot', not following directions.

brand, purpose, and directions or dosage.
d
Also, note
if there are any cautions for

13, 14
, 0
a. Have students research two
non-pt escription remedies or
medicines. They should note

Career Clusters: 3, 8, 10, 12,

1

server, clerk, bailiff,
,
court reporter.

Correlating Careers:
Printer, logo designer,
physician, nurse, emergency squadinan, trial
lawyer, judge, process

bulletin Ward of product
labels from items in previous activity.

.

b. Inferring Effects
Inferring Causes

.

Observing
Inferring Effects

a. Recalling

.

Grouping
Making Choices

d. Recalling
.
Ordering

c. Recalling
Inferring Causes

c. Have students make a list of
items that should be put out
of reach of children because
of-their hazardous nature.

d. Make a large wall chart or

b. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

.

Recalling

a. Observing

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

b. Copy the caution or warning
exactly as it appears on a
product, and discuss the reasons for the exact wording.

.

in your home. Write down the
brand name, the ingredients
(if given), and the recommended
antidote.

a. Find three hazardous products

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

SUGGESTED

.

i

Science

a. Science

.

a.

.

.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

d.

c.

b.

a.

RELATIONSHIP

PSYCHOMOTOR

c.

b.

a.

SHIP

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

t-L
cn

OBJECTIVES

'

y

.

.

(child development)

22. Students will verbally
explain and demonstrate
the three-guidelines for
the purchase of children's toys.
.1, child-safety
engineered (design)
2. durability of constructions(materials)
3. appropriate for
age of child

0_

.

21. Continued

../..,

.

,

-

b. Compile a list of children's toys
and have students categorize
them according to the age of the
child, (such as 1-3, 4-6, 7-9,
10-12) with respect to appropriateness.

a. Invent the perfect toy. Award
a prize for the over-all winner.
The toy should have the three
guidelines of the objective. It
should be submitted in a colored drawing (to scale) and be
clearly described in a paragraph.

Correlating Careers:
Physicians, nurses, emergency squadmen, first aid instructors, -drug sales, chemist, clerks and cashiers.

tion.

e. Debate: The United States is
a nation of patent drug addic-

bulletin board. Some suggested categories are: relief from
headache, stomachache, sinus
and head cold, cough cures,
laxatives', vitamins, all topical medicines..
.

Each g'roup should make a
display or contribute to a

d. Divide class into as many
groups as desired. Assign
groups to research brand
names according to remedy.

c. Have a panel discussion (or
open -class discussion) on the
banning of non-prescription
medicine commercials on TV
and radio.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

Grouping
Labeling
Making Choices

b. Recalling
Ordering

,

Making Choices

a. Recalling

Career Clusters:
2, 8, 10

Questioning

e. Inferring Effects
Inferring Causes

,

Making Choices

d. Recalling
Similarities
Differences
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

Making Choices

c. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

a.

,

Science

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHTPS

.

.

a.

.

,..

o

RELATIONSHIP

MOTOR

PSYCHO-

c.

''''

,

-

.

,.

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

OA* TIVES

-

.

w

.....

4}

-

of one brand of a certain product over another brand.

give two advantageS

23. Student will verbally

22. Continued

.

-

.

..

d. Have students bring in product
container and find at least two
beneficial features given on
the product.

c. Have students prepare questionnaire for a certain product, asking brand name preferred and four criteria for
the preference. Students will
compile results and report to
class.

b. Have students bring in packages of two different brands,
make their preference on
appearance alone, and give
a reason:

a. Have students in small groups
conduct a comparison. Test two
brands of a food product for at
least four qualities and report
their findings to the class.

Career Clusters: 4, 10, 13

child guidance experts:

manufacturer, retail toy sales,

child development expert, toy

Correlating Careers:

d. Write an advertisement for a
magazine showing the three
guidelines for the advertised
toy in the ad.

c. Conduct durability test on two
different toys of the same type.
Include tests for dropping,
ability to withstand pulling,
sturdiness of moving parts.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES
THINKING

Making Choices

d. Inferring Effects

c. Questioning
Ordering
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

Making Choices

b. Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

Differences
Ordering
Inferring Effects

a. Similarities

d. Making Choices
Inferring Effects

Infeffing Causes
Inferring Effects

c. Observing

SKILL PROCESS

a.

d.

..

,

t

.

Science

Language Arts

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

.

d.

b.

a.

c.

RELATIONSHIP

MOTOR

.

.

d.

c.

.

SHIP

1:

rtg LAT TON-

PSYCHOAFFECTIVE

_

.

glycerides, diglycerides.

the following: pure,
additive, calcium
propionate, MSG,
RDA, USDA, mono-

24. Students will define

23. Continued-

OBJECTIVES

4

ecalling

calcium propionate, digly-

.

Career Clusters: 4, 8; 14

government foo$:1 inspectors.

Correlating Careers:
Nutritionist, dietitian, chemist,

which has been lightly sprinkled with MSG. Discuss the
difference.

d. Taste test. Eat a small piece
of celery. Next, eat a piece

cerides, MSG.

of

c. Explain what would happen to
certain foods without the use

1

'

Differences
Inferring Effects

d. Similarities

c. Inferring Effects

Making Choices

b. Recalling
Inferring Effects

b. Have students research one of
the items in the objective and
tell of its connection with foods.
-

Grouping
Labeling
Making Choices

a. Recalling
Ordering

these terms can be found on
package labels.

a. Prepare a bulletin board (or
display) for illustrating where

Career Clusters: 2, 12

tester.

Correlating Careers:
Consumer tester, statistician
factory inspectors, research

e.

e. Give students a list of features
of 'products and have student
name the type of product to
which it is related.

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

a.

.

Science

I

.

.

CURRICULUMRELATIONSHIPS

.

.

j

d.

te""

a.

-

t:''''

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

d.

SHIP

,

f

I

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

I!,

.

r

.

F.

26. The student will discriminate between a
"bull market" and a
"bear market."

refrigerator

Paihted crib

THINKING

Career Clusters: )+2, 12

Correlating Careers:
Stock brokers, stock market
analyst, stock traders, statistician, accountant.

d. Collect "money" and pretend to
buy stocks.

v

,

d. Making Choices

Differences
InferringiCauses
Inferring Effects

c. Similarities

:e. Distribute pamphlets from
brokers and discuss them.

Causes
Effects

es

ies

b. Observihg
Recalling
Making Choices

-

a. ReCalli
Similar
Differe
Inferrin
Inferrin

c. Recalling
Inferring Effects

b. Recalling
Inferring Effects

a. Recalling
.
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

SKILL PROCESS

b. Game: "Stocks and Bonds"

_

,

a. Discuss stock market operations
and the terms "bear" and "bull."

Career Clusters: 12

Correlating Ca'reers.:
Safety tester, product designer.

c. Discuss ways appliances should
be designed so as to be safe from
hazards other than shock.

.

a. Have students find out how toys
can be made safe from a possible
hazard.

pudding in cans
,

,

SUGGESTED'

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

b. Discuss ways that small electrical appliances should be construeted so as to be .safe from shock'
hazard.

-

electric toaster
clothes dryer
child's pajamas

be made safes:

25. Student will name a
way in which each
,item from the following list should

OBJECTIVES

*

b.

a.

c.

b.

a.

.-

.

Language Arts

Math

Social Studies

Science

Science

Science

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

,

-

.

......

.

.

1

RELATIONSHIP

PSYCHOMOTOR .

,

d,

V

,0. '

'

.

'

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

ce

)

)

v

,

tions formed to
help consumers.

.

/

28. Students will name
(list) two organiza-

.

.

"price-freeze."

define the term

27. The student will

OBJECTIVES

'

.

.

...

_

.

_

d. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects
Ordering
.

d. Make bulletin Posters giving

-

ations.
.

tips, on hovel to spot bunko oper-

.,

Making Choices

c. Recalling
Inferring Causeg
Inferring Effects

c. Lecture on :'bunko" tactics and
laws.

b. Questioning
Making Choices

b. Have students contact BBB to
find information on the reputation of a company.

a. Discuss Consumer Protection
Agency and Better Business
Bureau.

Career Clusters: 2,.12

Correlating Careers:
Economist, accountant, store
manager, banker.

-

d. Recalling
Inferring Effects

d. Discuss penalties for breaking
the price freeze regulations.

a. Recalling
Similarities
Differences
inferring Effects

c. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

c. Discuss "inflation" and the part
it plays in business and our
everyday lives.

.

b. Recalling

b. Have students obtain a store's
list of prices and check to see
if they meet the standards.

,.

a. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

a. Research President Nixon's
Price Freeze (Phase I and II)

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

,

.

a.

d.

c.

b.

a.

Social Studies

.

Social Studies

Social Studies'

Math

Social Studies
Language Arts

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

d.

.

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

.

.

d.

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

0133ECTIVES

,

a broker haslo do

.

.

' able to list three types
of insurance and explain why their purchase might be a wise
investment.

30. Each student will be 4

.

J

purchase stock.

when you ask him to

29. Each student willverbally explain what

'

28. Continued

'

.

,

b. Have insurance broker ex- plain his duties and the types
of insurance he sells.

life).

a. Discuss the various types of
insurance and their purpoSe
(fire, home owners, auto,

Career Ckusters: 2, 12

Correlating Careers:
Stock broker, banker, trader,
accountant, treasurer, comptroller.
.
-

464

.

.

.

Differences
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

b. Similarities

Differences

a. Similarities

d. Recalling

d. Show films explaining the workings of the exchanges.

.

b. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

c. Recalling
Ordering

-

Differences
Inferring Effects
Questioning

a. Similarities

.

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

c. Make flow chart bulletin board
showing how stock gets to purchaser.

b. Have members of Security Ex-'
change Commission explain the
regulations that govern the actions of brokers.

a. Have broker explain his duties
to the class and how the NYSE,
ASE, and OTC markets work. .

Career Clusters: 2, 4, 14

.

Correlating Careers:
comparison pricer/ shopper,
clerk,
secretary, telephone
.,
operator, policeman, building
inspector.

,IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

SUGGESTED

-..

a.

a.

.

'

..

Social Studies
Math

'

.

Social Studies
Language Arts

.

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

s

. .

.

.t.,
I

.

c.

.

.
...::,

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP
'

.

.4..

4.

1

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

fr

t,

'

write a paragraph

.

,

/

6'

'

.

.

we haditto.

.

take care of all of
Our basic needs if

explaining why there
is now "job specialization" even though
ancient man has
shOwn that we could

31, Each student wilt

!")

4

.

1

30. Continued

OBJECTIVES

'

'

'

.

.

Career Clusters: 1 throCigh 15

Correlating Careers:
Almost any modern career has
some "job specialization."

d. Discuss Henry Ford, origin of
the assembly line.

are.

,

.

,

Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

d. Recalling

,

c, Observing

C. Visit a factory in your area to
see how specialized some jobs

Making Choices

b. Recalling
Similarities
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects
Ordering

,

a. Recalling
Inferring Causes

Questioning

d. Recalling
Similarities
Differences
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

cc Recalling
.
Observing
Inferring Effects

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

b. Make bulletin board, with a
world map on it, showing various people throughout the world
that are almost totally selfsufficient.

-

a. Discuss how people throughout
history have been self-sufficient.

Career Clusters: 12, 13

Correlating
Statistician, insurance salesMan, insurance investigator.

.

there is in rates from various
companies. 3) How "big" some
insurance companies really
are. 4) How insurance companies arrive at rates.

2) How much difference

ance compatties there are.

,find out: 1) How many insur-

d. Have students dO research to

c. Take a poll in your community
to find out how many people
have had times in their lives
when they were glad they had;
insurance.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES
v

..

a.

Social Studies

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

b,

-

.

c.

.

'

/

c.

c.
I

AFFECTIVE
RELATION'
SHIP

RELATIONSHIP

PSYCHOMOTOR

s
-

1

)

"-

...-P

1

or "conle-ons" seen
on TV, heard on the
radio, or seen in
print.

33. Each student will
list five "girnmicics"

-

shelter for himsell.
.

32. Each student will
list four options
on how to provide

OBJECTIVES

.

.

,

.

ments, condominiums, houses
(own/rent), hotels, and rent,
lquy or lease.

---

.

they do.

v

b. The student will listen to a TV
commercial and list "gimmicks"
or "come-ons" in the commercial.

effect on buying.

a. Discuss what is meant by "gimmicks" or "come-ons" and their

`

Career Clusters: 5

.

Correlating Careers:
Realtor, builder, banker, construction workers, plumbers,
electricians..

(

e. Look at a population map, and
disuss why people live where

,

this. Is this trend reversing?

to suburban and what is causing

Recalling

Recalling,
'

b. Observing
,

a. Recallihg
Inferring Causes

Similarities
Differences
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

e. Observing

d. Recalling
Inferring Effects
Inferring Causes

d.Discliss the trend from urban

how.

c. Recalling

.

Differences
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

b. Similarities

Making Choices

a. Recalling .
Similarities
Differences
.
Inferring Effects

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

c. Poll the class to see who lives

b. Have students compare cost and
advantage/disadvantage of each.

-

a. Discuss options: trailers, apart--

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

'

.

'

b.

a.

.

4n

a.
.

.

-

Social Studies
Language Arts

4

Social Studies
Language Arts

Math

Social Studies

RELATIONSHIP .

CURRICULUM

.

.

.

:

..

.

I

.

1

RELATION SHIP

RELATIONSHIP

,

AFFECTIVE

PSYCHOMOTOR

.

.

...-

.-

identify a case
which he can take

,

..

..

.

.

-

-

court.

4:.

-

'

.

.

=

to a small claims

34 Each student will

_

.

.

33. Continued

OBJECTIVES

.

.

.....

..

.,

-

,----

,

.

-

knowledge of "gimmicks!
and come-ons."

d. Small groups write their own
commercialsousing thei

,

-

j

1:,

c. A Awyer will be invited to
speak to the class concerning
the definition of the term
"small claims court" and the
function and role of this court
in our judicial system. -.

maining students in the group.

b. report on their visit to the,re-'

.

a. A small group of students will
visit_a small claims court and

Career Clusters: 3, 7, 12

t

.

,

N.,

.

'

i

e: A gioup of students would pre
pareand present a skit to demonstrate the use of a small claims'
court.

,

d. A discussion by students of the
, . advantages pf a small claims.
court especially for persons of
low or
middle income.,- =
.
. .

)

-

c. A small group of students will
present a skit repreSenting an
obvious "gimmick," followed by
a class discussion of the skit.

SUGGESTED
----..\
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

, Correlating Careers:
Actors, advertising agents,
camermen, artists, copywiiters, layout men, media
directors.

_

.

(

.

_

-

`'

.

.

MakingS . hbices

e. Recalling
-Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects.

-

Inferring Effects .

-

cr. Recalling
Questioning
jifferring Causes

'

c. Questioning
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

b. Recalling

a. Observing

.

.

e

Making Choices

d. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

1

Questioning
Making Choices

c. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

-

-*%...ii

'

,

,

_/
.

.

a.

d.

c.

-

-

-

-

-

.

--

,.

...

f

,

-

"...

,

.

;

.

-

.

.

-

s

.

.

.

.

-

'

,*

,

,110" 7-

)

,i,-

. ...

.

...,

e.

.-is

. -"

'

at

c.

SHIP

.

_,

.

.

.

6,..

MOTOR
RELATION-

.

.

.

-

.

.

t.

.

c.

,

d.

c.

.

,.

.. -

.

.. -

, .

.

-

.

.
.

-

,

'

- AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

.
.

- .-;

.

.

Social,Studies
Language Arts

.

.

Social Studies
Language Arts

Social Studies
Language Arts

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

'PSYCHO-

r

',.

0

'.-tt

.44

facturing those items.

with the men,who
founded the large
corporations mann=

36. The student will
match the familiar
industries which
provide products
we use frequently

.

35. GiVeil a list of consumer protection
agencies, the student will be able to
select one and de,scribe the
protection it provides.

''t

34. . Continued

OBJECTIVES

.z.

.

SUGGESTED
4,

.
-.
.

-

.

.

.

.

.

grievances.

.

*,
.

.

a short written report or present
an oral one.

and biographies from which a
student may select one and writel..

b. Prepare a list of autobiographies

a. Show filmstrips de1-picting the
lives of famous corporate
founders including Henry Ford,
Firestone, Rockefeller,

,t

--ea-tear...Q.istem.2 13

phone operators.

processors, secretaries, tele-

Correlating Careers:
Investigators, lawyers, data

manufacturers.

pOrting-con-sUmer suits against

d. Gather newspaper articles re-

.

from magazine% and news- '
papers concerning consumer

.c. Bring in and share articles

b. Conduct'a round-table discusSion of the protection needs of
the consumer.

.

cOnsunierforoteetion agency to
explain the function and activities of his agency.

a. Invite a speaker from a local

.

Career Clusters: 2,-14.

,

Correlating Careers:
Lawyer, judge, legal secretary,
court stenographer, bailiff, court
clerk.

;

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

4
4

`

A.

.

Questioning
Making Choices

b. Recalling

-

a. Observing
Recalling

_ --

d. Recalling

..

.

Differences
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects
Making Choices

Questioning
Making Choices

Inferring Effects

c. Similarities

.

--.

,..

.

-

-

:

.

Inferring Causes

b. Recalling

Questioning

a. Observing

THINKING
.SKILL. PROCESS

.

.

.

a. -Social Studies

C:

.

.

.

,_

a. Social Studies

.

.

.

.

.

J .

Language Arts

.

.

---

.

I L
-IONSH P

.

.

.

.

.

.

b.

b.
.

1

.

.

.

j

,

.

.

FELATION PHIP

RELATIONSHIP

t

AFFECTIVE

PSYCHOMOTOR

-

.

trol.

.

'

37. Each student will
match five large
carporations with
the product they
make and/or con-

.

36. Continued

OBJECTIVES

-

.

.

c. Choose a program sponsored by
General Foods, Burlington Mills,,
or General Motors Corp. and
tell how many different products
areagy.e.r.tised-:--:

b. Gather magazine pictures of
products and mount them on
oak tag. Write the manufacturing company on another
card. Play your own match
card game
game.

and indicate the name of the'
-company on the label.

a. Collect labels fromproducts

Career Cluster: 2

Correlating Careers:
Corporation president, chair:man of the board, mail clerk,
salesman, inventor, chemist.

_display.--

e. Original drawings of famous
corporate heads created especially for a bulletin board

d. Create a table display of products with the narno of their
manufacturing
corporation ini
dicated.
.."'

life of a famous corporation
founder.;

c. Write an present a skit on the

IMpLgMENTATION ACTIVITIES

SUGGESTED

.

Making Choices

'

Making Choices ,

c. Recalling
Similarities
Differences
inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

b. Recalling
Ordering

.

Making Choices

a. Recalling

-

Making Choices

e. Recalling
Ordering

.

Making Choices

Ordering

Differences at

d. Recalling
Similarities

Making Choices

c. Recalling '
Similarities
Differences

THINKING
SKILL -PROCESS

,

a.

-..

Social Studies

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.....

.

-

.

b.

,e,

c.

S

.

/

.

.

PSYCHOMOTPR
RELATIONSHIP

-

c.

....

e.

d.

.

.

,

4...

.

-

RELATION.SHIP.

AFFECTIVE

.

,

.

.

.

-

-

\

-

and tell into whibh
ownership classifi-,
cation each fits.

in his community. ,.1

39. The students will
list five businesses

.

tion.

38. each student will
name and describe
three types of busi7
ness ownership:
private, partnership, and corpora-

.

.

,OBJECTIVES

.37. Continued
.
. . .

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.-

.-

'

,

f

.

ship.

-

,.

.

be Create a survey of twenty local
businesses and compute the
trend in the community.

.

a. The student will visit seve;a1
local business establishments
and inquire as to type of owner-

.

tions manager, Warehouseman.

tary, personnel manager, marketing representatiire, distribu-

Career Clusters: 2, 12
..

..

Accountant, bookkeeper.), secre-

Correlating Careers:

.

.

c. Invite a local businessman from
- each of the three types to discuss
the advantages of his particular
type of business for the work that
he does.
..
,

.

of business ownership.

b. Discuss examples of each ty0

-

differences among the three
types of business ownership.

a. Discuss the similarities and

.

Career Clusters: 7, 12

.

Correlating Careers:
Historians, writers, advertising
agents, buyers,, distributors,
public Felations workers.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

.

Making Choices

e

Questioning .
Making Choices

b. Observing
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

-.

Questioning
Making Choices

a. Observing

\

Questioning
Making Choices

c. Recalling
Similarities
Differences
Inferring Effects ,
Inferring Causes

,b. Recalling
Similarities
Differences
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

-

a. Recalling
Similarities
Differences

.

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

.

.

a.

a.

.

.
-

,
Social Studies
Business
Language Arts

.

Social Studies
Language Arts

4

.

--)

RELATIONSHIP

CURRICULUM/

.

.

.

,

.,

,

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

P.

..

..

.

.

.

...

"It

.

.-.

,

RELATIONSHIP

AFFECTrvt

.

.

,

'

_

t

r

'

.

.

media.

',

42. The student will list
and discuss the advantages of the mass

.

-

with respect to
big business.

of public opinion

.40. The student will
'-. .t verbally explain
_, the growing role

:

39. .Continued

OBJECTIVES

'
.

I\

s6

b. Discuss the role the mass media
plays in our daily lives. What
effect does it have?

a. Discuss the term mash media.,

.

Career Clusters: 3, 7; 13

.

ket researchers, polsters, corn,
mercial artists, publishers, data
processors, computor designers,
copywriters, editors, sOeiologists.
.

Correlating Careers:
Public relations worker, mar,

analyking data from a questionacre dealing with public opinion.

d. Discusethe careers involved
in compiling, printing, and

issue.

mini publi4 opinion on some

c.Wrfte a questiOnnaire tobe distributed in your school to deter-

initiate the necessary means.

43. Decide on one thing that you
: would change public opinion
about and then explore Old

a. Discuss the history of public
opinion polls, questionaires.

Career Clusters: 2, 3, 12

.

correlating Careers:
Business analyst, data proces. sor, printer, pressman, copywriter, public relations worker.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

,

.,

-

b. Recalling
.Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

.

a. Recalling

.

Questioning
(faking Choices
.,

Similarities
. Differences

d. Recalling!"

Questioning
Making Choices'

c. Recalling

Making Choices

b. Recalling
Inferring Effects
Inferring Causes

a. Recalling
Similarities
Differences

,

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

a.

.

a.

.

-s .

*41'

.

-

c;-

.

Language Arts
Social. Studies

.

'. ---

'

.

Industrial Arts

Language Arts
Social Studies

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

-

.

-

.

'

( -)

.

.

.

'RELATIONSHIP

PSYCHO=
MOTOR

.

.

.

b.

d.

c.

b.

,

-

1

.

.

.

AFFECTIVE
RELATION.:
SHIP

I

43. The student will explain the uses of the
questionnaire.

42, Continued

OBJECTIVES

e. Recalling

e. Distinguish-between the words
"affect" and "effect."

c. Similarities
Differences
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects
Inferring Feeling

c. Discuss the elements of a good
question and the effect that it
can have on people.

d. DNcuss ten kinds of information
asked for on questionnaires in
addition to opinion or preference.

Questioning
Making Choices-

Similarities
Differences
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

d. Recalling

Questioning

b. Recalling

b. Research some large public opinion survey companies.
.

a. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

a. Discuss the uses of questionaires.
in both big business and consumer
studies and their effect.

Career Clusters: 2, 3, 10

Correlating Careers:
Announcers, reporters, 9ditors, disc-jockeys, broadcast
technicians, repairman, distributors, electrical engineer, design engineers.

d. Inferring Effects

Grouping

c. Recalling
Similarities
Differences

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

d. Consider the effect of the failure of all of the mass media
to operate simultaneously.

media.

c. Discuss the vast numbers of
people employed by the mass

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

a.

>

Language Arts
Social Studies

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

d.

c.

a.

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP

co

'CO

cc

03

.

V-Not

.

-

responsibility the consumer must fulfill before he receives full .
warranty protection
from the manufacturer'
and state why he must
do this.

45. Students will list one

'

Generalities
Grass Roots

Bandwagoh
Glittwking

Ex: Transfer

fine each of the tech- niques of propaganda.'

44. The student will de-

43. Continued

OBJECTIVES

,

.

,

t

-

.

.

,

-.

.

b. Fill out a sample warranty registration and questionnaire that,
,
class designs.

.

a. Discuss the purpose of warranties
in general.

'r

Career Clusters: 2, 7, 12, 14, 14

campaign workers.

lic relations workers, copywriters, editors, politicians,

consumer market analysts', "pub-

Correlating Careers:
Advertisers, marketing researchers, commercial artists,

.

thinking (Eye Gate House, Inc.)

d. Show filmstrips on critical

.

c. Discuss advertising and public
relations in terms of propaganda.

-

,

.

.

.

b. Recalling

a. ;Recalling

.

.-

.

Recalling

d. Observing

,

.

.

c. Recalling
Similarities
Differences f
Inferring Causes
InferringEffects

,

b. Recalling

of these techniques used on
the public daily.

b. Bring in articles,or examples

.

a. Recalling
Similarities
Differences ..
'Ordering

.

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

a. Discuss each of the propaganda
techniques.
.

4a4eer Clusters: i 7, 4-7.13

,

Correlating Careers:
Copywriters, research directors, public relations workers,
media directors, commercial
artist, sociologists, home economists.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION'ACTIVITIES

1

,

.

.

.

a.

:

c-

.

a.

Lang

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

e-Arts .

.

.

Language Arts
Social Studies

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

,

.

_b.
..
6

.

.,

..

.

.

a

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP
,

.,-

.

.

)

1.

.4-'

,

.

`...1.

c.

.

-. --

0

V

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

RELATION=
SHIP

AFFECTIVE

.

p. Interview one person in one of
the below careers about what
the job involves. Ask'him about
the enjoyment he receives from
his work.

.

c. Research one career in depth
and report findings to class.

d.

.

..s-

'

Making Choices

c. Recalling
Causes
Effects

.

b. Recalling

businesi, commerce
and trade, industry
traffic.

of careers relating

b. Look up the meanings of the four
main category words in the dictionary.

.

.

which have for their end the supplying of commodities. Prepare
a chart of theSe careers.

,

-

Grouping
Questioning
Making Choices

e. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects
Ordering

to big business:

Career Clusters: 2, 10, 12

Correlating Careers
Product manufacturers, shipping and receiving clerks, inventory control personnel, repairmen, consumer counselor.

.

-

e." Students will construct and maintain a bulletin board of the warranties and questionnaires they
designed.

d. Recalling

d. Design own warranties and questionnaires.
Questioning
Making Choices

c. Recalling
Similarities
Differences .

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

c. Discuss reasons why a warranty
needs to be mailed in before full
warranty protection is received.

.

a. Recalling
Similarities
Differences
Ordering

'

.

,

a. Discuss the various careers that
relate to the four main categories

.

-

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

SUGGESTED

-

46. Students will define
the broad categories

45. Continued,

013.TIRTIVES

.
-

.

.

..

....,

,a.

,

.

.

.

'
--

.

.

,

.

..

.

-

"\,-,.

,.

.

.

.

,

-

-

-

*

.

Language Arts

-

-

-

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

, SH

.

.

.

.

46

..

.

RE ATION-

PSYCHOMOTOR

.

,

.

d.

c.

.

.

.

SHIP

.

.

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

1

b

.

s

,

1

.

audiovisual media.
.

47. Students will list
two careers that
deal with advertising through the

-

46. Continued

OBJECTIVES

E

.

I

c. Create an advertisement of some
product you are trying to sell to
the class. Make it as persuasive
as possible then discuss feelings.
the class had about your product.

deal with advertising through the
audiovisual media.
1

b. Discuss the various careers that

a. Discuss the purpose and effectiveness of advertising. Does
it influence students directly?

'Career Clusters: 2, 12

-..,

and development personnel,.
engineers, marketing personnel.

,

Correlating Careers:
Office machine operators, business administration, clerks,
salesmen, purchasing agents,
finance personnel, accountants,
electronic computor personnel,
cashiers, transportation personnet (rail, truck, aviation, ocean,
lake and waterway), research

f. Discuss difference between company -owned carrier fleets and
common carriers and difference
in overhead care.

e. Interview a self-employed person (craftsmen or tradesman) ,.
and compare how he feels about
his job to the feelings of the
person interviewed in d.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

t-i
' t3

-

-

Inferring Feelings

Questioning
Making Choices

c. Recalling
. Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

Making Choices

b. Recalling
Similarities
Differences
Inferring Causes
Inferririg Effects

a. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

f.

Differences
Causes
Effebts
Questioning
Making Choices

e. Similarities

SPILL PROCESS

THINKING

a.

.

Language Arts

,

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIPS

.

.

.
(

e

.

0
.

.

,i

".,

-.

'

.,
.
PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

..

4

c.

b.

.

.

a.

.

e.

.

.,

-

.

AFFECTIVE
RELATIONSHIP
.

Career Clusters: 33,
7

1

(see Test item 48).

pany appealing -

relations worker
has made his com-

*I.-

,

,

Career Clusters: 3, 7, 12
.

.

,

Correlating Careers:
.
Advertising personnel, public
relations workers, copywriters,
media directors, commercial
artists, layout.men.

..

e. Discuss the types of personality
characteristics that public relations workers need to display in
order to positively affect others.

d. DiscuSs other ways public relations workers make their
companies or products appealing to the public.

ment.

c. Design an effective advertise-

tin board of these advertisements.

are effective. Prepare a bane-

b. Find examples of good advertisements and discuss why they

.

which the public

i

Correlating Careers:
Photographers, sign painters,
draftsmen, illustrators, film
editor, advertising personnel.

a. Discuss the elements of layout
and design and the wording of
advertisements.

I

.
SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

48. Given the attached
advertisement,
students.will list
. three ways in

1

OBJECTIVES

.

7. Continued

.

;

1

.

_

.

Making Choices

e. Similkkities
Differences
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects
Inferring Feelings

.

d. Recalling

Inferring Effects
Inferring Feelings

Grouping

c. Recalling

Making Choices

Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

Grouping

a. Recalling
Similarities
- Differences
Inferring Effects
b. Similarities
Differences

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

..

a.

.

.,

.

;

.

.

f

I

.

.

.

Language Arts

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

SHIP

4

.

.

.

FtELATUON-

PSYCHOMOTOR

.

.

.

e.

d.

b.

,

.

,

.

.

,...
a

,

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-"
SHIP

4

.

-

50. Students will name
three ways the
Federal Trade Commission polices the.
marketplace.

.

.

.

how a newspaper
can
an be two-faced.

presidential consumer advisor,
students will state

opinion Of a

"Newspapers can
be twofaced,"
concerning the

'49. Given the article

OBJECTIVES

.

d. Observing

d. Using the Reader's Guide, find
other artiCles dealing with fraud
in advertising.

.

a. Discuss ETC means of enforcement of consumer rights.
Examples -1. -companies have moneyback guarantees.
2. companies must fill orders promptly.

-

Career Clusters: 3, 12

Correlating Careers:
,.., Consumer advisers, newspaper
reporters, advertising managers,
newspaper publishers.

.

tical thinking and discuss.

'
f. Show filmstrip series on cri-

'

Consumer Should Elect to Be
Choosy,'.' students will discuss
and summarize main ideas.

e. After reading the article "The

.

)

-

a.. Recalling i
Inferring Causes
Inferying Effects

.

Similarities
Differences
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

f. Recalling

Making Choices

e. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects
Inferring Feelings

Recalling

c. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects

.

c. Have students discuss what makes
each of the above ads misleading.

Making Choices

b. Recalling
Ordering

.

a. Recalling
Similarities
Differences
Inferring Effects
Inferring Feelings

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

b. Design an ad that is misleading.

.

a, Find examples of advertising in
newspapers and magazines which
show the importance of critical
reading. Discuss first impression.

SUGGESTED
IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

-

a.

a.

-

Language Arts

,

.

Language Arts

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

.

,.

,

v,_.

.

.

.

' ,

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATIONSHIP

e.

C.

b.

a.

SHIP

-

-

-

AFFECTIVE
RELATION-

:...,

..z

.

'

_

50. Continued

.

.

.

'

OBJECTIVES

'

.

.

SUGGESTED

.

.

.

.

.

`

Career Clusters: 13, 14

.

.

Correlating Careers:
Consumer counselors, Federal
Trade Commission personnel.

c. Discuss purpose of FTC.

dresses is attached.

.

Making Choices

d. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects
Inferring Feelings

-

.

d. Discuss types of valid complaints
that could be made to FTC. Discuss how wording of letter of
complaint can affect receiver so
that it receives immediate attention.

.

b. Recalling
Inferring Causes
Inferring Effects
(-',
c. Recalling

allow cooling-off periods.
companies must tell the
truth, submit proof of
claims.

SKILL PROCESS

THINKING

b. Students write to FTC Regional
Office if they have a complaint
about a company. A list of ad-

4)
5)

gerous practices, prevented
from selling flammable
carpets, must stop sale
of flammable children's
sleepware.

a. Continued
3) companies must stop dan-

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.

a

.

-

CURRICULUM
RELATIONSHIP

.

-

.

.

.

(SHIP

.

PSYCHOMOTOR
RELATION-

-

-

d.

.
,,

SHIP

,

.

.

RELAtION-

AFFECTIVE

Filmstrips
-.44P1E,0

Filthstrips TheVtithful Consumer - a
sound filmstrip on 'current affairs -

How to Write Series

available from the New York Times
Educational Division (with worksheet
master and discussion manual).

D-67* Digging for facts

D-68 Building reports
D-69 Finishing reports

Related N.Y. Times Filmstrips Properity With End? Nov. 1969
Protecting the Consumer, March 1969
Squandered Resources, March 1970

Adventures in Communicating

D-84 What we communicate
D-85 What is a sentence
D-86 Sentence-variety
D-87 Sentence do's and dotets

The Generation Under 25, April 1968
Profile of Americans, NoveRber 1971
Your Tax Dollar, April 19n. 4,-,
The Seventies: Decade for Decision,

October 170
American, December

Writing and Revising

The Alienat

D-96 Title and Opening sentence
D-97 Body of Composition
,D-98 Body of closing sentence
D-99 Revising and final editing

The History of Dissent, October 1968

1969

Films
Brushing Up On Division
Graphs: Understanding and Using Them

Organizing Your Writin,g

D-106 The 5 steps in writing a composition
D-107 Outlining a written composition
D-108 The main parts of a written composition
D-109 The introduction of a written composition
D-110 The body of a written composition
D-111 The conclusion of a written composi-'
.

tion

D-112 The patterns of paragraphs
D-113 Making transitions in a written composition
Construction Reports

'

y

a.

D-114 Digging for facts
D-115 Selecting the theme
D-116 Building reports
D-117 Painting with words
D-.,118 Finishing reports
D-119 Using reports

Measurement in the Food Store
Percent - How and Why
Economic Education: Part of the Main
The Investor and Market Place
The Littlest Giant
Merchant to the Millions
Competition in Business
Fred Meets a Bank

(Business and Industry)
Andrew Carnegie, 19 min. , B&W
The Basic Elements of Production, 13
min. , B&W

Breaking the Trade Barrier, 54 min. ,
B&W

Henry Ford, 26 min., B&W
It Takes Everybody to Build This Land,
21 min. , color
Wendy's First Christman Card, 11 min. ,
color
(Economics)

Inflation, 20 min. , B&W
Money and Its Uses, 11 min. , color
(Guidance - Vocational)

Choosing Your Occupation, 11 min., B&W
Planning Your Career, 16 min. , B&W

?II 0
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1
Possible Careers for Oral or Written Research

4.

Buyer for department store.
Sales clerk
Department manager
Grocer

5.

Stock boy

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Cashier
Car dealers
Loan consultant
Bank loan manager
Credit union loan consultant
Computer operitor
Billing clerk
Finance manager
Credit department employees
Stock broker r
Stock exchange worker
Tax consultant

1.

2.
3.

12.,

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28;
29.
30.
.31.
32.
33.
34..

15.
36.
37.

.38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Market researchers

5V.

Production analyst
Air conditioning and refrigeration mechanic
Oil and gas burner mechanics
Small electric appliance serviceman
Gas appliance repairman
Plumber
Electrician
Dishwasher serviceman
Washer and dryer, serviceman

52.

Butcher

45,
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

54.

Portion cohtrolexpert
Nutritionist

55.
56.

..,Meat inspector
Dairy product prodUcer

57.

.

58.
59.

Bulk milk dealer
Feeder lot operator
Livestock producer

60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.

Printer

.Logo designer
Physician
Nurse
Emergency squadman
Trial lawyer
Judge
,

68..

Process server

69.1

Accountant

Statistician
Bookkeeper
Clerical personnel
Real estate broker
Bank or savings and loan executive
Administrator on Consumer Pro-,
tection Agency
Grocery store owner or manager
Finance counselor
Controller
A corporate'lawyer or tax lawyer
Accountant on Price and Wage
Cantrol Board
Clbthing designer
Garment worker
Fabric maker
Lab tester
Gove,rnment inspectors
Fire prevention experts
Insurance Agents
Plastic Surgeon
Design engineer
Cbst analyst
Systems analyst
Marketing experts

Baker
Meat packer

53.

Clerk
Bailiff
Court reporter

7.0

71.
72.
73.

First-aid instructors
Drug sales (wholesale and retail)
Drug manufacturer's chemist
Child development expert
Toy manufacturer
Retail toy sales
Child guidance experts
Consumer tester
Factory inspector
Research tester
Dietician
Chemist
Safety tester
Product designer
StoCk market analyst
Stock traders
Economist
Comparison pricer

74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80..

81.
82..
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.

99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.

Shopper

Secretary
Telephone operator
Policeman
Building inspector
Treasurer
Comptroller
Builder
Construction workers
Actors
Advertising agents
Cameramen,

Artist
Copywriters
LayoUt men

Media directors
Data

processors
Corporate p'resident

Chairman of the board

336
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Possible`Careers for Oral or Written Research (Continued)
110. lVfail clerk

129. ,Announaers

111-. Inventor
112. -Historianf
113. Writers
114. Public relations workers
anager
Tanager
115.
116. Distributio manager

.130.

118. Business ana yst

137:

'417. Warehouse en

131,
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.

.

Printer
P;essmen'
121. .Pdllsters
,122. Publishers

138.
139.

,

-140.

,

123. Editors
124. Computer designers
125. Sociologists
.126. Research directors

'

'

127 Photoengravers
128. Truck drivers

.

Government ,Publications

141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.

Reporters
Disc-Jockeys
Politicians
Compaigii workers
Shipping and receiving clerks
Inventory control personnel
Aviation personnel
Railroad personnel
Highway personnel
Ocean,. lake, and waterway personnel
Photographers
Sign painters

Draftsmen, illustrators
Electrotypers
,Stereotypers

Lithographic Occupations,
Linotype operator

Federal Trade Commission personnel

.

Write to: Consumer product Information
Washington D.C. 20407
List Catalogue numbers in numerical order.
,

(Note: There is a limit. of two copies of any single free publication.
There is also a limit'of five different publications.)
.

.

TITLE

CATALOGUE NQ.
.

.

.

220Q-0067
0100-1826

7700,107
,7700 -111
7700-108

7700471
7700-059
7700-021
7700-101
7700-094,

'

Cost of Operating an Automobile
Budgeting for the Family
Johnny .Horizon Children's Kit (ecological awareness)
Toys Banned by the Food and Drug Administration
Clothing and Fabric Care Labeling
Look for that Label (mandatory label requirements for fiber content)
Donq be Gypped (bait and switch advertising)
How the Consumer Can Repqrt to the Food and.Drug Administration
Packaging Materials (solid waste problems)
Federal Food Standards
0

Teachers Resource Books
Write to: Sears Roebuck & Co.
Consumer Information Services,
,
Dept. 703 - Public Relations
303 E. Ohio Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

34 r,
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TOLEDO.
Nlat_h

Home Construction
This is an example of math and industrial arts joining forces to relate
to math to selected construction tradesman:
.

Mathematics - Home Cohstruction

Constructing a Home
1. Purpose
The construction of .a home involves many persons- -the carpenters, plumbers,,elec-

tricians, painters,. landscapers, interior decoration, arid architects. In one way or
another each of these occupations uses mathematics.

II. Objectives
1. TO show that the craftsman is a skilled tradesman, trained for his *job.
r

2. To acquaint students with the amount of training needed for the various 'Care ers
involved in-building a home.

.

3. To show? the advancement opportunities for those who are the best in their fields.
.

ow stud4mnts to work some problems. similar to those faced by persons in these
4. To
career
,..
,

III. Activities'

C.

s.

i

1. Discuss the o f cupations involved in ,constructing:a house.

.

,.

..

,

a. The carpenter is no longer a man with little more to do than to hammelr nails; he
must serve an apprenticeship to learn his trade. Discuss the following areas with
students. ,
i,
(1) reading blueprints
sc
(2) 'measuring materials
(3) layingout foundations
.
.
(4) making sure corners are "square" using a'3-4-5 triangle. diagonit.
b. The briakmason constructs walls, fireplaces, and chimneys, with bricks and cement blocks. Years of training a required to learn to be' uniform in'all-detalls
of work. He needs mathematics to etermine::
,

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

(1) numbers of bricks needed . .
.
(2) 'amounts of materials, such as*cement
.,
(3) height of structures (using geometry) when' doing iepait work.
.

.

-

.

-

.

c. The plumber installs water, gas, and heatint lines in the home. F011owing his,

high school graduation,. he serves a five -year apprenticeship"which includes both
on-the-job and classroom traininent must' be alge.to determine: ,
i
A

(1) amounts of materials (pipes, heating. ducts, etc.) needed
(2)' where to place heating ducts and pipes :according to blueprint specificatipns
338
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0.,

d. The painter does Inch of the finish work on a home after it hap been completed.
-He must be able to determine:

(1) -height/of ladders needed for each job
'(2) squ'are feet of area to be painted
(3) cost of the paint needed to cover the home

e. The electrician installs the electrical wiring in, home and often connects lighting
' fixtures. His training is much like that, of the plumber. He must be able to de.
termine:
,

--(1) where, outlets are to be placed according to the blueprints
(2) amounts of wire needed

f. The landsme architect places the finishing t thes on the outside of:the hoine.
He must have training in both landscaping and architecture to be ,able to dettranne:

(1) areas needed for ,grass-seeding
(2) size of plants and trees in relation to the home
(3) cubic feet of stone.
(4) scale of blueprints
ti

g. The interior decorator puts the finishing touches on the inside .of the home.. He
or she must be able to determine:

(1) wall areas for wall paper and other ipecial;wall tkgatments
(2) amounts of material needed for draperies
(3)' amounts of material forscarpeting.
(4) blueprint specifications
.
4

2. Allow each student to work problems similar to those that might be found in the above
occupations. Answers to problems follow:
%.

Name

"

Estimating Measurements

a. 4'squares to cover the mirror
b: the board is-4 segments long
c.'12
(4) block,
d. (1) wire
(2) block
,(5) square
(6) wire
(3) square
e. (1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

inch
inch
mile.
inch

foot or yard
mile
inch or foot
,inch or foot

hate

(7) square

(8) block
-(9) square

(9)
(10)
(11)
(la)

,

square in. or sq: ft.
inch
inch dr foot
inch
.4

Tbeiy(enter.
a. 225 sq. ft.
1, b. 96 sq, ft,

c. 280:sq. ft.

4..22 feet lcmg,12 feet wide
e. 5 feet, 10 feet
f, 16 feet, 14 feet , 21 feet, 28 feet
g. should be 1-7/8" by 1-5/8"
h.

,

.4,-

i. 6-1/4 inches
-(J.44-3/8 inches
1c..5-1/2" x 4-3/4"
-1. (1) 20 and 10 in.
(2) 18 and 12 in.
(3) 18 and,12 in,
oy 22 -1/2 and 7-1/2 in -:

m.

(1) exactly
(2) under
over
;(34)
(4) over
(5) over
(6) under
(7) exactly
(8) under
(9) over
110) exae"tily,..

(11).exactly
(12) over
d. 38-1/2 feet
o: $9.75
p. Ye; .

n4

r

4 s*
The Cement Mason and the Bricklayer
e
. a. (1) ;'32'feet
.(Z) '6.yds. (18 ft.)

d.

'tn. (19 ft.)

(33

IL $504.00

170.7 cu. rig.-

e. 8,663 sq. ft.
f. (1) 368 sq. ft.
(2) $165:60

c. 4 tb.

The Painter

a. $40.80

e. $72.20

- b. $181:50

'f. "(1) 10,64 sq. ft.;
(2) 8.3 gallons

c. $63.75
d.

$43.54

(3) .$$3: 52'

.

.
-

....

it is Sometimes necessary to estimate the length or area of an.object. Alany items cart be
used to do this. A piece of .wire, a cardboard square, arid a-block ban, be used in finding
length, area, and volume redpectriely. Segrnents and squares are used almost exclusively
to find length and area; hoivever,icubers are not exclusive units for ivolume. pups, ounces,
of. pints eoUld also be used.

_

.

,

Wire:Segment

,

Cardboard:Square,
_

items can be used-to mensure other-objects.)

1, akti-iriterrpr decorator wanted :J:4 measure a bedroom mirror_ for a custorner. Shp chdn't
have a "ruler,. so 'she used a cardboard square'. What could.She tell about the size of the

:mirror?

3

2. A carpenter wanted to measure the length of a piece di wood. He didn't have)* meastr.t,
mg tape with him, so he used a.piece o wire.
t could he say abont.the lendiii:of the
. board? .,,
/
.
*

-

.4

3: A,student purchased anew
He used a block to tell his brother how riltuch space
was in the aquarium. How many blocks do you think it would take to fill the aquarium?.
,

-

,

.

-

.

,

4, Which object (a wire, a cardboakd.souare, or a block) would be best to use if you wanted
)
.
,to tell:

.

i

,

.

a. How tail the lampr is ? 1

b. How much sand a box holds ?
r

c. How much paper we need to cover the bulletin board'?

d. How much space is inside a boxcar?HOW large the garden is?

.

.

.

ti

How far leis from home `plate to.-firettase?
=

%

g. How: muckglasS there is in the window

./
.-

.

0
.

0

J-.
11,

%

A'

.h; IlOw much a 'drawer will hold

,.

,

IfOw large the desk topae?'

-2.

5. Viftich unit (inch, feot,,Tard, ozf mite). would you_choose to measure each of the following;

a Your-fing-er?
,

4:7

d, The diatance from New Ir-44-4 to california ?

A.-Spoilt> '"

I

. The Vdth off' -ya it room:
..,
f. :The digtine to the !noon?.
Ydur, height ?

-li. Height of a door?
4. Area 'of,_ ;a door Panel?

44

,

4..

j..pistance-of door hfindle 'froni floor ?
IL-:,-Width, Of-a: ilaSsiooM

.1:,e1104',of-alageliall bat 2
/a

Name
_I

--

.

'Date

..

I. A ii1741g.-,r.o.oin is 22'8" long and 14'0" wide. How many feet-Of_picture molding are
7:needed-to go- arb'und the room just below the ceiling?
-

-

0,- ,Find,,the.total.nUmber of square feet in the gables at both. ends 'of a hodse that is 28 feet
:wide with a rid&'10 feet above the eaves.
e

X

.. 3. Using a. ruler _divided into Sixteenths, find the length and width (outside measurements)
_.-"-Ofthe-garagestlown at the right.
4.

4.et of house- plans is drawn to the scale of 1/4 in to 1 'ft., whit actual lengths are
represented by a. line 1-1/4 inches long on the-plans? By a length. 2-1/2 inches long on

the
r

,

.

'

-,

,

,

1,51 When ..the,sgale,& a spale drawing is 1/8 in = 1 ft., what actual lengths are rep lesented
by thd" followingiengthitin the drawing:
x
.

in.

We: g in.

=

,

,-.b. 1-3/4 in.
.

d" 3:1/2 ini

B. A room is 15 feet by 13 feet. Make a scale drawing of the room
atthe right.-.Use the scale 1/8 in. = 1 ft.

'341

.

th'espade provided

\-)

7. At a scale of 1/4' in. = 1 ft., how long should you draw a line to represent a wall 25
feet long?

,

.

8. If the scale is 1/8 iii. = 1 ft., how long a line should you draw to repreOent'a distance of
35 feet?

9. A garage is 22' X 19'. Give the dimensions of a scale drawing of the garage if a scale of
1/4 in. = 1 ft. is used?
.

-

10. A board 20 inehes long vias cut into-two pieces. Find-the length of each piece given that:
a. 1/2 of the longer piece is equal in length to the shorter piece:

b. 2/3 of the longer piece is equal in length to the shorter one.

.

c. 1/2 of the longer piece is 3/4 of the shorter piece.
dr-1/2 of the longer piece is 3/2 of the shorter one.

4

11. Jack has a part-time job as a carpenter's helper. One of,his duties is to keep the work
area clear of all but the needed materials. He sorts pieces' of lumber according to
length. Boards over 1 yard in length are placed in one pite; boards exactly 1 yard
in length are placed in a second .pile; and boards under 1 yard in length are pliceci in
a third pile.
Check the column tOat indicates in which pile Jack would place each piece.of lumber.
Length' of Board
a.; 3.feet
b. 2:,feet 6 inches.
c. 2 feet 14 inches

Over r

Exactly 1 Yd.

Under 1 Yd,

cid 5 feet

.e. 6 feet
f. 24 inches
.g. 36 inches
-h. 30 inches
1. 38 inche's'
j. 2 feet 12 .inches'
-k. 1 foot, 24 inches

1. 40. inches
t

12. If Mr. Smith could buy the trim for 25 cents per foot, what would be the cost of trim
for the living room!? (Trim is sold only by the foot.)

$

..,

13. Mr. Garcia is building a, garage that will have rafters 8 feet kinches.long. Can he tut
2 such.rafters from lumber that is 20 feet long-?
,
.
.

.%

,

Name

The Cement, Mason and
-..

*

a,

ThaBricklayer

Date.

i
/

-

.4.

-,

4

1. Mr.' Washington makes concrete sidewalks. He starts witha form li------T
ke a box but without
a Op and a bottom. When he fills the form with cement, removing it when the cement has
hardened.
.
a. Ho*, many feet. of lumber Are needed to_build a form 4 fe,et wide and 12 feet long?

b. How many, feet of lumber .are needed to build a fortii exactly 1,yard by 2 yards?
c. Haw' many feet of lumber are needed-to Witt a forth that is 42 inches by 72 inches?

a4
4.

-""'
2. At $4.50 a square yard, what .will be the cast of laying a cement floor in a garage that is
48 feet long and 21 feet wice

3. A driveway 48 feet long and 9 feet wide is to be covered with a 3-inch layer of crushed
tonne. How many cubic yards of crushed stone will be needed?

4. A cellar 32 feet lgqng and 24 feet wide is to be excavated 6 feet deep. How many cubid
yards of earth must e removed, computed to the nearest tenth of cubic yard?
,.

Hint: Ta find the ea, of the walk, first find the area of the outer circle, which includes
the walk an the flower bed. From that area, subtract the area of the circle representing the flower bed only.

.

Naine

The Painter

Date

1. Find the cost, at 85 cents a square yard, of painting the two gables of a house 36 feet wide,
the height of the ridge above the eaves being 12 feet.

Hint: A gable is the vertical triangular portion of the end of a balding, from the eaves to
the ridge of the roof.
2. At 55 cents per square yard, find thv cost of painting the two sides of two ends of a barn
30 feet wide, 40 feet along, and 18 feet high to the eaves, the height of the ridge above the
eaves being 15 feet. -

3. It has been decided to paint the two sides and two ends of a barn that is 26 feet wide,
36 feet long, and 20 feet high to the eaves, the height of the ridge above the eaves being
13 feet. It is estimated that for the first coat one gallon of paint will cover 300 square

feet of surface and that for the second coat one gallpn will cover 450 square feet.

Deducting 118 square feet for openings, find how much the paint for two coats will cost
ar$4.25 per gallon.
4. At $4.75 a gallon, what will be the cost of pairiting the four exterior walls of a warehouse

42 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 16-1/2 feet high if the first coat is estimated to require
one gallon to 48 square yards and the second coat one gallon to 72 square yards?.

5. A room is 18 feet long, 15 feet wide, and 8 feet high. At 95 cents a square yard, what will
be the cost of painting the four walls and ceiling, deducting 120 square feet for openings
(doors and windows)? Count a fraction of a square yard as one square yard.

6. A carpenter has been asked to paint a room in a house. The room is 14 feet long, 10
feet wide, and 8 feet high. There are two doors in the room which measure 3 feet by
6-1/2 feet; two windows that measure 2 feet by 3 feet; and one window that measures 3
feet by 5 feet.
a. How many square feet of wall surface will need to be painted?

b. It has been estimated that the first coat of paint will cover 200 square feet per gallon;
the second coat will cover 350 square feet per gallon. How many gallons will be
needed for the two coats of paint? (Figure to the nearest tenth of a gallon.)

c. At $5.95 per gallon, how much will it cost to paint the room? (You must buy a full
gallon of paint.)

3.48
343

TOLEDO
Math

Small Business Manager
This unit could be correlated with any seventh-grade math text. It could be
extended or taught as a mini-unit lasting two or three days,
410

Mathematics
Small "Business Manager

(2-3 Days)
I. Purpose

er

Most businesses, small and large, use some method of determining whether an employee
has reported to work each day and the number of hours he has spent working. The most
common way of obtaining this information is to have the employee punch a time clock
each morning as he 'enters the building and repeat the process each evening as he leaves.
The worker's weekly salary is determined on the basis of the number of hours recbrded
on these "time" cards. In a smallbusiness, itis usually the manager who is responsible
for checking these time cards and figuring the salary of his employees.

II. Objectives
1. To acquaint students with one of the duties of a small business manager that involves
the use of mathematics.

2. To allow students .the opportunity to work some problems that are examples of the
type of mathematics that might be used in figuring employees' salaries.

III. Activities
1. Dis cuss with student's the importance of accuracy in figurine the salaries of employees.

2. Allow students to work problems related to figuring hours worked and employee
salaries.
Answers to problems:
Computing Employees' Gross Pay
to

1. M-8.0
'40.9

T

hours
or

$210.635

2. M
8.0 T
41.4 hours
$143.85

8.2

W

8.3!

T

8.3

F8.3
F ) "'1

W

8.3

T

8.5

F-

$210.64

7.9

34:
344

8.4/

Ce

3.

M - 8.1

T - 8.3

W

8.3

T - 8.2

F - 8.6

S - 8.3

S - 8.3

41.5 hours during this week
16.6 hours on the weekend
$ 4.50 overtime rate
$199.20 total wages
4.

M - 7.9

T - 8.1

W - 8.0

T - 7.7

F - 8.3

40.0 hours
$190.00
5.

Employee

Reg. Hours

2

3

35.5
39.5
30.2
3/.8
34.2

4
5
6
7

.8
Employee

6.

Earnings
$ 50.00
56.61
61.79
51.83
62.41

40
37
37

1

81.65
97.13

Reg. Hours
40
40

1
2

3
4

40
40

5

36.3

6
7

40
40

8

40

Amount
$56.00
74.40
65.60
53.60
84.22
78.40
101.60
112.80
626.62

Over Hrs.

Over Rate
$ 2.10
2.79

8
3
8

2.46"

3

2.01
3.48

0

9.2

2.94
3.81
4.23

6
6

'

ax

-.Number

1

,'

2

3

,

.

.

, 4
5
6

$
$
$
$
$
$

1 - 43d week
2 - 51st week

2.

3 -.: 36th week

4 - 29th week
5.- 26th week
6 - 25th week

Tax

Number

1.04
1,07
1.28
1.36
1.95
2.11

.''

7

*$ 2'.20

g

$ 2.35
$ 2.84
$'3.05
$ 3.30
$ 5.31

9

.

7
8
9
10
11
12

-

10
11
12

'

21st week
47th week'
42d Week
36th week
28th week
21st week
,

1

Computing Employees' Gross Wages,. Straight Piecework Wage System
.

1.

Employee
1
2

3
4
5

6
7

8

'

Total Articles
98
108
98
111
115
106
126
94

5'31
126.17

Computing Social Security Deductions for Employees
1.

Ambunt
$16.80
8.37
19.68
6.03
0.00
27.05
22.86

Gross ,Salary

.

$
$
$
$

65.66
78.30
63.70
74:90

$$ 3.633
$ 98.91'.
$ 71.44,1

'1

Total
$72.80
82.77
85.28
59.63
84.22
105.45.
124.46

/38.18
752.79

.

'Name

Computing Employees' Gross Pay

Date

You are the manager of a small business and one of your duties is to compute the amount
of money each of your employees has earned based on the number of hours he has worked
each week. Each. employee punches a time clock when he reports to work and when he
leaves for the day.

On.the time cards, times are recordedas decimals. For example, if an employee arrived

at work at 6:30 A.M., his fin card would read 6.5 as his arrival time. If he left at
3:00 P.M., his time card would read 15.0. The time clock is basel on a 24-hour day,

therefore 1:00 P.M. would be 13.0 on the employee's card.

Example: Raymond Baker worked the following hours during one week. His hourli'7k.ate
was $1,68. What was his gross pay for. the week? (Note: Gross pay means his pay before
deductions- for social security-and income taxes, are made.)
Mon.

7.0

In
Out

15.0

Tues.
7.0
15.0

Wed.

7.5

?

14.5
.

Thurs.
7.5

Fri.

15.0

15.0

7..0

.

,

Solution: For each day, figure the number of hours that Raymond worked by subtracting
the time he signed in from the time he Signed out; then add these hours for the total
time for the week.
,,

I520 - 7.0 = B.0

Mon.

Tues.
Wed.

Thurs.
Fri.

,

15.0 - 7.0 = 8.0
14.5 - 7.5 = 7.0
15.0 -..,7.5 = 7.5
15.0 - 7.0 = 8.0

\\/_./

.

38.5 TOTAL

His salary would be computed by multiplying his total hours by his hourly wage:
,

38.5 X $1.68 = $64.66'

.Note: ,In accordance with Federal law, employees must be paid "t4merand a half" fot
all ''hours that .they work beyond 40 houis each week. Other firms that are not covered
by this law usually abide by this regulation. The phrase, "time and a half" mean's that
the hourly overtime salary will be 1-1/2 times the regular botirlraalary. Thus, if thd
regular salary is $1.28, - the overtime rate will be 1-1/2.X $1.28 = $1.,92. This would be
.
paid for each hour over 40 that an employee works.
1. The following Is a time chart for John Smith.

DailyTinie In
Time Out

Mon.

-"Tues.

7.5

7.4

15.5

°

15. 6

7.6
15,7

7.3

Fri.
7.6

.15.6

I5. 8

Thurs.

Wed.

-

-,

1

.,

.

Total

How many hours did Mr. Smith work during the week?"
If his hourly wage is $5.15, what are his gross earnings for the week.?

351

346.
4,

f,1

a.

0

u.

2. The following is the :time chart for Henry Jones.
Mon.

8.0

Time In

Fri.

Tues.

Wed.

ThUrs.

7.9

8.1

7.8

7.7

15.8

16.4'

16.3

16.1

,
.

,

Time Out

16.0

.

Daily
Total

How many hours did Mr. Jones work during the week?

If his hourly wage is $3.50, what are his gross earnings for the week?'
3. The following is the time chart for Sally Smith, Sally's company is not covered b_ y the law
regarding overtime; however, she is paid 1-1/2 for time that she works.on the weekends
Only.

Time In
.

Time Out
Daily

Mon.

tiles.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

6.0

- 5.9'

5.8

6.1

5.8

14.1

14.2

14,1

14.3

14.4

Sat.

Sun.

5.9

5.8

14.2

14.1

.

Total Hrs.
How many hours did Sally work during the week?
How many hours did Sally work on the weekend?

If her hourly rate is $3.00, what is her rate on the weekend?
What is her total salary for the 'entire week (include weekend)?
4. If an employee punches out when he goes to lunch and then punches in when he returns, th'e
manager must figure two times for each day and then add them,together for the total time.

The following is a time sheet for George Banister.
In

Out

In

Out

Mon.

7.9

12,0

13.2

17.0

Tties,

7.8

11. 9.V%

13.1

Wed.

8.0

12.1

13.3

Thurs.

8..1,

I.1.8'

12.9

16.9

Fri,

7.9

12.0

13.1

17.3

Day

,

.

Hours
.

17.1

,

.

17.2
_

How many hours did George work during the entire week?

If his hourly wage is $4.75, howmuch was his grOss pay for the week?

-347

352

,

0

O

5. Complete the following payroll register. The,number of hours worked by each employee
for each day has already been figured from his time sheet. None of the ,employees worked
overtime during this week.

-M

Employee

T'

W

s

,

L

Regulaf

Regular

Hours

Rate

$ 1.25

8

1

8

8

8

8

2

8

'7

6

8

8

7'

8

9.

6w

7

7.5

7.

7

8

8

8

6.2

8

8

7.3

8

2.16

6.5

8

5.2

2.84

3

,

7

4.

7

5

7.5

8

8

0,

7

8

.6: 5

8.

8i,

6.5

6

. ,

.

,

.

1.53

.

1.67
,_

.
.

.

,

1.46
1.58

8 ,

,

Total
Earnings

.

1..96 -

.

,

Total Gross Pay

.

B.. Complete the following partial payroll register. The number ofhours worked each day by
each employee has ileen transferred from his time sheet. Consider all hours worked each
week beyond 40 as"overtime and remember that each employee is paid "time and a half"
.
.,
"for overtime: '
.

.
.,

Payroll Register
Laliel Mills
Payroll for the Week Ending May 27,

,.

.

Reg.

Name .M

It

.

T

W

'I

F ,S

Hrs ;.

Over
Reg.
Rate Amount Hrs.

8

$1.40

8

'4

1.86

'8

*8

1.64

1

8

8

8

8

8

2

8

8

7'

8

3

8

8,,

8

8.

.4

8,

7.'5

8

8

8-

3.5.

.1;34

5

8

8

0

8

'8

4.3

2.32

6

8

8.7 "9

8

7

8.

.

'8
I

.

8

10 . 8.

10

'8

'°"

'7.5 8'

9

8'

3

8

8

4

Over
Rate

.

1.96
.

2.54
2.82
Total

348

353

Total

19

Amount Total

C

0

Computing Social Security'
Deductions for Employees

Name

Date

Until 1960, an employer was required to withhold 2-1/4% of the earnings udder $4,20
a year of each of his employees. This amount is added to an,equal amount contributed by

the employer, and the sum is then forwarded to the Federal; Ooverament_to be used,
-. eventually, for the benefit of these employees when they retire.
Illustration:-A man earns $62 each week. How much will be deducted from his salary for
Social Security tax?
Solution: Social Security Tax = 2-1/4% X $62
.

= .1225 X'$62
= $1.40 (amoimt taken out)

Should an employee earn more than $4,200idany one year, then, as soon as he hat earned

$4,200, his employer stops making deductions from his salary for the Social Security
tax. Thus, if a man earns $200 a week, at the,end of 21 weeks (4,200 + 200) he will have
earned $4,200. For the first 21 weeks of the year, 24/4% deductions are taken from his
salary. For the remainder of the year, nothing is taken from his salary for Social Security.
Although onl 2-1/4% is deducted for Social Security in 1960, the rate increased in other

years. The loll wing table shows the, increased rates that have been scheduled by the
Federal toyer ent.
Employee Rate
2 1/4%

Year
1955-1959
1960-1964
1965-1969

2 3/4%
3 1/4%

3/4%

1970 -1974

3

1975 and after

4 1/4%

1. You are a payroll clerk for a small company and one of your jobs is to figure the social
security tax deductions for employees. What is the amount of social security tax on each
of the folloviing salaries in 1958? (Assume that the employee has not yet earned $4,200
'
during this year.)
1.

$46.00

5.

$ 86.74

9. $126.34

1

$47.50

6.

$ 93.95

10. $135.57

3. $56.74

7.

$ 97.63

4. $60.29

8. $104.50

.

,

11. $146: 75
12. $236.18

2. During what week of *the year will Social-Security taxes pease to be deducted from each
of the following salaries ?
1. $100

5. $168

9. $104.50

2. $ 84

6 $175

10. $123.48

3. $120

7. $210

11. $156.74

4. $150

8. $ 93

12. $219.18

349

Name

Computing Employees? cross Wages
Straight Piecework Wage System

Date

, a
The straight piecework wage system:is usedinfrequently today as a method of paying wages

to employees. At one time it wastelleved thatthe. use of this method of payment- would act
as an incentive to workers to produce more goods, Now, howeier, 1)0th management and
labor agree that, to a large- extent, it has. failed to fulfill this;purpose.,
.
In the straight piecework system, an employee's salary depends
- .an the niimber of articles
he is able to complete each week.
. ,.
Illustration: Jack Jones, a checker in a autdmobile factory, is able to check 162 car radios
during a single week. If he receives 54 cent's for each
radio thathe cheCks, what fs. his
,
,
gross salary for the week?

43

.
,
,
*
Solution: Gross salary = number of unite X salary per unit
= 162L, 54 cents
..

,

= $87.48

...

.

:

.

,.,-:

4

..

,

.

t

1.' Find the gross salary for each of the following employees by completing this partial pay-

roll register.

.

1

-

t

Employee,

f

,

M
17

..

.

a

Payroll for the. Week Ending May 10 19
Total \
No. of Articles
'
Rite s .
Articles
T
F
W
T
21,

la

20

22

.

..

23

20 '

22

19

6

t

.

..

.1.

18

21.

.22

19

18

65i
.

19

22

24

26

24

23
21

20
19

27

24.

23

25

21

'

22

22

:

67 1/2i

.

.

,

24

771/21

.
,

20.

.

781
.

.28

78.1/211

24

,

.

8

20

18

16

,

,

..

4.

7

Saliry.

72 1/211- .

.

..

,5

671.

t

,

Grose

.

24

,

4-

,.

.

i

.

2,

-

.

Payroll Registe r
Carlson Thread Company

'

.

19

.

0

..
.

,761

21

.

..

.0"

.

k

45.0

.

,
, 0'

a.

DAYTON

0

Music

This unit is innovative and introduces the student to the larges(technology in

the field of electronic music as well as the new careers available that have an
expanding future.

Subject: Music ,
Electronic Music,
8-

Topic:
Grade:
Time:

.

4 Weeks

Objective:
Children should be able to identify the new electronic sound of the twentieth century.
Student should be able to analyze the basic modern rhythms and the instruments involv,pd.
Student should be able to experiment in making electronic sound on the tape recorder,

synthesizer; electric guitar.
Rationale: .
The electronic age has made the world of music attuned_to "The New Tehnology."
Children use the radio, stereo, TV, tape recorders and eleCtronic recordings. They, should
kno;w something of how they work and experiment with sound. Synthesizer sounds should also
be used on small kit, .
ea,

Initial Experience:
,
Students
experiment
with
stereo
recording
and
monaural
machine
to see and he con1.
trast With-one or more speakers. Try various turntable speeds. 2. Students experiment with tape recorder using various speeds running forward and backward.

,

3. Use electronic kit to understand volume contra
4: Electric guitar with speakers-demonstrate chords.
5.. Electric piano-demonstrate and compare with regularpiano.
I.
Developmental Experience:
Build a small sound reproduction kit with book, rubber bands; paper tubing. This gives
electronic sound. Use electronic kit to produce synthesizer-like sound. Change pitch and
volume. Listen to the recording Music From Mathematics, played on IBM 7090 Digital
Computer.
Sound Transducer
Switched on Bach
Naked. Carmen
Experiment with tapes for sound.
i
-0t,

Culminating Experience:
Trip to TV.station. Disc Jockey recordings. Listen to electronic ,piano'classets and elec.,

'tronic organs.;'
Make tape of sounds in room.
Make coznput*music from a graph.
Enriching Experience:
Make an electronic .composition with electric guitar. Use various speeds,,volume, synthesizer and tape. recorder...
.

'356
351

p

DAYTON

Aience
Behavioral Patterns for a-Successful Vocation
This unit includes measurable "objectives and is an example of integrating
consultants, field trips, class room activities, and audiovisual matkriale. The
purpose is development of the self-linage. Pupil evaluation is built in the unit
and resources are listed.
Subject: Science
Topic: Behavioral Patterns for a Successful VOcation
Grade: 7 and 8
Time: 6 Weeks

Objective:

A a result of this activity, the pupil will:

T. Be 'able to list how /knowledge, skills, motivation and behavior patterns will enhance his
future employability, productivity, earnings and work satisfaction.
2. Be able, to list the steps of problem solving and methods of carrying them out.

3. Be able to set up a tentative course of action for a given future vocation.
4. Develop a goodiself-image.

Rationale:
Students, will develop a good self- image. They Will be looking for a vocation that will make

others and themselves happy as well as make a good living. Their talents will be expanded
and put to good use.

Initial Experience:
-

1. Help set up bulletin board -- Pick the apple of your eye. Bring in a picture of parents
and tell about their vocations. DiscUsS your future possibilities.

2. Play the "Market 0a.'ine."

3. Pick a cientist -- read a book about his life -- 'fist his or her goals or problem -- methods us

to splve the problem.

'4. Bring in news articles once each week.
5. Complete a self-,inventory test, aptitude and interest test.
Devetopme .ntal Experiences:

..

;s
'these
subjects.
Field
trip
to
a
mental
hospital.
Watch movies, filmstrips, tapes related to
,.... Pick one or two vocations you find most interesting and list the tape of personality that
would be good for these vocations. kiterview someone who is in the field and find' out the
length ,
-requirements. Consult various college. cataloghes to determine the requirements;
could
be
met,
financial
plan
on
how
the
cost
of time, and cost , for _the course. Set up' a
be specific.
ft

A

/

ut)!'
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.Culminating
Have a panel representing various occupations.. Interview and discuss various requirements.

--

,
.

..

,

---Evaluirtion:'

`I

...0

Written test.
Check news articles (work ads).
Teacher evaluateattitude of pupils in class.
Has a. tentative decision been made?

ir,

Enriching Experiences:
A doctor as a guest speaker on mental health.
Field trip to the mental hospital.
Demonstration of New York Stock Exchange
holder.

how it works

Related Vocations
Doctor
Nurse

Psychiatrist

Psychology Teacher
Health Teacher

Resources:
Films
Story of Dr.'Carver
Life of Charles Steinmetz
Louis Pasteur
Eli Whitney
Andrew Carnegie
Story of the Wright,Brothers
Gateway To The Mind
Habit Patterns
Ways to Good Habits
Charles F. Kettering
Florence Nightingale
Films,trips

41.

Getting To Know Me

Adolescent "Know Thyself"
Mental Development
Emotional Development
Social Development
How To Adjust

ikaching Tapes
An Introduction To You
z Your Personality and Your Health
The Truth About Yourself
What's On Your Mind

Let's Face It

,

.

Getting Along With Others
How Do I Look
Are You Worth It
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how to beconie a stock
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This unit teMohstrates
a good balance aMonteo
.

motor domains of jearnipg, It confainA an outstanding
ials.
-

/five, affpctim and psycho;
sorttnent.of related Miter -

'Ca'reer Orientation Program - Science Department

t

.

.

e

Our philosophy his been to develop- a flexibje progtam to allow individual tgachers.
the freedom to innovate as they incorporate this pilot program into our e.2zisting science
curriculum. However,, it has been necessary to establish a suggested course of study for
Sience 7 as a guideline for ordering-materials.
The major-portion of our work has be a compilation of resource materials that will be
available for the use of both teachers and: students.

A suggested.Introductory Career Exploration Unit has been developed, but teachers are
free to use their own imagination and ingenuity in incorporating this material into the framework of our existing course of study.
Seventh grade will be, primarily concerned with careers in the life sciences, health, and
medicine. Physical sciences will be included in the eighth-grade program,. Since present
eighth and ninth graders will not have been exposed to this program previously, some of the
seventh-grade life science-health material may also be made available to them this year.

Periodically teacher evaluations of 'all career oriented activities will be made so that
year's
by the end of this year a revised'syllabus can be made based on an evaluation
experierite.

Career Orieptation Progiam - Science Department

Introduction-Career Exploration Unit
Title: Discussion of Interest and Aspirations:

Objectives:
1. To lead students to consider occupational choices on d more mature level.

2. To stimulate participation by students in compiling a list of factors which are important
in career choices - i.e., hours, work conditionS, advancement opportunities.
Method: Discussion in class on this question:
.
"If you could be anything you wanted right now - what would it be and why?'

Students rate factors in compiling a list of the factors in job selection. These'are to be
used later in lessons entitled "Interview" and "Criteria for Job Selection."
Students rate factors according to importance.
Example: 1. Job You Like
2. Salary
3. Educational Requirement

*Remember, the object of ratiig these is n4 to establish a factor we should consider
#1 or #2, but, to encourage students to think about what they should consider important
in choosing a job or career.
354
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Title: Criteria For-Job Selection
I

a"

k

-Objectives:

..

,,

,

.

-.1..fio iii sure students Understand the scope and intent of each of the job selection factors.
Students will have compiled a list of these factor's in previous class ciismiision. '
.

.

Method:
..-

.

.

.

.,

-

,

.

.

...

-

The list below includes, many of the, factors students will have mentioned in Coin-motion ..
with why they have tentatively selected an occupation. Each of these shoulkbe explored .
so that students call intelligently read, listen to speakers', and do interviews.
.
A.
I.

,

c

.__,

,_

-Earnings
Where Employed

_Y. _,------,

Training Qualifications
Opportunities for Advancement
Employment Outlook
Personal Qualifications'
Geographic Locations
Permanence of 'Residence in One Location
Job Securities

Job Pressures

Job Challenge- and Interest
Travel Required

Conclude by making up forms to be used in occupational interviews Or library research On

careers.
Title: Interview

'Objective:

.

-,.. .

1. -To have students talk to an'adultt about his occupation and gain insight into asp
than salary and prestige.

Method:
Do ,an interview based on factors
ctors
viously.

lito

s other

ought out in the "Job Criteria" session used pre.

4.

.i

#

Use the questionnaire format established by the class which might include the following

f-\_. areas:

Job Title
Nature of Work - Day.'s Activities
Advantages - Disadvantages
How Entered the Occupation
Training Ndceshaty
Mobility and Employment Outlook
/Salary
.

,t

WOrldng Conditions

Forum of presentation to be determined by individual teacher.
4

Title: Magazine or Current Events Assignment
Obje ctives:
.

.

1. To widen students' knowledge of variety of occupations involved in any large company or
corpoiation..
355

4:

#\

,

2: .To expose student to science-related occupations in industries seemingly bar elated to

. acjence.

I

n1

I

-

*

A.

Method:

_

,

-

"Students bring in magazine adverlisments or science news articles. What jobs or occupationi:care indicated?
_

What are the related occupations_

might play, apart in this ad or news story?
_

41. the Science areas listed b elovi, what occupations .might have been involved in spine
*ay with the advertiSement;or irtielePr
-

a. Earth acienee.
b. Chemistry
c. PhySical.Science
cL Medical Health Fields
e. Biology,

.

a
fc,

For the jobs listed in each area above, yOu might take students further and idellify
which require college training, which require one to three years training and which,.

."

require high schoorgraduation.

';

Title:' Career Project

; Objectives
.

.

1.. To motivate students to' do reading about the, type of work they are interesteci in.
1.

Method: Three ;part assignment
I. Interview a person in-an area you've found .4interesting.
2. Research one career in each of the following areas:
Earth Stien'ce
'Physical _Science

Agricultural Sciente
Health Science
Find information such as:
Salary anthworking -conditions
Whrere employed
Training -reqUired

Opportunities for Advancement
Employment Outlook
.

Send for pamphlets and other free information.

3. Bulletin Board, centered around one or a variety of related careers to be done by one
or a group of students.

time:
'Will vary depending on, whether teacher assigns one or all three assignments, whether
material will be presented orally or written, and how much credit will be given.
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Title: Overview of Paramedical Professional Careers

Objectives:
1. To expose students to the wide range of occupations utilized in the health-medical fields.

I

2. To inform students of the occupations available depending on length of training attained.

Method:

.

Film Horizons Unlimited (2.8 min.)

Booklet The Hospital People (80 pages)

Filmstrips with accompanying records
Overview of 23 paramedical professions

Seven jobs requiring one year of training after high school

Six jobs requiring 2-3 years of training after high school
.

.

Career in therapy - occupational, physical, speech, orthopedics

Title: General Inventory Science "Test"

Objectives:

1. To stimulate interest.

2. To point out to teacher and student where science interests and strengths might lie.
Method: Oral or written test questions
Examples:

,

,

1. Why is grass green?"
2. Are you Ian animal?
3. If you were in a room with CO2 and NaCL what would you be able to do with each of them?

4. Are there any acids that won't hurt you?
5. What purpose does the blood serve?
6. What is the boiling point of water? The freezing point?

7. If a glass is completely filled with ice and water, will it overflow when the ice melts?
.4

8. Why does the moon shine?

9. When a seed germinates, how does it know what direction is up?

,.,

r
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Tit

Occupation Cr,ossword

ObjVCtiVes:

1. To stimulate interest in career:,oriented activities.

Method:

Devise a crossword puzzle in which answers are related to a particular occupation.
The crossword answers might focus on a particular acr9a such as the health field, botany,
zoology, or utilize vocabulary words in a particular chapter of the Work-a-Text.

/Examples:
DOWN

ACROSS

Another name for physician.

'1.

Repairs incisors, molars.

2. Fills the doctor's prescription.

2.

Preserves our natural resources.

3.

Would examine your lens, iris, retina,
cornea.

1.

M

I

D

EINITI I'S

T

0

TIIIOINIIIS

C OIN1S 1E1

T

0 PITII lc lI
R

Title: Job Interview (Role-Playing)
Objectives:
1. To give the student a more realistic idea about the factors involved in choosing a vocation
and securing a position, in that field. He will see the factors involved from both his and
his employer's viewpoint.

Method:
Students aa'Out a job interview. One portrays the personnel manager, the other portrays
the job applicant. The job applicant is instructed to secure information on all aspects
of the job, both positive and negative, while at the same time trying to sell himself
for the job. The personnel manager is to secure as much information as possible about
the applicant's ability and background so that he, May choose between this applicant and
Several others applying for the same position.

3Q3
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Evaluation Sheet
Activity Description

Gener -Evaluatipn
4/

Recommendations for Revisions of the Activity
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Scientc Occupations
Chemistry:

..

This group includes occupations concerned' with research In the chemical and physical
properties-and compositional changes,of substances., Specialization usually occurs in. one or
more branthes of chemistry, such as-organic phemistry, inorganic chemistry, physical
chemistry, analytical chemistry, and biOchemistry. Some of the more specific areas or
fields
elds in which a chemist might work are:Adhesives
Coatings
Detergents
Glass
Paint
Petroleum
Textiles

Plastics
Polymere

Confections

Dairy Products
Preserved Foods

Rubber
Wood

Dyes
.

Cereal
Pharmaceuticals

Sugar
Alcohol
Leather- *

Physics:
This group includes occupations concerned with the investigation of the laws of matter and
energy and their application to problems in such fields as science, engineering, medicine and
industry. Scime of the more specific areas or fields of work in phySics might include:
Accoustics
Atomic Structure
Molecular Structure
_

Electronics

Plasma
Solid State

Electricity

Heat
Light
Mechanics

Magnetism

Nuclear

Theoretical

Geology:
This group includes occupations concerned with the investigation of the composition,
structure, and physical and biological history of the earth's crust and the application of this
knowledge in such fields as archaeology, mining and construction. Typical specializations
include economic geology, historical geology, mineralogy, mining geology, palenontology,
petroleum geology, petrology, physiography; structural geology and subsurface geology.
Some more specific areas or fields in which a geologist might work are:
Engineering
Ground Water
Mining

bil Prospecting
Mineral Prospecting

Mineralogy
Oceanography
Paleontology
Geomagnetics
Glaciologist

Stratigraphy
Geophysics
Geodesy

Hydrology
Seismology
Volcanology

Petrology'

Petroleum

Photogeology

Geomorphology

Soil

Meteorology:
This-- group includes occupations concerned with the investigation of atmospheric phenomena. Typical specializations are synoptic meteorology, climatology, dynamic meteor-.
ologist, physical meteorology. Some specific jobs include:
Synoptic Meteorologist

Hydrograprher

Weather Forecaster
Climatologist

Mt*teorological Aid

Radiosonde Operator
Weather Observer

Map Plotter

3.60
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PhysicalScience:
This group includes occupations relatedtophysicalsciencewhichhaite not been classified
in any other group.

Aerial Photogtaph Interpreter
Quality Control Technical
Photoroptics"Technicians
Gas Teeter'
Soils Tester

Gepgrapher
Control Chemist ,
Laboratory Sampler
Cement Tester
Paint Technician

Agricultural Science:
This group includes occupations concerned with research into problems related to agriculture, horticulture and forestry. Also includes development of improved methods in
cultivation, handling, processing, and storing of products, laild conservation practices,
peat control, landscape planning and related activities.
Crop Scientist
Soil Conservationist
Wool Technologist
Animal Husbandry
Dairy Sciende

Forester

II

Vegetable Grower
Forest Ranger

Fruit Grower
Forest Ecologist
Soil Scientist

Forest Recreation
Timber Manager
Flower Grower

Nurseryman

ForestExaminer

Wood Technologist
Seed Analyst

Biological Sciences;

This group includes occupations concerned with research In t reporduction, growth(
ms
and. development, structure, life process, behavior and claisif ion of living ore
and, the application of findings to the prevention of desease in the maintenance and pro
o i udes investigations into economic utilization
of health in plant and animal life,
or harmful Aspects of specific animals an lants.
1-

Anatomist
Biochemist of
Enzyrpes

Proteins
Steroids
Aquatic Biologist
Cytologist

Psychology:

".

Immunologist

Botanist
Ecologist
Taxonomist .
Entomologist
Geneticist,
Bacteriologist

Parasitologist

L'

Zoologist
Mycologist

Fish Culturalist

,

.

This .group includes occupations concerned with collection interpretation and application
'of scientific data relating to human behavior and mental process.
Child Psychologist
Development Psychologist
Educatidnal psychologist

-

EngineeringPsychologist
Experimental Psychologist
Social Psychblogig:

3 Gf;
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Guidance Counselor
Vocational Counselor
Clinical Psychologist
Industrigl Vsychologist
School Psychologist
Retidende Counselor

Medicine and Health:

.

.
.

This division includes occupations concerned with the health care of humans or animals

'in the fields of medicine, surgery, anddentistry, and in related patient-care areas, such
as nursing, therapy, dietetics, prosthetics, rehabilitation anSI pharmacy. Also included are
.occupations in sanitation, environmental and public health,, and in laboratories and other
health facilities. Manly occupations in this group require lice 'ing or registration to practice
or use a specific title.

Physician
Surgeon
Anesthesiologist

Psychiatrist
Radiologist
;Dentist

Speech Therapist
Hearing Therapist',
Health Officer
Chiropractor
Optometrist
Physical Therapist

Veterinarian
Pharmacist
Nurse
Dietician
Medical Technician.
. Dental Technician

I

G
.
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Veterinary medicine)

The Gentle Doctor

'The Veterinarian

Training center for
mineral engineers

Fish canning operations

A Silver Diploma

Carpers in Oceanography

Salmon- -Catch to Can

_

26 min.

21 min.,

20 min.

28 min.

14 min.

26 min.

and related careers

San Diego Zoo

Operation of a Zoo

14 min.

Career in Chemistry

15 min.

Length

28 min.

Jas.

Astronauts

Subject area and
description

Mission: Oceanography

World

Preparing for Tomorrow's

Stars in Their Eyes

Title

Science Occupations Films

Texaco Inc.
Sales Promotion
P.O. Box 538
Columbus; Ohio 43216

324 Delaware Ave.
OakmOnt, Pa.

Assn. Films, Inc:

Dr. Anton Pegis
Golden, Colorado 80401

Colorado School of Mines

Fourth Naval District
U.S. Naval Base
Philadelphia, PA. 19112

Commandant

Arlington, Virginia 22209

Fish and Wildlife- Serv.'
Bureau of Commercial
1815 Noi-th Fort. Myer Dr.

Aurora, Ill. 60506

Copley Productions
4341 Douner Place

Washington, D.C. 20005

1425_1-I.-Street NW

Farm Film Foundation

Assistant of Pub. Info.
4th Naval District
U.S. Naval Base
Philadelphia, PA. 19112

Dept. Of Navy

St. Louis, Mo. 63125

8900 S. Broadway

Dept. of Air Force

Source

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

NCt

NC

NC,

.Price

Dental school

Your Magic Step to Career
Opportunity

Career in Medicine

Health Careers
Health Careers

Someone You Can Be -Someone You Can Trust

Counter Attack

Horizons Unlimited

Medical' Technologist

Molescular Magic

Probe of atoms and molecules

Dental hygiene

Bright Future

The Challenge of Dentistry

Dietary research

Toward the Victory of Health

Day of Judgement- Pharmacy Recruitment

ti

Forest management- operation, restoration ;
wildlife

The Endless Forest

29 min.

29 min.

29 min.

14 min.

30 min.

28 min.

7

27 min.

14 min.

24 min.

28 min.

22 min.

Agricultural research

A Time'of Searching

Length

26 min.

Subject area and
description

Tommy Looks at Carders
in Chemistry

Title

r

1/4

ft-

Modern Talking Pictures

Modern Talking Pictures

Smith Kline and French Lab
Film Center
1500 Spring Garden Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19101

Washingtoh, D.C. 20038

in Medical Technology
1501 New Hampshire Ave. NW

National Comm. for Careers

Modern Talking Pictures

American Dental Assoc.

American Dental Assoc.
Bureau of A-V Service

Bureau of A-V Service
211 E. Chicago Ave,
Chicago, III. -60611

Modern'Talking Picture,

Eli Lilly and Co.
A-V Film Library
P.O. Box 618
.
Indianapolis, Ind. 46206

Modern Talking Pictures

Modern Talking Pictures
2218 Euclid Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44115
Phone 621-9469

Public elations Dept.
Akron, Ohio 44138

Source

BF Gich Co.

Science Occupations Films (Continued-)

NC

NC

NC

. NC

NC.

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

Price

Search

Jobs in Atomic Energy

Time for Living

,

Lab research

World Health

Radiologist

Light in the Shadows:
Story of X-Ray

Careers in Bacteriology

Flower Arranging

Miracle of Flowers

'

Tour_of medical research lab

Plant Research

A Story With No End

*The Leak Thieves

Electrophoresis
thromotography research

Laboratory of the Body

Subject area and
description

Lala Team Woikers

_

In a Nedieal Lab

Title
.

m

22 min.

13 min.

28

.

20 min.

21 min.

14 min.

29

'

27 min.

28 min....

28 min.

Length
_

r

980Q S. Cabs Ave.

Argonne, Ill. 60439

U.S. Atomic Energy Comp.
Chicago, Oper. Office

Modern Talking Pictures

Becton Dickson & Co,

Attn. Mr. Allen Dyleski
Advertising, Manager.
Rutherford, N.J. 07070

DuPont DeNemours
Motion Pictures Section
Advertising Department
1007 Market Street
Willmington, De1.4 19898

Joe E. Sanders
'
Film Library
808-43rd. Street lir-eit\
Bradenton, Florida

Modern Talking Pictures

Smithsonian Institute
A-V Service
Office of Public Affairs
Museum of History and Technology
T.V. Studio
Washington, D.C. 20560

Modern Talking Pictures

Medical Tech.

Gen. Motors Corp,,
Pub, Rel. Staff
Film Library
.1
----e"-Gen. Moto . Building
Detroii,
5an 48202

4.

Source

Nat. Corn, for Career in

Science Occupations Films (Continued)

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC

NC.

NC

NC

NC:

Price

'amide Occup-ationalltiefsliablistred.by_ChranicJA_Guidance
Publications; Ine.F;Nroraviai-New-York

e

01 - Engihaering
002 Aeronautical
003 Electridal, Technicians, Radio and TV Technicians
006. Ceramic
008 Chemical'
010 Mining and Petroleum
011 Metallur.gist and Metallurgical
013 Agricul
015 Nuclear

r.........

02-- Physical Science
'...
021 AstrOnomeis
,-,
022 Chemists, ChemistryAe Technicians
..
Q2 'Rhysicists
0.24 Geologist, Geophysicist, Oceanographer
025 Meteorologist, Technician
026 Lab tester
.
Lab technician
. ''Geograpber

.t
.

4

...
,

-

,

04 - Life Science
,

if

040 -Agiloultural Scientists
Dairy Science
Agronomy
Soil Science and Conservatidn
ForesteiHorticulturist
Animal Husbandry

t

041 Fisheries
Pharmacologist.
Biologist and Microbiologist
Biochemist
Entomologist
Zoologist
Food Tochnologist
Fish and Wildlife Conservation
045 Psychologist
Ochool Psychologist
Guidance Counselor!
'Rehabilitation Counselor
-

c

07 - Medical and Health

f

'gated Fields

70 Physicians mid Surgeons

Psychiatrist
071 Osteopath
og2 Dentist
073 Veterinarian ,

-074 Pharmacist

J
.

37i
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075 Nurses'

.
-

.

078 Medical and Dental Technologist'
X-Ray Technician
Medical Laboratory Assistants
Medical Technician
Dental Hygienist
Radiologic Technician

079 Chiropractor ,

o
%,

Medical Assistant
Practical Nurse
Sanitarian
Speech Pathologist and Audiologist
Podiatrist
Physical Therapist
Health Physicist and Technician
0.rtliopedics
Occupational Therapist
Dental Ass4stant
Occupational Therapy Assistant
Optometrist)
Dental Lab-Vechnician

193 Radio Operators
194 So
19

d Technicians

Aviation - pilots, navigators, traffic controller

420 Farmer
712 Optician (Instrument Technician)
75{) Radio and TV. Technicians

36?
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Science

Careers in Denistry, Meterology, and Pollution Control'
These units are representative examples on how to introduce three science
related career topics.
-

Science

f

Careers in Dentistry
I. Purpose
Reginald H. Sullen of the Council on Dental Education has stated, "As 'a division of
health service dealing directly with the teeth and all oral tissues, and indirectly with the
entire body, dentistry is today a profession ofintellectual and scientific stature."

II. Objectives
1. To acquaint students with the careers in dentistry.

2. To become familiar with the education and special training necessary for a varidty
of careers in the dental field.

3. To gain insight into the advantages and disadvantages of a career in dentistry.
III. Activities
1. Have free and inexpensive materials dealing withcrentistry available for the clasp to
read.

a. "Careers inDentistry""is a 17-page booklet that deals with dental careers dental
aptitude, educational programs, financing an education, and some conclusions about
dentistry.

b. "Careers in Dental Hygiene" is a four-page brochure about dental hygiene.
.2. Ask several students to talk with their dentists and the dentists' assistants about
their jObs and rep rt to the clas,s.

3. Select several ,groups of students to act out scenes that Might relate to dentistry
(with costumes if possible).

a. Dental assistant checking a person's teeth ,in the office.
b. Dentist extracting a tooth from a frightened child.

c. Dentist pr his assistant visiting a classroom of first graders to talk about dental
care and how to brush teeth.

d. A dentist talking with a high school student about a career in dentistry.

4. Ask students, to list the advantages and disadvantages of a career in dentistry. Com
pare list to other careers in' he medical field.

368
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Sciencg

Meteorolegist
I. Purpose
Most people are familiar with the weather forcist which is a direct result of the work'
of 'a meteorologist, but relatively few appreciate the effort that goes into it. The purpose
of this unit is to familiarize students with the importance of the meteorologist's job, the
;
qualifications and skills he must possess, and other pertinent information.
II. ObjectiVes
1. To appreciate the importance of meteorology as it relates' to our society.

'2.420 understand through an activity how meteorologists collect and interpret data in
order to make weather maps and forecasts.

3. To impress on students the importance of neatness and accuracy in addition to the
various types of skills related to this job, e.g., mathematics and communications.
4, To become familiar with the varietiof meteorological tasks along with the benefits
and disadvantages of working in this field.

-

III. Activities
o

1. A brief general discussion should be conducted with students emphasizing the importance of meteorology. Questions should be posed, such as:

a. How would our lives be different if there Were no meteorologists?
F.

b. How rheteorology started as a Stiencel.(Most textbooks have, unit on meteorology
and will provide a number of examples of how human activity is affected by
weather.)
Z. Have each student (or a small group of students) collect and interpret weather data.
a. Record weather information on map.
,.

/

b. Temperatures and,pressures should be wriften on, the map beside the,, proper
t

.

1.--

station.

.

__ ,

.

,

A
c. Wind direction (the direction the wind is ccmaint from) should be indicated on the
map by the tail of the arrow. The number of barbs may indicate the speed of the
wind; however, it is not essential in this activity.

.,,

-

.

r

d. Locate, the station with the lowest pressure Aid wnite a large "L" over it. This is
the center of the low pressure area. A cold front starts at the center of the low
pressure area. A.dold front starts at the center of the low pressure and lies, along
the ling which separates the stations where winds shift from southwest to northwest
and where there is a decrease,in temperatures.
4
,

the lov,! and lies where winds shift from east to smithe. A warm front also starts at th

.east and temperatures rise. Indicate the point with the highest pressure with a
large-"H."
N
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.

.

f. -Problem: Assume that the high and low pressure systems move eastward at a rate
of UM itilea- perdaythe_cOld_front.anriHave each student predict weather conditions for a pexicTd-of 24 hours at various
Allegliet stations.
II

-

3. Using the weather maps, students could also do the following activities.

a. Draw the isobars or isotherms (one or the other, but not both) on the map.
b. Using the relative humidity table, give, the wet bulb readings at various stations
and have students calculate the humidities.
c. If weather instruments are available, have students demonstrate the uses of these
instruments and make local forecasts based on observations.
4. Following the activities, hold general class discussion on what it would be like to be
a meteorologist. The discussion should include salaries and educational requirements.
a

A

Science

Pollution Control
I. Purpose
Pollution control has become a public,concern i At one time, people thought that the seat,
land, and sky could ,never be so ruined that man ould not urvive. However, as our nation
and other's have advanced, these resources have become m e and more polluted.

II. Objectives
1. To acquaint students with various forms of pollution.

2. To make students aware of some of the attempts to clean up our environment.
3. To acquaint students with some of the jobs available in the area of pollution control.'

4. To allow Students to particigate in some activities which are similar to those performed by persons engaged in pollution control.

III. Activities

1

1, This lesson should be used in conjunction, with'Section Seven - Man and' Nature"
(pages 132-157) in the text Interaction of Man andlthe Biosphere

2. Hold several environmental hearings in the class as suggested in "Investigation
7.3," pages 155-157.
a. Select several cases from the list provided. Thele`cases Should exist in the Toledo
area.
;A

.f

b. Select ,students to play the roles of judge, defense attorney, prosecuting atrney,
witnesses for each side of the case, and the jury.
3'70
.
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c.--Eacilattgnie.Y1110,11dPmes_ent his case,_ calling witnesses, (Each student _should
researc. h his pas un_priur to the presentat1on.)
A

d. Allow the jury to meet and discuss the case and present their decisions to the
judge.

e. Select a different set of students for the various roles in the cases.
.

f. Sample list of topics follows.

3. Have students study the various types of pollution in the Toledo area as suggested
in "Investigation 7.2" pages 143-146.
a. Divide the class into small groups and assign a form of pollution to be studied to
each group.

r

(1) chemical pollution
(2) heat pollution
(3) noise pollution \(4) solid-waste pollution (trash and garbage)

b. Each group should prepare a list of things that contribute to that type of pollution
(other pollution categories can be included).
.

c. Try to determine where the pollution is coming from.
&IC Study local newspapers and determine what is being done in the local community

to end pollution.

e. The above information should be compiled and presented in chart form to the rest
of the class.
f. ,Compare group reports.
(1) which form of pollution is most serious in Toledo?
(2) which forms of pollution have been reduced?
(3) which problems have been mosteglected?

(4) what can groups (such as students) do to help reduce pollution,in Toledo?

4. Using the charts prepared by the class, figure the E.Q.R. (environmental quality
rating) of Toledo.

i

a. Start with 100 points. If the community has no pollution, the score 100. If the
pollution is mild, the E.Q.R. is between 90 and 99. If the pollution is moderate,
the E.Q.R. is between 80 and 89. If the E.Q.R. is below 80, the community has a
mt.
severe problem.'

4
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DAYTON
Social Studies

From Craftsman to Factory Worker

This unit demonstrates a relationship between history and modern-day

employment practices and includes a good career concepts.

Subject: Social Studies
Topic: From Craftsman to Factory Worker
Grade: 7
Time: One Week

Objective:
Pupil will become aware:
1. Of the change that the Industrial Revolution brought upon the civilized world.
2. Of the jobs offered in factories 'today that formerly were done by hand by craftsmen.
Rationale:

Students should realize that prior to the Middle Ages and the advent of the Industrial
%volution human needs were fulfilled directly by the individual. He grew his own food,

nrade his own shelter, and clothed hinself. In this lesson the student can relate which
jobs initially done by hand are now done by machines in factories.

Initial Experience: .
1. Have students list all of the crafts 'common to the Middle Ages--bootery, blacksmith,
silversmith, tailor,, glover, fishmongers.
2. List next to these the jobs comparable to them today (jobs related to a shoe store, gas
station, clothing store, supermarket).
3. Have the students
banners of the Medieval Guilds relating to each occupation.
.
Developmental Experience:
1. How did one get a job in the Middle Ages =-Apprentice.system:

ml

a. be an apprentice (explain).
b. Be a journeyman (explain).

c. Become a master craftsman (explain).
2. How does one go about getting a job today?
a. Fill out a job application form.
b. Read carefully a prepared sheet on making resumes. ,\
c. Role-play on different things not to do at a job interview.
,
d. List all of the perAdnal and educational qualifications needed for each student's
specific job interest.

3. Bring in as many antiques as possible to show students the various crude instruments
of long ago.

4. Films,

Ht
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c
--Subjeet: Soria' Studies
rope: isuitetm Board
Grade:
Time:

Objective:
..)

For the stu dents to create a bulletin board on any topic they choose by assigning jobs
needed in the completion of the project.

Rationale:
To allow the student to use his creativity. and imagination in making the board and his
logic in dividing the workers into various jobs.

Initial Experience:

0.1

Tell the students they are to make a bulletin board. The subject may be the current
topic of the class or any current events idea. Explain that the students are to divide the94

labor involved and begin to develop the job.

Developmental Experience:
The students decide, as a group, what the topic and outlay of their board will be. They
will assign such jobs as:
1. Board Co-ordinator
2, Fashion Designer
3. Photographer

4. Artist
5. Construction Engineers and any other job they feel is necessary

Culminating Experience:
. The students will put their work on a bulletin board.

Enriching Experiences:
Encourage the use of camera and drawings to communicate the message of the bulletin
board.

378
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DAYTON
Social Studies
Negro (Black) Higtoiy
Negro (Black) History is a sample of using_ history to give. students experiences in the affective domain.
,

7,

Subject: Social Studies
Topic: Negro (Black) History
Grade: 6-7-8
Time: 6 Weeks

Objective:
Students of all backgrounds will become aware:

1. Of self; of a feeling of dignity and integrity;

2. Of the multi-faceted heritage of the Negro-American;
3. Of the murtitudinbus contributions of the,Negro-American to America;

4. Of the precious quality of individual and social freedom.

Rationale:
The general feeling of "I'm a Negro and black and will never amount to much anyway"
r,uns deep in the minds of Negro-American children. Most "careers" have been open to the
Negro race for less than twenty years. Even education was a closed option until 1954. This
unit will be used not merely to acquaint the Negro-American child of the many careers open
to him now, by acquainting him withthe struggles of successful Negroes, but to teach respect
and responsibility, as well.

Initial Experience:
1. Introduce the concept of individual and social freedom (blind freedom/responsibility
freedom), by defining each term on board, discussing it freely, writing a single page
on: "I think freedom is. . . ."
2. Students read and discuss "The Declaration of Independence:4'776."

3. ShOw film In Search of a Past, (53 min. color) from The Xerox Education Division Film
Library. Discuss and summarize.
p

Developmental Experience:
1. List 50 common careers in America; students and teachers cooperate, write on board;
students keep notebodk on daily lesson.

2. List at least one Negro-American, who has been successful in each of these careers,
using:
4111,

a. The remaindepf Xerox series Of Black America, 16 mm.
b. John F. Kennedy's "1963 Civil Rights speech," 33-1/3 rpm record.

41%

a.--AdventUrelegr-o-13

-

d. "Hisioriot-the-Black-Man" by

Alexander, -33---.11_3_rpm_r_er-ord.

e. Books: Before the Mayflower-by Lerone Bennett, Jr.; From Slavery to Freedom by
Jobn Hope Franklin; Striving o Overcome by Margaret Peters; Black Power Revolt
by Floyd B. Barbour; The American Negro (with wall chart and teacher's guide) by
McRae & Blocker; Blacks in America Theri and Now by Edgar A. Toppin; The Negro
in American Life by Wade; Negro Builders and Heroes by Brawley; World's Great
Men of Color by Rogers; Africa's Gift to America by Rogers; The Negro in America
by Larry Cuban; The Free and the Brave by Henry F. Graff; A&ecial Bravery by
Johanna Johnston; The Black People of Africa by Dennis; The Child's Story of the
Negro by Jane D. Shackelford.

Culminating Kxperience:
1. Production and presentation of school play depicting the history of the Negro-American;

2. Panel of speakers, both Negro and Caucasian, from a cross-section of the community,
outlining the careers presently avaikple.

I.
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ORRVILLE
So_ciaLStudies_

Oil-vibe clearly' illustrates how the popular Textbook topics in eighth-grade
social studies interlock with career concepts.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
U. S. History
Objectives

Unit I - America Changes from Wilderness to Colonial Empire
Unit II - Dissatisfaction and Rebellion Inspire a New Kind of Government

Unit III - The American Eagle Tries Its Wings

Unit V - The Union Breaks Apart and' ends More Strongly

---J

Unit VI - The Wide Open Spaces are Filled
Unit VII - Americans, Build for a Complex Future
I

Unit IX - America Pnrticipate's in the Problems oIf the World
Unit X - America Flourishes ima Shrinking Worl
Geography

Unit I - A View of the World

Unit II - The Earth - A Good Place to Live
Unit III

Man - Jack-of-All-Trades

Unit IV - Society, -'Where the Action Is
Unit V --Outlook for Tomorrow

a

Appendix
°

Appendix A - Combined LaboratOry EAperiences and Supplementary Academic

Materials Listings

1.

.

-

Field Trip

Other Laboratory Experiences
III. , Supplementary Academic Materials

Testing and Guidance Prograrh

ok.

U.S. History
nit-I----Ifnerie-a-Changes-fram-Wilderness

to Colonial Empire.
*The units in, this Program represent the units of the textbook which could be used.

.00

Related Behavioral Objectives
1. Be able to list and explain five pieces of colonial furniture.
2. Be able to list thrbe jobs involving interior design.
3. Explain .simplicity of colonial, interior design to modern design.

4. Be able to draw colonial rooms of furniture. (Show functional layout.)

5. Be able to state one function of interior design and understand the importance of interior
design through historical perspective.

Procedure
1. Discuss the correlation between colonial life an the designs of their homes. Show how all
item' are functional.
2. Discuss how colonial design reflects English an i French -decor.

3 Talk about the contrasts between colonial and modern design

d relate advancements in

design.

Activities
1. Show slides depicting colonial furniture.

2. Repoits dealing with interior designing.
,3. Show slides depicting colonial and modern design.

4. Make drawings of colonial rooms to reflect the pioneer way of life (functional).
5. ,Design own room to suit personal tastes. Display along with posted information on interior
design.

Resources

...

.

$

1. Basic text: One *Nation Indivisible: Landis Hell r and Norris Patter, Charles Merrill.
Books, Inc. 1966.

.

1

2.ti Slide Presentation
,

3. Source books
a. Colonial Living_by Edwin Tunis

p. Great Historic Places by American Heritage
c. Book of Interior`Decoration by Ladies Home Journal
377
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Unit,11 - Dissatisfaction and Rebellion

nspire- a

overnmen

ew-

Related Behavioral Objectives
1. Be able to understand th4 requirements and qualifications for the presidency by listing
these.
2. Develop an attitude of respect for the presidency by naming reasons why this ideal should
exist.

.

3. Understand the basic changes in the presidency from colonial days to the present through
a list of comparisons.
,
4. Cite the reasons for the development of the cabinet.
5. Given a list of cabinet positions the student should identify six (and state their functions).

Procedure
1. Prepared worksheet for the 'readings and reports.
2. Discuss the biographical sketches and readingS.

3. Establish a procedure for constructing the presidential cabinet poster.
4. Show film The American Presidency.
Activities .

1. Write biographical sketches of several early presidents and their opponents.
2. Readings on the daily routines and tasks of the presidency.
V

3. Fill out answers, to worksheet on presidential changes.

4. Construct a class- poster picturing each. cabinet member and his responsibility, with
'groups of students explaining each one. Also include a brief biographical sketch of
- each cabinet member:
Resources

ti

1. Film The American Presidency
2. A Day in the Life of the President by James Bishop

3. TheGlorious Burderkby Stefan Lora.nt
I.

4. American Heritage books on the presidency

5. Record "The Invention of the Presidency: An American Heritage-Record"
A

.3178

11,

-

1,

TheAmericaxt_ Eagle Tries'

Its Wings

C

Related Behavidral Objectives

. ,,

*c

.

.

1. Compare transportation systems from the capal era to modern systems by charting the
advancements.

.

.

.

-

2. Be able to identify various occupations
involved in modern highway construction.
..,
3. Develop an awareness of the relationship between modern highway construction and safety
standards by explaining, several of these.
.
,,,'
.
,

.

in a recept auto
4. Develop 'an awareness of highway safety by, citing
examples. (as observed ....
t.

Jr

'trip).

.

Procedure
1. Procure film from library,

,

(

'I Give suggestions for creating posters.
,

..,

3. Class discussion of trip reports.

1-

4: Divide clasp into groups concerning either.old road
work, Modern highway construction,
.
or accidents.

Activities
1. Present Movies on Chicago,
2. Posters comparing the construction of the first turnpikdto construction of modern roads.

3. Write a brief description of a recent auto trip listing as many safety features as posSible.
4. Poster's showing auto accidents.

Additional Activities
1. Distribute and discuss pamphlets on civil engineers and related highway careers on file in school guidkIce office. "America's Future Belongs tothe trigineer."

Resources
°

-1. Film A Trip from Chicago:
-

`

2; Filmstrip c*Ove4ng road building and early canals.

A

3- Film Careers in Construction (Ohio Contractor's Associati6n: 50 N. 3rd; Columbus, Ohio).
,

Contractors Association).
4, Slide presentation "Training in 'Construction (Ohio
0
,
.
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Unit V - The Union Breaks Apart and
.

Ik:4nds More Strong

.
ti

Related Behavioral Objectives

1. Relate the role of acting and the theater to. historical happenings by citing specific

_

examples

2.Afte-rshicyingabouttheater_opgrationsthe student
will be able to identify three workers
_
and their tasks.

3. Lit several training ,procedures involved in preparation for the acting profession.
4. By studying the music of the era, define how these affected.or explained the historical
4) happenings.

.

Procedure
1. Otder movie from Ideal Picture Catalog listed under resources.
2. Organize a simulation game on President Lincoln's assassination.

3. Print out copies of Civil War Era songs for study.

Activities
1. Reports on what the theter was saying about the root calises of the Civil War.
2. Simulation Game: The Assassination of.President:Lincoln by J.W. Booth.

3. Study the music and lyrics of the historical era under study.

Resources
1. Records a, "The Sounds of History. - The Union Sundered"

b. "Burl Ives presents America's Musical, Heritage."
c. "Walt Whitman - Eyewitness to the Civil War."

d. Film The Prince of Players, Ideal Picture Catalog ($32.50)

.

38i-J
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Unit VI - The Wide Open spaces are Filled
Related Behavioral Objectives
Be able-to list and explain five separate Jobs in the factory.

Establish respect for each job in the assembly line by listing each and its function:

----P--"mlar--etheLadustr-ial---la-Youring-theWilattal- Revolution to frioc

day design by drawing several-of these.
4. Develop an awareness of the birth of the Anierican educational system by" lief-rig Many of
the 'causes for it.
5. Develop a respect for the changes in education from the one-room theory to modern
concepts by citing many of the changes.
6. Be able to state,the major qualifications for six teaching or related areas.
7. Create listings citing the need for education in our complex society.
8. Cite examples of the tariaiid rbles.assumed by educators in assisting students.
.

,

Procedure

.

.

1. Organize field trip to a local industry. Explain tbe,assembly line.
2. Establish format for posters.
3. Develop the concept of the modern large complexschool trying to solve all learning problems.
4. Organize dramatization as a tour of the school showing background and tasks of the
employees. Have students portray various school vocations. Prepare a list of questions
which each student must answer about the role he is assuming. The questions should relate to the individual educational careers.(i.e, qualifications, duties, training).

Activities
1. Field trip to an industrial factory.
.2. Posters showing . factories during the Industrial Revolution. Posters showing modern
individual plants.

3. Select some product which is produced by assembly line. Draw or produce the sequence
of axenibly and explain the Significance of each job.
4. Dramatization - have students role.-play the era of the one-robin school house. Have a
second group role-play the many different types of teaching and related vocations: guidance, work .coordinator, speech specialist, school nurse, 'curriculum developer, coach,
problem learner teacher, A.V. directbr, administration, visiting teacher, classroom teacher teacher aides, paraprofessionals.
'5. Explain and use handouts depicting the slevelOpment and ,goals of career education as
,
developed. by the Orrville Career Education Comittee.
.6, Simulation experience using the "Cootie Game" to establish the objectives of the assembly line {any related game could. be used).
7. ,Contact indiVidual about careers in rubber industry.

liesourc'es
,1. Name of industrial plant.
Career Education booklet.
a. Handout sheet - Ohio's Career Development Continuum.
4. Film Industrieis- for the Future,
381
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Unit VII - Americans Build for a Complex Future
Related Behavioral Objectives
1. Given a list'of city governmental officials, the student can identify five by name.
2. Given a list-Of dutie-sof citY.911isiali.- the student will be able to list three althea:J:3f Path
and explain their importance.

3, List and explain the general training and requirements of city officials.

4. Explain reasons for citizen involvement in the city governmental planning procedures.
5. List ways in which the average citizen is affected by city council decisions.

Procedure
1. Contact various city officials about class visitations.

2. Organize field trips to various city agencies.
3. Contact mayor about students visiting city council meeting.
4. Organize a mock city council meeting.

Activities
1. Bring various city officials into class.

2, Field trip to various city agencies (city hall, municipal plant, iost office, telephone
company, sewage).

3. Have students visit a city council meeting.
4.

4. Hold a mock council meeting,
1

5. Create posters depicting cause and effect relationships between council decisions and the
public realm.

Resources
1. Film Democracy; Your Voice Can Be Heard. B2313 (Kent State Film $5.00, 20 min.)

Unit IX America Participates- in the
,Problems of the World
..

Related Behavioral Objectives
.

1. State causes and effects of unemployment and Ow.- eednomy.
,..

.

2. List programs established by the government which have created careers for many
individuals,

3. Understand the scope and requirements of civil service careers by listing many of them.
4. Indicate the role of the independenty egulatory agencies in keeping our economy and society
stable by explaining the functions of each one under study.
.

5. Develop an awareness and respect for military careers by listing and explaining many of
I
these.

Procedure
f

1. Prepare a transparency cover* the problems of unemployment.

2. Procure a copy of a civil service exam to give to the students. (Most bookstores -have
paperback sample copies.)
3. Contact civil service personnel about visiting class.

4. Set up visit by military recruiter.
5. Procure film dealing with the U.S. military.
.

Activities

.o

1. Using charts or transparencies indicate the causes and effects of unemployment on the
economy.

2. Give a sample civil service test to the class.
.

3. Get some civil service personnel to come to class (postal employees, welfare workers).',

4. Have a military recruiter speak to the class; rePioduce hand-outs or class.
5. Show a movie concerning military opportunities.

.

6. Make poster. and have groups of students list jobs, especially unusual ones. On the poster

choose group, with the most jobs and the most unusual jobs to show scope of jobs.

Resources
1. Films. There are films concerning all branches of the military in the free film catalog,

386.
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Unit X - America Flourishes in a Shrinking World
Related Behavioral Objectives
1. Explain some of the effects of mass media on the Americp.n public.

2. Given the media of radio, TV and newspapers, have the, students identify two careers in
each media.

.3. Be able to understand the inner workings of each media area with special consideration
to those careers which often go unnoticed by explaining their functions.
4. Be able to draw an organizational sequence to either a radisk TV or newspaper production
showing all the jobs involved.
,

5. Given a general outline, the silents must prepare either a radio or TV show, or a front
page newspaper.

6. Be able to identify four major problems facing today's American city and possible solutions,

7. Be able to identify two jobs which would involve elimination ofurban problems.

Procedure
1. Develop the concept of urbanization and the problems growing out of this happening.
Relate the role of government from the Industrial Revolution to present times in attempt-_
frig projects of urban, renewal (i.e., Progressive Era, New Deal, and Urban Renewal).
2. Create a survey quiz pertaining to the viewing of TV.
"3.

If live commercials are to be given, obtain the use of the video-tape machine to show these.

4. Make slides or transparencies of headlines for class discussion.
,,t

5. Obtain filmstrip from A.V. center at high school..

Activities
1. Study headlines from newspapers, radio and TV reports to study the use of propaganda.
p

2. Survey, quiz dealing with the influence of TV.

3. Draw or design an advertisement layout, or create 'i line commercial.
4. Video 'tape a radio or TV program done by the students.

5. Have students prepare a front page headline.
6. Show filmstrip and Wmtl*aling with cities.
... ..,
\ '
'
Resources
40S'
41;111V
1. Filmstrip Problerne4the Cities
s

2. Movies
The Cities:, A City Is to Live In
The Tenement
--"".4

4

3 8 (i)
3 84.
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Geography
,

Unit I - A View of the World

,

*The units m this program represent the units of the textbook v;oiicch could be used.

Related Behavioral'Objectives
1. Be able to list and explain the techniques used in map making.
.

.

2. Draw and explain the use of longitudinal and latitudinal lines.

3. List several skills needed in preparation for a career in map making.

4. List the variety of ways in which maps can be used in our daily lives and business:
Procedure
1. Discuss neighborhood 'maps.

2. Class discussion on longitudinal and latitudinal lines.
3. Obtain maps of Orrville from Chamber of Commerce.
4. Worksheet indicating the different types of mapgavailaryle or in use.
`Activities

1. Have students create maps indicating the general area'of their neighborhood Using scale
and correct proportions.

2. Draw maps involving longitude and latitude. Write map coordinates using the above
mentioned lines to depict various cities in the local neighborhood.

3. Design a color' code for various land features and buildings. (p. 490 - Text: Man and His
World)

4. Using maps of Orrvifle color in business and industrial plants and then determine future
sites for business or industrial developments.
5. Have students draw or collect as many different types of maps as possible.

Resources
1. Textbook: Man and His World by James O'Hern, Silver Burdett Coinpany, 1972.

2. Map Masters from A. V. center.

.

3.. Maps of Orrville from Chanibter of Commece Office.
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Unit II - The Earth - A Good Place to Live
Itebted Behavioral Objectives

1

.

1. List different data compiled by meteorologists in predicting weather.
2. "List requirements and skills needed to be a meteorologist.
3. Be able to point out ways in which weather forecgging is relaTalErthe airline.- industry.
navigators, and-air traffic controTle-ts insist
4. List ways in which such personnerals
work.together for the safety of all.
5. Cite scientific and mathematical skills involved in air travel as performed by, the above
mentioned personnel.
6. List and explain ways in which farm extension work can and has helped to alleviate and
eliminate certain problems affecting the farming population (i.e., the dust bowl region).
7. Cite four programs operated by the national or state agricultural departments which aid
the farmer.

_-

Proedvre
1. Discuss the difference'between climate and weather.
2. Make transparencies of newspaper weather maps and discuss in class.
3. Draw up plans for the weather Malts.
4. Procure the films for the unit.
5..Contact a Weal pilot.
6. Contact a farm bureau representative.

.ctivities

r

1. Using weather maps from the newspaper have students study the various weather factors
and then make predictions as to future weather happenings.
2. Create a weath& chart depietirig+empeeature, barometric pressure, cloud coverage and
types, wind direction, precipitation, and have students s elected to log this data twice daily.
3. Using another chart correlate the data between the.various observations to see if any
trends seem apparent."
4. More advanced students could use the data collected for the Orrville area and make their
own weather prognostications.
Call You. (Ken State
5. Show the film The Air Traffic Controller, Don't Call
University)
6. Use a local pilot to talk to class about the various skills and communications involved
in. air travel and related careers.
7. Show the film Down on the Farm.
8. Contact a farm bureau worker .who_could explain programs designed to aid farmers.
Resources
17 Kent State University film AC2838 (9 min. -.$5.00)
2. A. V. center - Jr. High
3. Farm Bureau
386.
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Unit III.- Man - Jack-of-All-Trades
Related Behavioral Objectives
4.1

1. Given the factors of growing world.p6ulation and reducing amounts of produCtive land,
have students explain the importance of alterdative food sources in the future.

- 2.. List The various products which can-be manufactured from a tree.

.

3. Given a list of ;wood products, list and explain several careers involved In each.

4. By taking a visit to' a food processing plant the students should list at least three individual jobs and explain each one (i.e., one non-skilled, one tecluifct.1; and one office
c'aree'r).

Procedure
1. Organize cla.4s into.groups for food lists.

2. Discuss and sample, if possible, the meals of the future.
3. Contact horticulturist about speaking to class.
4. Discuss the wood processing field and set up tour or slide presentation.
5. Discuss the food proceibing industry and set up tour.

Activities
1. Divide the class into various continents. Have. each one compile a list of the most common
,,
foods of that region.

2. ,Have the students design a meal using new sources of food. Bring in as many samples
.'
.
as can be procurred,,
.
'
f

A'

3: Guest speaker frorti greenhouse to explaikthe field of hortiplture.
4. Have another group compile a listing of foods of the future. -,
,,-

5. Draw a large poster of .a free. Cut out various pictures Of wood products and place these
around the,.tree. Exlain each product and the 'career related to each.
6. Field trip to, view wood processing.

7. Using such ppoducts as meats, vegetables, milk, cereal, and bread, have the class draw
the processing, procedure of each indicating the careers involved:
.,
a

8. Visit good ptocessing:plant.

Resources,
1. Local gieenhouse plants.
a

2. Wood processing operation.

.
I*

'-

Unit IV - Society - Where the Action Is
Related Behavioral' Objectives

1. To appreciate the advances in transportation by citing changes in cars, railroads, and
planes from canal era to future prospects.

studeiirre-th-

2.. Given_a. view of ..alactory producing transportation equipment, the
list and explain three jobs observed (list both skilled and unskilled- careers).

3. Identify the various ways in which transportation affects our daily lives.

4. By studying the delivery systems of the airlines and railroads, list several jobs invol4ed
in each (i.e., 'brakemen, baggage men, flagmen, conductors).

Procedures
1. Organize poster work or slide presentation on transportation changes.
2. .Obtain films fforn A.V. center.

3. Set up four atlocal factory (should involved transportation equipment).

4. Discuss services we receive from transportation.
5. Discuss the student papers on

transportation of goods.

Activities
1. Create posters or a slide presentation on transportation 'changes.
2. Show films From Kitty Hawk to Jumbo Jet and The Automobile irk America. Also available is the film The Flight of Apollo 15.

3. Tour a local factory producing transportation equipment or view slides of this.

4. Draw posters indicating various products and services Ve receive Dy,some means of
transportation.

,

5. Write up the various steps and jobs involved in getting some product to Orrville from
4

California by plane and by train.

Resources
1. A.V. center.

2. Local factories.

3

'Unit V - Outlook for Tomorrow
Related behavioral Objectives
1. Explain the cause and effect relationship between industrial plants and ecological problems.
so, cite one local example.
Ligt-thre sPeCific Ways iridustry pollutes the environment.

3. Giv.en the e problems of indUstrial pollution, cite several jobs created by industries to
solve thes

Procedures
1,, Obtain films and/or filmstrips dealing with ecology.
.

2. Contact spe er from local industry.

Activities
1. View film Cle. Town U.S.A.
'2. View filmStrip

olo

: Can Man and Nature Co-exist?

3. Have speaker w o is involved in euvironme tal protection. (Have speaker stress the
importance of ma taining industrial productio 116 ing out the many careers it creates.)
Resources
1. A.V. center.

2. Local factory;
I4
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PARMA
Typing
This unit has integrated careers With the development of a skill. Integrating the
careers should serve as a vehicle to,,make this skill more r-ele-VInt for the student.

DescriptimnittU rerson

yping

u en an

eac ing I sec Ives

"7=

Personal typing .is a one semester, 18-week study offered primarily to eightkgraders,
but each 'class does include a few ninth-grade students, and is composed of both boys and
girls. Personal typing is an elective course and is chosen for many individual reasons.
a

.

It is the only elective business education course offered to the junior high schooYstudent in
the Parma City School System.

The primary objectives of all personal typing students is learning to operate the typewriter competently; therefore, the first eight weeks of class time each semester will be

devoted to learning basic typewriting manipulative skills.

The personal typing course of study objectives are designed to:
1. Develop an adequate skill ability of net words a minute;
2.-4Ciquaint the student with the proper basic manipulative skills.
.

,Z

Acquaint the student with the proper typed form of personal busines's letters, outlines,
book reports, manuscripts, tabulated materials, rough draft, composition at the
typewriter, and proofreader's marks.

Comment: The student who accomplishes these objectives in class in one semester m t ap -,
ply himself in an above average, highly concentrated mgmer. With the exception of re earth
study for the career manuscript no homevatork is assigned,

Career Orientation Obje4tiires
Since personal typing, is the only business education course offered at Pleasant Valley
Junior High, the decision was made to inform the typing student about a wide variety of

careers in manY.occupational areas.
To mottivate and interest the boys, an approachthat involvec the whole business education
career poissibilities will hopefully be a more successful learning experience. The suggestion
is frequently, made to the class that ien though they ma3t not be personally and individually
involved in working as a secretary, they will all at one time or another contact or cooperate
with mpny employees, perhaps their own, working at that career. Even a cursory knowledge
of that,,person's duties and qualifications will benefit their cooperative endeavors.
To achieve the dual objectives of skill development' and career orientation in the ti e
available necessitak.e,s. using teaching methods and lessOn planning that combine typingd
career information.

Career orientation studies will be concentrated into the latter half of the semester on a
daily lesson plan pattern developed by the following means: timed writings about careers,

a career manuscript, career ready reference list, and word games, movies if time and
facilities are available.. 390
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Career information developed in this manner will give the student reference sources about

a wide variety of careers and asp'ecific, definitive study of the career of his choice in the
area of busineSs education.

Individual student involvement (career manuscript) ;should create a higher degree of
concentrated study and motivation in both skill and career deVelopment.

_General Proposed Career Orientation Teaching_Method,.

I. Initial and general presentation of the wide scope of eareers'in business education.

N

11. Specific presentations , of 36 different careers by the means of timed writings.

k

.

eer_presentesi in the timed writings by means of
III. Specific development of each car,

a career ready refererice list.
.
IV. Specific development by the students of the career of his choice in the form of a
manuscript.
V.. Review and enlarge by usingAtudent's manuscripts and reference lists.
_

.

PrOrlosed Time Schedule Lesson

Semester

pjication

Third Week

General introduction ,to careers in business education.

Fourth Week

Explanation of carer Manuscript.

Fifth Week

Introduction to and lige of tithed writ ngs about careeks. Continued use
for the semester/Begin development of areer ready reference from same
source.

Fifteenth 'and
Sixteenth

Student types final cc

2

Weeks

reviews and determines
education.

Teaching

De)yelopment

of career choice m uscript and in doing so

knowledge about a spa itie-eareer in business
14 ,o

of Initial Introduction to Ca Ter Otiettation

The general 4ntroductiontp careers in bu-sinesg education will be taught at the beginriing
of the third weeRtf the/semester.

Each.student's
station will be supplied with a copy of the pamphlet "Can I Be An
Office Worker" hy the Public Relations ,Department of General Motors. The pamphlet
cohtains much general ihfprmation, interesting historical data, and duties.
A general lecture will be given the class regarding the male student's need to acquire a
backgtound of information about employment in the field of business educatiofrN. Exploration
of opliortunities benefits all.
EactP student will be asked to read a section of the pamphlet aloud. Class`cliscussion will
/
follow each reading.
.
Each student will bring a copy of the want ad section of a newspaper to class the follo;tsil.' "
ing day. Examination and study time will. be allowed ih,clags. Dischssion period to folt'Sw
wherein the employment opportunity4type,,scopeland detail will be developed.

After the general introduction to careers, the specific career course of study requirement! will be explained. The typing stations will be supplied with copies of the requirements.

Estimated class time will be two days of the third week of the semester, totaling two
hours of career orientation presentation.

/
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Teaching Development, of Timed Writings About Careers
The textbook Personal Typewriting for Junior High Schools, second edition by Wanus
and Haggblade, is used in the personal typing classes at Pleasant Valley Junior lith
School.

i

The introduction to timed writings and the first two weeks of student experience with
timed writings will be taught from the subject textbook. One-minute timed writings will be
taught the third week of the semester, and the subject textbook used for the third and fourth
weeks; of teaching timed writings.

A supplementary textbook, Timed 'Writings About Careers by Fries, will be used for all
timed writings for the remaining 14 weeks of the semester. The career textbook contains
36 differ:ent courses in the area of business education. The information and knowledge
acquired from the reading, typing, and' compiling the ready reference list from this textbook
Will be the broad, basic career information developed by each student.
"As ,the students' skill ability develops, a different career timed,writing will be used each

timing, lesson until, .by the end of the semester, all careers have been presented. Each

different career timed writing will be introddcedby the teacher reading the complete content
of the timing with the class, followed by a brief discussion of the basic duties and requirements needed by a person employed in that career.
Timed writings about careers will serve the dual purpose of skill development and career
,orientation in one_ segment of the class time and so is judged to be the most efficient
utilization of time. Using the dual purpose presentation method will be the most competent
and advantageous method of informing the individual student within the framework of a group
presentation method.
-

,

Two three-minute timings will be typgd by the student three times a week, usually on
9konday, Wednesday and Friday of each week. Net words per minute will be computed by
each student.
The best,timing will be graded WI. skill development.
,
.

Estimated class time allotted fog clareer timed writings. is f5 minutes, three days a week
to total .45 minutes per, week. Fourteen weeks of 45 minutes per week will total 10-1/2
hours of career orientation presentation per semester.

Teaching Development of Career Ready Reference List
As the different career timeci'W'ritings are typed,in class, the student will compile a list
of -careers, their definitions and main duties,.
The list will be handwritten andretainedbythe student Untifthe 17th week of the semester
,when he will type the ".Career Ready Reference List' in final tabulated form and submit
for grading on skill ability,
Using the dual purpose presentation of career orientation and skill development (learning
to type from handwritten and rough draft copy and perform the manipulative skill of tabdation) again is judged to be the most effedtiv method of teaching and utilization of time.

Estimated crass time will be approximately 15 minutes per week for 14 weeks to total
3-1/2 hours of career orientation in business ethitation.
p
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Teaching Development of Career Manuscript

e

Each student will be required to research and prepare in rough draft form a manu-

script on "The Career of My Choice" in the'area of business education.

-

Directions to accomplish the reference study required will pe given in claets at the
beginning of the third week of the_semester. Reference sources and a list of possible
_ career choices for the manuscript content will be available at each student's station
throughout the semester,

All class time during the 15th and 16th weeks of the semester Will be used to type the
manuscript.
f
Preparing the final draft of thp career manuscript Will serve the dual purpose of skill

developinent and career orientation. Organization and review of that particular career
informs the student and refines his inforipatiOn during the final draft typing.

The eareer manuscript typing will follow the unit of study on general manuscript typing.
If any of, the manuscripts contain different and interesting information other than that
covered in the Ready Reference List, class time will be used in the 18th week of the semester
to read and discuss those careers in class.
4-.4

Estimated class time allotted for thQcateer manuscript will be two,weeks which will total
10 hours of career orientation.

If any unusually different manuktripts are read in class, additional time (difficult to
compute) will be used.

Career 01;ientation Manuscript Directions to Students
I. Research and accumulate information (take notes) on the career of your choice in the
field of business education. -A possible list appears below.
Include such, information as:
Duties-

Personal Qualifications
Working Conditions

Required education, skills and preparation

Related Careers
Salary
Beginning Jobs
Advanced Jobs

II. List of reference sources appears below.'

393

III, Prepare a handwritten rough draft of the manuscript with at.leist three footnotes.
Content length is to be fotir pages double-spaced. A title page and bibliography will
.

be extra beyond the content page.

IV. Type a final copy of your career manuscript in class,the 15th and 16th weeks of the
semester. Typing the final copy will follow the unit of manuscript. study. This will
.
be approximately the first two Weeks in January for the first semester students and the
last two weeks in May for the second semester students.

V. You will be well prepared to type the final draft in class, but the research and rough
draft copy must be done outside of class time or permitted in'clasi after the.daily
assignment is finished,

o't

fbe
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Career Amuscript
BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING

GENERAL AND' CLERICAL
-

Accounting Clerk
Accounts Payable Bookkeeper
Accounts Receivable Bookkeeper
Billing Clerk
Bookkeeper
Bookkeeping Machine Operator
Cashier
Cost Clerk
Data Processing Equipment Operator
General Clerk

Payroll Clerk
Posting Clerk

Data Typist
General Clerk
Key Punch Operator
Machine Operator
Messenger
Duplicating Machine Operator
Receptionist
Reproduction Typitt
Telephone Operator
Teletype Operator
Timekeeper
Typist

FIELDS OF OPPORTUNITIES

FIELDS OF OPPORTUNITIES

Auditing

Civil Service
Cost Accounting

Data Processing
Financial Accounting
Industrial Accounting
Public AccountingSystems,Analysis
Tak Accounting
Teaching
Utilities Accounting

Civil Service
Finance
G6vernment Administration
Hospital Administration
Hotel, Motel Administration
.Insurance
Legal
Manufacturing
Real Estate
Retailing
Teaching
-44

TOP JOBS IN THE FIELD

TOP JOBS IN THE FIELD

'Auditor
Certified Public Accountant
Chief Accountant
Coniptroller
Credit Manager,

Administrative Assistant
Credit Supervisor
Department Head in Office
Key Punch Supervisor
Office Manager
Order Supervisor
Payroll Supervisor
Shipping and Receiving Supervisor
Tabulating Supervisor
Teacher

Data Proce:ssing Programmer
Data Processing Supervisor
General Manager
Office Manager
Systems Analyst
Tax Accountant

Teacher

Treasurer
STENOGikAPHER AND SECRETARIAL

`MERCHANDISING AND SELLING

Assistant in Professional Office
Correspondence Clerk
Receptionist
Secretary
Stenographer
Transcribing Machine Operator
Typist

Audit Clerk
Cashier
Delivery Clerk
Inventory Clerk
Messenger
Outside Salesman

Price Clerk
Sales Clerk
Stock Clerk
Wrapper ,
395"
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Career Manuscript (continued)
FIELDS Off' OPPORTUNITIES

FIELDS OF OPPORTUNITIES

Baiiking

Civil Service
Distribution
InsArance
Legal
Manufacturing
Medical
Dental
Teaching

Advertising
Market Research
Merchandising
Public Relations
Retailing
Sales Promotion
Store Control
Store Operation
Teaching
Wholesaling "

TOP JOBS IN THE FIELD

TOP JOBS IN THE FIELD

Administrative Assistant
Court Reporter
Executive Secretary
Office Manager
Private Secretary
Public Stenographer
Teacher

Account Executive
Adversiting Manager
'Manufacturers' Representative

arket Research Supervisor
ersonnel Director
blic Relations Director
Purchasing Agent
Sales Manager
Teacher
Traffic Supervisor

Books

Opportunities in Office Occupations by Estelle L. Popham

Your Future as a Secretary by Neil Braky Noyes
The Road to Secretarial Success by Irene Place and Madeline,S. Stroney
Horizons Unlimited (Paperback)

Careers in Medical Office Work
Your Future aria Temporary Office Worker by White
'DOT Occupational Pamphlet File
OccupatiOnal Pamphlet File

40.1,
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Classroom Reference Source
"Can I Be an Office Worker," General Motors Public Relations Publication, Detroit, Michigan

"Now's Time to Hunt for a Summer Job," ClevelAd Plain Dealer Article by Sylvia Porter
Occupational Briefs,on the following careers:

Secretary
Stenographer
Office Clerk
Court Reporter

Dental Assistant
Office Machine Operator
Legal Secretary
Receptionist

*Medical Secretary

Bulletin Board Display material -- general discriptive material supplied by Southwestern
Publishing Company

Copies of the local newspaper want ad sections.

Individual copies of Timed Writings About Careers by Fries.

402
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CAREER ORIENTATION - PERSONAL TYPING-TIMED SUMMARY
Introduction to Careers

2 hours

-

Timed Writings About Caieers

10 1/2 hours

Career Ready - Reference List

3 1/2 hours

Career Manuscript

10 hours

Woi.d Games (ued as time fillers)

'?

Interesting Career Manuscripts
.
(Difficult to Estimate)

.

9

t:c

1

-,

Estimated Tot Al Time

26 hours

4

.
I
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Proposed Evaluation of Career Orientation Course of Study in Business Education
Teacher:

1. Determine if time allowance was ample or insufficignt to implement the proposed course
of study.

,

2. Examine and evaluate the student's career manuscript and ready reference list to determine its content.

3. Observe the student's reactions to the career material submitted in the daily lesson
plans--his interest, application and organization.
4: Ask for the student's opinions and reactions to the sources studied.,

5. Judge the financial investment as related to student achievement in career orientation.

Student:

Please answer the folloWing questionnaire as briefly as possible.

1. Did you acquire a brief knowledge about a variety of careers?
2. Did you acquire detailed knowledge about one specific career ?

3. Did the class time career activities.accomplishthe dual purpose,of developing your typing
skill and inform you about a variety of careers?

4. As a (girl) (boy) do you now realize the need for knowledge about careers in business
education?

5. Do you know that there are many career opportunities in business education for men?

6. The career course of study was planned to involve the student on an individual basis
with career exploration. Would you prefer individual or group presentation method in
the area of careers in buSiness education?
7. What other means of acquiring career information would you suggest?

8. Was the career. information acquired worth the tifne used in class?
w.
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Reference List of Movies Available and
Relative To Career Orientation in Business Educ4ion
IBM

-Modern Talking Pictures Service
2238,Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44115
The Information Machine
IBM: Close Up

Impressions
CUYAHOGA COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY

Personnel Management
Office Etiquette
Looking at Careers
EDUCATOR'S GUIDE TO FREE FILM

The Right Touch
Electric Typing Time
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CATALOGUE
OF EDUCATIONAL FILM

How to Keep a Job
The Secretary: Taking Dictation

University Secretary
Office Etiquette
Typewriter in-Business
KENT STATE UNIVERSITY CATALOGUE
OF EDUCATIONAL FILM

Do I Want to be a Secretary?
The Clerk
The'Department Manager's Work Problems
Office Supervisor's Problems

Form Letter Used to Request Films
Gentlemen:

We would like to borrow a print of your film (insert name) as listed in the (date) edition
of your (insert name of catalogue) for use on (date).

If the film is not available on that date either (insettoalternate date) will be satisfactory.

We greatly appreciate the fact that you make your films available to schools (without
charge if true).
Sincerely,

405
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The activity which is the snbject of this.teport .was sup!
ported in whole or in part by
OffiCeotEducation
Department of Health, Education, 4114 Welfirto 00,ricYe5,
the opinions expressed herein do not reflect the poSitiOn

policy of the U.S. Office of
endorsement, by the 'U.S. Office of Education',$hotddThe
,

4,

inferred.

